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representing about 50 per cent of all Afghans (CPAU 2007).
Known to be the most conservative with regards to women.
The tribal code used to regulate Pashtun society.
An Afghan tribe, clan.
A unit of measurement for weight. 1 ser = 7 kg or the
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2007).

Acronyms

Ulema

Wakil

xv

This refers to Islamic religious leadership. It can be used
to refer to a collective (but not organised) religious group
in Afghanistan i.e. the ulema. Or this term can be used to
describe a specific group such as the Ulema Council (CPAU
2007).
This refers to a community coordinator (elected locally but
approved by the central government authorities). This term
is similar to an arbab (or head of the shura), but is used in
city communities.
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Abstract

Deconstructing the influence of existing institutions in institutional creation
remains a key challenge. This thesis explores nuanced institutional phenomena through the lens of social institutions in enterprise, towards unwrapping
the interaction of actors and structure in local economic development.
Drawing on in-depth qualitative research in the uncertain context of Afghanistan, the case studies specifically examine the initial transformation of
the boundary social institution of purdah, and the subsequent development
of new market institutions in three women’s enterprises. The thesis highlights the strategies of the entrepreneur, local power holders and external
actors (agency), and the influence of local conditions (structure) in the process of institutional transformation and development. It is indicated that
Trailblazer entrepreneurs can generate both open and democratic institutions, and promote inclusive opportunities for (new) power and wealth,
even in fragile contexts, particularly if supported by enlightened actors. Yet,
in less stable conditions without supportive actors, Gatekeeper entrepreneurs
can equally foster distorted economies through the reproduction of more
exclusive institutions. Taking an interdisciplinary approach, this thesis has
highlighted the importance of multi-actor, structural and evolutionary thinking, going beyond either pure individualism or structuralism, towards appreciating institutional processes and their outcomes.

xx

Omgaan met traditie, macht en kwetsbaarheid
in Afghanistan: Institutionele innovatie en verandering
in de waardeketenontwikkeling

Samenvatting

Het ontrafelen van de invloed van bestaande instituties bij de vorming van
instituties blijft een belangrijke uitdaging. In dit proefschrift wordt gekeken
naar de verschillende nuances van institutionele verschijnselen vanuit het
perspectief van sociale instituties op het gebied van ondernemen. Het doel
is om de interactie tussen actoren en structuren in de lokale economische
ontwikkeling in kaart te brengen.
Dit proefschrift is gebaseerd op diepgaand kwalitatief onderzoek in de
onzekere context van Afghanistan. De casestudy’s zijn gericht op de aanvankelijke transformatie van purdah (het gebruik dat vrouwen afschermt en
beperkingen oplegt in het openbare leven) en de daaropvolgende ontwikkeling van nieuwe instellingen op het gebied van de vrije markt en betreffen
drie ondernemingen van vrouwen.
Het proefschrift belicht de strategieën van ondernemers, lokale machthebbers en externe actoren (agency) en de invloed van plaatselijke omstandigheden (structuur) bij het proces van institutionele transformatie en ontwikkeling. De resultaten wijzen erop dat vernieuwende ondernemers
(wegbereiders) open en democratische instituties kunnen opzetten en in
brede kring mogelijkheden voor (nieuwe) macht en rijkdom kunnen scheppen, zelfs in een kwetsbare context, vooral als ze gesteund worden door
moderne en rationele actoren.
Daarentegen kunnen ondernemers die als poortwachters fungeren in minder stabiele omstandigheden en zonder actoren die hen steunen, verstoorde
economieën laten voortbestaan door het reproduceren van exclusievere instituties.
Dit proefschrift wijst vanuit een interdisciplinaire benadering op het belang van multi-actordenken en een structurele en evolutionaire denkwijze
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die verder gaat dan puur individualisme of structuralisme om institutionele
processen en de uitkomsten daarvan te kunnen begrijpen.

Map of Afghanistan and location of case studies

xxiii

Preface

As a passionate community development practitioner, this thesis began its
original journey at the intersection of the value chain and livelihoods debates, in endeavouring to unwrap market processes for poorer groups in
developing countries. Yet in traversing the broader literature, the thesis finally found its rightful (and exciting) intellectual home in the heart of the
institutional discourse. This is where the essence of core debates on actors
and context reside, spanning across several disciplines including economics,
sociology, anthropology, psychology, development studies and organization
studies. Whilst these discussions are indeed lively, it was clear that there
were stark gaps in this institutional discourse, particularly since academic
fields remained dislocated and compartmentalised.
At the forefront of institutional theory, a key challenge has been deconstructing the influence of existing institutions in institutional creation. In
recent years, social, cultural and political institutions have been given more
weight in the institutional debate, towards a greater appreciation of noneconomic forces in institutional change, going beyond narrow notions of
efficiency and rationality. This has included the influence of culture and
power in institutional emergence and design, the evolutionary nature of informal institutions (incorporating agents’ habits), and the socially embedded
nature of economic action (the role of networks and relations). In these discussions, the interaction between structure and agency has been clearly emphasised, drawing attention to the influence of existing institutions, interests
and preferences, and individual and collective power. Looking in particular
towards enterprise, the specific role of have entrepreneurs has been highlighted in the process of innovation. And the value chain approach has been
useful in exploring market actors and institutions within broader market
systems, drawing attention to power relations between firms. Yet it has
stumbled on ‘market complexities’ arising in more fragmented and informal
contexts. In such environments, the market discourse highlights contextual
xxiv
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xxv

influences on both structure (e.g. (discriminatory) social norms, power dynamics and the complex role of trust), and agency (e.g. the pressures of social obligation and relations).
Contributing to this gap in the institutional theory, this thesis has endeavoured to unravel the complexity of institutional processes in the uncertain context of Afghanistan, and their outcomes for local economic development. Building off several years of field experience, the research adopted
an exploratory and in-depth case study approach to generate a nuanced understanding of institutional construction in enterprise, at the cusp of value
chain development. Through the lens of a particular boundary social institution (women’s norm of purdah), the study looked carefully at how entrepreneurs and their networks navigated power holders and local conditions to
transform purdah, and subsequently develop institutions in enterprise, enabling women to participate in economic development. The research shows
that external actors (such as NGOs) can both initiate and guide institutional
development. Yet there may be limitations to their endeavours, with strong
resistance from local power holders, unpredictable entrepreneurs and disruptive events. Towards overcoming local opposition, the use of sociocultural strategies has proved particularly notable. For example, progressive
aspects of local culture (e.g. proverbs) and more favourable interpretations
of religious texts have enabled the introduction of new ideas on women’s
roles. This has crucially opened up attitudes regarding women’s mobility,
permitting their culturally acceptable engagement in enterprise, and influencing their broader roles in society.
Lessons for successful rule development in enterprise within fragile environments include the critical role that NGOs can play as institutional innovators and guides, the need for reshaping (and legitimacy) in ongoing institutional development led by respective entrepreneurs, and the importance
of gaining the support of local authorities. And ultimately, for more sustainable institutional development, the research emphasises the value of attaining ‘cognitive synergies’ between these major players in a receptive and stable (local) context. With significant implications for local economic
development, the research has particularly indicated the emergence of dominant entrepreneurs in enterprise. Thriving under stable and conducive conditions, Trailblazer entrepreneurs were shown to draw on their allies to facilitate
open, democratic and inclusive institutions with equitable participation.
Meanwhile, flourishing under less stable conditions, Gatekeeper entrepreneurs
may foster more destructive pathways, in the generation of closed and exclusive institutions. Going beyond Afghanistan, the research provides pertinent insights into complex institutional processes in less certain contexts,
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and the role of local actors and conditions. For the field of development studies,
it has also generated deeper and more nuanced understandings of fundamental processes of change in human societies.

1

Exploring institutional complexity
in a less formal context

George Bernard Shaw once said that reasonable people adapt themselves
to the world but unreasonable people adapt the world to themselves.
Thus all progress must depend on unreasonable people. In a sense, this
thesis explores how these ‘unreasonable people’ may interact to remould
and re-fashion the world around them through the lens of institutional
processes. In the opening chapter of this thesis, I consider evolving discussions on ‘institutions’, towards investigating in-depth institutional
processes through empirical research, with a strong focus on ‘structure
and agency’. I present the overall research framework, emphasising the
epistemological departure, and guiding research questions and themes. I
describe the logic of the case study approach, and reflect on the methodological techniques and fieldwork in the research context of Afghanistan. Introducing the research cases, I finally give a brief overview of the
specific businesses featured in the thesis, describing their background,
situation and reasons for selection. Looking ahead, I discuss the emerging thesis structure and arguments.

1.1

Institutions and institutional processes

Institutions shape human behaviour and provide structure in society including critical mechanisms for decision-making. Across the social sciences, broad debates have elaborated on various theories of institutions
ranging from the narrow economist perspectives to more progressive
evolutionary-oriented understandings of institutions. Significantly, the
institutional discourse has broached more complex theoretical discussions including the influence of ‘structure and agency’. In exploring institutional processes in this thesis, particularly in a less formal context, I
highlight the influence of social, cultural and political institutions in the
1
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development of new institutions, and the need to integrate a careful examination of structure and agency.
1.1.1 What do we mean by institutions?

Whilst central to human societies, there is still little consensus on a
common definition of institutions or how we may do institutional analysis (Hollingsworth, 2002). Academic disciplines have tended to develop
their own approaches to discussing and examining institutions and there
is little collaborative learning. These include several approaches by economists (e.g. North, 1990; Williamson, 1985; Hodgson, 1988, 1998, 1999,
2003, 2007); political scientists, sociologists and historians (e.g. Ostrom,
1990; Campbell et al., 1991; Powell and DiMaggio, 1991; Hall and Taylor, 1996; Chang, 2002); and anthropologists (e.g. Geertz, 1995). More
recently, the field of Organization Studies has also been drawn to institutional theories (e.g. Hinings and Greenwood, 1996, 2002, 2006; Stern and
Barley, 1996; Battilana 2009, 2012).
From New Institutional Economics, Douglass North famously defined formal and informal institutions as the ‘rules of the game’ (North,
1990:4). Viewing institutions as ‘constraints’, he described these as the
framework structuring human interaction, and the incentives and disincentives to behave in certain ways. This includes the rules themselves,
enforcement mechanisms, and norms of behaviour. Formal rules are described to include laws, constitutions and regulations; and these are specific and codified. Informal rules incorporate unwritten norms, conventions and moral codes of conduct (e.g. taboos, standards of behaviour),
and may include gender-based norms, land inheritance customs and local
trust-based credit systems. The enforcement of rules refers to the costs
in measuring the performance of agents or the characteristics of goods
and services in addition to the terms of exchange. These are considered
non-existent in a neoclassical perfect world (North, 1989: 1321). Meanwhile, with an emphasis on coordination, Ostrom (2005: 3) defined institutions as ‘prescriptions’ that are used to organise ‘all forms of repetitive
and structured interactions’ within families, communities, organisations
and markets, across social, cultural, political and economic realms. In the
economic arena, Hollingsworth and Boyer (1997) described the notion
of ‘institutional arrangements’ to capture the (multi) coordination of various economic actors (‘governance’ mechanisms) by markets, hierarchies
and networks, associations, the state, communities and clans.
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Taking a more sociological approach, Fligstein (2001: 108) described
institutions as both rules and ‘shared meanings’ that ‘define social relationships, help define who occupies what position in those relationships,
and guide interactions by giving actors cognitive frames or sets of meanings to interpret the behaviour of others’. Drawing off these broader
views, from an evolutionary perspective Hodgson suggests that institutions are structures that are both external to individuals, as well as ‘ideas
inside the mind’ (Hodgson, 2004: 424). Hodgson criticized North’s theory of institutions for definitional ambiguities, particularly related to informal and formal rules. Going beyond institutions as just rules or constraints, Hodgson defines institutions as ‘durable systems of established
and embedded social rules that structure social interactions...[that] both
‘constrain and enable behaviour’ (Ibid). The rule refers to ‘an injunction
or disposition’ including norms of behaviour and conventions as well as
formal rules: ‘in circumstances X do Y’. Hodgson contends that rule durability comes through the capacity of institutions to ‘create stable expectations of the behaviour of others’ and thus permit (but not be reducible
to) ‘ordered thought, expectation and action’ (Ibid).
1.1.2 Exploring institutional complexity in a fragile context
In turning to the challenging thesis topic of institutional change, social scientists have indicated the existence of complex dynamics involving the
interplay of structure and agency (e.g. Hodgson, 2004; Chang, 2000;
Ostrom, 1990). Crossing into fields such as management, Koene (2006)
highlights the varied influence of the context – affected by local pressures, societal confidence, and agent power – and the potential behaviour of agents affecting institutional change and outcomes. In recent
years, social, cultural and political institutions have been given more
weight across the institutional debate towards a greater appreciation of
non-economic forces in institutional processes, going beyond the narrow
notions of efficiency and rationality. This has included the influence of
culture and power in institutional emergence and design, the evolutionary nature of informal institutions (incorporating agents’ habits), and the
socially embedded nature of economic action (the role of networks and
relations). The complex role of structure and agency has been highlighted, drawing attention to social relations and power, and agent interests
and preferences. Yet the process of institutional construction and devel-
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opment is still poorly understood, in part due to disciplinary compartmentalisation.
Contributing to this gap in the institutional theory, this thesis specifically endeavours to explore how existing institutions influence the construction of new institutions in enterprise, and how this affects emerging
value chains in a less formal context. The theoretical framework draws
from the broad institutional discourse with relevant insights from enterprise and value chain development. In particular, the enterprise literature
has highlighted the role of have entrepreneurs in the process of innovation, and their varied motivations and objectives. Meanwhile, with a
strong focus on the participation of poor producers, the value chain1 approach has been useful in exploring links between market actors within
market systems, drawing attention to power relations in the governance
of value chains. But it has often stumbled on the ‘market complexities’
arising in more fragmented and informal contexts where markets remain
exclusive (particularly for the poor and women), with strong power distortions. And how the prior existence of these dominant non-economic
institutions may influence the necessary development of market institutions.
Advancing understandings, and taking an innovative focus on both
structure and agency, the thesis examines how actors can navigate existing institutions and power holders to reshape the ‘rules of the game’ (institutions) through institutional construction in enterprise, at the cusp of
value chain development. In particular, the research looks at the uncertain role of entrepreneurs and other actors in fostering new institutions
to engage in new forms of enterprise, and ‘shades of initiative’ by different groups along a continuum to evolving institutions. These themes
resonate as both relevant and significant in the volatile and informal research context of Afghanistan. Instability and conflict appear to be (almost) ‘institutionalized’ in society, and research indicates that conflict
has had a limited impact on the prevalence of enterprise activity (Ciarli,
Parto and Savona, 2009: 2). A great deal of effort has been being channelled into ‘pro-poor enterprise and value chain’ development by the
government and aid agencies with varying degrees of success and failure.
Baumol (1990) suggests entrepreneurship may have varied outcomes for
economic development, and distinguished between productive, unproductive and destructive activities. This research looks at the underlying
nature of enterprise through a ‘nuanced’ institutional lens to better un-
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derstand economic development ‘pathways,’ particularly in a traditional
and fragile environment.

1.2

Research framework

With a view to investigating emerging enterprise and related sociocultural challenges, the research focused on the unusual phenomenon of
poorer women’s businesses in Afghanistan. Examining the subtle dynamics of ‘structure and agency’, the research aimed to generate insights
into the influence of existing socio-cultural institutions, prevailing politics and the dynamic role of actors in the emergence of new market institutions, and the impact on broader value chain development.
1.2.1 A critical realist lens with tools from development studies

In appreciating deeper yet unknown institutional processes, the research
strived to find an epistemological departure that allowed for both a suitable research approach and interpretation that could provide pertinent
theoretical insights into institutional processes – in vein with key thinkers
such as Geoff Hodgson – yet also aligned to the emerging field of development. Development Studies is a recent distinctive branch of the social
sciences concerned with understanding the poor in developing countries.
Challenged by the need to incorporate both natural and social phenomena within its domain of inquiry, studies have traversed different ontologies exploring research objectivity, methodologies and approaches. Such
broad analyses stretch from examining household poverty dynamics to
looking at the scope of service delivery and the interaction of rural people and natural resources. According to Sumner and Tribe (2004), this
means that the discipline can in fact choose from a broad spectrum of
epistemological departures from positivism (truth exists and reality is
observable) to constructivism (there is no reality external to our own experiences). However, such different ontological positions generate opposing perspectives on the objective of scientific inquiry and generation
of knowledge. This presents divergence around issues such as triangulation, agnosticism and closure (defining boundaries) (Cameron, 2004). A
positivist approach tends to utilize more quantitative ‘evidence based’
data, whilst the social constructivist approach is more qualitative in seeking to gain a more ‘informed understanding of the world’ but tends to
over-emphasize relativism. These contrasting epistemological positions
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present a challenge for ensuring a framework for rigour in development
research, and obtaining research results that are ‘valid, reliable/replicable
and representative/typical’ (Sumner and Tribe, 2004).
Building knowledge through making sense of reality

Development theorists maintain that if logical consistency is pursued in
the research approach, methodology and analysis, the rigour and transparency of research can be enhanced, strengthening potential replicability
in design, interpretations and conclusions. Adopting an epistemological
approach that is best suited to the key themes and type of investigation is
thus critical in development research, and ensuring an appropriate mix of
quantitative and qualitative methods/techniques in conjunction with a
‘reflective practitioner approach’. To this end, with the focus on examining less known social phenomena in institutional change and the interplay between structure and agency, the research sought an ‘exploratory’
in-depth approach, and identified the useful lens of critical realism. As a
reaction to post modernism, and with the demise of the dominance of
logical positivism, the critical realist perspective emerged in the 70s with
roots in Marxism and social economy (Karl Polyani). Advocated by
Bhaskar (1975), critical realism endeavoured to present a normative
model for the social sciences, describing the interface between the natural and social worlds. The approach emphasizes layered ‘open’ realities,
which may be understood through transitive objects of knowledge (facts,
methods, theories) and intransitive objects of knowledge (‘real’ events,
structures and mechanisms in the world) (Baert, 2005: 91). Knowledge
production is conceived through retroduction, with reality assessed
through a broad range of methods and sources. Going beyond the surface of action and events, the critical realist perspective underscores the
‘interplay between structural factors and individual agency’ and emphasizes an interdisciplinary approach. The critical realist lens is argued to
generate ontological depth in incorporating structure, causal mechanisms, and events within geo-historical contexts (Sayer, 2000: 15). Yet
Baert (2005: 102) criticizes this realist epistemology as still being trapped
in a scientific (logical positivist) perspective that tries to fully explain and
holistically map reality, in vein with a ‘spectator theory of knowledge’
(Dewey, 1938). However, a cluster of less orthodox economists such as
Tony Lawson, and Geoffrey Hodgson have embraced this position as
going beyond ‘closed’ positivist models that fail to incorporate dimen-
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sions of reality not immediately observable. Lawson (1997) builds on
Bhaskar’s critical realism in proposing a ‘transcendental realism’. Lawson
contends that the conventional ‘deductivist’ view is constrained by a limited reality because empirical realists presume that the objects of inquiry
reside solely at the level of the experienced. Going beyond positivism,
Lawson suggests that the phenomena of the world can be better explained through reference to powers, mechanisms and related tendencies
(Ibid: 22). He highlighted different levels of reality, including empirical
(‘experience and impression’), actual (‘actual events and states of affairs’)
and real (‘structures, powers, mechanisms, and tendencies’), towards
generating a more holistic and penetrating picture of the world.
Drawing from social constructivism and feminism: language and power

Drawing off Lawson (1997), and responding to shortfalls of critical realism (Baert, 2005), the research sought to integrate more subtle processes
and dynamics of power. To this end, the research drew on tools from
social construction, which builds on the philosophy of Berger and
Luckmann (1966), and later Foucault, Knorr-Cetina and Latour. Departing from an empiricist/logical positivist confidence in a self-evident and
objective truth where generalizations are sought, the social construction
emphasizes subtleties of the human condition, with a greater subjective/interpretative emphasis towards ‘quality’ not ‘quantity’ in research
data. Social constructivism is concerned with the ways that reality is socially constructed in a dynamic process by both individuals and groups
though the reproduction and negotiation of their interpretations of reality and knowledge of it: ‘we do not find or discover knowledge so much
as we construct or make it’ (Schwandt, 2000: 197). Such understandings
are drawn from a set of shared values, practices, and language. Also
called ‘perspectivism’ (Fay, 1996), social constructivism holds that
knowledge claims take place within a conceptual framework. Claiming
closure is regarded with suspicion. The approach highlights the researcher as present in the research, and ‘values’ as part of the reality with subjectivity ‘celebrated’.
In appreciating some aspects of language, the research drew from the
moderate social constructivist approach, putting emphasis on both language and power in assessing claims to ‘know a reality’ (e.g. Bernstein,
Bourdieu, Derrida, Gramsci, Foucault). For Chomsky, from linguistics,
human experience and knowledge are given meaning and organized by
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language, in ‘free creation within a system of rule’ (Chomsky, 1972: 46).
Dewey (1938) draws attention to the cultural and social context of language where no word or communication is uttered in ‘isolation’. And
Potter (1996) describes worldviews as embedded in language ‘talk and
text’, building on ethnomethodology and conversation analysis. Meanwhile, Foucault emphasized knowledge and meaning generated through
‘discourse’, not just language (Hall, 2004: 345). ‘Discourse analysis’ refers
to a set of research techniques that emphasises a critical, revealing, systematic investigation of ‘texts’ as well as their contexts (Gasper and
Apthorpe, 1996). Texts may be written policy documents and reports,
but they may also include speech, rhetoric and narrative. Shaped by social contexts, worldviews and power, analysing texts can provide insights
into hidden meanings and subtexts; and embedded beliefs, attitudes, perceptions and relations. Extensive and diverse literature on discourse
analysis straddles linguistics, psychology, sociology, philosophy, politics,
and anthropology through to economics. In social research, discourse
analysis can fit into an ‘interpretative approach’ to research analysis to
explore meanings through language in the use of categories (or labels),
trope (figurative terms) and metaphor, and framing (Yanow, 2000). Contrasting and complementary discourse analysis techniques include microlevel sociological analysis such as conversation analysis (e.g. Wooffitt,
2005), and more macro-textual analysis such as framing analysis, for example in public policy (e.g. Rein and Schon, 1977).
Using these ideas and principles, the practical research explored identity and language through tools and techniques derived from both post
modernism and discourse analysis. This included examining and deconstructing texts (actively critiquing), reflecting on closure and metaphors
(in revealing world views, assumptions and values), and recognising information gaps ‘silences’. Analysing narrative and stories (e.g. Johnstone,
2001) was particularly crucial in exploring both respondent accounts –
and described characters, interactions and events – in the course of institutional change and development. The research also looked at the practical use of narrative (religious and non-religious) by actors in changing
community ideas (Schaffer and Smith, 2004). Further to this, considering
the dynamic use of language of the researched (Foucault, 1969; Derrida,
1993), I endeavoured to retain some original language quotes in my thesis, and considered the changing use of traditional proverbs by the enterprise women and within the community in reinforcing new attitudes,
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roles and identities (both as mechanisms and as outcomes). Yet moving
away from the privileging of particular voices (and valuing only local
knowledge, as typical in the post modernist approach), the research
sought instead more diverse perspectives.
Related to examining language subtleties, the research also integrated
a closer awareness of more pervasive power dynamics. Building off
Luhmann (1979), Dosi (1995: 6) described power as the ability of ruling
agents to ‘determine the set of actions available to other agents (the
ruled) and to influence or command the choice within this set according
to the deliberations of the ruler himself’. With a more sociological perspective, and drawing off Emerson (1972), Molm (1990) distinguished
two levels of power including both structural power, as the ‘potential
power created by the relations of dependence among actors in exchange
networks’, and the strategic use of power by actors, influencing outcomes of exchange. Towards overcoming the dichotomy of power driven by agents or structure, Gaventa (2003) draws attention to Foucault
(1998) as proffering some of the most significant theories on power,
with power perceived as beyond either individuals and institutions, and
rather both ‘dispersed and subject-less’ and ‘ubiquitous’: ‘Power is everywhere: not because it embraces everything, but because it comes from
everywhere...’ (Foucault, 1998: 63). Secondly, whilst power may be a major source of social discipline and conformity, power is suggested to
transcend politics and rather be embedded in society and socialisation.
And thirdly, Gaventa describes the Foucauldian insight that power may
not just be negative, repressive, or exclusionary, but also positive and
productive. From Foucault’s perspective, power and knowledge are inextricably linked. ‘Discourse’ is thus crucial in the ‘operation of power’, as
it is an instrument for action yet also a tool for resistance: ‘discourse
transmits and produces power; it reinforces it, but also undermines and
exposes it, renders it fragile and makes it possible to thwart’ (Foucault,
1998: 100-1).
For some, Foucault’s less tangible concept of power – which is neither attributed to agency or structure – appears problematic: both structures and agents are constituted by and through power (Gaventa, 2003).
Yet Foucault’s theory has indicated for example, how the embeddedness
of norms in society (shaped by power dynamics) can lead actors to adhere to these unconsciously without coercion (Ibid). More recently, in
development studies, Gaventa (2006) has elaborated on nuances of pow-
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er entrenched within local structures, and the role of dominant actors.
He describes three dimensions of power including ‘visible power’ pertaining to political power, and the mechanisms and institutions of decision-making; ‘hidden power’ pertaining to powerful people that dominate and control decision-making; and ‘invisible power’ described as the
most ‘insidious’ relating to the internalization of power that influences
psychological and ideological boundaries of participation embedded in
social norms and local power dynamics.
Meanwhile, feminist studies have generated further insights that may
be useful in strengthening perspectives on knowledge and power, including the concept of the ‘social situatedness of the knower’ (e.g. Haraway,
1988), the interaction between power and knowledge, the explicit inclusion of values, and agential realism (Harding, 2001). Code (2006: 162)
discusses the new direction of feminism moving beyond standpoint and
post modernism toward pragmatism (the social nature of knowledge and
justification), realism (importance of context, circumstance, and experience, and relation to social identity) and pluralism (social differences giving rise to different world views). For development studies, feminist
work has also been particularly useful in their contributions to the postcolonial discourse (Escobar, 1995 and Said, 1979, 1993). For example,
Mohanty (1991) highlights the importance of going beyond single monolithic powerless subjects such as the agency-less ‘third world woman’.
This underscores the significance of appreciating both the power and
agency (and the diversity of agency) of perceived marginalized segments
of society such as women in less developed contexts.
1.2.2 Guiding research questions and themes

With this critical realist lens, and emphasis on language and power, the
research sought to generate a deeper understanding of the role of diverse
actors and the influence of local conditions in the process of institutional
construction in Afghan women’s enterprise. The investigation focused in
particular on the role of entrepreneurs and their allies in institutional development and how they navigated existing institutions and powerful
actors. The research aimed to shed light on the nature of institutions
constructed and their effects, and the dynamic forces influencing both
entrepreneurs and their broader networks in construction, learning, enforcement, and diffusion towards ‘thick institutionalism’ (Portes, 2006:
236).
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The research was framed around this overall research question:
How do entrepreneurs and their networks navigate existing institutions
and negotiate with power holders to reshape the ‘rules of the game’ in
institutional construction, and to what extent does this influence the
emergence of new value chains in Afghanistan?

To further unwrap this question, and explore broad issues around
structure and agency, the following research sub questions were formulated to guide the research process:
 How does the process of institutional construction evolve, and
what are the key triggers, patterns of events and internal/external
actors that tend to characterize this process?
 What are the dominant institutions that tend to emerge?
 Under what conditions do ‘trailblazer’ entrepreneurs and ‘gatekeeper’ entrepreneurs tend to emerge?
 How do entrepreneur agents re-mould temporary market-oriented
institutions from existing institutions, and how are they influenced
by embedded motivations, interests, and power?
 How do entrepreneur agents gather support from their networks
for the new institutions, and why do some individuals choose to
cooperate?
 What are the strategies employed by different internal/external
groups to promote support for and compliance in the new institutions towards a final design, and how are they influenced by embedded motivations, interests, and power?
 How do power holders enforce existing institutions onto entrepreneurs and their networks?
 How does the permanent design of new institutions influence their
wider diffusion, and the scope of subsequent value chain development?
These research questions aimed to provide a broad framework to explore the complex process of institutional change and development in
enterprise through examining the various effects of agency of diverse
actors, and the influence of structure (including social institutions and
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local power dynamics). In the early stages of the process, it was important to identify specific events and actors (and decisions) that tended
to characterize this process. This was critical to appreciate the various
circumstances in which change took place, and triggers both from within
the environment, or by particular catalytic agents. In the emergence of
new institutions, it was then significant to look at the nature of evolving
‘dominant’ institutions. Closely associated with this, the research also
sought to look at the conditions under which related ‘dominant entrepreneurs’ emerged. Two types of women entrepreneurs were hypothesized. These included ‘Trailblazer entrepreneurs’ that may nurture more
open institutions, and ‘Gatekeeper entrepreneurs’ that may foster more
exclusive institutions.
In the subsequent reshaping of institutions, the research examined the
various motivations, interests and degrees of power of entrepreneurs,
reflected by their behaviour, choices and decision-making, and interaction with other actors. The research looked at how cooperation was obtained, particularly participation of the women within the enterprise, as
well as linkages with other broader actors beyond the business. In this
regard, the research looked at the emerging ‘networks’ of entrepreneurs,
relating to various allies and connections of the entrepreneur. In the garnering of support for new and evolving institutions, the research examined the various strategies of different groups – within and beyond the
local environment – particularly in shaping institutional designs, promoting compliance in these new institutions (e.g. collective action, or bribes
and power tactics), and in establishing enforcement mechanisms. In exploring local enforcement, the research also assessed the influence of
power holders on the entrepreneurs and their networks. Power holders
referred to existing members of authority including religious leaders, local community leaders, and other influential (community) actors.
Finally, the research explored the impact of the final design of new
institutions on their degree of adoption and diffusion, and in the scope
of subsequent value chain development. The diffusion of rules referred
to the broader release of institutions to other members of the group (and
potentially beyond). Meanwhile adoption referred to those individuals/groups of individuals that adapted their behaviour to new designed
institutions if they were in agreement with them (‘input legitimacy’), and
if the new rules were supported by a set of rules of enforcement
(Gomez, 2008: 259). In the case of more discriminatory institutions, the
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creation of monopolies and potential market distortions was examined;
or in the case of non-discriminatory institutions, the research explored
the development of new economic pathways for willing adopters. Indicators such as the clustering – or the inter-relations – of designed, evolved
and primary institutions were assessed in the final stage of institutional
construction (Hollingsworth and Boyer, 1997), towards examining
emerging governance systems in enterprise (Gomez, 2008: 258).
Institutional focus in the research

In the research, institutions were investigated at both a societal and enterprise/market level. With a strong focus on women’s participation and
interaction, the thesis looked at the initial transformation of the specific
boundary social institution of purdah, permitting women’s entry into collective enterprise; and the subsequent associated development of ‘enterprise’ institutions in business. Socio-cultural purdah norms determine the
scope of individual women’s mobility and public interaction, and shape
all potential aspects of women’s life beyond the household. Meanwhile,
at the level of the firm and the market, the research examined the associated development of market-oriented institutions. At a primary level,
these included enterprise ‘routines’ within the group (as described by
Hodgson, 2007). Rules here pertained to group production and management. At a secondary level, these included ‘chain rules’ between the
group and other market actors (in vein with ‘institutional arrangements’
described by Hollingsworth and Boyer, 1997). These external rules pertained to business linkages, and related to physical marketing and procurement. Finally at a tertiary level, rules included ‘collective action institutions’ across firms (in vein with Ostrom, 1990). Collective action rules
described agreements between similar firms for joint marketing and exchange. Overall, as described by Ostrom, these enterprise rules may generally be understood as ‘working rules’. At the group level, these were
largely uncodified but were considered ‘common knowledge’ to enterprise agents, and monitored and enforced (Ostrom, 1990: 51). Meanwhile, at the market level, working rules were often also accompanied by
the subsequent development of formal rules such as contracts. Going
beyond enterprise institutions, the research also lightly touched upon the
broader generation of women’s socio-political institutions and socioeconomic institutions. For the purpose of this study (and in line with
Ostrom, 1990), the thesis differentiates between lower level ‘deeper’
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rules, applying to social and cognitive institutions; and the development
of higher-level rules in enterprise including routines, chain rules and collective action institutions, and broader economic institutions.2
Clarifying entrepreneurs in the research and associated networks

Drawing off entrepreneurial discourse by Schumpeter (1934), Baumol
(1968) and others, Binks and Vale (1990: 18) define entrepreneurs as those
that respond to market signals, are involved with the innovation of ideas
and facilitate market processes in economic development. In the research, whilst the entrepreneurs did not theoretically initiate the business,
they were involved with leading the group, and championing the development of enterprise rules (organisational innovations). Entrepreneurs
were either selected by the local elite, or by the group themselves. Two
dichotomous dominant categories were highlighted for investigation:
‘Gatekeeper’ and ‘Trailblazer’ entrepreneurs. ‘Gatekeeper’ entrepreneurs
were hypothesized to stem from the traditional business elite, and to act
as ‘rule makers’ in the creation of new ‘discriminatory’ rules. ‘Trailblazer’
entrepreneurs were hypothesized to stem from the less powerful nonbusiness class (the middle sections of society) and to act as creative pioneers in ‘rule breaking’, towards establishing new ‘non-discriminatory’
rules. Entrepreneur networks included their direct allies within the business (co-workers), as well as broader relations with power holders, relations in the market place, and collaborative relations across similar firms.
According to Kristiansen (2004), networks enable entrepreneurs to reduce risks and transaction costs, and to improve access to business ideas,
knowledge, and capital. Yet Klyver and Schott (2011) indicated that entrepreneurial intentions could influence network scope and usage. Building off Davern (1997), social networks were explored in terms of the
scope of individual social relations, and the overall network value/use
(collective action, resources (and power) achieved and outcomes).
Interplay between structure and agency

Hodgson (2004) described a ‘non-conflationary’ and ‘casually interactive’
approach to appreciate the interplay between structure and agency, and
to capture how individual intentions or preferences change. Drawing off
this, in a loose depiction for this research (see Figure 1.1), actors are influenced by their own dynamic motivations/interest, skills/capacity and
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networks; and these are in turn continually influenced by structure (existing institutions, endogenous politics).
Figure 1.1
Interaction of structure and agency

Source: Author’s own illustration.

1.3

Research approach and methods

In the practical research, I investigated three women’s businesses that I
had previously encountered in both rural and urban settings in Afghanistan. Looking through the lens of the initial transformation of the social
norm of purdah, I examined the development of associated enterprise
institutions, permitting the commencement of the business activities and
determining the scope of individual and group participation. In particular, the study explored the development of firm routines, chain linkages,
and cross-firm institutions, enabling women to engage in enterprise development. Here I discuss the logic of the ‘case study approach’, and ensuring research rigour; and highlight critical reflections from the research
process.
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1.3.1 Case study logic and rigour
Case studies are of value for refining theory and suggesting complexities
for further investigation as well as helping establish the limits of generalization (Denzin and Lincoln, 2000: 448).

In vein with the research epistemology, the investigation adopted a concentrated and exploratory method of inquiry: the ‘case study approach’
to explore the complex social phenomena described in the research questions, building off extensive previous field experience.3 Whilst some have
criticized case study techniques as weaker than other methods for the
poor representation of a population of cases, its unique value has been
highlighted in enabling deeper insights into reality, and ‘because more
than one theoretical notion may be guiding an analysis, confirmation,
fuller specification, and contradiction all may result from one case study’
(Vaughan (1992) in Denzin and Lincoln (2000: 448)). It has been described as a challenging approach that requires asking good questions
and interpreting answers, being a good and non-biased listener, being
adaptive and flexible, and having a firm grasp on the issues being studied
(Yinn, 2003: 59). In particular, Denzin and Lincoln (2000) draw attention
to several key insights in the case study approach: first, a case may be
characterized as a specific and unique ‘bounded system’ that may be
‘functional or dysfunctional, rational or irrational’ (Flood, 1998); second
in studying the case, it is important to look at patterns in behaviour, and
coherence and sequence; and third, while cases tend to generate uncommon features (Stouffer, 1941), a balance needs to be struck between
understanding specifics towards making crucial generalizations where
appropriate. Case specific uniqueness is ‘seldom an ingredient of scientific theory’ (Denzin and Lincoln, 2000: 439). In the research, the inquiry
adopted a ‘collective’ or ‘multiple’ case study approach (Herriott and
Firestone, 1983) with some principles derived from grounded theory4
(Trochim and Donnelly, 2006). Overcoming the tension between particularities and the desire to generalize, the research thus endeavoured to
collect information on both the particular in the cases – atypical features,
incidences, relationships – towards identifying aspects of generality
across cases where relevant (but not drawing away from the characteristics of the case). In this way, the approach gradually explored both the
complexities of each case, and patterns across cases, to identify crucial
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social phenomena and critical indicators (that may also be useful in future research).
Research rigour through diverse sources and perspectives on time

The case studies selected for the research included three women’s businesses that manifested the critical phenomena of interest, indicated a
particular opportunity for learning, and permitted accessibility. Whilst
case study research intends to generate depth, the challenge in this approach was ensuring rigour, and awareness that information gathered
may be unrepresentative, unreliable and subjective. In line with best
practice, I drew from multiple sources of information, including documentation, semi-structured interviews, direct observations, ethnographic
techniques, participant observation and physical artefacts (Yin, 2003: 83).
In exploring actor behaviour and relations, the research deliberately employed more sensitive and expansive qualitative techniques to investigating relevant actors (entrepreneurs and broader stakeholders)5 and the
local context. Where appropriate, the use of quantitative methods provided additional detail on the business activities and background. To ensure research rigour, I sought to triangulate key observations and bases
for interpretation, explore alternative interpretations, and develop assertions and generalizations where possible across cases. As I then strived
to make sense of emerging data, I drew on critical realist techniques
through ‘memoing’ (recording thoughts, both orally and written), and
drafting diagrams, and sharing these evolving ideas with respondents
(Trochim and Donnelly, 2006). In the subsequent analysis, I combined
both critical realist techniques6 with qualitative data analysis (manual coding) to examine core findings.
Towards carefully considering subtle processes of change, Olsen
(2003) highlighted the above use of ‘triangulation’ and the combination
of methods and techniques as best incorporating ‘time and change’ in
critical realist research. Yet in development studies, it has been shown to
be useful to further consider time and change in terms of past, present
and future, exploring causal relations, pathways and existing tensions
therein. Massey (1999: 41) suggests cultures and societies should be
viewed through temporal power geometries of ‘time-space’ with the socially constructed spatial conceived as incorporating distinct narratives
generated by a constellation of power-filled social relations. Meanwhile,
O’Laughlin and Wuyts (2004) emphasise the need for a long duration
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and global perspective in development research. Drawing on these
broader insights from development research, I took two particular approaches to exploring more nuanced dynamics. Firstly, I endeavoured to
understand historical change through my own observations over time
and respondent accounts. Secondly, I took a dialectical approach to exploring existing tensions and pressures within the present, which may be
precursors or forces for potential change. Indicators of social (and cultural) change could thus be viewed through the lens of historical pathways, existing tensions and emerging trends.
1.3.2 Reflections on research process and techniques

In investigating the three women’s businesses, the field research straddled three different geographical areas of Afghanistan: the western province of Herat (rural business), the central province of Parwan (rural business), and the capital city of Kabul (urban business).7 Each of these
women’s businesses had been initially supported by an NGO that had
been instrumental in mobilizing the women and establishing the business
organisation. Whilst employing multiple techniques to investigating the
three cases, the research also placed a strong emphasis on flexibility and
openness to studying the complex and little understood phenomena of
interest (in line with grounded theory). Building on previous interactions
with the businesses, the early research phase drew on updated documents, observation and semi-structured interviews with key informants
from the supporting NGOs, community and business leaders, and value
chain actors. In the second and third intensive research phases, more
exploratory and innovative ethnographic techniques were employed to
look more deeply into business and societal dynamics, with a view to investigating more sensitive issues, and tensions and processes beneath the
surface. These included extensive village level participatory sessions with
local women in particular. In the final research phase, business leaders
and NGO supporters participated in workshops to discuss observations,
reflect on enterprise institutions, discuss emerging networks and future
strategies. Over the entire course of the research, concerted effort was
made to engage more broadly with other NGOs, local business associations, government offices and civil society actors to better understand
contextual conditions, institutional transformation and development, and
the role of different actors in the process. Whilst slower than expected,
the research process generated both expected and less expected ‘layered’
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findings, going beyond predicted results and early-conceptualized research directions.
Use of ethnographic methods

Of the research techniques employed, it is particularly pertinent to elaborate on the ethnographic methods used to explore the perspectives of
the women at the village level and those participating in the business.
Complementing interviews with NGO staff and entrepreneurs, and researcher observation, these innovative techniques proved critical in further unravelling the intricacies of the transformation and construction
processes and the role of key actors, and delving into sensitive topics
around culture, religion and local power. A crucial participatory exercise
sought in particular to prompt and unwrap key events, actor stories and
the different strategies employed, and change dynamics, in the course of
institutional transformation and development. Sets of flash cards depicted illustrations of various groups from within and outside of the community, and were used to prompt discussions on dominant actors.8 Coloured cards were then used to denote different types of strategies
employed,9 and handfuls of beans represented the respective actor’s
power and influence. From early interviews and discussions, several
community/non-community groups had been pre-identified as playing a
crucial role in institutional change processes, including local male leaders
and religious clerics, the NGO and the enterprise women themselves.
Conducted at the community level, women from within and outside of
the enterprises groups (including women leaders) were invited to participate in these discussion sessions. With the aid of the cards, women elaborated on the roles that respective groups had played, and their strategies, background and key events. This interactive session endeavoured to
ensure that different women spoke, and were able to share their perspectives. Across the cases, this proved to be a powerful research tool that
generated new insights into opaque institutional processes, and permitted
the women to openly discuss the change process, both in an less threatening way and in greater depth.
Meanwhile, a second exercise looked at indications of change in local
practices as a result of these institutional processes. In this session, flash
cards depicted illustrations of women’s social practices (such as their
mobility (to move beyond the house) and local relations (beyond the
family)), as well as (new) economic practices (such as engagement in
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banking, property and training). This exercise sought to prompt discussions on behaviours both before the business was initiated, and new
emerging norms during the time of the research. Finally, in the latter
stages of the research, with the participation of entrepreneurs (and lead
workers), other interactive techniques examined the emerging linkages of
the village enterprise groups to different actors from within and outside
of the value chain, and the perceived importance for their business.
Much enthusiasm was generated as the women entrepreneurs labelled
cards with all of the ‘new relations’ created in their businesses. Overall,
these participatory-oriented sessions permitted both relaxed, and strikingly rich discussions, in a style that was arguably more suitable for less
educated women in low-trust contexts (that were unaccustomed to interview style questions and/or afraid to speak out). Whilst varied in their
effectiveness (across the exercises and Cases), the sessions generated
deeper levels of understanding of the attitudes, perceptions and relations
at the local level in the course of institutional change. (Appendix 1.1 further reflects on these ethnographic techniques.)
‘Conscious’ bias shaping research

As the literature suggests, three potential levels of bias can influence the
research process and outcomes, including the researcher, the research
respondents, and the research process (Sumner and Tribe, 2004: 12). It is
important to discuss these various biases, and how they have shaped the
research in different ways. Firstly, I endeavoured to be aware of my own
influence on the research process as the researcher: my experience, values, and interests in the design/approach of the research. The overall
investigation built on several years of work in the research context, and
businesses were purposively selected from previous field experiences to
allow for deeper analysis. This broad exposure had greatly informed me
and enabled me to dip beneath the complex surface of Afghanistan and
learn (culturally) appropriate ways of interacting and communicating.
During this time, I had also gained a significant understanding of agent
behaviour within the environment, and this permitted greater sensitivity
to the layered dynamics of reality in the research. These experiences and
insights influenced both the direction of the research, the tools used and
interpretation. Conscious of this, I tried to remain open to broader ideas,
and to keep the research process flexible, reshaping the investigation as
necessary. I also tried to remain aware of the researcher tendency to re-
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ject non-hypothesis supporting evidence during the course of the research. To this end, the research was divided over three research phases,
allowing time to reflect on intermediary findings and biases.
Secondly, I recognized the potential bias by the researched in the
course of the investigation: in possibly under reporting, giving inaccurate
accounts, and in responding for (less powerful) others. Being a nonAfghan may have influenced tendencies for people to be suspicious and
to distort stories. To reduce this, I adopted modest Afghan dress, and
endeavoured to ensure culturally appropriate behaviour in both verbal
and non-verbal communication, respecting key rituals of greetings, listening, and maintaining suitable levels of eye contact and bodily movements. In the male community forums, it was also critical to speak with
purpose and strength. Afghanistan is a traditional oral culture where the
ability to speak well in public is highly regarded and this equally applies
in a community group setting. Yet as a foreign woman, I was privileged
to be able to enter both the female and the male spheres of the community as a token ‘third sex’ (unlike Afghan men and women, or even the
foreign male). As Mills (1991) described ‘in men’s eyes, the foreign woman before being a woman is a person whose female character is neutralized by the quality of being a European guest, and by her independent,
manlike status and behaviour. Thus her presence can be accepted in
places where their own wives, daughters and sisters are not allowed’. To
further gain local trust and confidence, I also adopted a gradual and sensitive approach. And to ensure that I gained clear information, I revisited
similar themes over time with different research techniques and a diverse
set of respondents.
Thirdly, I remained conscious of the bias of the research process itself: the scope of the research cases, the research methodologies employed, the level of interpretation, as well as the potential influence of
the actual research on the cases. Whilst the exploratory, sensitive and
gradual research phase was fruitful in terms of the breadth of data collected, field visits completed and the use of some innovative techniques,
the process was significantly more challenging and constrained than anticipated. In terms of access to respondents, enhanced security concerns
during the research period greatly disrupted the schedule of research activities and influenced the possible time spent in the field (with increased
pressure to complete activities quickly). Further to this, some of the
NGO staff in the case studies proved to be uncooperative, creating bar-
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riers to village visits without their necessary accompaniment. To overcome these difficulties, it was sometimes necessary to arrange meetings
outside of the village. In terms of specific research methodologies, the
investigation drew on diverse techniques including a mix of ethnographic
methods to better understand situational/actor nuances. The latter elicited fascinating insights, although the design of these techniques and
choice of respondents naturally influenced the type of research results
(narratives and themes). In terms of interpretation, I was constrained by
a less than full mastery of the language (Persian) at the field level, necessitating the part use of a translator. Where possible however, I tried to
ensure that I partially communicated in the local language throughout
the process. Nonetheless, the translation of key discussions, and more
subtle expressions and social behaviours was crucial. This proved difficult at times (due to the varying capacities of the translators), constraining a more careful and in depth discussion of new attitudes and practices.
To keep original language remarks, I tried to ensure literal translations.
Touching upon the extremely sensitive and delicate topic of Islam and
changes related to Koran/hadith interpretation/practices was also particularly challenging as a foreigner, a non-Muslim and a woman. Yet, in some
cases, upon settling into conversations with the male elders, being a
woman transpired to be oddly less threatening, and discussions were
(surprisingly) broad and open. Finally, I was also fully cognizant of my
own impact on the research cases, influencing the nature of the cases
and their business direction during the course of the research (Hawthorne effect).

1.4

Introduction to cases

Due to the rarity of (poorer) women’s enterprise in Afghanistan, the
three women’s businesses that were selected for this research had been
initiated by external NGOs. The first case study was a rural women’s food
processing association, and comprised a formal network of thirty-six-village
food processing centres. The second case study was a rural women’s vegetable production business, and was straddled across nine villages with a total of
ninety women’s groups. Whilst not formalized, villages were loosely
linked for technical exchange and (higher-level) marketing. Meanwhile,
the third case study was a small urban women’s electronics business from a deprived area of Kabul, and comprised just a single group of women. In
Cases 1 and 2, to explore local dynamics (i.e. core attributes of the envi-
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ronment, key personalities involved and significant events), two villages
were pre-selected for this investigation that appeared interesting (with
each having faced different challenges), and were accessible.10 In Case 3,
the point of situational focus was the local neighbourhood from where
the business had originated. This section further introduces these three
research cases, giving a brief overview of the respective enterprises, and
expanding on the local contexts and backgrounds of the facilitating
NGOs and entrepreneurs.
1.4.1 Case 1: Women’s Rural Food Processing Association

Located across a network of villages close to Herat city in West Afghanistan, the first case was an outwardly flourishing women’s food processing business association. Facilitated by a largely inexperienced (but
determined) local NGO, initial food processing groups were established
six years prior to the research. By the end of the research, the business
comprised thirty-six food-processing groups or centres (fifteen to twenty
women per centre) across thirty-six villages (with a total of approximately seven hundred workers), and had growing levels of production and
sales.11 Food processing production was organized at the village level by
individual food-processing centres. Depending on the season and availability, products included tomato paste, jams, chutney and dried produce.
Seventy per cent of the produce was sold by weight (unpackaged) locally
by individual groups with the rest being co-marketed as premium packaged produce in the city under a common label. The main city marketing
channels included the direct shops of some of the groups, local grocery
stores, and exhibitions.
Local context: traditional but progressive amongst city elites

Taking a look at the research context, the western province of Herat remains traditional and strictly Islamic, although it is culturally more progressive amongst the urban elites. Ethnically mixed, the province comprises populations of Pashtun, Tajik and Hazara tribes. The provincial
capital of the same name was a thriving ancient cultural and trading centre. At the time of the study, the city of Herat was described to be a hub
for growing business activities, mainly due to its accessibility to bordering Iran and Turkmenistan. Whilst conflict continued in neighbouring
regions in the south (Helmand), the region remained largely calm, and
local people described normalizing instability into their livelihoods. In
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the rural areas, the main source of income tended to be from agriculture,
predominantly from cereal crops such as wheat, barley and rice. Herat
was also well known for horticultural production such as grapes and raisons. In the rural non-farm sector, handicrafts, carpets and rug production were the major traditional (women’s) activities.
For the investigation, I selected two mature village-based groups –
that had just formalized as their own village-based associations in addition to being part of the network association – (Case 1a and 1b). Villages
were selected that had been involved with the network since its inception, were accessible, and where both challenges and successes had been
faced with a range of actors. Located just outside of the city, each of the
villages had only basic access to services, and after decades of war, had
been initially closed, fearful of new ideas and change. Whilst situated in
different districts, the villages were fairly similar in terms of wealth, ethnicity, access to resources (water and power), and proximity to the city.
They also displayed an equal persistence of traditional livelihoods, although there appeared to be more openness to change in the second village. Case 1a was a well-established ethnically Tajik village (300 years old)
and comprised approximately 1200 families (notably in the past, there
had been significant numbers of Pashtun families residing there). During
the war years, the village had been particularly affected by the Russian
occupation and had strong memories of local massacres. Case 1b was
also predominantly Tajik, but a third of the size with a total of 360 families. Typical (male) income generation activities in the villages included
cereal farming and horticulture (mostly vegetables). Meanwhile, women
had traditionally been involved in carpet weaving, yoghurt production
and fruit harvesting (on their own land).
Facilitating NGO: a small, locally oriented organisation

With experience in Pakistan (Peshawar), the local facilitating NGO comprised a dedicated group of Afghan community development practitioners that had returned to the Western region of Herat in 2004. In 2005,
the NGO managed to forge a long-term partnership with a wellestablished international NGO in the region that specialised in rural livelihoods (with a strong interest in enterprise development). Whilst the
local NGO had been recognised as inexperienced, they were perceived as
honest and hard working with rare skills in food processing as well as
community development. The NGO was specifically contracted by the
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INGO to mobilise local women from rural communities into Self Help
Groups (SHGs)12, and to train the women in food processing skills to
sell foodstuffs in the local market. To support this work, the NGO staff
received extensive training in SHG methodology and community enterprise development from the INGO, in addition to further skills development in food processing and post-production technologies. Meanwhile, the organisation itself also benefited from intensive support to
developing their internal systems including finance, project management
and monitoring and evaluation. This was the start of their core work
with the case study women in food processing enterprise.
At the time of research, the NGO comprised a strong team of twenty
staff, with only light support from the international NGO to financial
administration (periodic auditing), as well as ongoing mentoring in monitoring and evaluation. The NGO was involved with both the women’s
food processing enterprise (now situated across thirty-six villages), as
well as other smaller projects related to women’s vocational training and
rights development (with independently obtained funding). They had
also opened a second office in the north part of the country and planned
to initiate further food processing (and poultry) enterprises with women.
In both locations, they had close connections with regional officials and
the local Department of Agriculture. In terms of the Herat women’s
food processing programme, they were still involved with intensive support but they concentrated most of their efforts on the newer food processing centres. And they had tended to withdraw support from mature
centres. Yet they continued to facilitate (crucial) networking and coordination across the groups.
From being highly dependent on the international NGO at the start
of their community development work, the NGO had achieved both
regional and national recognition for their successful projects with women in food processing enterprise. They were known for the commendable quality of their work, strong commitment and maintaining excellent
community/regional relations. Yet with the growth of the business, they
faced new challenges in supporting formalisation and upgrading.
Entrepreneurs: leading village food processing groups

For this research, ‘the entrepreneurs’ related to the group heads of the
village food-processing groups (networked into one business). In Case
1a, the food-processing group was managed by a quiet, but determined
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woman from a humble, religious family. Married with children in her early thirties, she was elected by the group (and approved by the village
leaders) for her intelligence, strong Islamic faith, sense of responsibility
and reliability. As the village business has developed, she has demonstrated remarkable skills and perseverance in garnering the cooperation
of the group women, negotiating with difficult local leaders, and subtly
pushing the business forward through expanding levels of production
(beyond the village centre) and diversifying marketing options. Meanwhile in Case 1b, the food-processing group was led by an outwardly
tough, but soft-spoken widow in her fifties. Replacing an earlier choice
that proved less capable (and voluntarily self-retired from the group), the
entrepreneur was initially an uncertain alternative as a poor widow, and
not well known in the community. Yet as an active group member, she
persuaded the women that she could lead the group, and was then subsequently approved by the community leaders (and as an older widow,
she was considered a good choice). With time and experience, she has
demonstrated strong skills in leadership and business management, and
unusual courage and risk taking in the face of adversity. She has gained
deep respect from the group and within the community. She has proved
to be both dedicated and committed to the business, and later even took
strides to invest her own land in the business (for vegetable/fruit production).
1.4.2 Case 2: Women’s Rural Vegetable Production Business

Turning to the second case, this enterprise included a series of highly
structured and innovatively organized women’s village vegetable production groups, situated in the central province of Parwan. The business was
established by an international NGO (INGO) with the collaboration of a
local NGO in 2007. At the time of the study, a total of ninety women’s
farmer groups straddled nine villages, with approximately twenty women
per group and ten groups per village (a total of approximately 2250
members). With high demand in local and regional markets, the village
production groups were thriving and collaborating across villages for city
sales. Vegetable production was boosted by new techniques and technologies with emerging diversification into food processing. As production levels increased13, their village reputations were growing fast. And
large traders were even travelling directly to the villages to source fresh,
high-quality vegetables! Towards the end of the research, the INGO
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withdrew support, although ties remained with the local NGO. Whilst
the ‘business’ remained largely informal (with no common business
name)14, loose links had been established between the villages for joint
marketing in exhibitions, and technical trouble-shooting.
Local context: traditional rural trading zone near to Kabul

The research case was located in the province of Parwan, a central trading zone of Afghanistan (close to the capital city), and on a major crossroads with Pakistan to the East, and the thriving border city of Mazar to
the North. Charikar, Parwan’s provincial capital, was a bustling market
town, situated approximately two hours drive hours from Kabul. In addition to its prime geographical position, the province was known to
have good quality irrigated farmland, and diverse agricultural production
(with significant horticulture and livestock complementing traditional
field crops). A historically turbulent area, the people tended to describe
themselves as both strong and fiercely resilient. Before 2001, the region
had been on the front line of the conflict for more than two decades,
with many families seeking temporary refuge across the border in Pakistan. At the time of the research, the population of Parwan province had
largely returned and resettled. Ethnically, the majority of the population
was Tajik, with a small minority of more conservative Pashtuns. Besides
agriculture and local business, employment wise, the province was a
known traditional feeder for Kabul based ministries (for the educated
elite) and for wage labour.
The two villages selected for the research were located relatively close
to the market town of Charikar. Whilst these communities were not far
from the town and the capital city, Kabul, after years of war, there were
still high levels of illiteracy and infant/maternal mortality. There was also
persisting fear and distrust of both outsiders and their own neighbours,
affecting levels of trust and cooperation. The two villages were fairly
similar in terms of size and ethnicity, but were notably different in terms
of wealth, location, livelihoods and access to resources. Case 2a was located on the fringes of Charikar (less than one hour walking distance),
and was described as a secure, open and active village (where ‘change
was happening fast’), although notably poor. It was predominantly Tajik
in ethnicity, and comprised around 300 families. With little agricultural
land, men worked as sharecroppers in nearby areas, and many ran small
businesses in Charikar. Meanwhile, in contrast, Case 2b was a highly tra-
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ditional, conservative and wealthy village located slightly further away
from Charikar town centre. This community comprised a mix of Tajik
(mainly) and Pashtun ethnicities, and similar to Case 2a, approximately
300 families. In this village, the majority of households owned their own
land, with almost half of these also owning livestock. Notably at the start
of the project, there was a very high degree of illiteracy amongst women
(93 per cent).
Facilitating NGOs: partnership between international and local
organisations

Taking a collaborative approach, a joint international and local NGO
team were the ‘facilitating NGOs’ in this case. A well-known champion
of the value chain approach, the international NGO was initially motivated to start value chain projects for women in Afghanistan after experience in neighbouring Pakistan and South-East Asia. In Pakistan in particular, the NGO had worked in the conservative tribal area, and had
gained key insights into working in societies where the segregation of the
sexes was common, and where women faced similar constraints in their
mobility to Afghanistan. Securing a significant donor contract in Afghanistan, they began work in rural villages in the central province of Parwan
in 2007 with a focus on integrating rural women into targeted ‘priority’
horticultural value chains (including carrots, cucumbers, onions, potatoes
and tomatoes). The international NGO gathered a team of approximately twenty staff with strong expertise in horticulture and business management (including two international staff). With little Afghan experience
and relations on the ground however, the international NGO identified a
local (urban) partner (a new local women’s business council) to assist
with community mobilisation and support.
At the time of the research, the INGO project was in its mid to final
phases. Nine villages had been successfully mobilised and over 2,000
women organised into village (Self Help Group) farmers’ groups. Intensive and impressive training in horticulture had been delivered, Farmer
Field Schools set up, and training given in post harvest technologies and
marketing to selected participating women. Other ‘complementary’ training courses given to the farmers groups included literacy and numeracy.
Group leaders were further supported with special ‘leadership skills’ and
(notably) ‘consultation’ training (emphasising the importance of ‘shared
decision-making’ with relevant family/leaders). Meanwhile, to assist with
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high-level joint marketing and access to resources, designated sales
women were connected to city markets and exhibitions as well as to input suppliers, micro finance institutions (MFIs) and packaging agents.
Overall, the joint partnership was considered to be successful in facilitating rural women into horticultural enterprise with the business persisting after the project closed. As in Case 1, the international NGO regularly shared their work with key government/non-government offices in
Kabul. They were particularly known for introducing impressive new
technologies and creating scale in their work. Yet it appeared that local
dynamics were (sometimes) overlooked in their approach, and there was
significant variation in the participation of the farmers at the village level.
Entrepreneurs: leading village horticultural production groups

Similar to Case 1, for this research ‘the entrepreneurs’ related to the village heads of the farmers’ groups, selected by the community leaders
(loosely networked into one business). In Case 2a, the village entrepreneur was from a large land-owning family and the only female teacher in
the community. She was well known and respected as practical and
forthright. Married with children in her late thirties, she was strong but
both warm and community-spirited. As the most educated woman in the
village (and with the most mobility), she was the natural choice of the
community leaders. Yet as the business developed, she proved herself to
be not only a good educator but also a strong businesswoman and respected leader. With gentle but firm authority, she has overseen the
women’s farmers groups, facilitated exchange and supported marketing.
Meanwhile in Case 2b, the semi-literate village entrepreneur was an unusual unmarried woman in her early thirties from an elite family, with rare
degrees of mobility (due to an unconventional upbringing in being raised
as a boy – this is further discussed in Chapter 6). She was head of the village women’s committee but distanced herself from other women and
tended to intimidate them. As the business has evolved, she has relished
the power that this has given her. With little interest in the other women’s welfare, she has focused on gaining networks and prestige through
marketing and representation.
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1.4.3 Case 3: Women’s Urban Electronics Business

Supported and trained by an international agency, the third case study
was a small struggling urban women’s electronics business based in the
capital city, Kabul. The company was predominantly involved with assembling basic electrical appliances such as solar lanterns and circuit
boards. During the research, the women in the business were also trained
to repair common domestic appliances. Established and registered four
years prior to the research, the business originally included thirteen
women workers. By end of the study however, only four women remained due to limited work contracts. Business linkages have included
both international organisations and local companies.
Local context: deprived urban neighbourhood of capital, Kabul

The electronics business was situated in the midst of the bustling, populous, fast-moving and rapidly expanding capital city of Kabul, with visible and growing extremes of wealth and poverty. After years of war, the
city was gradually being rebuilt, although development remained uneven
with many parts of the city still cut off from basic services. As the main
seat of power of a weak government, the city was politically volatile, and
continued to suffer from periodic instability from insurgents. The city
was ethnically diverse, and pockets of population groups resided in different parts of the city (and these often comprised displaced groups from
across the country). The business participants originated from a poor
war-scarred Pashtun neighbourhood located on the fringes of the city.
According to the NGO, more than eighty per cent of the area was destroyed by the war in the previous decades. During the early phases of
the business, a total of 5,000 families were estimated to be resident in the
area, and public services (water, electricity, schools and clinics) were extremely limited. At the time of the research, the physical neighbourhood
had improved significantly, although social attitudes still remained largely
conservative, and the area deemed insecure. Whilst the business had relocated to different parts of the city in later phases, strict family members
from their own home neighbourhood still influenced the level of participation of worker women.
Facilitating NGO: international organisation

In this final case, the facilitating NGO was an international organisation.
With a cited philosophy of ‘human development’ as opposed to ‘capital-
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ist’ approaches, the organisation focused on urban community development through empowering poor women in new skills, and then linking
them to the market. Embedded in a foreign ministry, but with an NGOlike status, the organisation began their ‘Integrated Skills Development’
project in Kabul with one marginalised city community in 2005. With
family approval, a total of sixty women from needy families were selected, and initially organised into four enterprise groups. Training was then
delivered in key thematic areas including solar lantern assembly (the focus of this research), as well as restaurant and catering, gem cutting and
design, and mobile phone repair. Staff were predominantly local Afghans
(10), led by a charismatic and determined coordinator in his mid forties
(with one short-term international staff member as an advisor). From the
outset, there appeared to be both a tension with their international headquarters and a significant lack of relevant expertise (particularly community development and enterprise facilitation) within the country-based
team, leading to a disjointed programme approach and strategy.
In the research phase, the project had been running for over five
years. All four of the businesses had been mobilised by the NGO, and
the target women had been trained in the relevant technical skills as
planned (despite extensive social challenges). Additional training included literacy courses, English and basic health and hygiene. In this way, the
staff had endeavoured to go beyond skills development to help the
women overcome social barriers, and to promote community development. Yet the organisation wrestled with a mixture of ongoing cultural
battles, and identifying sustainable and workable business strategies. City
consultants were brought in to assist with the development of commercial business plans but these remained aspirational without internal expertise and guidance.
Overall, whilst the NGO had succeeded in enabling women’s enterprise development, they struggled to establish businesses (including the
women’s electronics business) that were fully integrated into the market
and sustainable. They had endeavoured to foster links between the businesses to international organisations, yet these contracts were invariably
based on ‘charity’, as opposed to being commercially competitive.
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Table 1.1
Overview of research cases
Research
case

Type

Description

Reasons for selection

CASE 1

Women’s
food
processing
business

36 village groups led by
village entrepreneurs,
networked into one
business
(approx. 700 women).

- Large network of villages and
entrepreneurs with
collaboration in city
marketing

Case 1a
Case 1b

Two villages selected for
the research.
CASE 2
Case 2a
Case 2b

Women’s
vegetable
production
business

9 villages with 10
farmers’ groups per
village, led by village
entrepreneurs. Villages
loosely networked
together (approx. 2000
women).
Two villages selected for
the research.

CASE 3

Women’s
electronics
business

Single group of women
from poor urban
neighbourhood
(13 women at start of
research).

- Significant progress over
several years
- Long-term evolving strategy
- Innovative institutional
design with large numbers of
participating rural women
- Collaborative marketing at
the city level
- New technology introduced
at village level

-

Urban based business

-

Non-women economic
sector

-

Struggling enterprise with
diminishing worker
numbers

-

Long term support with
unclear strategy

Appendix 1.2 provides brief business overviews of the research cases (with supplementary quantitative, technical and market data).
Entrepreneur: leading the group enterprise

More straightforward than the previous cases, the entrepreneur in this
case was simply the overall business head that was selected by the group
members to lead the group (and approved by the local authorities). Married with children in her early thirties, she was perceived to have a quiet
strength and to be more literate than the other group members. Notably
from an open tribe, the Tajiks, this has enabled her to negotiate higher
degrees of mobility than the other women that were from strong Pashtun families. As the business has developed, she has visibly enjoyed leading and representing the group, and has emerged to be a charismatic and
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proud business head, adopting new ‘professional’ styles of dress and behaviour. Yet she has struggled with the actual business management with
only basic literacy and numeracy skills. This has led her to bring in her
family members (husband and son) for support. She was highly respected by the members of the group, although as the business has matured,
she has distanced herself from them, possibly to consolidate her position
and newfound power.
Table 1.1 summarizes the research cases and the main reasons for
their selection.

1.5

Concluding remarks and thesis structure

This introductory chapter has opened up progressive discussions on the
central thesis theme of institutions, and the interaction of structure and
agency. Towards exploring institutional processes in the research, a particular emphasis was placed on evolutionary perspectives championed by
Hodgson (2004). With this focus, the chapter highlighted the pertinence
of the ‘critical realist’ layered research epistemology in examining subtle
dynamics and the interplay between structure and agency, and the incorporation of additional development tools from ‘social construction’ to
explore nuances of language and power. As a guiding frame for the thesis, I then presented the various research questions used to unwrap the
process of institutional construction in enterprise. In these questions, I
drew attention to appreciating the diverse roles/strategies of actors and
local conditions, and particularly exploring the influence of the entrepreneur and their networks in fostering certain types of institutions. In vein
with the epistemology, I described the exploratory and qualitative case
study approach used to examine the less known research phenomena. I
reflected upon the practical fieldwork phase in the context of Afghanistan, highlighting core ethnographic techniques, and acknowledging key
areas of bias and ways that these shaped the research. Finally, I presented
an overview of the three research cases featured in this study: a women’s
rural food processing association, a women’s rural vegetable business
and an urban women’s electronics business; and introduced the respective facilitating NGOs and entrepreneurs.
In summary, this chapter has placed the thesis as strongly and firmly
embedded in the ongoing and challenging institutional discourse, with a
strong focus on the interaction of structure and agency. Appreciating
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these subtle themes, the chapter highlighted the ‘critical realist’ research
framework as both appropriate and progressive in examining nuanced
phenomena in institutional construction and development. Looking
ahead, the thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 provides an overarching framework of the institutional theory and critical arguments as a
backbone to the thesis introducing core emerging themes and debates on
institutional change, and highlighting the interaction of structure and
agency. It emphasises key actors in institutional processes such as entrepreneurs and their engagement in networks. Finally, the chapter discusses the informal nature of markets in fragile environments emphasising
social exclusion, power distortions and the role of trust. Chapter 3 turns
to the specific research setting of Afghanistan describing the particular
socio-cultural, political and economic context, emphasizing critical issues
related to actors, power and structure. In Chapter 4, the thesis carefully
examines the transformation of norms in the research case studies, precipitating later engagement in enterprise. The chapter initially expands
upon relevant discourse related to social norms and change. It then presents crucial findings related to the transformation of the boundary social institution of purdah in the course of enterprise development. Building on this, Chapter 5 discusses the emergence and development of
subsequent institutions in enterprise including internal routines, chain
rules, and collective action institutions across firms. Once again, the
chapter elaborates on the relevant literature including discussions on routines, economic coordination in the form of institutional arrangements,
and collective action institutions. The chapter then critically analyzes
findings from the research. Advancing an analysis of actors, Chapter 6
further unwraps notions of agency, firstly expanding on the literature
insights on institutional entrepreneurs, networks and collective agency in
learning, adoption and diffusion in institutional development. It then
looks closer at research findings to discuss actor motivations, the influence of local micro-conditions and actor strategies in institutional processes. It discusses dominant entrepreneurs and collective power, and
the role of networks in institutional diffusion and adoption. Finally,
Chapter 7, draws together the key arguments of the thesis on institutional change, further reflecting on the cases and specific theories, and
advancing new empirical insights both supporting/challenging existing
propositions. The chapter also reflects more generally on the research
for the field of development studies, and the importance of inter-
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disciplinary work straddling anthropology, political science to economics
in generating valuable insights for equitable and inclusive development.

Notes
A value chain describes the various activities required for a product or service to
pass from production to the final delivery to the consumer (Kaplinsky 2000: 4).
2 It is important to note that there are several different approaches and conventions to examining institutional ‘levels’ within the institutional discourse. Others
focus for example, on the duration of institutional change, and scale of applicability (e.g. Williamson, 2000; Brousseau and Raynaud, 2007).
3 Significantly, this included over six years of work in the research context with
NGOs, local businesses and government agencies in both community development, and market development (and value chain) strategies. Particular geographical experience was gained in twelve provinces across the Central region, and the
North and West of Afghanistan.
4 This is a qualitative research method that aims to develop theory through ‘observation’ in an iterative research process (Trochim and Donnelly 2006).
5 The perspectives of other economic agents have been deemed important in
gaining a broader understanding of institutional change (Kalantaridis, Labrisanidis
and Vassilev 2006).
6 In the research analysis I drew partly on techniques derived from critical realism, such as those articulated by Bygstad and Munkvold (2011). This included (i)
initially, drafting a rich description of situations, events and roles of different actors in the course of institutional transformation and development; (ii) secondly,
identifying key components of these descriptions; (iii) thirdly, reflecting upon the
theory and emerging research findings; (iv) fourthly, identifying key mechanisms
in institutional processes, and examining the subtle influence of structure and
agency; (v) fifthly, analysing those mechanisms; and (vi) finally, consolidating research material with cross-case analysis.
7 The fieldwork took place over a period of fourteen months (2010-2011), in
three research phases.
8 These illustrations were drawn from a BBC comic strip depicting Afghan village
life (from the radio programme ‘New Home New Life’).
9 Coloured cards represented different actor tactics including religious strategies
(e.g. using messages from religious texts); cultural strategies (e.g. using stories from
other villages, proverbs); coordination/mediation strategies (e.g. brokering between groups); and resistant oriented strategies (e.g. blocking new ideas, causing
conflict).
1
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In Case 1 and 2, it is worth noting that (enterprise) participating villages were
also visited during the research, including some ‘near project failures’. These (less
secure) villages required extensive efforts in social mobilization due to pervasive
levels of mistrust, and limited (male and female) leadership. Due to their instability, these villages were deemed off limits for either simple visits, or intensive research.
11 Urban-based sales had increased by seventy-five per cent in the twelve months
prior to the research.
12 A highly successful concept developed initially in India, Self Help Groups
(SHGs) or Savings and Credit Groups (SCGs) organize people (approximately
15-20 in one group) with similar economic backgrounds to learn basic accounting and initiate/expand economic activities. Group cohesiveness, financial discipline and business skills are developed through regular group meetings with
savings, internal lending/repayments and capacity building. When groups mature, the NGO may facilitate access to external financing for new or existing
family based enterprises. When groups mature further, the whole group or
parts of them may evolve into producer groups. Loyalty to the group is viewed
as important, as this is considered to increase the strength of the group and
enable joint action, increasing the bargaining power of group members. In Afghanistan, Self Help Groups are usually formed in coordination with the village
councils, and participants are selected from common wealth backgrounds and
those with an interest in joint collaboration for savings and potentially productive activities (Ritchie 2009).
13 At the time of the research, the village women farmers were producing, on average, over 150,000 kg of produce annually per community.
14 It is important to note that during the INGO support period, the villages had
begun marketing using a common label (with the INGO name).
10
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The ubiquity of institutions:
Shaping economic development

To understand institutions, one needs to know what they are, how and
why they are crafted and sustained, and what consequences they generate
in diverse settings (Ostrom, 2005: 3).

In this second chapter, I examine the prevailing discourse on institutional change as an overarching theoretical framework for this thesis, and
introduce key themes for subsequent exploration. Initially, I discuss the
dominant institutional discourse entrenched in neoclassical principles. I
then review broader discussions incorporating the influence of social,
cultural and political dimensions, drawing attention to evolutionary perspectives and economic sociology towards appreciating the interaction of
structure and agency. In unwrapping actor roles in institutional processes, I highlight ‘institutional entrepreneurs’ and agency, and draw attentions to institutional activity embedded in social networks. Finally, I turn
to the particular situation of developing country environments, and the
dominance of informal institutions affecting agency, power dynamics
and trust, influencing institutional processes and broader outcomes in
economic development.

2.1

Towards a paradigm shift in theories of institutional
change

In 1776, Adam Smith famously postulated that gains made from trade
are the key to the wealth of nations, and that the size of the market was a
function of specialization and the division of labour. Indeed, the Industrial Revolution precipitated the process of specialization and trade towards the evolution of modern market societies with monetarised exchange of goods and services. However, it is only recently that
37
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economists have recognised that this exchange process is not without
costs to economic agents, and that these ‘transaction costs’, and importantly, the institutions influencing them, are central to the performance
and development of economies.
Spurred in the early 1900s, and revitalised recently, institutional discussions have embraced wide-ranging topics in an attempt to understand
the role of institutions in economic development. Institutions are now
recognised as playing a central function in economies, and these insights
have received considerable attention with several scholars honoured as
Nobel laureates (including Douglass North, 1993; Oliver Williamson,
2009; and Eleanor Ostrom, 2009). Yet there is still much debate over the
nature and emergence of institutions, the relations between them, and
their impact on economic development. Three main approaches have
been posited which attempt to explain the influence of institutions in the
economy, and the process of institutional change and development. An
early perspective emerged at the turn of the 20th Century, known as (Old)
Institutional Economics, and this has seen a recent revival in light of broader
discussions in the social sciences. Meanwhile, in the last three decades,
the neo-classical economics-based approach New Institutional Economics
has tended to dominate economic thinking. Finally, drawing attention to
theories of ‘embeddedness’, Economic Sociology has also been developed,
chiefly in reaction to New Institutional Economics. Today institutional
insights straddle diverse fields from anthropology and sociology to history, political science and economics, challenging notions of functionalism
and individualism. Debates tend to diverge on perspectives related to
core neo-classical principles, in particular actor-centric explanations and
the influence of social structure. Yet whilst the general theory has seen
significant progress (although empirical evidence is still thin), a ‘shared’
reflection remains constrained by the ‘existing compartmentalization of
the social sciences’ (Hodgson, 2004: 447). Maseland (2011) elaborates on
three major structural biases in the dominant discourse on institutional
economics, namely in under-examining differences in kind (often studies
focus on one particular institution yet several institutions may be coexerting an influence on specific issues), neglect of interaction (between
societies and other institutions) and representing societies from a partial
perspective (i.e. not appreciating the local context). He argues for a
greater appreciation of institutions within their institutional context, and
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ensuring a dynamic perspective of societal evolution and interaction
through the lens of the country concerned.
2.1.1 Institutional development driven by efficiency and rational
choice

Economic development tends to be explained by traditional economists
using the theory of macroeconomic accumulation (i.e. economic growth
is attributed to the accumulation of physical and human capital, or the
introduction of new technology). Coined by Oliver Williamson (1975),
the New Institutional Economics (NIE) approach brought the focus back to
institutions in the mainstream economics debate through adopting a position closer to neoclassical principles based on the Enlightenment ideas
(e.g. individualist rationality, choice and the maximisation of utility). In
subscribing to neo-classical thinking, possible outcomes on courses of
action are assumed to be predicable and purposive (i.e. actions
have/serve a purpose). Essentially political, legal and social institutions
are conceived to exist to reduce ‘uncertainty’ in human economic interactions. In early work on the study of economic organisation, Williamson
(1975, 1981) placed ‘transactions costs’ at the heart of economic exchange, building off Commons’ governance theory (1934). North (1990)
described these transaction costs as the ‘costs’ of measuring the ‘valuable
attributes’ of transactions, protecting rights and enforcing agreements.
The exchange process itself is thus considered to contribute to institution building (e.g. contract development) and/or the emergence of hierarchies (as theorised by Coase (1923, 1937)). With increasing scale and
complexity, the achievement of efficiency, in the use of ‘scarce resources’
by rational agents is maintained to be the main motivating element in
economic activity, with ‘efficient’ institutions retained, and others gradually modified, or replaced as necessary (Vandenberg, 2002: 227). The
theory regards a range of economic phenomena such as transaction costs
(Oliver Williamson 1970s and 1980s), property rights (e.g. Rodrik, 2000),
and a plethora of political and legal structures as ‘efficient’ outcomes of
individual rationality (e.g. North and Thomas, 1973; Posner, 1986). Theory has even bridged non-traditional economist spheres to explain informal aspects of family life, crime, and charity (e.g. Becker, 1976). Significantly, in later works, diverging from the neo-classical position, there has
been some recognition of human agents as subject to ‘bounded rationality’ and some to ‘opportunism’ (Williamson, 1981).
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From personal to impersonal exchange

Notable institutional insights have been developed by Douglass North.
North famously described institutions as the ‘rules of the game’ and differentiated between formal and informal institutions. In his influential
‘personal to impersonal exchange’ theory, North deems that as countries
develop, trading becomes more complex with an increasing range and
diversity of trading partners (North, 1989, 1990). Whilst in ‘personal exchange’ trust is considered to be the driving force in permitting transactions (and transaction costs are low), in ‘impersonal exchange’, more
formal institutions are conceived to reduce uncertainty, cutting potential
transaction costs and improving efficiency. In the transition from ‘personal to impersonal’ exchange, North (1989: 1324) contends that it is the
development of institutions which enables broader market transactions,
increasing production and exchange, and permitting a reduction in transaction costs (such as interest rates). North (2003) suggests that the ‘personal to impersonal exchange’ theory lies at the heart of the failure of
poor societies to develop. Yet North suggests that where there is a
strong-shared ideology, this may represent a substitute for formal laws.
The concept of ‘path dependence’ was further introduced by North
(1990), and emphasized the link to historical institutions, and their influence on future change patterns. Stepping beyond the neo-classical position, North argues that institutional development involves ‘path dependent’ processes influenced by different groups’ relative power and by their
own subjective analysis of alternative paths. North contends that dominant, powerful social groups respond to perceived changes in relative
prices, technologies and transaction costs and shape institutions to promote their economic self-interests (North, 1989: 6). Institutional path
dependence is deemed to exist because of the ‘network externalities,
economies of scope, and complementarities that exist with a given institutional matrix’ (North, 1995: 3) i.e. economic agents with bargaining
power have strong interests in maintaining the status quo. Whilst institutions are dynamic, change is thus determined by these existing and linked
institutional arrangements (Denzau and North, 1994). These arguments
take the discourse into new territories beyond mainstream NIE perspectives, and appear be at odds with the assumptions of neoclassical economics. Dugger sums up North’s problematic deviance:
He [North] has recognized that institutions and institutional change are
not always socially efficient and that economic progress may very well be
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the exception rather than the rule. His path dependence can lead to stagnation or decline as well as progress. He has broken the norms of beneficence, automaticity, and natural law that lie at the very heart of neoclassical theory (Dugger, 1995: 458).
2.1.2 Beyond rationality: the influence of history, culture and
power
…past, present and future economic growth is not a mere function of
development, technology and preferences. It is a complex process in
which the organisation of society plays a significant role. The organisation of society itself, however, reflects historical, cultural, social, political
and economic processes… (Greif cited in Woolcock, 1998: 187)

The original approach to institutional economics grew out of a failure of
neoclassical economics to explain the broad institutional framework
within which economic transactions take place, and how such institutions shape and are shaped by human behaviour. Emerging in the early
20th Century and precipitated particularly by Darwinism, the debate was
spearheaded by US economists such as Thorstein Veblen, John Commons, Wesley Clair Mitchell and John Dunlop, and famously drew on
broad disciplines such as psychology, sociology, law, biology, and politics
with minimal economic theory. Veblen (1898) explored evolutionary ideas such as selection, and emphasized institutions as ‘repositories of
knowledge’ and the influence of ‘habits’ on institutisonal processes
(Hodgson, 2004: 9). Other classic thinkers inspiring this movement included Karl Marx, Joseph Schumpeter, and Karl Polyani. Recently, Old
Institutional Economics (OIE) has seen a revival, including a spin-off championed by Chang (2002), known as ‘Institutionalist Political Economy’ (IPE),
due to its emphasis on power structures (and history) shaping actor behaviour. This perspective contrasts with NIE that narrowly views actors
as rational and independent, maximizing their utility, with preferences set
as exogenous and steady. In maintaining this position, NIE has been
criticized for applying ‘classroom economics’ to ‘real world’ situations
where individuals and organisations are involved with economic transactions and production (Dorward et al., 2005). Today’s OIE approach rechallenges these conventional views in arguing that economics cannot be
separated from the social, political and cultural systems in which they are
embedded. According to Hodgson (2000), the most important characteristic of institutionalism is the notion that individuals are indeed both ‘so-
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cially and institutionally constituted’. Going beyond ‘efficiency’ outcomes, Chang (2005) highlights three critical functions of institutions in
promoting economic development: learning and innovation, income redistribution and social cohesion. Further, whilst in neo-classical economics the market is perceived as the ‘ideal’ mechanism for coordinating
economic activity, Hollingsworth and Boyer (1997: 3) draw attention to
the existence of diverse ‘institutional arrangements’ with different degrees of agent interest and power, influencing actor ‘needs, preferences
and choices’. And they emphasize that a single optimum institutional arrangement does not exist. Taking a broad perspective, OIE has highlighted the significance of socio-cultural institutions, power struggles and
agency in institutional change and development.
Socio-cultural institutions shaped by beliefs and practices, driven by
cognition

In particular, the OIE debate has looked at the significance of historical
legacies and culture in institutional development and change. Arguing
against the logic of the neo-classical paradigm, there is recognition that
existing social and cultural institutions influence both economic and
non-economic behaviour. In this view, the complex interplay between
social norms, values, belief systems, and their cultural heritage shape how
agents interact with, and develop institutions. Weber’s (1904) classic
Protestant Ethic earlier postulated a religious foundation to capitalist behaviour. But such a cultural determinant approach subsequently came
under attack in the 1960s and 80s from neo-Marxists and post modernists (Fukuyama, 2003: 4). In recent decades, culturalist explanations of
economic behaviour have been revisited. Platteau (1994a, 1994b, 2000)
expanded ideas on non-economic influences on economic behaviour in
his study on moral norms, which were reinforced through socialization,
and participation in religious events. Platteau drew attention to African
societies and the origins of highly egalitarian norms with restraints on
individual wealth, which he argues has led to ‘cultural’ obstacles to accumulation and subsequent economic growth (Platteau, 2000). Fukuyama (2003) elaborates on a wide range of areas of human behaviour that
are in fact non-rational in origin (i.e. non-optimizing behaviour) such as
actions based on religious belief, inherited social habits and other deeply
embedded cultural values. Meanwhile, Chang (2005: 11) highlights cultural influences generating broader social institutions. He describes the
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example of Japan, and their rice growing culture within a heavily populated, disaster prone environment, which promoted institutions of social
cooperation. And emphasising the influence of historical experience on
subsequent institutional development, Greif (2006) pointed to the
‘community responsibility system’ as an existing institution that functioned in Europe from medieval to modern times, which fostered gradual institutional development through ‘self-governed communes’.
Further going beyond institutions as merely restrictive, Streeck (1997)
draws on a ‘Durkheimian’ sociological perspective, describing certain
social institutions that can act as ‘beneficial constraints’ ensuring actors
act within boundaries, thus limiting individual volition and the pursuit of
self-interest. Yet the solution is not to simply transplant institutions from
one to context to another. Hollingsworth (2002: 14) warns of ‘serious
limitations’ in the potential imitation of institutions (e.g. rules and norms)
of other societies (or ‘institutional monocropping’ (Evans 2004)), since
each institution is ‘interdependent’ with other institutions. Citing Roland
(1990), Hollingsworth described how existing institutional arrangements
might inhibit certain institutional innovations whilst enabling others.
Meanwhile Roland (2004) described the ‘slow moving’ pace of change of
cultural institutions in contrast to the ‘fast moving’ institutions such as
legal rules and organisational systems. Exploring the nature of sociocultural institutions, Portes (2006: 237) differentiates between the influence of culture in the ‘realm of values, cognitive frameworks and accumulated knowledge’ (with values underlying norms), and social structure
in the ‘realm of interests, individual and collective’, reinforced by varying
degrees of power, and draws links between them at the individual and
collective level. Beyond rational choice and functionalist explanations,
Douglas (1986: 91) brilliantly draws attention to human cognition and its
dependence on institutions, with institutions built by ‘squeezing each
other’s ideas into a common shape’ to gain legitimacy by ‘sheer numbers’. Douglas describes the stabilization of institutions and the gaining
of legitimacy through ‘distinctive grounding in nature and reason’, and
the development of cognitive conventions, or ‘analogies’ (masking their
human origin). Further to this, Powell and DiMaggio (1991: 26) highlight
Bourdieu’s innovative (cognitive) concept of habitus, related to people’s
common histories and backgrounds, as leading to shared thoughts, dispositions and strategies of action. This may explain why actors may be-
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have in certain ways and reproduce social structures, influencing institutional development.
Recognizing the influence of culture in later work, North (2003: 4)
has drawn attention to the cultural heritage of individuals i.e. the deeply
embedded institutions and aggregated beliefs ‘carried forward’ over generations (path dependent patterns), in addition to new positive and negative experiences. This moves NIE even further from its original standpoint. These beliefs and experiences are argued to fundamentally shape
the way that we perceive the world and comprehend what is happening
around us, and influence our response. Such awareness of the world is
considered to lower ‘information costs’ and increase our ability to understand what makes economies work, but it also may constrain behaviour
and perpetuate inefficiency (North, 2003: 5). Clearly, it is critical to appreciate the background of a society and cultural heritage (and the dynamic shifts as societies evolve) to understand the emergence of dynamic
institutions with ‘complex chains of causality’, and particularly the ‘interplay’ between the formal rules and the informal norms (North, 2003).
And drawing off psychology in vein with sociological debates, North et
al. (2004) further contend that an examination of underlying cognitive processes, and individual/collective learning, is critical to analyzing institutional emergence, and their economic and political outcomes. Yet it is
difficult to see how such ideas can be integrated into the neoclassical
framework underpinning NIE.
Incorporating power and interests into institutional development

Traditional game theorists (e.g. Schotter, 1981) view institutions as the
‘equilibrium solutions’ from ‘repeated games’ between competing actors.
Taking a more nuanced approach, other scholars have re-examined the
role of power in shaping institutions, with design influenced not just by
efficiency (e.g. Bardhan 1989, Bowles and Gintis 1993, and Perrow 1986).
IPE critics suggest that the NIE approach suffers from the inherent
‘flaws of neoclassical economics’ as human behaviour is reduced to ‘rational’ and economic processes deemed as ‘efficient’, with little recognition of social and political dimensions (e.g. Chang, 2000). From an Institutional Political Economy perspective, the notion of power is
elaborated in institutional development. Going beyond the NIE’s simplistic view that interests are ‘exogenously’ assigned at an individual level
(Chang, 2000: 17), proponents of Institutional Political Economy view
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interests as being framed by existing institutions, and institutional change
involving changing power balances between existing interests with
changes to deeper institutional structures. The construction of new institutions may also involve ‘power struggles’ between different interest
groups as they wrestle for political power to gain some control over the
‘rules of the game’, and build ‘asymmetries’ within the economy (Marghlin, 1991). In this regard, economic institutions may be described as
‘political and social constructions’ (Hollingsworth and Boyer, 1997: 450).
Eggertsson draws attention to states where there is a lack of information
and endogenous politics, which can affect institutional design and may
bring increased transaction costs (Eggertsson, 1997: 1193).
This broader OIE/IPE perspective has generated useful insights into
institutional change mechanisms, particularly in the influence of existing
institutions, power and agency. Whilst Williamson (1985) assumes that
rational, self-interested actors build efficient institutions that coordinate
economies, Hollingsworth (2002) suggests that it is more complex. In
institutional development, existing institutions, actors and the wider context can affect both the scope of the institutional process, and institutional outcomes. These factors may act as both barriers and resources.
Chang emphasizes institutions as not just ‘constraints’ on economic behaviour but also as ‘enabling’ and ‘constitutive’ (Chang, 2000: 8). Whilst
existing institutions are crucial in institutional change, related human
agency is considered equally significant (Lawson, 1997). Chang (2000)
presents a complex socio-cultural approach in his ‘culture-basedstructured-interest’ view, incorporating human agency, culture, power
and interests. With roots in history, path dependence shapes institutional
evolution with high levels of inertia due to their embeddedness, and collective action problems from free riding, limiting processes of change.
Hollingsworth and Boyer (1997: 451) describe norms, rules and institutional arrangements persisting, even following violent revolutions or
when actors acknowledge superior arrangements may exist. They also
highlight the phenomenon of ‘society blindness’ to the potential limitations of existing institutional arrangements (Lazonick, 1991). Institutional complementarity may also inhibit the desire for change.
In institutional creation, Hollingsworth (2002) describes this embeddedness of institutions, and the strength of institutions or positions of
actors, constraining actors to create new effective institutions (Lanzara,
1998). Lanzara (1998) argues that institution building may be more
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heavily affected by past codifications processes than future ideas. Yet, he
indicates that within existing institutions, there may also be resources. In
establishing order and promoting variability in the process of institution
building, Lanzara highlights the ‘necessary’ stages of exploration and exploitation but warns that too much of either can lead to self-destructive
outcomes. Hollingsworth and Boyer (1997) describe the process of institutionalization as further embedded in the intentions and interests of the
different groups involved. Ostrom (1990) looked at the development of
institutions for collective action as shaped by the local context in addition to actor capacities and interests. Maseland (2011) further underscored the importance of exploring the context, and highlighted the need
to examine specific circumstances to look at the relevant institutions
within, the interaction between institutions, and multiple perspectives on
institutional effect. Disputing both rationalism and functionalism, Streek
(2002) suggests that preliminary institutional design by actors may indeed
be random and unintended, but these institutions may later be fitted with
existing institutions or made ‘complementary’ through entrepreneurial
creativity in the given conditions but remain dynamic. Meanwhile drawing particular attention to power, Knight (1992) describes institutional
development and change as by-products of ‘distributional conflict’,
shaped by ‘asymmetries of power in a society’. Advancing theory further,
Campbell (1997) suggests that most change in existing institutions
evolves through a process of delimited selection, as permitted by the existing arrangements, in addition to prevailing power relations. Differentiating between incremental and radical institutional change, he holds that
radical institutional change particularly occurs when social actors with
diverse norms/interests clash with one another generating changes in the
interpretation of problems and interests. Yet individual action may also
be shaped by the influence of institutions on decision-making. Friedland
and Alford (1991: 251) describe existing institutions as affecting both
institutional processes, as well as their outcomes. Drawing attention to
Douglas (1986), they highlight institutions influencing conceptions of
needs, preferences and choices.
Institutional outcomes: shaped by powerful actors and existing
institutions

Looking toward institutional outcomes, this may reflect a ‘hierarchy involving a constitutional order’ and ‘the way constituent members play
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the game’ (Hollingsworth and Boyer, 1997: 453). Further, Hollingsworth
(2002) suggests that different ‘institutional arrangements’ and different
‘social systems of production’ (the integration of society’s institutions, its
institutional arrangements, and its institutional sectors) may generate different types of economic performance. Yet whilst there may be institutional stability at the macro level (providing an overall ‘cognitive framework’ guiding how individuals navigate reality), at the micro level
individuals may be more autonomous, and there may be significant institutional diversity, emphasizing the importance of micro level analysis
(Ibid). Hollingsworth draws on Hodgson (1988) who argues that ‘most
institutions exist in a temporal sense, prior to the individuals in any given
society’. And in terms of institutional outcomes, these may ultimately
reflect a balance of the pursuit of self-interest, social obligation, social
relations and prevailing power asymmetries (Hollingsworth and Boyer,
1997: 53). Chang (2002) argues that competing cultures/traditions may
exist within one society, and that political choices may ultimately determine the institutional development path. Chang (ibid.) describes the hierarchy of rules resulting from power struggles between affected groups.
Hollingsworth (2002: 6) draws attention to Legro (1997) in highlighting
the differing strengths of norms and rules, as indicated by their ‘simplicity’ (in how well they are interpreted and ease of application), their ‘durability’ (in terms of how long they were in existence and their legitimacy),
and their ‘concordance’ (in terms of the breadth of application). Those
norms and rules that are more durable tend to play a greater role in shaping societies and contributing to path dependence. Meanwhile Brousseau
and Raynard (2007) describe the influence of ‘time and space’ on institutional flexibility and strength, with earlier stage institutions more adaptable but (still) threatened by alternative rules. In their theoretical paper,
they discuss institutional options that are available from different localities. They describe the launching of a competitive process, as institutions
created locally by self-interested actors participate in a ‘race for generalisation’. They suggest that local lower level institutional arrangements
tend to seek to become part of ‘higher order institutions’ in the overall
institutional framework, in a concept they describe as ‘climbing the ladder’. Yet actor interests may be more nuanced than this, and actors may
be further influenced by environmental effects or even other actors. As
much as institutions influence economic development, Chang (2010) describes economic development itself as influencing the nature of institu-
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tions. He describes economic development as triggering agents to demand new and better quality institutions, and permitting the ‘affordability’ of these new institutions.
2.1.3 An evolutionary approach to institutional development
Although economics is not reducible to biology, propositions in economics must be consistent with those in biology (Hodgson, 2003: 163)

Taking a step closer to the original institutional discourse, several prominent economists explore an evolutionary approach to institutional development. Old Institutional Economics introduced the idea of evolutionary processes in the development of institutions (Veblen, 1898),
following the influential publication of Darwin’s Origin of Species. This was
later revived by Hamilton (1953). Both emphasized the importance of
Darwinism, and processes of natural change. Going beyond the realm of
biology, they contended that evolutionary thinking had important relevance for social science, although a systematic theoretical approach to
this was not conceived (Hodgson, 2003). Nelson and Winter (1982) were
two prominent modern evolutionists who revisited this topic under the
theme of ‘evolutionary economics’, and examined key economic concepts and topics through evolutionary language. In their influential book
‘An Evolutionary Theory of Economic Change’, Nelson and Winter (1982)
view institutional development in evolutionary terms with institutions
resulting from random variation, selection and retention. Evolutionary
theory essentially attempts to use principles derived from biology to look
at variable change over time and the dynamic processes behind the observed change (Nelson, 1995: 54). Yet, Nelson theorizes that while institutions are evolutionary, they do not pursue unidirectional evolutionary
pathways (Ibid). Whilst a full adoption of biological terminology may not
in fact be helpful, a general evolutionary approach has facilitated deeper
understandings of the interaction between agents and institutions. It also
stimulated an appreciation of more subtle dynamics precipitating institutional processes. Nelson (2002) still views technology advances as the
main driving force behind institutional change, but evolutionary thinking
begs a broader incorporation of both agent and structural influences.
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Role of habit in institutional change

Further advancing evolutionary ideas put forward by the Old Institutional Economists, a major contribution to economic thinking has been in
the insights generated into the role of ‘habit’ (Hodgson, 1997, 2003,
2004, 2007). Habit is described as the ‘constitutive material of institutions, providing them with enhanced durability, power and normative
authority’ (Hodgson, 2004: 425). Chang (2002) sees as this as the ‘hallmark’ of a truly institutionalist approach. The role of human habits has
been identified as particularly significant by OIE in the development of
institutions. Originally postulated by Veblen (1909), habitual behaviour is
considered to dominate rationality. In vein with Veblen and Commons,
Hodgson describes individuals creating and shaping institutions, as much
as institutions moulding individuals, influencing individual motivations
and broader preferences (Hodgson, 2000: 326). These principles have
been used to further understand broader patterns of behaviour such as
habits, and their relation to rules (Hodgson, 1997, 2003, 2004). In general, rules are considered patterns of conscious or deliberate behaviour
adopted by agents (Murphy 1994 cited in Hodgson, 1997: 664) i.e. “in
circumstances X, do Y”. Meanwhile, habit is described as the acquired
propensities to do things, and defined as a largely ‘unconscious tendency’
by agents to ‘engage in a previously adopted or acquired form of action’
(Hodgson, 1997: 664) i.e. “in circumstances X, action Y follows”. With
this logic, a rule can become a habit, and Hodgson maintains that it is
easier to break a rule than to change a habit.
Towards understanding the emergence and modification of habits,
Hodgson (2003) examines the way that institutions subtly influence individual habits and dispositions in an innovative concept called ‘reconstitutive
downward causation’. This challenges Packard (1957) and Galbraith’s (1969)
simplistic view that information is purely manipulative, or informative
(Becker and Stigler, 1977). Taking a more nuanced perspective, Hodgson
suggests that institutions have a ‘hidden and pervasive’ ability to shape
individual aspirations. A concept originating from psychology (Sperry,
1964, 1969), reconstitutive downward causation refers to a psychological process where both individuals and populations are constrained, but also
influenced by causal powers at higher ontological levels (individual preferences and dispositions). From the evolutionary viewpoint, lower ontological processes (i.e. agents) can thus both generate changes within, and
be influenced by higher ontological processes (i.e. institutions). Institu-
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tions were conceived to be social structures with this ‘capacity’ for reconstitutive downward causation, influencing deep-seated habits of
thought and action. Institutions are thus deemed to not only inhibit and
enable behaviour, and be dependant on the activities of individuals; but
also influence and shape individual habitual dispositions, which in turn
can modify individual understandings, purposes and preferences. Hodgson (2003) suggests reconstitutive downward causation goes beyond Becker’s
narrow view that individual purposes/choices are simply moulded by
institutions (Becker, 1996). And upward causation (individuals to institutions) may also be possible towards a potential ‘positive feedback’ loop
and a ‘self-reinforcing institutional structure’. Building off these insights,
Chang (2002) suggests that behaviour could be changed through changing institutions that characterize individual incentives. For example, ideological-based institutions may be changed through transforming individual motivations. Institutions are conceived to potentially influence
individual motivations and broader preferences in three different manners: through influencing the perception of their own interests (e.g. if
class-based parties exist, voting along class lines), through influencing the
views of individuals on legitimate themes of political action (e.g. where
supporting controversial issues is no longer acceptable, even if individuals would gain from this), and third, through influencing how individuals
perceive the legitimacy of different types of political action (e.g. where
open lobbying is considered acceptable, bribes/corruption may be less
widespread) (Chang, 2002: 556).
Recently, Hodgson (2007) applied this reconstitutive downward causation
theory to look at social structures, and organisations as a special type of
‘bounded’ institution. He rejects the positions of methodological individualism, methodological collectivism, and reductionism. Taking a more
balanced stance between structure and agency, and building off Giddens’
‘Structuration Theory’ (1984), he suggests that individuals should be considered alongside ‘structure’ (relations between individuals) for a ‘fuller two
way explanation’ (Hodgson, 2007: 106). He describes organisations as
dependent on the existence of complex habits, and labels these as ‘routines’. Both habits and routines are considered to be institutions evolved
out of practice and regularity. He contends that congruent habits may
also lead to congruent purposes and beliefs. Individual habits can thus
become socio-economic institutions if shared and reinforced by society
or groups, in the same vein, that cultural values and norms can be linked
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to institutions. Such evolutionary ideas have taken institutional discourse
into new realms of understanding, highlighting the link between institutions, and human beliefs and behaviour. Yet Hodgson (2003) calls for
more empirical research to understand the way that ‘institutions mould
human agents’, and an examination of different cultures, circumstances
and cases.
2.1.4 Incorporating social structure and embeddedness

Further disputing notions of self-interest and rational behaviour in NIE,
the introduction of Economic Sociology has drawn crucial attention to classical sociological theories, particularly the theory of ‘embeddedness’ in
institutional development. Polanyi (1944) famously described the ‘socially embedded’ nature of exchange in pre-capitalist or traditional societies,
contrasting with exchange systems in modern capitalist societies. Economic sociologists argue that economic activity is often nested within
social relations and networks spanning family, religion, and ethnicity
(Hamilton, 1991; Whitley, 1992), particularly in less formal contexts
where ‘word-of-mouth’ systems operate and formal institutions are lacking. Granovetter (1985) highlighted the role of such relations in generating trust and minimizing ‘malfeasance’ (Granovetter, 1985: 49). Rejecting
the ‘over socialized view’ where agents pursue customs, habits or norms
automatically/unconditionally, and ‘the under socialized view’ where
agent behaviour is unaffected by existing social institutions, Granovetter
posed a more balanced perspective, arguing that agent behaviour is entrenched in ongoing systems of social relations (Granovetter 1985).
Etzioni (1988) described the existence of social bonds at both micro levels, facilitating individual exchange; and at the macro societal level, facilitating collective links. The strength of these bonds is considered to influence levels of trust and transaction costs. More recently, the concept of
embeddedness has been expanded. Beckert (2003: 769) describes this as
the ‘social, cultural, political and cognitive structuration of decisions in
economic contexts’, emphasizing the inextricable link of actors to their
social environment. Economic sociologists draw particular attention to
the notions of embedded power relations and social networks in economic activity and institutional development. These relations may enable
economic activity and facilitate access to opportunities for some groups
(e.g. Aoki, 2001), but may simultaneously generate broader negative effects.
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Social networks: enabling and constraining

Coined by Coleman (1988), social relations have often been discussed in
terms of ‘social capital’, described as the ‘quality of social networks’ (Lin,
1999), or more loosely, the ‘value of connectedness and trust’ (Pretty,
2003). Early conceptualizations of social capital emerged from Bourdieu
(1986), Coleman (1988, 1990) and Putnam (1993, 1995). According to
Cole (1988), social capital can facilitate collective as well as individual
action. Three types of social capital have been conceived, embedded in
networks: ‘bonding’ social capital (refers to networks built on relations
within homogenous groups), ‘bridging’ social capital (refers to networks
built on more open and heterogeneous groups), and ‘linking’ social capital (refers to networks/ties spanning social and economic differences,
and often vertical in nature) (Woolcock and Narayan, 2000; Woolcock,
2001). Advancing theory, Davern (1997) defined a social network as a
series of formal and informal ties, or relations, between a central actor
(or group) and broader actors. Davern highlights four key dimensions of
these social ties: the structural component (ties within the network and
strength of ties), the resource component (actor’s own attributes e.g. ability,
knowledge, class, ethnicity), the normative component (the existing norms,
conventions and codes that govern the behaviour of actors within particular networks), and the dynamic component (the change in network ties
over time). Further to this, Lin (1999) highlights two core observations
regarding social networks: firstly, that social networks influence the outcomes of actions; and secondly, that the nature of resources obtained
from social networks are influenced by people’s positions and by the
strength of ties. Meanwhile, Nordstrom (2000) draws attention to the
entrenchment of social networks in social rules of exchange and codes of
conduct, and societal hierarchies of deference and power.
Davern (1997: 299) suggests that social networks can be used to understand the scope of labour markets, organisations, exchange processes
and transaction costs. The economics literature has demonstrated pathways through which social capital has positively facilitated productivity
growth, technology adoption and access to informal finance (e.g. Durlauf
and Fafchamp, 2004). Meanwhile, Knorringa and van Straveren (2007)
highlighted the importance of social relationships in influencing access
to, and productivity over economic resources. In particular, Kristiansen
(2004) showed that networks enable entrepreneurs to reduce risks and
transaction costs, and can improve access to business ideas, knowledge,
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and capital. Yet social networks can also be exclusionary, and this may be
socially or self regulated (Chantarat and Barrett, 2007). For example,
people may be barred from networks, or choose not to engage, due to
association with a particular social group (e.g. age, gender, ethnicity, religion, caste or disability), circumstance (e.g. geography, migration, illness,
disaster), a lack of assets, or trading activities (Harriss-White, 2003, 2004;
Turner, 2007 and Johnson, 2006). Such exclusionary elements have been
highlighted as significant in polarized economies (Mogues and Carter,
2005). Field (2003) summarised four ways that social capital can influence inequality: first, access to types of social networks may not be
equally distributed; second, social capital in networks may be used negatively to disadvantage others; third, social capital may benefit members,
but reproduce inequality or have unintended consequences; and fourth,
social capital may dampen incentives of those in a group to participate in
individually beneficial activities.
Social relations matter in institutional development

Looking through the lens of dense social relations, Hollingsworth and
Boyer (1997: 451) describe tradition and trust as being used to construct
‘useful and efficient economic institutions’. However, several social scientists disagree with the ‘traditional’ versus ‘capitalist’ dichotomy and
contend that market exchange in modern capitalist economies is in fact
often still strongly linked to social relationships. Taking a hybrid position, Grabowski (1999: 799) suggests that impersonal exchange may
eventually arise out of ‘vigorous development of socially embedded exchange’. Building off the view that economic goals are socially embedded, Granovetter (1992) later incorporates an efficiency objective in the
notion of socially embedded ‘collective action’ and ‘group coordination’.
Inspired by Granovetter’s ‘embedded’ approach and emerging out of
political economy, the Regulation School of thinking underlines the ‘social
embedded and socially regulated’ nature of economies (Jessop, 1997,
1998). With a focus on social relations, the approach has particularly explored ways in which economies are exposed to dynamic market and
non-market forces, causing economic agents to act in certain ways. This
has included reflections on the formulation of government policy, and
environmental, economic and social regulations, all of which have transformed economies.
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Institutional processes: integrating diverse power, relations and
legitimacy

Economic sociology has triggered key additional insights into institutional development, particularly in the crossover discourse with organisational analysis. Expanding ideas on path dependence, DiMaggio and Powell
(1991) emphasize that institutionalized structures can be relatively resistant to change, as it is both ‘costly and difficult’. DiMaggio and Powell
(1983, 1991) recognise that institutional development is heavily influenced by historical power dominance creating power asymmetries in
economies, which can perpetuate inefficient institutions. They highlight
‘sunk costs’ in existing arrangements, limiting options and flexibility in
the construction of new institutions. Yet they argue that the reproduction of existing institutions may also be due to a lack of conceptualization of alternatives (Ibid 1991: 10). Powell (1991: 192) draws attention to
a famous paper by Stinchcombe (1965) that shows basic characteristics
of early firms persisting over time. Further to this, he cites David (1986)
that observed path dependence in organisations as a result of ‘historical
accidents’, or ‘early choices’ made in organisations. Meanwhile Dosi
(1995) describes traits within organisations as ‘shaped and constrained’
by power dynamics, or previous experiences. Dosi cites four major factors contributing to path dependence in economic organisations: shared
conventions and experiences, ‘role typing’ and acculturation mechanisms, organisational codes and information systems, and the ‘interrelatedness of different organizational functions’. In this sense, organisational
routines may be a source of organisational inertia. Shared expectations
including types of trust may also influence path dependence. Related to
path dependence, DiMaggio and Powell introduce the phenomena of
‘isomorphism’ in institutional homogenization (1991: 66). They draw attention to Kanter (1972) and pressures forcing communities to ‘accommodate’ the outside world. They highlight three types of ‘isomorphic’
influence: coercive pressures that are driven by political pressures and
legitimacy, mimetic pressures pertaining to a tendency to reproduce
‘standard responses to uncertainty’, and normative pressures related to a
desire for ‘professionalism’.
More abrupt institutional change is hypothesized to be ‘episodic’, precipitated by ‘crisis or critical intervention’, and followed by renewed stability and path dependence, steering clear of outside influences (DiMaggio, 1991). Going beyond North (1990), Jepperson (1991: 146) describes
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institutions not just as constraints but also as structures that ‘simultaneously empower and control’. Jepperson (ibid: 152) describes four types
of institutional change: institutional formation, institutional development, deinstitutionalization, and reinstitutionalization. The latter three
represent change from an existing state, which he suggests is precipitated
by environmental triggers, by other institutions (in vein with Marx) or by
social behaviour (e.g. Homans, 1961) through disrupting prevailing procedures and forcing change. He suggests that endogenous change may be
possible too through ‘procedural rationality’. He highlights institutions as
‘sources of both stability and change’. In considering institutional outcomes, ‘incomplete institutionalization’ describes a situation whereby
new practices may not have been implemented, or there are weak
sources of support (DiMaggio, 1991: 199). Zucker (1991) emphasises the
relationship between the extent of institutionalization, and the degree of
cultural understanding, ease of maintenance and resistance to change.
Scott (1991) drew attention to Parsons (1960) who theorized that organisational values should be aligned with broader values in society to gain
legitimacy, and highlighted the cognitive dimensions to institutional
change. Going beyond power and hierarchies in firms, Portes (2006: 239)
draws attention to deep-seated power within social life influencing institutional development, building off Marx and Weber. He emphasizes
Bourdieu (1985) and the command of resources by dominant classes including wealth, influence to others and knowledge/culture, generating
status hierarchies. He describes the transformation of existing institutions as meeting significant resistance from power holders in the social
structure. Pre-existing bonds and social relations may also influence
agent behaviour and efficiency seeking, and subsequent institutional design (Gomez, 2007: 255). Highlighting the limitations of exogenous interventions, Boettke et al. (2008) describe the innovative concept of ‘institutional stickiness’, or the likely success of institutional change, as
related to how well new institutions are linked to ‘indigenous agents in
the previous time period’. Meanwhile going beyond just notions of embeddedness, Hollingsworth and Boyer (1997: 470) describe the innovative concept of institutional ‘nestedness’ with higher-level global institutions nested in (and vulnerable to) lower-level local institutions in a
complex institutional system. Overall the broad debates of economic sociology and organisational analysis have emphasised the nature of embedded social relations, and more diverse forms of power by agents and
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within the environment influencing agent behaviour and institutional
interaction, adding another crucial dimension to the institutional discourse. However, the discussions between old institutional economics
and evolutionary insights, and these more sociological debates still remain largely disconnected.
2.1.5 Towards an appreciation of the interaction of structure and
agency

Drawing the discourse closer together, institutional theories are embedded in ongoing critical debates on the influence of ‘structure and agency’.
Following the elaboration of concepts of ‘social structure’ by Marx and
Durkheim, Parsons (1937) developed an initial theory of social action in
sociology, prompting and stimulating the subsequent debate on structure
and agency. Expanding ideas, Bourdieu (1977) emphasized three major
interconnected concepts to explain human action that are still much theorised in sociology: ‘field’ referring to a social domain comprising sets of
relations in a configuration or network and embedded power dynamics;
‘capital’ referring to the resources of actors; and the much less explored
notion of ‘habitus’ (as discussed earlier), described as the ‘relatively durable principles of judgment and practice generated by an actor’s early life
experiences and modified (to a greater or a lesser degree) later in life’
(Emirbayer and Johnson, 2008). The concept of ‘field’ has been adopted
in Organisational Analysis (‘organisational field’), and described as ‘a recognized area of institutional life’ (DiMaggio and Powell, 1991: 64), comprising sets of relations between actors in a similar (social/economic/political) sphere. The concept of ‘capital’ has been used
in various forms to describe actor resources, particularly the popular notion of ‘social capital’, relating to the scope of actor’s social relations.
More recent debates have endeavoured to unwrap notions of agency.
Long emphasized the central role of human agency with actors playing
an active role in shaping their own and others’ lives (Long, 2001). In
standing between structure and agency, Lawson (1997) contended that
actions of actors are informed and shaped by social structures such as
norms and institutions prevalent in society. And simultaneously, the actions of actors may – individually or collectively – alter and shape the
nature of social structure such as norms and institutions. Meanwhile,
Emirbayer and Mische (1998) argued that the concept of agency requires
an incorporation of temporality to integrate the influence of the past,
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orientation toward the future and dynamics of the present. From Organisational Studies, a multi-dimensional view of agency is emphasized including behavioural characteristics such as iteration (habit), projection
(imagination), and practical evaluation (judgment) (Battilana and
D’Aunno, 2009).
Advancing theoretical arguments, Hodgson elaborated a cognitive
conception of agency, describing agency as the capacity of agents to ‘reflect and deliberate upon the context, options, purpose and possible outcomes of action’. And structure is referred to a ‘set of significant relations between individuals that can lead to causal interactions’ (Hodgson,
2004: 13). Related to agents, structure is emphasised to involve rules,
norms, meanings and relations. According to Hodgson (2004), the critical agency-structure relationship has been somewhat evaded by modern
theorists in social theory. Touched upon earlier, he highlights four common problematic approaches to understanding this relationship that result either in reductionism or conflation. Promoted by scholars such as
Hayek (1948), the first approach ‘methodological individualism’ tends to
view explanations as residing with individuals. Hodgson describes this
view as ambiguous and unclear as to whether this also includes individual
interactions or social structures, leading to the problem of potentially
‘infinite regress’. The second approach is the reverse explanation, and is
known as ‘methodological collectivism’. This perspective describes structure as the main explanatory unit typical in classical theorists such as
Marx, Durkheim, Levi-Strauss and Parsons. In this approach, Hodgson
describes limited acknowledgement of individual purpose or dispositions, and the tendency for structural determinism, cultural determinism
or economic determinism. Meanwhile, the third all-embracing approach
is described to result in ‘central conflation’ (Archer, 1995). This view is
based on a theory of ‘structuration’ that incorporates both structures and
agents (Giddens, 1979, 1984). It highlights the notion of the ‘duality of
structure’, with structure and agency as ‘mutually and symmetrically constitutive of each other’ and ‘routinization’ as explaining the persistence of
social structures (Hodgson, 2004: 33). In this interpretation, ‘human
agents create and reproduce social structures, while a socially structured
environment shapes human agents’ (Jackson, 2003: 731).
Towards resolving reductive or conflation issues, and moving closer
to evolutionary thinking, the fourth approach to this structure-agency
problem is similar to the third, but makes a conceptual advance in sug-
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gesting that agents and structure remain different, rather than ‘sinking
into each other’, in a ‘critical realist’ perspective (Hodgson, 2004: 435). A
key proponent, Bhaskar (1979, 1983) queries Giddens’ duality and suggests that agents perceive social structure as externally situated but may
reproduce it passively, forcibly or through action (Jackson, 2003: 732).
Yet Hodgson (2004) suggests that this critical realist position remains
incomplete, and re-proposes this fourth approach with a greater evolutionary dimension in a ‘non-conflationary and casually interactive’ approach that tries to capture how individual intentions or preferences
change. He describes this as anti-reductionist, and incorporating a causal
process of time in the relationship between structure and agents. This
view encompasses the interactions between individuals, and interactions
between individuals and their environment; and causal explanations for
‘individual intentions’ and the ‘human capacity of intentionality’ (Hodgson, 2004: 452). With an emphasis on habit, he describes actor and structure as distinct but ‘connected in a circle of mutual interaction and interdependence’ (Hodgson, 2004: 446).
Agents, rationality and institutional processes

Approaches to structure and agency have further influenced crucial notions of agent rationality in institutional theories. In mainstream economics, the narrow neo-classical model of rational choice assumes that agents
have perfect information and are able to make utility maximizing decisions. Recognizing broader dimensions of rationality, institutional economists such as Williamson later proposed broader understandings of rationality in introducing agent-bounded rationality (Williamson, 1981).
Bounded rationality emphasizes that actors do not have perfect information and need to search for satisfying solutions. Yet this perspective
still assumes that information is a ‘neutral commodity’ that actors equally
acquire (Fligstein, 1991: 315). To incorporate actor interpretations, it is
necessary to consider actor interests and position, emphasizing cognition, perception and power. (ibid). Meanwhile Eggertsson (1993) highlights the persisting weakness of bounded rationality, in explaining the
evolution, maintenance, and decay of informal institutions such as
norms. From anthropology, notions of ‘situated bounded rationality’
have been proposed combining the microeconomic and psychological
(behavioural) actor-based models and integrating them with the analysis
of social structure, to include ‘emotion-triggered intuitions and heuris-
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tics, and a preference function that emphasizes actions (means) over
economic ends, in motivating and directing human behaviour’ (Donahoe, 2009: 2). Embracing broader notions of rationality in institutional
processes, Hodgson (2004: 414) emphasizes a ‘context-dependent, situated rationality’ in which structure and agency are both significant and
‘mutually constitutive’.
Exploring institutions and agent behaviour, Hodgson (2004: 425)
looked at incentives and disincentives to follow rules, as well as rule interpretation and perceived value. Hodgson described rule structures as
facilitating the generation of ‘habits and preferences’ that enable their
reproduction, thus fostering ‘mechanisms of conformism and normative
agreement’. Institutions are hence linked to ‘commonly held habits of
thought’ that permit patterns of social behaviour. Disputing the ‘institution free state’ of agents in conventional economics, Hodgson argues
that agents are influenced by pre-existing institutions, which provide
both ‘resources and constraints’ in shaping how we think, behave and
construct our lives. Hodgson further examined the ‘neglected’ issue of
institutional enforcement, considering self-enforcement versus external
enforcement. He described institutions as depending on ‘different types
of rule, incentive structures, preference stability or normative salience’
(Ibid: 431). He highlighted the weakness of self-enforcement where there
is both a chance for ‘undetected variation from the norm’ (and incentives
to do so), and a dependence on self-perception, which may be related to
the cultural context (Ibid: 436). In this way, human agency may also play
an important role in institutional enforcement, as well as possible ‘third
party enforcement’ imposed through other institutions (Ibid).

2.2

Exploring actors and networks

In looking at the influence of particular actors in institutional change, it
is evident that a careful analysis of the interaction of structure and agency is required. Whilst path dependence is pervasive, it is clear that actors
play a significant role in more disruptive institutional processes. As discussed in the previous section, mainstream economists tend to assume
that actors are rational and make optimizing decisions. North (1989)
contends that prevailing interest groups pressurize or lobby for institutional change, with those with the most bargaining power driving ‘efficient’ solutions. Institutional political economists draw attention to more
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nuanced power struggles between actors in the development of institutions with interests structured by existing political, cultural and social institutions (e.g. Chang 2000). Others such as March and Olsen (1989) describe limitations in the capacity of actors for example, to foresee the
future or absorb all of the necessary information to make rational decisions. Meanwhile, Hollingsworth (2002) emphasizes the myriad strategies
that actors may use to navigate an ‘uncertain world’ (Lanzara, 1998),
which may be contradictory in nature in part due to contradictions in
existing institutional arrangements. Going beyond the utilitarian individual (or ‘power-oriented’ organisation), existing diverse – and potentially
contradictory – institutions may also shape both individual preferences
and organisational interests and behaviours, and these present ‘multiple
logics’ in the transforming of societal relations and institutional development (Friedland and Alford, 1991: 232).
2.2.1 Catalysing change? Entrepreneurs and innovation

Whilst, technological development has been cited as a major driver of
institutional change, Joseph Schumpeter (1934) highlighted the inadequacy of the rational actor model in understanding the process of innovation, and emphasised the role of entrepreneurs (Beckert, 2003: 780).
Going beyond Weber and the Protestant Ethic, and individualistic rationality, Schumpeter spearheaded discourse on entrepreneurship to understand actors and dynamics of change in the economy (Brouwer, 2002:
85). Schumpeter described the entrepreneur as both the ‘founder of a
new firm and an innovator who breaks up established routines and opposes the old way of doing things’ (ibid: 89). The entrepreneur thus disrupts the (stationary) ‘circular flow’, and actively diverts the economy
away from old paths towards new possibilities (Ibid). In the process, the
entrepreneur overcomes the opposition of the environment in ‘integrating resources in production for the marketplace’ (Li, 2006: 358). Disputing the Marshallian perspective, Schumpeter distinguished between the
managers in a firm, responding ‘adaptively’ to the environments; and the
entrepreneurs as leaders, responding ‘creatively’ (Beckert, 1999: 786).
Schumpter famously used the term ‘creative destruction’, referring to the
simultaneous destruction of traditional practices and the generation of
innovations in providing new models for fulfilling a task (ibid). Knight
(1921) built on this work and drew attention to notions of uncertainty
and perceptiveness (Brouwer, 2002).
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As agents of change and innovation, various theorists have endeavoured to explore key characteristics of ‘entrepreneurs’ (Schumpter, 1934;
Baumol, 1968; Leibenstein, 1968; Casson, 1982; Drucker, 1986). Binks
and Vale (1990: 18) summarise three different entrepreneurial categories
with an understanding of dynamic flux between the groups, and impermanence. Firstly, entrepreneurs may be those that are reactive and respond to market signals, and facilitate the market processes as ‘agents of
adjustment’. Alternatively, secondly, entrepreneurs may be those involved with facilitating economic development by the introduction and
innovation of ideas, which cause the rearrangement of the ‘allocation of
factors of production’. Or thirdly, entrepreneurs may be those that generate gradual improvements to existing products and processes through
gradually changing market processes. Baumol (1968) further championed
the discourse on entrepreneurs, building on Schumpeter to integrate entrepreneurial insights (and the rewards generated) into discussions on the
theory of the firm. More recently, Baumol (1990: 984) takes a more nuanced approach highlighting productive, unproductive and destructive
entrepreneurship, going beyond the purely constructive and innovative
entrepreneur to underscore potentially negative and ‘parasitical’ activities
such as organized crime and rent seeking which can damage the economy. Meanwhile, Dosi (1995) underscores the role of entrepreneurs in
disrupting path dependence in organisations and institutions.
Unwrapping entrepreneur motivations and strategies

More recently, there have been further attempts at differentiation between types of entrepreneurs, looking more closely at their motivations
and capacity. In developing contexts, Lazonick (2007) described entrepreneurs as innovating to survive rather than innovating within ‘stable
parameters’. More expansively, Berner, Gomez, and Knorringa (2009)
differentiated between ‘survivalist’ and ‘growth’ oriented entrepreneurs
with different objectives and outcomes. They described the influence of
high-risk environments, which can impact upon the nature of entrepreneurial strategies constraining longer-term perspectives. Moving away
from this dichotomy, Battilana (2009) draws attention to discussions
highlighting a more flexible position, where entrepreneurs may move
from one to the other (e.g. Edgcomb and Thetford, 2004; Lozano, 1989).
Meanwhile, Baron (2004) emphasises a cognitive perspective which
draws attention to the varying behaviour of entrepreneurs as strongly
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influenced by subjective and possibly biased perceptions. Others consider differing levels of knowledge, experience and skills influencing the
scope of entrepreneurial activities (e.g. Rotefoss and Sternberg, 2004). As
evidence of this, Lanzear (2005) cites a study by Landier (2002) that
highlights differences across countries in which part of the ‘ability distribution’ of entrepreneurs emerge.
2.2.2 ‘Institutional entrepreneurs’, power and strategic agency

Closely associated to institutional change, ‘organisational innovation’ has
been described by sociologists as the ‘adoption of an idea or behaviour
that is new to an organization’ (Hage, 1991: 599). According to Hage
(1991: 598), research on organisational innovation has raised issues related to both societal and institutional change, and highlighted the significance of micro and macro levels of analysis. In organisational innovation, the complexity of the division of labour emerges as particularly
interesting, since it draws attention to the organisational learning, problem-solving and creativity capacities of organisations (Hage, 1991). Broad
theories of organisational change – including structural contingency theory, political theory, organisational ecology, and meso institutional theory
– have endeavoured to shed light on the consequences of organisational
innovation. From the field of organisational studies, there has been particular discussion on ‘institutional entrepreneurs’ in institutional development within organisations. Coined by DiMaggio in 1988, ‘institutional
entrepreneurs’ are actors that involved with transforming existing institutions, or creating new institutions. Using a resource-mobilisation argument, these agents may draw on resources to influence institutionalised
rules to support prevailing institutions, or to formulate new institutions.
They can support both the socialization of actors, as well as the mobilisation of actors. Towards a more elaborate definition, Battilana (2009: 72)
describes ‘institutional entrepreneurs’ as organisations or individuals who
‘initiate, and actively participate in the implementation of, changes that
diverge from existing institutions, independent of whether the initial intent was to change the institutional environment and whether the changes were successfully implemented’. Such changes may be within organisations, or within their existing environment. Gomez (2008) highlights the
characteristics of such entrepreneurs or ‘market makers’ engaged in institutional construction, as ‘skilful and resourceful’ and noted their capacity
to engage in ‘collective action’. Yet ‘change agents’ may have diverse ca-
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pacities and influences (Ford, 2008). Meanwhile going beyond ‘institutional entrepreneurs’, Battilana (2009) draws attention to Eisenstadt
(1980) who argued that these agents may be just one ‘variable’ among a
‘constellation’ of others, in the change process.
Agents of uncertain change: influence of existing institutions and
power

Furthering sociological discussions (e.g. DiMaggio, 1988; Dimagio and
Powell, 1991; Fligstein, 1997; Scott, 1991), Beckert (1999) explores integrating ‘interest-driven behaviour in institutional change’ into institutional organisation theory. Beckert critically advances an understanding of
the role of entrepreneurs, ‘strategic agency’, and institutionalized practices in proposing a dynamic and more comprehensive model of institutional change. In strategic agency, he refers to the ‘systematic attempt to
reach conceived ends through the planned and purposeful application of
means’ (Beckert, 1999: 783). Whilst the role of the environment has been
much discussed in organisational change (e.g. Oliver, 1992), the role of
strategic choice and the interest-driven behaviour of agents have been
under-theorised. He suggests that institutional rules and agency act as
‘antagonistic mechanisms that contradict each other’, and destabilize
each other but remain interconnected. He puts the variable of uncertainty at the core of his thesis, referring to situations in which rational actors
cannot respond within their existing frames of reference (Beckert, 1996;
Knight, 1921). From organisational studies, he draws on notions of
complexity and conflict (e.g. Greenwood and Hinings, 1996). He describes institutionalization as a ‘process of social interaction through
which actors realize that their expectations in the behaviour of others
will not be disappointed’ (ibid.).
Drawing from the broad literature, Beckert posits four important
propositions. In his first proposition, he argues that strategic agency requires pre-existing institutional structures, which may reduce uncertainty
for actors (Beckert, 1999: 782). In his second proposition, he describes
the possibility of strategic agency that can ‘violate’ prevailing rules occurring in situations of ‘high degrees of uncertainty’. He suggests that these
existing institutions limit choice, with better options only in part available through the violation of these institutions, and new institutions mostly made up of the ‘recombinations’ of existing elements (citing empirical
studies by DiMaggio (1991) and evolutionary accounts of innovation (e.g.
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Nelson and Winter, 1982)). He distinguishes between interests and strategic agency, with the latter only coming into effect once institutionalized
rules are in place. He highlights the Schumpeter notion of an entrepreneur, and contrasts the managers, that respond to changes in the environment by adaption, with the entrepreneurs, that act as ‘innovators and
visionaries’ who leave behind the new routines in creative destruction (as
traditional practices are destroyed and replaced with alternative practices). He also mentions the possibility and effects of ‘disembedding’, in the
deconstruction of existing conditions as generating unintended consequences for strategic agency. In his third proposition, he suggests that
the efforts of institutionalizing agents prevail in conditions of high uncertainty. Going beyond Fligstein and McAdam (1995) and institutional
entrepreneurs that help create and maintain ‘collective identities’ in social
stability, he draws more attention to power in the early stages, than the
nature of the rules themselves. Beckert highlights Giddens’ (1984) theory
of structuration to explain how actors may act within institutional
frameworks. Giddens emphasises the role of routines and habits in social
life, and the stability of social institutions. Action develops in duality between agency and structure. Routines and habits enable social interaction, although they may also be partly open to ‘reflexivity’. In his final
proposition, in conditions of greater certainty, he suggests that institutionalized practices may be more resistant to strategic agency where there
is greater social legitimacy and the support of powerful agents.
Further to these propositions, Beckert (1999) conceives of three factors that may contribute to the subsequent stabilization of institutions:
habits, legitimacy, and power. The latter may be based on resources such
as finance, knowledge or position within social networks (embedded in
organisations or in the environment). In the example of the market, he
distinguishes between two levels of institutionalization: meta-institutions
and lower-ranking institutional rules. In more recent work, drawing from
action theory, Beckert (2003) attempted to further deconstruct the basic
notion of ‘embeddedness’ to understand how embeddedness of economic action in social contexts influences the creativity of the action process
itself, and applies this to situations of cooperation and innovation (new
routines). Strategies of action are formulated from an actor’s own interpretation of their social context, and rationality is centred on their perception of social group expectations. For example, innovation may be
spurred by a falling demand of the market, and the new proposed solu-
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tions may be based on the agents’ own interpretation of the situation (i.e.
influenced by entrenched social institutions). Exploring the effects of
such innovations, studies have looked at the role of actors and the influence of existing institutions, in broader institutional diffusion and adoption (Redmond, 2003; Granovetter, 2004). Redmond draws attention to
‘loss’ as well as ‘gain’ in creative destruction (with new practices replacing
or transforming the old), and the different types of innovation adopters
and non-adopters (e.g. conservative groups). Yet whilst this paper sheds
new light on factors in institutional diffusion and adoption including
cognition (initially), levels of self interest and risk taking, and numbers of
previous adopters (and social pressures), the impact of both individual
and collective agency of actors (and their inter-relations), and power dynamics, as highlighted by Beckert (1999), in addition to structural influences (such as degrees of trust) remain unclear.
2.2.3 Institutional activity in networks

In moving away from individualism and towards exploring collective
agency, Granovetter (1992) posits that ‘stable’ economic institutions
emerge as growing ‘clusters of activity’ around existing personal networks. Granovetter theorises that the level of network fragmentation
and cohesion, or ‘coupling and decoupling’ is a significant indicator of
potential outcomes, and that actors whose networks straddle the largest
number of institutional spheres will have the most advantage. Fligstein
(1996) theorized that new paths of action could be opened up and institutionalized by ‘skilful actors’ by repeated learning within networks.
Meanwhile Hollingsworth and Boyer (1997: 451) describe collective action as required to overcome the ‘hysteresis of inefficient institutions’.
Hage and Alter (1997: 120) further expand upon the motivation for inter-organisational evolution in the formation of linkages and alliances
(within and between sectors) in more ‘complex forms of coordination’.
And they suggest that this may be driven by economic incentives (North,
1990), the importance of innovation, and the ‘reduction of adaptive
costs’. Grabowski (1999) looked at the impact of networks on market
integration and growth, and highlighted the importance of coordination
for integrated markets to develop. He theorised that the greater the degree of integration, the higher the probability that each possible actor
exchange process is linked to other actors. The process of ‘integration’ is
believed to occur through ‘bridging holes in social networks’ and is car-
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ried out predominantly by entrepreneurial middlemen. Advancing insights from NIE with notions of embeddedness, Grabowski (1999)
maintains that the evolution from ‘personal to impersonal exchange’ is
indeed a critical process that permits economic agents to interact across
distances and over time. Yet in less integrated societies, he suggests that
patron-client relations tend to persist and dominate the ‘economic, political and social’ relationships, and this inhibits coordination and integration of markets. This may also exacerbate inequalities of power and resources.
Sociological discussions have elaborated on the process of institutional emergence, with actors motivated to create stable situations, and often
prompted by ‘crises of existing groups’. Fligstein (2001) describes power
struggles between groups with ‘skilled social actors’ endeavouring to lead
the way. He contrasts ‘challenger groups’ that aim to take advantage of
opportunities arising in a crisis, with dominant and powerful groups endeavouring to reproduce the order (Giddens, 1984). Fligstein further
highlights the ‘disparate interests and ‘identities of groups’ prohibiting
the process. He describes intended and unintended ‘spillovers’ that are
the ‘source of much of the dynamics of modern society’ (Silber, 1995).
Finally, he cites three ways that culture influences the construction process: firstly, through the pre-existence of institutions and organisational
technologies; secondly, through the existence of power relations that
represent ‘local knowledge’ (Geertz, 1983); and thirdly, through the existence of cognitive structures that mean actors analyse and strategise
upon potential courses of action (Hays, 1994). With disagreements between the rational choice proponents (Axelrod, 1984) and sociological
institutionalists that dwell on actor interpretation shaped by structure,
Fligstein proposes a number of interesting theoretical propositions that
aim to better incorporate people’s interests and power in institutional
processes (Fligstein, 2001). Firstly, skilled social actors may be imperative
in new field emergence in gaining the cooperation of others. Secondly,
skilled actors can establish new cultural frames by establishing ‘compromise identities’, which incorporate many groups. Thirdly, skilled actors
that are part of existing powerful groups may draw on existing rules and
resources to ‘reproduce their power’. Fourthly, skilled actors in challenger groups may create niches and avoid dominant groups. Fifthly, where
there is more stability and less external threats, actor social skills may
matter less. Sixthly, skilled actors in dominant groups may tend to stand
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by the status quo, even in a crisis. And finally, new frames may emerge
from ‘invader’ or ‘challenger’ groups, and thus they may either establish a
political coalition, or create new frames that ‘reorganise interests and
identities’. Yet whilst these propositions expand thinking on the various
possible strategies of ‘skilled groups’, they do not incorporate more diverse actor motivations that may lie beyond power-oriented incentives.
Bottom-up institutional design facilitated in networks

Recent empirical institutional insights have integrated evolutionary and
network discussions. Looking at the creation of rules, Hodgson (1997:
679) pointed out that not all situations are driven by habits and rules. For
example, creativity and novelty may emerge from clashes in rules (endogenous) or be ‘uncaused’ (exogenous). Agents can also indeed change
habits and routines by substituting designed institutions, although there
may be limits. Advancing Hodgson’s theory (1997), Gomez (2008: 83)
expands on the term ‘designed institutions’ as referring to a ‘new rule of
action’ for a given situation (repeated by others). Drawing on a study of a
barter market network, Gomez (2008) further develops Hodgson’s
framework (i.e. actions Y, outcomes Z and new situations X) to incorporate institutional innovation and learning in networks. Gomez describes
market forms of exchange as repeated in a market society by routine or
‘pre-reflexively’ in a ‘continuity loop’ (Gomez, 2008: 84). Building off
Hodgson’s model, she adds a lower ‘innovation’ loop as agents encounter ‘new, uncertain, complex situations’ to fill institutional gaps (i.e. actions Y1, outcomes Z1 and situations X1). The evolved institutions experiment in a ‘reflective action’, and ‘skilful actors’ then begin innovating
and learning. Such activity is shown to be embedded in networks that
play a key role in interpretation and decision-making. If a positive response is received, the action is repeated until such activity produces a
new ‘rule’ or ‘institution’ (or evolved rule from pre-existing rules) for the
respective situation. Designed institutions may influence evolved institutions by repeatedly ‘forcing reasoning at the moment of action’ and may
become common habits and routines if behavioural tendencies lead to
their action (Gomez, 2008: 250). Advancing Fligstein (2001) and Hodgson (1997), Gomez (2008) cites three necessary conditions for the bottom-up design of institutions: the presence of collective action
skilled/resourceful entrepreneurs ‘market makers’, participation in early
stages of agents interested in new rules and thirdly, presence in continui-
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ty loop of pre-existent institutions that delimit experimentation and facilitate the search for ‘new solutions’. Expanding upon Beckert’s theory
(1999, 2003), Gomez describes four crucial factors that may contribute
to the sustainability of institutional change including ‘input legitimacy’
relating to participation on the process, mechanisms for ‘enforcement of
rules’, ‘resource synergies’ in which material benefits of pursuing rules
are shared, and clarity on ‘transaction and organizational costs’.

2.3

‘Bundles of institutions’ in informal developing
economies

Having discussed key debates on institutional change and the role of actors and networks, in this final section, I turn to the particular institutional context of developing economies to examine the general character
of the research environment and markets, influencing actor behaviour
and institutional development. Traditionally markets are understood to
be sets of institutional mechanisms for exchange, coordination and allocation of resources, goods and services in an economy. Neoclassical
economists tend to view markets arising in response to simplistic ‘efficiency’ objectives in allocating goods under scarcity conditions (e.g.
Schotter, 1985). Yet Boyer and Hollingsworth (1997) described markets
as just one form of economic coordination. They described evidence
from game theory and the ‘Prisoners Dilemma’ to show that they are not
always in fact the most efficient allocation, particularly where there is
asymmetric information, power imbalances, bounded rationality, externalities, restrictions on demand revelation and public goods (Boyer and
Hollingsworth, 1997). This is typical in developing contexts. Similarly,
Chang (2002) suggests that while markets matters, the market ‘is only
one of many institutions that make up what many people call the ‘market
economy’’. Harris-White (2003) highlighted the role of ‘non-state regulative structures’ in India, and suggested that there were ‘bundles of institutions’ in market activity, embedded in broader ‘regulating’ institutions.
In this vein, institutionalism indicates that markets are social constructions, residing alongside (and embedded within) other social, political
and cultural institutions, influencing participation and scope of economic
activity. Below I elaborate on the dominance of informal institutions in
developing contexts leading to exclusive markets (particularly for women
and the poor), power asymmetries, and in some cases, institutional en-
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trepreneurialism (with mixed effects). I also highlight the importance of
trust both within the environment, and between actors.
2.3.1 Dominance of informal institutions and power asymmetries

There has been increasing discussion of the complex role of social/cultural institutions in less developed markets. In the absence of
formal law and order, informal institutions tend to shape social and economic behaviour. Markets thus persist despite the lack of (formal) controls and regulations. Whilst long-term conflict is deemed to dampen
economic activity, a recent study shows little correlation between conflict
and enterprise, particularly where conflict has been ‘institutionalised’
(Ciarli, Parto and Savona, 2009). For example, Somalia has remained engaged in livestock markets amidst years of country chaos. Meanwhile in
Afghanistan, informal financial markets linking the country to international markets have prevailed throughout thirty years of conflict. Duffield (2001) and Nordstrom (2004) highlighted how ‘state fragility’ and
‘durable disorder’ are generated in a symbiotic relationship between fragile and non-fragile states, challenging the assumption that fragile states
are a temporary phenomenon. Such a perspective draws attention to the
complex social, economic and political structures that exist within fragile
states, and broader links to transnational structures. In developing countries, Albu (2008) suggests that many social and cultural aspects of markets are still poorly appreciated, particularly gender-specific household
economic relations and local exchange systems and reciprocity; social
exclusionary issues (gender, ethnicity, age); and the risks of formalising
local systems (e.g. of tenure systems) that may undermine social support
systems.
The influence of social relations and social institutions, and the role
of social regulation (as a result of gender, ethnicity and caste) in causing
‘exclusion’ or ‘adverse incorporation’ in developing country markets are
indeed critical factors to assessing economic participation. Yet these
more complex dimensions (and their effects) remain largely misunderstood (Johnson, 2006). Morrisson and Jutting (2004) argue that social
institutions are the single most important factor determining women’s
freedom of choice in economic activities outside the household, directly
and indirectly influencing women’s access to markets and resources.
Meanwhile, in the absence of formal institutions, Wood (2003) emphasizes the dual role of (informal) social and political institutions, and the
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constraints that exist for poor peasants to pursue ‘positive action’ via the
rules embedded in those institutions (Wood, 2003: 457). In a fragile context where immediate survival is critical, there may be heavy reliance on
family members or allegiance to other providers (hierarchical) at a cost of
‘weak or bonded loyalty’, and pervasive clientelism. Such pressures may
determine productive strategies (e.g. crop diversification), even when prevailing prices may pay to specialize, in addition to influencing the scope
of innovation and cooperation. Wood describes this behaviour as ensuring ‘security before graduation’ and ‘loyalty at any price’.
Dorward et al. (2003: 323) describe developing economies as typically
suffering from high transaction costs and risks, weak information flows
and a weak institutional environment leading to ‘imperfect’ markets or
‘market failure’. Actors with little power face high costs in accessing information and property rights enforcement, constraining access to markets and thus economic and technological development. This can result
in thin markets, high transaction costs and risks, and significant costs for
infrastructural development. Dorward et al. (2005) warn that highly
fragmented markets can create barriers to entry that reinforces bottlenecks, and propose that there needs to be a better understanding of ‘hierarchies’. In microeconomics, market failure refers to ‘imperfections
that keep real world markets from operating in the way assumed by microeconomic models’ due to natural monopolies (e.g. telecommunications in remote areas), external effects (e.g. insufficient human skills development by companies), indivisibility (inability to connect to buyers
due to small scale), asymmetric information (lack of market information
to inform producers e.g. standards etc) and public goods (e.g. quality assurance facilities available for small producers) (Meyer-Stamer, 2006).
Three consequences of ‘imperfect markets’ are emphasized: low-level
equilibriums that keep poor people mired in poverty traps, suboptimal
delivery of critical investment (e.g. skills development barriers that prevent upgrading, and social barriers to entry reinforcing dominance of
monopolies) (Ibid). Acknowledging that market failure or imperfect
markets are largely rooted in and reinforced by non-economic influences,
Dorward et al. (2005) suggest that a fundamental understanding of processes and types of institutional change is needed to help identify embedded power imbalances. Taking this further, institutional discourse has
indicated that a subtle examination of structure and agency can identify
more deep-seated dynamics and diverse local realities.
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Entrepreneurs generating informal substitutes

In the absence of state institutional frameworks – typical in developing
country contexts – building off Baumol (1990), Boettke and Leeson
(2009) described a situation of ‘institutional entrepreneurialism’ where
entrepreneurs are involved in both productive and non-productive activities. In such environments, Leitmann and Baharoglu (1998) suggest that
pressures to control economic behaviour may result in the creation of
new informal rules by local governing bodies, which might be costly in
terms of resources and collective action. And in some cases, these may
include extreme enforcement measures (De Soto, 1987). This challenges
the notion that existing institutions always regulate behaviour as suggested in the ‘rule-incentive-behaviour causal’ framework (Ostrom, Schroeder and Wynne, 1993). Further, entrepreneurs in Leitmann’s study were
shown to avoid rather than modify formal rules, especially where ‘the
rules of the game have little bearing on the game’, or when there was ineffective enforcement. In fact, formal rules were deemed irrelevant, and
informal rules were indicated to create greater incentives and govern behaviour (Leitmann, 1998: 113). Gomez (2008) draws attention to a whole
array of studies, which describes how informal institutions can be created/coexist however alongside formal institutions, with positive results
(e.g. Uzzell, 1994; Platteau, 1994). Yet the World Bank warns that the development of informal rules and institutions in the absence of formal
institutions may bring negative power externalities, as was demonstrated
by the rise of the Mafia in Sicily (World Bank, 2001: 175). Naude (2007)
cautions particular attention in fragile states with little formal institutions,
which may perpetuate negative (informal) institutions and foster unproductive and destructive enterprise. However, it is worth exploring the
existence of heterogeneous micro-contexts – even within such states –
and the diversity of local actors and power dynamics, which may generate varied outcomes in local economic development.
2.3.2 Trust: an outcome and an antecedent of economic activity

Appreciating levels of trust both within the environment (institutionalised) and between actors is critical in less developed contexts. Whilst
formal institutions are considered imperative in economic development,
Fukuyama (1995: 11) describes their necessary fusion with ‘reciprocity,
moral obligation, duty toward community and trust’. In formulating economic transactions, trust is thus considered fundamental between actors.
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Cultural, social and historical contexts play a part in determining trust
levels and arrangements, as well as existing social relations (Boyer and
Hollingsworth, 1997: 450). Trust is indicated to be associated with sanctions, knowledge on other actors, and a series of norms, providing the
basis for assessing trade interaction and shaping economic behaviour in
markets. According to Nooteboom (2007: 29), trust is ‘both an outcome
and an antecedent of relationships’. In this way, trust establishes a foundation for relationships, and may be based on institutions and built from
relationships. He differentiates trust from reliability, with reliability incorporating benevolence and based on control, or trust, or both (Ibid:
37). Seen as a type of behaviour (Deutsch, 1962) or underlying disposition (Das and Teng, 2001), trust is deemed to have ‘instrumental’ value
in reducing risk and transaction costs of relationships. Several studies
have drawn attention to the role of trust in trade and economic structures including Zucker (1986), Gambetta (1988), and Humphrey and
Schmitz (1996).
Trust has been shown to be particularly critical in developing countries where the state has a limited role and there is poor communication
(Lyon, 2000), and where highly personalized trust relationships are the
norm (Das and Teng, 2001). Often inequitable balances of structural
power have a significant influence on the trust-based relationships between powerful commission agents and traders, and smaller dealers and
producers. Experience has shown that collective action through associations may improve levels of trust, and producers’ bargaining power. And
trust is considered to evolve before transaction costs are even negotiated
(Maher, 1997). In recent work, Lyon and Porter (2009) contend that personal relationships and institutional based trust are heavily linked to informal social institutions, and underpinned by moral norms. Lyon and
Porter draw attention to the dynamic nature of moral norms not only as
economies change, but also in response to changes in the political and
socio-cultural context. Of particular interest in the study was the observation that actors in a post-conflict environment endeavoured to reinstate social norms, and how such norms of behaviour (e.g. reciprocity and
obligation) can both assist in reviving economic life in addition to social
life. They showed how a range of practical economic relationships and
informal institutions emerged with a strong emphasis on trust and moral
norms in the absence of appropriate formal institutions such as banks
and legal contracts (Lyon and Porter, 2009). Certainly the socially em-
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bedded nature of ties and culture of trust reduces the opportunity for
purely self-driven behaviour and is the foundation of emerging and informal economic activity. Yet questions linger: how is trust developed
and why do some individuals choose to cooperate instead of behaving
opportunistically (Gomez, 2008: 115)?

2.4

Concluding remarks

Portes (2006: 251) summarised four major forces leading to institutional
transformation and development. These include path dependence and
cultural diffusion; and more deep-seated forces of actor-driven change
including ‘charisma/charismatic prophecy’ with the potential to change
the value system and culture, and ‘inter-elite and class struggles’ with the
potential to disrupt power balances. In looking beyond neoclassical theory, this chapter has explored the complex influence of history, sociocultural institutions, habit, power dynamics and social relations in institutional change and development. Embedded in these arguments, the
chapter has argued for a greater appreciation of the interaction of structure and agency. The particular roles of ‘entrepreneurs’ and ‘skilled actors’ were examined, their diverse motivations, power and agency, and
collective action through networks. Finally, the specific institutional context of developing economies was discussed. In these environments, the
dominance of informal institutions was shown to distort the nature and
scope of economic activity and institutional development, leading to
more exclusive markets (particularly for the women and the poor) and
power asymmetries, and necessitating a critical role for trust. As a broad
framework, the themes presented in this chapter set the scene for subsequent chapters in this thesis. In Chapter 3, I further explore the particular research context of Afghanistan. The following three chapters discuss
the research findings, initially delving further into the literature before
analysing crucial insights: in the transformation of local norms (Chapter
4), the construction of enterprise institutions (Chapter 5), and the dynamic role of agency (Chapter 6).
Often overshadowed by his earlier work, in The Theory of Moral Sentiments, Adam Smith (1759) considered ‘economic motivation’ as entrenched in the culture and habits of society (Fukuyama, 1995: 18).
Mainstream theorist North (1989: 1324) has acknowledged that it is the
‘norms of behaviour’ that are perhaps the most influential in human in-
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teraction, and a fundamental basis of habitual behaviour. And in more
recent discussions, he explores the role of cognition and ideology
(North, 2003, 2004). Furubotn (1997) described NIE as coming under
increasing criticism with the neoclassical-based approach, and reaching a
‘watershed’ and thus no longer sustainable (Hodgson, 2004). Despite divergences between the various schools of thought, Malcolm Rutherford
(1995: 443) suggests that a unifying theme is that institutions are indeed
essential in shaping economic behaviour. Yet without a collaborative approach, theories struggle with integrating the influence of non-economic
institutions, social structure (social relations and networks), and agency
(power, habits and preferences). In particular, deconstructing how these
factors shape the process of institutional change remains a key challenge. At
the frontier of institutional research today, these exciting debates reside
at the heart of this thesis.

3

Afghanistan: Persisting instability,
informality and tradition

A country beset by war and unrest, the fragile state of Afghanistan continues to be governed by informality and tradition. Afghans are credited
with being remarkably resilient and adaptable, time and again demonstrating their capacity to cope in an adverse environment. In this chapter,
I build off the final section in Chapter 2 to look closer at the dominance
of informal institutions, power asymmetries and degrees of trust in the
research country context. To this end, I look specifically at the struggling
Afghan state and persisting informality, the complex nature of social organisation and networks, the conservative Islamic environment intertwined in local politics, and the deeply entrenched cultural rules and
norms, particularly for women. Turning to the particular character of
Afghan markets, I discuss their dynamism yet uncertainty with markets
embedded in social and cultural institutions, skewed by strong power
dynamics. This is shown to have critical implications for market participation and growth.

3.1

A weak state and complex people

Labelled a ‘rentier state’ (Rubin, 1995), since its formation in the 18th
century, Afghanistan has been predominantly propped up, or dependent
on external resources and power with support from British India, the
Soviet Union, and now largely, the US. According to Maley (2008: 16),
achieving political legitimacy has been challenging, with diverse tribes
and remote geography, and there has been mixed experiences with
‘lengthy periods of rule based on non-legitimate forms of domination’.1
With a constitution first established in 1921, efforts to bring in societal
laws and reforms with the goal of ‘modernization’ have been carried out
with varying degrees of effectiveness and sustainability. Whilst the re75
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vised 1964 Afghan constitution was deemed to be perhaps the best in
the Muslim world, Afghan politics was ‘the politics of the intellectuals
not the masses’ (Rasanayagam, 2005: 40). With little popular support, in
the late 70s, the government was still struggling to promote change, and
to transform rural society in particular. And a number of poorly formulated decrees were issued with the aim of reforming practices related to
mortgages and debts, marriage, and land ownership. As before however,
efforts failed and the state shortly disintegrated ‘lacking the capacity to
win this battle’ (Rubin, 1995: 118). Today, far from being vague or under
developed, Afghan laws are argued to be ‘precise’ with an ‘abundance of
codifications’ under different constitutions (e.g. 1932, 1976).2 Yet many
of them are described to be ‘aspirational’, as they either do not resonate
with the wider context (and are little understood) or there are few ‘enforcement mechanisms’. The state is viewed as dislocated from rural Afghanistan, with local traditions perceived to be more in tune with the
prevailing reality. Rather, it is the interpretation of Islam and Afghans’
embeddedness in a community, group or tribe that has defines how Afghans interact in their environment shaping their frame of reference, and
how they deal with new situations or ‘alien ideology’ (Johnson and Leslie,
2004: 63).
With variations in origin, a sense of belonging and religion, Afghanistan has a complex society, reflected in the ‘diverse explicit and implicit
codes’ that organize people’s everyday lives (Centlivres and CentlivresDemont, 2010: 1). Unwrapping Afghan history is imperative to understanding the extent and reach of formal institutions, and the turbulence
experienced at the local level in the course of these endeavours. This includes attempts to fragment the tribes under the Amir Abdul Rahman in
the 19th century, and then later similar efforts during the Russian era in
the 1980s, to more recent ongoing destabilization by the Taliban. This
has resulted in both a wariness of central power and outsiders, and a fear
of ‘inculcation of foreign values on women and families’ threatening local order and culture (Brodsky, 2011: 82). It has also led to the phenomenon of local self-rule as a ‘defense against the state’ leading to the nurturing of parallel power networks to protect their interests. (Rubin, 1995:
72). Due to war and unrest, over 1979 to 2001, almost a quarter of Afghanistan’s population was displaced (over 6-8 million people), mostly to
the neighbouring countries of Iran and Pakistan. This experience has had
a profound effect on Afghans, and their societal norms and social rela-
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tions, introducing new ideas and relations but simultaneously leading to a
fierce protection of traditional values. With the fall of the Taliban, a great
number of refugees returned to Afghanistan bringing with them their
differing experiences, largely shaped by an uncertain existence where
marginality was the norm: ‘the kaleidoscope of traditional patterns has
been shaken – leadership, women, even children are affected. New voices are being heard, new values emerging, Afghan society will never be
the same again’ (anthropologist Akbar Ahmed in Centlivres, 2010: 21).
Today Afghan society carries the wounds of ‘rupture and crisis’ with
‘shattered communities spatially fragmented and dispersed’ at the behest
of greater powers (ibid.). Yet this mosaic of Afghan realities, which now
stretches well beyond the borders of Afghanistan, reinforces the precarious lives of those within the country, and moulds evolving transnational
Afghan society.
3.1.1 Resilience and adaptability in the face of uncertainty

After three decades of protracted conflict and instability, the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan now stands as one of the poorest and most underdeveloped countries in the world with some of the lowest human development indicators.3 Illiteracy is particularly high. In rural Afghanistan,
less than 30 percent of household heads are indicated to be able to read
and write. Amongst female-headed households, this is as low as 12 percent. Approximately 80 per cent of the population (estimated at 33 million people4) live in rural areas and have been harshly affected by the
turbulence, collapse in infrastructure, and fragmentation of the economy,
particularly in the two decades prior to the fall of the Taliban (Table 3.1
charts the transition of the state and economy over this period). This
forced many rural communities to seek refuge in Afghan cities, or to flee
to neighbouring Pakistan and Iran. Yet the extraordinary nature of Afghan resilience and their constant adaptability in a shifting and insecure
environment have somehow ensured their survival. The rural sector is
still home to the bulk of the poor of Afghanistan (although urban populations are swelling), with almost half of the rural population living on
less than $1 per day.
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Table 3.1
The evolving Afghan state and economy 1970s–2001

Source: Bhatia and Goodhand (2003)

A mountainous and landlocked country bordering China, Tajikistan,
Uzbekistan, Iran and Pakistan, the Afghan landscape is characterized by
‘a combination of remoteness and accessibility, stability and resilience,
and marginality and diversity’ (Pain, 2007). Agriculture and animal husbandry are the major means of securing livelihoods, generally at a subsistence level with rudimentary technology, alongside (increasingly) necessary migrant labour. With extreme climatic conditions engendering
hazards such as snow, drought and floods, access to markets is often difficult, exacerbated by a lack of adequate roads and transport. While some
traditional support systems function reasonably well at a community level (e.g. the maintenance of water channels and mosques), government
provided services – including healthcare and education – remain limited.
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Yet despite this unpredictable and challenging context, Pain and Sutton
(2007) point out that ‘Afghans have been anything but passive and static,
adopting brilliant, innovative and unorthodox strategies to secure food,
livelihoods and stability in a shifting and insecure environment’.
Since the fall of the Taliban in 2001, large-scale reconstruction and
development efforts have been rolled out in Afghanistan under an ambitious state-building agenda. Assistance to rural areas has been transitioning from short-term emergency/recovery programmes to longer-term
development (where possible). The flagship government-led National
Solidarity Programme (NSP) has been notably successful at promoting
participation in reconstruction at the community level through the establishment of Community Development Councils (CDCs), endeavouring
to link communities to formal government structures.5 Yet (formal) governance and the rule of law still remain weak, with continuing regionally
based conflict. Meanwhile, the abject poverty, persistent unemployment
and high levels of opium poppy cultivation6 are fuelling instability and
frustration in other parts of the country. Despite several years of intensive aid and international military support, the western-backed government has now largely lost public credibility due to endemic corruption,
and the lack of visible progress in terms of broad social and economic
development. With continuing insecurity and lawlessness, and political
instability and uncertainty, in addition to increasing levels of wealth differentiation, the situation remains perilously fragile, straining Afghan resilience and adaptability.
3.1.2 Diverse tribes and elaborate social organisation

Turning to the Afghan people, at a crossroads of Asia, it is difficult to
situate the diverse character of this mixed populace either in Central
Asia, the Indian subcontinent or the Middle East (Marsden, 1998: 11). A
patchwork of ethnicities, languages and cultures, Afghanistan’s population comprises several distinctive tribal groups. Similar to the culture of
the Arabian Peninsula, the largest and dominant tribe are the Pashtuns
(38-63 per cent). Other large groups include the Tajiks (12-25 per cent),
the Hazaras (8-19 per cent), and Uzbeks (6.3-9 per cent). Meanwhile minorities include Turkmen (2.5-3 per cent), Aimak, Baluch and Brahui,
Nuristani and Kuchi (Giradet and Walter, 2004). The tribal Pasthuns
have predominantly been the leaders in Afghanistan, and are known for
their strong social cohesion. Contrasting to the other tribes, they have a
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‘complex criteria of ethnic identity’ (Entezar, 2007: 154). In particular,
they are known for their clearly defined code of honour, ‘pashtunwali’, a
legal and moral value system determining social order and personal responsibilities (ibid). Beyond the Pashtuns, Johnson and Leslie (2004: 52)
describe ethnicity in Afghanistan as both ‘complex and fluid’, and as ‘social and political constructs’ changing according to perceived pressures.
This is particularly evident amongst the Hazara and Tajiks in the Central
Highlands.
Reflecting this linguistic, ethnic and geographical heterogeneity, social
organisation is complex and elaborate in Afghanistan, highlighting the
importance of bonds and reciprocity (Maley, 1998: 5). Traditional trust
and interconnected networks of kinship, friendship, ethnicity and regional affiliation make up the core of this intricate web of Afghan social
relations. In particular, tribal based qawn and religious ulema networks are
the informal norm-based social networks in Afghanistan that influence
societal interaction and relations. Olivier Roy (1994) describes the qawm
as ‘any segment of the society bound by close ties... extended family, a
clan, an occupational group, or a village’. Based on kinship and clientpatron relations, the qawn acts a solidarity group, which ‘protects its
members from encroachments from the state and other qawms and includes the sense of lively competition between contenders for local supremacy’ (ibid.). Inevitably, with high levels of risk and vulnerability,
such relational ties dominate both social and economic behaviour. And
in the absence of a strong state, often such traditional relational networks
and associations are considered to thrive (rather than breakdown), as
people depend on them for trust and solidarity (Nordstrom, 2000). In
the context of chronic conflict and instability in Afghanistan, people
have indeed depended on these networks and relations for their very
survival (Bhatia and Goodhand, 2003).
Far from the erosion of social capital over the conflict years (World
Bank, 2001), Pain (2007) suggests that evidence has pointed to the consolidation of informal networks and connections, in part due to state
failure. Afghanistan’s resilience and survival over decades of conflict has
been greatly attributed to the formation and development of ‘social capital’ in ‘strategic family alliances’, and solidarity networks and relations
with diverse groups. Yet as much as solidarity networks may be viewed
as strengths, they can also be weaknesses, as they have been known to
fracture when groups are set against groups. The changing context has
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influenced the existence and development of group ties, with the periodic erosion of social relations, and the emergence of new networks. In
particular, war and displacement have precipitated new forms of affiliation and identity with political parties, resistance groups and Islamic organisations (Collective for Social Science Research, 2006b). Outside of
political relations, Pain and Lautze (2002) highlight the impact of the
Taliban religious restrictions on women, which led to the establishment
of an underground network of schools, spurring new networks between
women.
Social capital, reciprocity and collective action

The nurturing and development of social relations and networks is
viewed as essential for building social capital and sustaining livelihoods
(as described in Chapter 2). Social capital – in the form of networks of
reciprocity – is considered to be strongest in the rural areas in Afghanistan, although a recent study found that there was considerable variation
in the strength of urban social capital, both between and within cities
(Beall and Schutte, 2006). Overlapping family, ethnic and neighbourhood
connections has ensured the prevalence of social networks and patterns
of reciprocity, which act as social nets and support mechanisms ‘indispensable to maintaining existing livelihood opportunities’, critical for
basic survival. Yet whilst these relations have facilitated information
sharing on work opportunities, they have not (generally) permitted families to rise above poverty (Beall and Schutte, 2006). Poor and vulnerable
people were shown to spend significant periods of time developing and
protecting these social assets, through visiting relatives, attending festivals together, and supporting family at weddings and funerals (ibid). Cultural social agreements such as ashar (communal, reciprocal work, typically around life cycle events), and pandusi (e.g. agreements in livestock
caring while family members are away) also support ‘cooperative’ self help. But research suggested that social networks could be vulnerable to
overuse. Studies further suggest that the urban poor do not seem to have
much bridging capital between heterogeneous (and more powerful)
groups, with networks existing more on a homogenous survivalist level,
barely reaching beyond the neighbourhood (Beall and Schutte, 2006).
For example, establishing ‘wasita’ or relations to powerful people is said
to remain a challenge, even in collective action efforts.
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3.1.3 Migration and transnational links shaping livelihoods and
trade
Conflict, poverty and drought have scattered the humble and unlettered,
as well as the better off and educated, across the face of the
globe….these experiences have helped to hone the already robust coping
and survival mechanisms of members of the Afghan rural population to
develop a keener edge and have exposed them to livelihood opportunities of which they were previously ignorant. (Fitzherbert, 2007: 30)

Going beyond a frozen ‘preserved, distant and distinct society’, to understand Afghan culture and livelihoods, it is crucial to appreciate the influence of Afghan migrations (Centlivres and Centlivres-Demont, 2010: 2)
The migration experience has led to the extended networks of families
and relations, and the development of ‘multi-locational’ households (Pain
2007). Stigter and Monsutti (2005) observed that the traditional social
networks have been broadened with the emergence of regional and transnational networks of families and relations. This has brought Afghans in close
contact with those beyond their immediate and extended groups, influencing their ‘social, cultural and economic life’. Historically, trade relations and seasonal migration are seen as having deep roots in Afghanistan, and the economic role of migration has been shown to be
significant, with many Afghans involved in migrant work in Iran and Pakistan in the ‘pre-1978’ years (ibid). However, migration became a more
critical strategy of rural households during the conflict years, both for
security and economic opportunity (inside and outside the country). In
the Soviet era (1980s), a significant diaspora of Afghans was established
in Central Asia and the West. In this same period, the Afghan city populations also swelled, as rural populations sought safety and access to resources, linking rural communities with urban areas. During the 1990s,
further families migrated to Pakistan and Iran. In these years, regional
refugee populations were in a ‘dynamic state of flux’ (Pain and Lautze,
2002), with constant movement of members in and out of Afghanistan
seeking work during times of drought and stress (the outflow of Afghans
was so high that labour was considered Afghanistan’s primary export
(Bhatia and Goodhand, 2003)).
Refugee and migratory movements have facilitated access to skills,
technology and financial capital, and the growing remittance economy
has helped sustain rural households. Networks have also created innovative transnational opportunities for education, employment and trade.
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One respondent described the family livelihood strategy as an ‘octopus
model’, with family members deployed to ‘available’ employment activities across family ties that were most suited to their status/skills (gender,
qualification and occupation). Families described deliberately nurturing
and exploiting as large a network as possible across family, political and
commercial players (Bhatia and Goodhand, 2003). For example, in the
eastern city of Jalalabad, Afghans were shown to visit/keep up with their
relatives in neighbouring Pakistan to access information on job opportunities, and to ensure accommodation during search for migrant labour
(Schutte, 2006). Fitzherbert (2006) suggests that traditional trade information networks (e.g. market prices) have also been ‘enhanced, strengthened and expanded’ as a result of the diaspora, and boosted by the recent
mobile communications revolution7. Transnationalism now ‘permeates
the nature of Afghans’ settlement patterns, livelihoods and support networks’; with relations established not only with families, kinship groups
and political affiliates but also with international counterparts for social
and economic gain (Collective for Social Science Research, 2006a). For
example, Afghan diaspora in the neighbouring Pakistani city of Peshawar
engage in thriving cross-border trade, and also help family members access work in situ, or beyond (e.g. Iran, Europe and Australia). And networks have been shown to also extend to non-Afghans (e.g. Pakistani
links in the carpet trade).

3.2

Society, religion and politics

To look deeper into Afghan livelihoods, it is necessary to appreciate socio-cultural dynamics, the influence of religion and informal governance.
Afghanistan still remains highly illiterate outside of the cities, with less
than a third of its overall population able to read and write. As common
in traditional and largely oral societies, both Afghan men and women
tend to learn ‘modes of behaviour, rules and customs as they are communicated and passed down the generations’ (Brodsky, 2011: 100). In
this situation, both tradition and religion continue to play strong roles in
Afghan lives, as families navigate persisting uncertainty across physical,
social and economic spheres. Aside from a handful of Hindus and Sikhs
(less than one per cent), Afghanistan is a predominantly Muslim country
(mostly of the Sunni branch8), practicing the five pillars of Islam: the
profession of faith, daily prayers, alms (zadat) for poor people and clerics,
fasting during the month of Ramadan, and (if possible) during their life-
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time, performing the haj pilgrimage to the holy city of Mecca. Yet the
Islam of Afghanistan has its own character, intermingled with their rich
history and culture, including the poetry of Persia (Rubin, 1995: 38). This
localized form of Islam has become a ‘source of universal values and ethics that give life a transcendent meaning’ (ibid: 39), and is the lens upon
which Afghans view and comprehend their world, shaping societal behaviour. As a religious society, the current formal laws in the Afghan
constitution are a mix of both Islamic and modern law, approved by religious scholars.9 Yet, as indicated earlier, with little government reach
outside of the cities, informal institutions tend to persist, particularly
those that remain closer to traditional societal norms and values. At the
provincial and district level, formal institutions are thus often extremely
limited in their capacity, and (formal) justice systems remain weak with
‘widespread dissatisfaction among the people’ (ibid.). As a result, for
common disputes and local affairs, religious clerics and strongmen tend
to still assume traditional roles. Below I elaborate on these informal dynamics shaping local power and agency, and traditional governance
structures and decision-making.
3.2.1 Socio-cultural dynamics shaping power and agency

Afghan cultural norms, values, and power relations are heavily embedded
in traditional structures of language, folklore and religion. These include
proverbs, poems and traditional story telling, and local interpretations of
Koranic texts and hadiths. In a fascinating study, Mills (1991) examined
rhetoric and politics in Afghan traditional story telling with themes underscoring sense and nonsense, gender and sexuality, religion, and public
and private social control. Such (often humorous) stories are used to
regulate society and individual behaviour, and provide a guide for local
people to manage their lives. Drawing on Geert Hofstede’s extensive
work on culture, Entezar (2007) elaborates on critical cultural dimensions of Afghan society – embedded in prevailing norms, values and
habits – that shape the traditional Afghan worldview, and how people
think and behave. In particular, Entezar highlights dynamics of power,
uncertainty and religion, and collectivism.
Afghans tend to revere wealthy and well-connected powerful people,
often from dominant families. ‘Who you know’ (rawabit) is crucial. These
individuals may be formal government appointed rulers, as well as local
informal commanders10 and community leaders. With little formal law
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and order however, Afghanistan is still ruled heavily by traditional decision-making bodies (Ibid: 38). These forums resolve many disputes between families, in communities and between tribes, and are often perceived as ‘less corrupt, more convenient and less expensive’ than
government courts. The importance of consultation is articulated within
the Koran, and often part of traditional customs in tribal societies such
as Afghanistan. In vein with Hofstede’s theory, Entezar describes Afghan society associating power with old age or seniority, and charisma.
Older people are both trusted and respected, and have greater potential
for social power and prestige. Asqsaqal or grey beards’ advice and consultation are sought for their experience, and they often play a critical role
in resolving disputes between individuals, families and tribes. Charismatic individuals are also highly respected for either their ‘deeds or leadership skills’ (ibid.) Entezar describes the added importance of being religious, and this may often be associated with charisma. Entezar draws
attention to the perceived authority (and strength) and power of individuals and their capacity to enforce societal rules and keep control. In this
regard, Afghans traditionally respect the authority of ‘people’ more than
the authority of the rules themselves. Secondly, Entezar (2007) highlights
Hofstede’s theory of uncertainty and fear, with societies typically drawing
on three potential mechanisms to cope with this, namely, technology,
law and religion. In traditional Afghan society, the latter remains the
most significant. Whilst formal laws, rules and regulations are made, they
‘are patchy and unevenly enforced’ (ibid: 61). This is due both to the persisting weaknesses (and reach) of formal government in Afghanistan, and
the dominance of local systems embedded in religion and traditional
structures. In particular, the strong authority of religion in daily lives
means that the ‘average Afghan accepts divine will’ (ibid. 64), and ‘God
is both a source of comfort and of fear’ (ibid: 66). This translates into a
sense of fatalism, in the ‘temporary nature of life on earth’ (ibid.). Finally,
Entezar also highlights the prevalence of ‘collectivism’ in Afghanistan –
rather than individualism – where individuals are embedded into cohesive in-groups ‘which protect them in exchange for their unquestioning
loyalty’, as indicated in Section 3.1.2 (ibid: 75). In collectivist societies,
the family, ethnic group and other social organisations are perceived as
crucial for both ‘protection and advancement’. In particular, Afghans
tend to relate to their ethnicity (race and language), Islamic sect (Sunni or
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Shia), and regionalism (place of birth) in forming their identity and deriving their agency.
3.2.2 Local power structures and collective action

Further examining local power structures, Rubin draws attention to the
nature of kinship, qawm, tribe and ethnicity to unwrap societal relations,
and social control and collective action (Rubin, 1995). Roy (1994) described the composition of traditional elites including the khan, (or mawlawi or hakim) who is a powerful landowner and head of a qawm, and clerics that are often trained at high levels. There may also be elected
community heads, maliks, and government-designated representatives,
arbabs (or in cities, wakils). Comprised of different qawms, village politics
is typically intertwined in wrestles for power between the local khans
(leaders of qawms), who skilfully draw on wealth and kinship ties for local
support and resources to gain power (Rubin, 1995: 41). Influenced by
social relations (as a result of kinship, production and religion), ‘resources’ may include the ownership of assets, family connections, outsider relations as well as Islamic knowledge and charisma (ibid). In the
same way that common people draw on these resources for their livelihood strategies, leaders thus draw on them for social control and collective action (ibid.). Khans aim to be perceived as ‘bigger’ than their rivals,
and to obtain and then distribute resources from the state or market (derived from patronage, trade or smuggling) (ibid). As wealthy men, khans
then gain ‘clientele’ through providing loans and employing local people
as tenants on their land. Villagers tend not to perceive wealth (or power)
as an oppressive force, since khans often redistribute wealth through patronage, and through creating public goods such as infrastructure and
protection (ibid.). Village power tends also not to be individually or family situated but more fluid across ‘networks of influence’ (ibid.). Notably,
khans can be both allies of the state, or competitors of social control.
Meanwhile – with no formal religious hierarchy in Sunni Islam – religious leaders are locally appointed mullahs, belonging to each village.
More senior religious scholars form part of regional ulema. Crucially, perceptions on the mullah vary across regions and tribes. Pashtuns in the
east may even see local mullahs as an object of mockery, particularly if
they try to intervene in village affairs (Rubin, 1995: 39).11 Yet whilst they
may be reduced to ‘second class actors’ in some villages (particularly after the fall of the Taliban), research by CPAU (2007) suggests that there
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remain three core matters that mullahs still do have significant control
over and in which they can ‘rouse public support’. These include apostasy, women (and issues related to honour), and the presence of foreigners
(specifically foreign troops). Whilst the elite may view mullahs as irrelevant, the mullahs regard their own role in community life as potentially
strong – ‘ordinary people are listening to us’ (ibid) – and see themselves
as protectors and advisors of the local village culture and religion. Further, mullahs have useful and important allies. These include the ‘religious teachers’ in the community, straddling both male and female societies (the male kaari and female kaaria). In addition, traditionally, the
mosque is seen as the heart of village life, a place for prayer and religious
rituals as well as a place for teaching, community meetings and receiving
guests (CPAU, 2007: 22). Yet perceptions on the role of religion may
now be changing. For some, the religious dimensions of the ongoing
conflict – or foreign experience – have created a desire for the separation
of religion and village affairs (ibid.). The ‘changing power structures’ and
‘increasing wealth’ of elites is further decreasing the dominance of the
mosque in some locations. At times, khans have also been known to
compete with religious leaders. Yet, Giustozzi (2007: 44) argues that due
to the (ongoing) fragmentation of communities, the clergy can still pose
a ‘supra-communitarian network’, particularly in more remote and unstable areas, and has a strong role in collective action.
3.2.3 Traditional decision-making and conflict resolution

Looking closer at the mechanisms for decision-making and community
rule, the khans tend to mediate local village affairs, typically ‘recurrent
disputes involving women, money and land’ (Rubin, 1995: 43). Religious
leaders can also act as mediators when disputes remain unresolved, or in
times of crises across tribes and qawms (and if required, can mobilize
people for ‘protest or revolt’) (ibid: 44). Traditional local decision bodies
include shuras or councils, and jirgas or assemblies.12 The shura is the village-based council, and is an informal gathering of senior, influential and
well-respected men of the community that convene as necessary on important community affairs. They are also involved with traditional conflict resolution. In addition to local elders, this body tends to include
powerful figures such as landowners and commanders, the village arbab
(head), and the mullah(s). According to CPAU (2007), changes to this
circle have occurred in the last thirty years of conflict and unrest with a
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more prominent role for commanders and warlords during the height of
instability. This then receded after 2001, but is now notably growing
again in some areas. Meanwhile, religious leaders saw their influence increase during the religious-fueled Taliban years and generally also recede
again since 2001. In matters of conflict resolution and justice, traditional
village shuras tend to apply a mixture of practices usually including sharia
law, maraka customary law (urf), and in Pashtun areas, Pashtunwali
(CPAU, 2007: 24). Formal authority is still rarely sought due to its ineffectiveness, slowness and corruption (ibid.).
In recent years, the government has attempted to facilitate the establishment of more formal village-based authorities, with the initiation of
Community Development Councils (CDCs), known locally as the shura
khambastagui. These organisations comprise elected members of the
community (with an appointed head, deputy and treasurer). First introduced in 2003-4 for community development projects, these bodies are
gradually now being transformed into politically-oriented local village
councils. Even with formal elections, typically, this council has (still)
been composed of traditional village elders and the village mullah. And
whilst local commanders may not be part of the new CDC (by choice),
in practice, they still influence all crucial decision-making, and play a lead
role in resolving community issues. In recent years, where possible, there
is now also a separate women’s CDC sub-committee, also elected by the
community (women). This body usually includes senior elders’ wives,
and the wife of the main mullah. The women’s CDC tends to meet separately, and communicates with the village men either through written
messages, or through the leader’s wives. The power and influence of this
group may vary as a result of their experience and education, and the local village sub-culture.

3.3

‘Zan, zar and zamin’: honour and women

Known collectively as namus, ‘zar, zan and zamin’ (woman, gold and land)
is the tribal code, which calls upon men to protect and support his family
and kin. Men perceive women as the ‘repository of their honor’ (Rubin,
1995: 24). For Pashtuns, Pashtunwali embodies this in a specific code of
honour straddling customs, traditions, heritage, customary law and usages, and all social relations (Atayee, 1979). At the heart of this duty in preserving honour, women in Afghanistan tend to be strictly controlled. As
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a strongly patriarchal society, women thus fall under the male hierarchy
of domination (with senior men controlling more junior men) in the Afghan family structure of organisation and control. This has led to women’s marginalization in all public spheres, constraining their social, economic and political life, and affecting their skills/capacity development,
and potential societal roles. Restraint on their mobility inhibits basic social exchange, access to information and services, and prevents women’s
organisation in civil society and markets. As a result of these limitations,
women’s lives tend to be characterized by inequality ‘not only legal and
cultural, but also biological and physiological, insofar as inequality encompasses health, life expectancy, and diet, as well as history, tradition,
and balance of power’ (Centlivres-Demont, 2010: 55). Rubin (1995: 24)
describes this manifested in the social custom of women’s purdah (segregation and seclusion of women) and related chadri (veiling), and highlights variations in ethnic group, social class and location (with rural and
urban differences).
Whilst restrained, traditionally, women are perceived as economically
productive and ‘indispensable’ members of the household (Rubin, 1995:
24), but work usually takes place within the confines of the home. Women’s chores thus go beyond childcare and cooking, and may include pastoralism, vegetable gardening, harvesting, food processing and textiles
(spinning, carpet weaving, embroidery and tailoring). Centlivres-Demont
(2010: 57) describes Afghan life divided between the public and private
realm, with women’s worlds falling into the private realm. It is in this
domestic domain that women are supposed to ‘expend their energies,
thrive, be supported, cherished and honored’ (Azarbaijani-Moghaddam,
2009: 64). Within this sphere, women are able to exert influence and
have power, even means of resistance. Whilst under male domination,
there is also a female hierarchy in the family setting with mother-in-laws
having authority over daughter-in-laws. Female solidarity against men is
rare however. Rather ‘collusion and conflicts’ occur between the women
themselves, particularly since traditional relations between a mother and
son preclude the son siding with his wife (ibid.)
3.3.1 ‘Makr-i-zan’ Afghan women’s tricks… ‘Seven steps ahead of
the Devil’13

Paradoxically, Afghan women are at once honoured (within Islam), and
at the same time, traditionally portrayed as unreliable, or at worst ‘trick-
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sters’. Unwrapping these entrenched attitudes towards women, Brodsky
(2011: 74) describes oppressive practices as based on conservative interpretations of Islam intermingled with Afghan tribal and ethnic customs
(particularly Pastunwali14). Both within Middle Eastern cultures and in Afghanistan, less trusting and antisocial perceptions of women are embedded in language and literature. However, in Afghanistan, story telling of
women’s tricks can also have ‘pro-social outcomes’ (Mills, 2011: 63).
Entezar draws attention to gender dynamics and the embeddedness of
gender norms, values and roles in language and grammar, literature, education, religion and social organisations (Entezar, 2007:113). In language
for example, actions related to women are often in the passive voice.
Women are often also defined in relation to men (e.g. the mother of Rasoul). In traditional Farsi proverbs about women, many are cited as being
‘slanderous’ describing women as sex objects, property, or evil (e.g.
‘women have [even] fooled the Satan’) (Satari in ibid: 117). Meanwhile in
poetry and folk literature, there is much that indicates women are not to
be trusted or lack value:
‘Don’t ever listen to women; try to always keep them silent; they defy
logic and religion…’ (Poet Nasir khusraw, cited in Entezar, 2007: 115)

Islam endeavoured to improve both local perceptions of women,
through underscoring equality between the sexes in the Koran; and prevailing (discriminatory) tribal practices, through articulating her rights for
example, to education and in property (Abdul Azeem). Yet within the
Afghan context, ancient cultural attitudes and practices persist, often due
to illiteracy. However, both the educated, and the law, have endeavoured
to bring the society closer to the ideals of the Koran. For example, the
Afghan civil code of 1978 is based on sharia law, and stipulates that widows may receive one eighth of the property of their husband, or one
fourth if they have no children. Yet local social norms mean that she
may not often claim her entitlement (in customary practices, widows are
expected to marry their brother-in-laws to keep property in the family).
Few women thus own land, and if they do, have little access to it. Traditionally, women may also be treated as property and are used to settle
feuds (badal).
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3.3.2 Nuanced and heterogeneous realities

Doubleday (2006) sought to look beyond the stereotype of Afghan
women as ‘subjugated, powerless and invisible beings’ to highlight their
creativity, resistance, power and heterogeneous reality. She drew attention to a minority group of women at the margins of society practicing as
professional musicians and dancers until the late 70s. She emphasized
the strength of women to women relationships in helping one another
and sharing burdens (ibid: 13). She looked at the power that women exerted in family rituals. She also discussed both extreme versions of purdah, induced by controlling husbands (ibid: 106), and more positive outcomes including the security it provided for nurturing family and
community networks (ibid: 218). Traditionally women’s relations remain
within the family, and they have no direct access to the economic life of
the marketplace. Yet in some cases, women do manage to build informal
economic exchanges from the confines of their backyards whilst veiled,
thus promoting their work and facilitating sales (Centlivres-Demont,
2010: 59). In urban life, ‘the risks and unknowns’ have often led families
to increase purdah restrictions (ibid). This has been exacerbated by the
development of a ‘modern economy’ accentuating those activities related
to production and domestic life, further contributing to the segregation
of women (ibid: 62). Rubin highlights the prevalence of veiling in the
urban context to preserve tradition (in conservative families) (Rubin,
1995: 24), perhaps in the face of perceived ‘western culture’.
Looking beyond the outcomes of Afghan women’s structural inequalities, Pain and Grace (2011: 263) argue that there are two classic potential
traps to assessing women’s lives. The first is in comparing and contrasting Afghan women’s lives (and what they have) with men’s lives.
And the second is in dwelling on women’s capacity to act as ‘autonomous economic agents’. Instead, they suggest that it is critical to look at
how women find power to act within such constraints, to give both
‘meaning and satisfaction’ to their lives. They cite the variability to act,
and thus purdah manifestations, as depending on factors such as age,
marriage status (unmarried, married, widowed), children, sex of children,
and the wife status/position in a polygamous household. Wright further
highlights the situation of local politics and perceived environmental security by families, as further determining women’s restrictions (Wright,
2010: 14). In addition, the need for male dignity – as observed in the Afghan refugee camps – was also shown to motivate a reinforcement of
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women’s purdah (Centlivres-Demont, 2010:78). In general, during the
course of her life (and with seniority), women’s mobility, and influence
and authority within the household and in decision-making tends to improve, particularly in the case of older widows (Smith, 2011: 164). Pain
and Grace draw attention to the dynamic state of Afghan culture, with
change also induced by broader contextual conditions such as war, nature of male migration for work – with increasing responsibilities for
women – and women’s access to education. They also underscore the
difference between the ideal and practice. In poorer households, (older)
women may have increased public facing roles in agriculture and farming
within the household and outside.15
3.3.3 Resistance and change
We have a voice, so why should we remain silent? Why should we choke
our throats when we can sing in harmony? (Nahid Sultan, Kator, 2011:
363)

Contrary to women’s depiction in the western press as ‘silent’ victims,
Afghan women in fact have a ‘long history of spirited resistance and resilience’ (Brodsky, 2011: 76). Personal narratives and stories are a typical
way that women share their experiences, often articulating the suffering
and hardships that she faced to gain community (or other women’s) respect (Brodsky 2011: 99). Women also resist through more subtle means
such as poetry. For Pashtun women in particular, poetry and songs are
their well-known language of resistance (Sayd Bahodine Majrouh, 2003).
Meanwhile, Centlivres-Demont argues that women’s slavery can translate
into men’s slavery in the power that women hold to (potentially) threaten
male honour through such means as humiliation, although this can have
fatal consequences (Centlivres-Demont, 2010: 62). Women can wield
such power in the domestic sphere through for example, the preparation
of mediocre meals, or sending their husbands back and forth to the bazaar (Centlivres-Demont, 2010: 57). As a form of solidarity, women also
have their own cultural traditions such as the annual spring festival of
Samanak, where women gather together for a celebratory meal, and share
and exchange the joys and challenges of their lives. Other forms of gently resisting discriminatory attitudes and practices include drawing on
progressive verses of the Koran, in particular its emphasis on equal
rights to education etc (Mills, 2010: 71). More extreme forms of (lesspositive) protestation include self-immolation and suicide (common in
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the western city of Herat).16 Suicide is described as the ultimate (and
most tragic) act of resistance, going against both tribal codes and Islam
(Bahodine Majrouh, 2003).
Social change from above

Towards more fundamental change in women’s rights, Afghan history
has demonstrated the challenge of enforcing societal change from above.
In the 1920s, the incumbent King Amanullah visited Europe with his
wife, Queen Soraya. Witnessing European societies of the time, they
rushed back to Afghanistan to ‘modernize’ their country. In Amanullah’s
reform programme (1919-1928), Queen Soraya pushed for women’s
emancipation in particular. Similar to other regional leaders of the time
(e.g. Mustafa Kemal Ataturk in Turkey and Reza Shah Pahlavi in Iran),
Amanullah appreciated the link between a nation’s development and
women’s status (Le Duc cited in Centlivres-Demont, 2010: 64). Disconnected from the Afghan reality though, he introduced radical new laws to
‘liberalize’ Afghan women, forbidding the wearing of the burka in public
places and declaring ‘equal rights’ between men and women.17 Girls’ education was then initiated in 1921. And in the same year, the first women’s
magazine was founded by Queen Soraya, the weekly Irshad-e-Naswan,
‘The Guide for Women’ (yet the publication only lasted until 1925). In
pushing through such laws, Amanullah went against the ulemas and tribal
leaders that pursued Islamic and tribal codes. A massive backlash followed, led by core members of the clergy (mullahs). The authorities reacted violently and purged lead protestors. Laws were then enforced in
cities, and urban-based social change was gradually generated over the
next few years. Yet in practice, change was only pursued by the upper
classes. For the most part, traditional attitudes remained with strong levels of opposition. The laws were perceived as ‘an unbearable transgression of the social and divine order, a conspiracy against the fundamental
notions of male honor and divine laws, in which the tribal code and religious law are closely connected’ (Centlivres-Demont, 2010: 66). Ultimately, this resulted in Amanullah rescinding most of the social reforms.
He was then finally overthrown in 1929.
Thirty years later (1959), the secularist Prime Minister Daud tried
again to bring in social reform, and finally succeed in bringing in laws
related to the voluntary removal of the veil (using Islamic scholars citing
that the veil had no justification in Islamic law). Yet government litera-
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ture (e.g. textbooks) that aimed to support social change depicted western
inspired illustrations of family life that were far removed from the Afghan reality (Centlivres-Demont, 2010: 66). With this association, they
possibly created a lingering dichotomy of (Western/Non-Islamic) modernity, versus (Afghan/ Islamic) tradition. By the 1970s however, a survey described over 40 per cent of Kabul women boasting both formal
education and working outside of the house (Rubin, 1995: 79). Yet these
progressive practices were not mirrored by local attitudes that still remained conservative (Knabe, 1977), particularly outside of the elite circles, and there remained a distinctive ‘cultural rift’ between the capital
and the rest of the country (ibid.) The subsequent Soviet occupation
(1979-1989) attempted to push the women’s rights agenda further – particularly in the workplace and education – through a top-down approach,
but efforts were largely again confined to urban centres.18 And, general
support was also lacking. These communist-driven decrees were considered unIslamic, and the regime labelled as non-Muslim. Once more, religious and tribal communities vociferously objected to these, and to other
progressive laws on land and property. The reforms became associated
with western ideals and hence anti-Islamic (ibid.). Subsequent civil war in
the 1990s then pushed out progressives, and re-ushered in conservative
attitudes towards women. Small gains that had been made were undermined as Mujahedeen (resistance) fighters wrestled for control. Finally,
the extreme fanaticism of the Taliban regime in the late 90s forced a return to ‘traditional’ (strict Koran abiding) practices, particularly in the
more ‘modern’ urban areas. Whilst highly conservative and oppressive, it
is often overlooked that the Taliban sought to bring the society closer to
the Islamic ideal, going beyond discriminatory customary practices, for
example in the areas of property and inheritance (Centlivres-Demont,
2010: 81). Since 2001 and the fall of the Taliban, the aid community has
endeavoured to re-champion the rights of women to usher in broad social change (and in fact has almost completely framed their efforts under
this cause of ‘women’s emancipation’), often through renewing and updating legislation19 and through Afghanistan becoming signatories to
global conventions.20
Emerging social change from below

Yet instituting radical change solely through legislation, and so far removed from the average reality, has shown its limitations in Afghanistan.
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In terms of more grassroots action, efforts are now gathering pace, although initiatives still remain largely rooted in cities (in city mentalities).
Since 2001, many (urban based) women’s civil society organisations have
sprung up to campaign for women’s rights, but their ‘global rights’ message often appears alien to village women (interviews in Herat 2010). As
an extreme reaction to Afghan women’s rights, a controversial resistance
movement known as the Revolutionary Association of the Women of
Afghanistan (RAWA) emerged out of Pakistan in the 1980s. This group
has sought to fight for women’s rights but is often perceived as a radical
feminist group that does more harm than good. In general, whilst the
new urban generation is more open to progressive values, traditional values still persist in the older generation and in the rural areas. Further,
rights are also often associated as ‘western’ and thus un-Afghan/Islamic.
These perceptions have arguably been exacerbated by the large western
presence and their explicit agenda of women’s ‘emancipation’, and Afghanistan’s cultural fragility after years of turbulence.

3.4

Dynamic but distorted Afghan markets

There are strong arguments for private sector, market-led growth in Afghanistan, with few exceptions there is little actual discussion of the
market itself, other than price determination (Pain and Lister, 2007: 239).

The discussion turns now to the nature of Afghan markets amidst this
turbulence, uncertainty and informality. Evidence from mountain economies suggests that ‘movement and exchange’ are an integral part of the
typical livelihood systems in these challenging environments (Viazzo,
1989). Afghanistan indeed has a long tradition of trading and market activity, although customary trade systems remain deeply embedded in informal social relations and patronage. Often Afghanistan’s economy is
portrayed as merely ‘traditional’, relying on subsistence based agriculture
and antiquated techniques, but this misses the 1960s global market orientation of major sectors such as dried fruit (particularly raisons) and karakul lambskins (Christoplos, 2004), and significant investment in agriculture in the South. Incorporating these developments, the agricultural
systems should be rather characterised as both diverse and adaptable to
‘episodic development interventions, recurrent drought, periodic conflict
and the regional politico-economic situation’ (ibid.). In recent decades of
war, institutions, infrastructure and market structures were weakened or
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destroyed in Afghanistan, further exacerbating the (developing country)
market dynamics described in Chapter 2.3. With continued market informality, limited control and risk, this has led to the evolving ‘distorted’
nature of Afghan business.21 Despite this, commodity markets have
proven remarkably resilient. Christoplos attributes this to experience
over years of ‘re-establishing business when opportunities have arisen
amid recurrent crises and periods of recovery’ (Christoplos, 2004).
Table 3.2
Afghanistan’s sub economies

Source: Bhatia and Goodhand (2003)
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According to Goodhand (2004), three types of economy have tended
to emerge in Afghanistan over the major years of conflict (1979-2001).
He describes these as the combat, shadow and coping economies – each
with its own dynamic and patterns of change (Table 3.2). These have
enabled different groups to ‘wage war, profit, cope or survive’
(Goodhand, 2004). The combat (or war) economy includes the trading
of economic resources used to sustain the conflict, and war-induced
strategies deployed to disempower specific groups. The shadow (or
black) economy relates to those involved with profiteering on the fringes
of the conflict. Finally, the coping economy describes the majority, striving to simply maintain their asset bases. In the absence of a strong state
and legal framework, conflict ‘opportunistic’ entrepreneurs (mostly from
traditional business families) have tended to be involved in ‘low-risk,
quick return activities’ with profits generated outside the country (Bhatia
and Goodhand, 2003). For those in the coping economy, labour has
been a major activity. Collinson (2003) indicates that there is a complex
relationship between so-called war economies, shadow economies, and
coping and survival economies (e.g. within extremely poor societies),
which affect local vulnerability (e.g. access to resources, local power relations) and links with wider economic and political processes. Whilst the
government has made concerted efforts to regulate the economy in recent years, informality and illicit trade persist, particularly in the conflictridden south of the country. Afghanistan is now the largest global supplier of opium, accounting for over 90 per cent of world production
(Ward et al., 2008).
3.4.1 Markets shaped by informality and uncertainty

Despite the on-going conflict in Afghanistan, entrepreneurial activity is
‘ubiquitous’ (Ciarli, Parto and Savona, 2009), and business is thriving,
particularly amongst dominant trading families. There is an assumption
that all entrepreneurship is productive and will facilitate prosperity and
peace. Yet findings from Africa suggest that entrepreneurship may not
always generate economic growth and development, as previously suggested by Baumol et al. (1968). Pain (2007) suggests that traditional markets in Afghanistan cannot be disentangled from the nature of the current context of the Afghan state and society governing their behaviour,
both in the problematic formal regulation and extraction of ‘bureaucratic
rent’, and in the non-economic forces of control, embedded in social and
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cultural institutions. Characterized by informality and power distortions,
understanding Afghan markets requires looking at how the trade is embedded, assessing the distributional spread of income and profits, and
identifying control mechanisms within the chain (ibid). It is also essential
to consider the context of risk/distrust which leads to the perpetuation
of predictable trade linkages (Fitzherbert and Ritchie, 2008).
Facilitating private sector led development is viewed as the key strategy to accelerating Afghanistan’s socio-economic development. Priority
sectors have been selected (both for export and import substitution22),
and value chain development promoted by major donors. A great deal of
effort is being channelled into strengthening and developing markets
with varying degrees of success. Markets are assumed to be open and
free, and there is an almost complete ignorance of non-economic dimensions (Pain and Lister, 2007). All that is conceived to be required to
jumpstart markets is ‘entrepreneurship’ support. Little discussion is held
on the market itself, or the underlying institutions, beyond the basic nature of exchange (e.g. influencing supply and demand through competitive pricing and efficiency). Whilst some recent efforts have been made
to formalise trading, poor enforcement, continued uncertainty and discriminatory social institutions result in power asymmetries and high
transaction costs, mostly borne by producers (including the identification
of trustworthy suppliers/buyers, and costs associated with negotiation,
measuring, transfer, monitoring and contract enforcement) (Christoplos,
2004). This has led to the evolving skewed nature of Afghan business,
where trading remains dominated by powerful and traditional players. It
is argued that current (inequitable) economic growth in Afghanistan may
not necessarily lead to improved broader political governance (and institutional development) as many policy makers suggest. In fact, current
market functioning may indeed have a negative impact on political governance and state building (Pain and Lister, 2007). It may also lead to
‘unproductive’ economic growth and social discontent.
3.4.2 Informal market regulation: social and cultural institutions
Afghan markets are characterized by informality and non-competitiveness with high social exclusionary elements that influence the way that
markets work: governing trade, distributional outcomes and power structures. (Pain and Lister, 2007)
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As described in Chapter 2, there has been increasing discussion by development theorists about the complex role of social/cultural institutions (i.e. norms, values) in ‘market-oriented’ development and the role
of social regulation (as a result of gender, ethnicity and caste) in causing
exclusion or ‘adverse incorporation’ (Johnson, 2006). Harris-White highlighted the dominance of ‘non-state regulative structures’ in developing
environments, with markets comprising ‘bundles of institutions’ embedded
in broader ‘regulating institutions’ (Harris-White, 2003). The role of
‘non-state regulative structures’ is critical to understanding markets in the
deceptively thriving and dynamic non-formal Afghan economy. Sociocultural institutions largely determine access to land, resources, and services, influencing both market competition and participation. Multisector research (e.g. construction industry) supports the view that markets are characterized by informality, with indications of noncompetitiveness and high social exclusionary elements that influence the
way that markets work (governing trade, distributional outcomes and
power structures) (Patterson, 2005, 2006).
According to Pain (2007), the social regulation of markets in Afghanistan is heavily driven by ideological norms and institutions, with gender
specific roles. Prevailing cultural practices and tradition (such as the
norms of purdah) constrain women’s movement outside of the domestic
sphere, and their potential contribution as social and economic actors.
As a result, women have almost no physical access to markets (over 70
per cent cannot visit markets freely), unless accompanied by a maharam (a
male member of the family) and often in conjunction with an ‘event’
(visit to clinic, funeral, wedding) (FIFC, 2004). Wealthier (traditional)
households tend to abide by this custom, whilst poorer and landless
households may permit more mobility for women due to urgent needs.
Widowed women and old women are also exceptions to the rule, and
generally have good mobility. The National Risk and Vulnerability analysis survey (2003) showed that the majority of women involved in income
generation do so from within the home (e.g. carpet weaving, embroidery
and tailoring). Hence women are present at the production level, but are
almost absent at the other levels along the chain. Research suggests that
income generation choices may also be limited for women with acceptable participation in traditional sectors such as handicrafts and food processing, or if the women are educated, teaching. Access to income generating activities can also be ethnically selective (e.g. carpet production)
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with long-term links between particular communities and traders. There
are thus significant variations in women’s access to income-generating
opportunities related to age, marriage status, wealth, educational levels,
and ethnicity (Kerr-Wilson and Pain, 2003).
3.4.3 Trading elite, regionalism and politics

Whilst traditional trading systems have prevailed over the conflict years,
changes to power dynamics have influenced the trading networks and
the type of goods exchanged, with increasing numbers of Pakistani middlemen involved in trade networks in the south of the country. Trade
networks that previously extended to Central Asia now predominantly
go through Pakistan (Bhatia and Goodhand, 2003). Pain and Lister
(2007) contend that the business elite is strongly connected to local and
national military, and political power holders, facilitating both tax exemptions, security and access to contracts (e.g. construction sector), and
channels to launder money. According to Bhatia and Goodhand (2003)
though, this was not always the case. In the 1950s, the Afghan merchant
class was politically weak and heavily taxed. Yet in the 80s and 90s, the
transport businessmen in Pakistan border cities (Peshawar and Quetta)
had close links to the political players – chiefly as a result of ties to military groups – and trade routes became increasingly oriented towards Pakistan (particularly in the east), and embedded in local power dynamics.
Today 90 per cent of Afghan carpets are still channelled through Pakistan where they complete the final processing (cutting and washing) (and
are branded ‘made in Pakistan’) and exported. Across traditional (and
new) sectors, high levels of integration currently exist within business
chains, and deals are still largely conducted on the basis of ‘personalized
client and social relationships’, which are grounded in ethnicity, family
relations, history and religion (Pain and Lister, 2007: 244). Whilst specific
ethnic groups and families tend to dominate particular sectors (e.g. carpet
trading and Pashtuns), Pain and Lister (2004) suggest that export traders
may also be involved in several emerging sectors, leading to the dominance of business by a limited number of traders. Business elites tend to
be able to freely manipulate prices, access credit and make payments in
cash, and enjoy political power. Patterson suggests that new high-level
entrants may indeed be possible but only with ‘influential sponsorship’
(Paterson, 2006).
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3.4.4 Markets and risk: the Faustian bargain?
Risk due to institutional uncertainty is a key factor that locks households
into dependent, client-based relations. (Pain, 2007)

It is argued that formal institutions may improve market efficiency, yet it
is unclear whether the more marginalized and vulnerable producers will
manage to compete due to the traditional bounded nature of ‘trust and
market-based relations’ (Christoplos, 2004). The persisting context of
uncertainty and risk in formal institutions is indicated to lead the poor to
nurture and maintain strong patron-client relations, prioritizing immediate survival over new opportunities and future prosperity. And thus market forces may not necessarily create competitive pressures for rising
above the status quo (Christoplos, 2004). The context of risk is considered to be a structural/institutional element in Afghan livelihoods, beyond external shocks (drought) but entrenched in inequality, class, power
dynamics and social exclusion (Wood, 2004: 69), affecting access to employment, assets and resources, and influencing degrees of poverty.
Wood uses the concept of ‘adverse incorporation’ to describe the behavioural imperatives of ‘risk aversion’ in the present, in favour of shortterm security (Wood 2003). Patron-client relations play a major role in
facilitating access to land, inputs, credit and markets, but also in providing protection (Fitzherbert and Ritchie, 2008). According to Pain (2007),
it is not enough to speak of markets being embedded in social relations,
in how the poor achieve welfare and wellbeing in a weak state context. It
is also crucial to appreciate that formal labour markets are often lacking,
and that there is an absence of social protection measures. And Pain
adds a further dimension (beyond state, market and family) citing
Gough, Wood et al. (2004) (and their adaptation of the Esping-Anderson
Model for developing country contexts) highlighting the role of the
‘community’ in determining social relations and identities, and providing
a means to achieve security.
Thus, Pain and Lister (2004) suggest caution in the extent that market-based growth can reduce poverty (although the opium economy has
been shown in fact to have positive multiplier effects). Markets are considered risky for the poor in Afghanistan. Smaller market players may be
trapped at a ‘micro-level’ of activity or constrained by marginalization,
for example, agricultural or craft producers can be locked or tied into
relationships with middlemen that are formed on the basis of personal
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trust, with small margins (Paterson, 2006). These are often characterized
by indebtedness. This is illustrated in a study on the carpet sector, where
carpet-weaving households are typically trapped in a cycle of debt: ‘the
middleman provides a loan to tide the household over until the carpet is
sold. Once the carpet is sold, the household repays the loan from the
profit, and once more needs a loan’ (Pain and Grace, 2004). Yet, at the
same time, for both small and large market players, personal contacts
and trust were considered critical and often enabling. These ties were
highlighted as crucial in both setting up, and expanding a business, in
research across six Afghan sectors (Paterson, 2006). And it was suggested that such relations acted as a ‘compensation for the absence of formal
credit or insurance systems’. Close relations have been shown to lead to
cooperation amidst traders, and collaborative rather than competitive
behaviour in certain markets (e.g. amongst fuel traders with a single supplier, who loan money to each other in times of difficulty (Paterson,
2006)). More traditional patronage relationships and systems may also
help in reducing risk particularly in transit, where theft, seizure and
bribes are commonplace (Pain, 2004). However, local politics and relations can influence how businesses grow: many rural small- and mediumsized enterprises choose not to expand formally because they fear being
‘noticed’ and ‘coerced by corrupt elements’ (Parto, Paterson and Karimi,
2007). But Paterson (2006) suggests that high levels of close support
networks were generally a ‘positive force allowing poorer people to become entrepreneurs’ (World Bank, 2011). But, such support networks
and relationships of trust may limit access, and trading partner choices
(and related benefits) in the risky and unpredictable context of Afghanistan.
Going beyond the status quo?

With an influx of Afghan disapora coupled with the booming aid/war
economy, in the past decade, there has been significant economic growth
in Afghanistan. Evidence suggests that sectors are growing, but the challenge remains in facilitating an increase in participation in markets with
benefits of more widely distributed growth (Pain and Lister, 2007: 249).
The prevailing business environment may be characterised as an ‘oligopoly’, and this is predicted to lead to increased social inequality (Pain and
Lister, 2007: 246). Whilst the government has attempted to regulate markets through new tax and tariff laws, the enforcement of the laws re-
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mains weak and poorly communicated information has created further
confusion. With the continued alliance of business to the government,
such regulation faces strong opposition. Pain and Lister suggest that
whilst a broader political strategy should promote good governance decoupled from business, key smaller steps that incorporate (formal) institutional building and educational initiatives can improve the local market
situation, and foster more democratic markets.
Reflecting on current market initiatives for women, several new
women’s-led businesses and associations have emerged in recent years
with donor support.23 But these remain predominantly in the urban areas, typically with existing business families (or those with political connections). For the most part, Afghan women struggle to go beyond the
status quo, due to prevailing norms and attitudes, restricting their mobility, the development of skills/knowledge and their participation in the
marketplace. However, selected rural initiatives are now showing promise at tackling these more deep-seated issues. Whilst still being trialled by
NGOs, the relatively new phenomenon of the Indian modelled Self Help
Groups (SHGs) has proved successful at precipitating women’s micro
‘businesses’ at the community level, particularly in more liberal Tajik and
Hazara areas in the north, west and central regions. Support to literacy,
group micro-credit and new social linkages have permitted the development of simple economic activities (as a group or between several members), and encouraged older (and more mobile) women to initiate basic
trading activities such as buying/selling garments to relatives in neighbouring villages (Ritchie, 2009). Despite the modest economic impact at
the household level (in the short term), the experience has been shown
to promote attitude change towards female involvement in enterprise,
social exchange beyond the confines of the family (for women), and enhanced community networks.

3.5

Concluding remarks

Drawing this chapter together, the discussion has examined the challenging context of Afghanistan across socio-cultural, political and economic
dimensions, providing country depth to the more general characteristics
of developing contexts introduced in Chapter 2.3. In particular, it has
looked at the perennial struggle of state building in Afghanistan, and
highlighted the persistence of informal institutions governing turbulent
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Afghan lives.24 Yet the discussion emphasised the remarkable nature of
Afghan resilience and adaptability in the face of both geographical and
political uncertainty (and adversity). In unwrapping traditional structures,
the significance of dynamic tight-nit relations and ethnic/family networks were highlighted straddling well beyond the borders of Afghanistan. As a strongly collectivist society, clan networks are perceived as
crucial for both ‘protection and advancement’. Entrenched in tradition,
risk and informality, the nature of socio-cultural dynamics in Afghanistan
was emphasized with implications for power and agency. Looking beyond the state, the shifting influence of local power structures and religion in traditional governance were examined and the emergence of new
structures. Dominating the culture and intertwined in codes of honour,
the discussion looked at the particular situation of Afghan women: their
bounded world; and their entrenched discrimination, permeating both
social norms and language. Yet it drew attention to their nuanced reality,
and the scope of resistance and social change. Finally, the discussion
turned to vibrant but distorted Afghan markets. Markets were shown to
be characterized by informality and uncertainty. Deeply embedded in
social and cultural institutions, with strong power dynamics, markets are
tightly regulated by social norms and relations. This poses particular constraints for women in their choice of sector, level of activities, organisation and market interaction, although new micro trends may be emerging
at the community level through Self Help Groups. In general, markets
remain controlled by few players with strong links to power holders.
Constraints for the poor were described in terms of institutional and relational barriers, exacerbated by the insecure environment (risk), influencing the scope of their participation and economic development. On
the fringes of modernity, the overall baffling context of Afghanistan remains stubbornly governed by tradition and informality, anchored in uncertainty and risk. Yet it continues to shape and be shaped by the dynamic and innovative lives within.

Notes
Drawing from Max Weber, Maley described ‘legitimate rule’ – the relationship
between rulers and ruled that is based on the consent rather than coercion – to
include tradition (e.g. monarchy), charisma, and legally-rational roots of legitimate
authority.
1
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Interview with United States Institute for Peace, Kabul.
3 At the time of the research, Afghanistan was ranked 174th out of 178 countries
on the Human Development Index (CPHD 2007). Average life expectancy currently stood at just 44.6 years (at least 20 years lower than in all neighbouring
countries), the literacy rate for the total population was just 28.1 per cent (for
men 43.1 per cent, and for women 12.6 per dent) and child mortality rates were
among the highest in the world (151.95 deaths per 1,000 live births) (CIA World
Factbook 2009). Up to 1 in 8 women was described to die in childbirth (Womankind, 2007).
4 CIA World Factbook 2009.
5 Considered the Afghan government’s flagship programme, the National Solidarity Programme (NSP) was a major countrywide initiative over 2003-2009 that
provided block grants to communities to enable them to plan, prioritise, implement and finance their own development projects. By 2009, the NSP had mobilized over 21,000 communities in all 34 provinces and had disbursed over US$
440 million as block grants to communities (predominantly for locally-led community infrastructure projects) (MRRD 2009).
6 At the time of the research, Afghanistan still remained the largest global producer of opium, and this dominated the Afghan economy comprising approximately 30 percent of non-drug GDP (DFID and World Bank 2008).
7 Fitzherbert highlights the remarkable local adoption of mobiles in Afghanistan,
even by the illiterate ‘stall holder in the bazaar and farmer behind the bullock’,
‘with truly astonishing alacrity’ (Fitzherbert, 2006).
8 Sunnis make up 85 per cent of the population, with the minority subscribing to
the Shia faith (CPAU, 2007: 10).
9 Notably, many of the Ulema have graduated from the renowned Al-Azhar University in Egypt (CPAU, 2007: 41).
10 Commanders are local influential strongmen that are often large landowners.
11 Islam traditionally does not view ‘priestly specialists’ as ‘mediators between the
individual and God’.
12 For example, tribal councils, jirga-ye qawmi, religious ulema councils, shuray-e ulema and provincial councils, shuray-ye wilayti.
13 Brodsky (2011).
14 This is the cultural code of conduct of the Pashtuns that confines women to
their homes and subordinates women under the control of men (Brodsky, 2011:
74).
15 In rare cases, women also work as daily labourers (unpublished field interviews
for Oxfam food security research, Afghanistan, Ritchie 2010).
2
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In Herat, the progressive refugee experience in Iran has left many young women unable to cope with Afghan patriarchal expectations (e.g. forced marriages,
strict purdah).
17 The first legislation on women’s rights was instated in 1923-24, and related to
engagements and marriages with the bride’s consent required for marriage (20
Aqrab 1302/11 November 1923, Article IV) (Centlivres-Demont 2010: 65).
18 For example, Decree Number 7 stipulated ‘equal rights for both men and
women in political, cultural, social and civil affairs…to do away with unjust, patriarchal and feudal relations between husband and wife and to consolidate family
ties’ (Centlivres-Demont 2010: 73).
19 For example, the current Afghan constitution stipulates the following articles
related to women’s rights: Article 24 (Liberty is the natural right of human beings. This
right has no limits unless affecting the rights of others or public interests, which are regulated by
law), Article 39 (Every Afghan has the right to travel or settle in any part of the country except in the regions forbidden by law), Article 43 (Education is the right of all citizens of Afghanistan, which shall be provided up to the level of the B.A. (lisâns), free of charge by the state),
Article 44 (The state shall devise and implement effective programs for balancing and promoting
of education for women, improving of education of nomads and elimination of illiteracy in the
country), Article 48 (Work is the right of every Afghan).
20 These include the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
Against Women (CEDAW).
21 The traditional Harwala finance system (across Afghanistan and the region)
seems to be an exception to this however, as an informal but effective and reliable market system transcending local social relations and politics: ‘money dealers,
or hawaladers, provide a well-organised, convenient and cost-effective means of
making international and domestic payments’ (Maimbo 2003).
22 For example, Afghan export includes dried fruit and nuts, carpets, cashmere;
whilst import includes vegetable oil, poultry products, dairy products, wool, bottled water and soap/detergents (Afghanistan Ministry for Rural Rehabilitation
and Development).
23 It is important to note that even under the Taliban years at the end of the nineties, there were exceptional cases of Afghan women entrepreneurs (Gayle
Tzemach Lemmon). But these women tended to stem from urban-based families
that were more liberal and educated, and the challenge was rather in navigating
the strict-Taliban context (rather than family /social group values).
24 Whilst not democratic, Olowu and Wunsch (1995, 2004) have elaborated on
the existence of such self-organising capabilities in Africa and multiple (informal)
governing authorities at different levels, and draw attention to their strength.
16
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Ostrom and Ostrom (2003) describe the multiple layers of governing authorities
as ‘polycentricity’.

4

Transforming norms towards unlocking
societal barriers

Turning to the research findings, this chapter looks at the initial transformation of purdah norms in the case studies, permitting the start of the
women’s enterprises. Building off Chapter 2, the discussion initially expands upon the relevant literature on social norms, drawing particular
attention to codes of honour, religious based values and economic development. It discusses the general emergence of social norms, their
maintenance and effects, and their transformation. Within the context of
Afghanistan (Chapter 3), it then describes the specific characteristics of
the norm of purdah. Exploring the case studies, the process of transformation of purdah in the women’s enterprises is thereafter examined, highlighting the roles of core actors and the influence of the local context. In
the cross-case analysis, the discussion assesses critical aspects of the
transformation process and the evolving nature of heterogeneous purdah
norms. It also looks at resulting outcomes in terms of power, trust, cooperation, and networks; and emerging new values and preferences.

4.1

Social norms, values and their persistence

Embedded in beliefs, history and cultural experience, and relative to specific socio-cultural settings, social norms are described by sociologists as
being informal institutions that govern and guide human behaviours in
social encounters (Parsons, 1951), permitting socialization in groups.
Norms tend to generate uniformity of behaviour within social groups,
but can vary across groups (Peyton Young, 2007). Distinguished from
personal norms – relating to beliefs and values about one’s self – social
norms refer to society’s beliefs, and expectations. Social norms usually
relate to ‘situations in which there is an inherent conflict between individual and collective interests’ (Biccheri, 2010: 298). The literature on
108
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social norms distinguishes between ‘descriptive norms’ which pertain to
people’s perceptions of typical behaviour in specific situations and ‘injunctive norms’ referring to people’s perceptions of behaviour that is
commonly approved or disapproved of within a particular culture
(Schulz et al., 2007). Research has highlighted how perceived norms can
affect various behaviours, for example, workplace absenteeism and conflict (e.g. Hofstede, 1980, 2010). Whilst sociologists have theorized that
people follow norms to avoid sanctions, norms may also generate positive effects. Seabright (2010) elaborates on rules of behaviour or social
norms that help us deal with strangers through permitting trust and social cooperation.
Marx suggested that norms are used to promote specific roles in different levels of society, and that this power dynamic creates social order
(1986). Building off earlier work by Durkheim (1912/1961), Weber
(1924/1968) and Berger and Luckmann (1966), Scott (2004) cites Meyer
(1970) that also described ‘social order’ as a product of social norms,
with norms relating to particular actors that are expected to act within
certain boundaries. Such behaviours are argued to be socially constructed
rather than socially influenced. Meanwhile, closely associated to norms –
and further influencing them – are ‘values’, pertaining to beliefs about
what should be judged as right or wrong. Also related to norms are ‘habits’ that are described as ‘a more or less self-actuating disposition or tendency to engage in a previously adopted or acquired form of action’
(Camic, 1986 in Hodgson, 1997: 664). Norms, habits, conventions and
values influence whom and what are included in different types of decision-making, how information is processed and structured, and what action is taken (Shepsle, 1986, 1989). Drawing on insights from Dewey
(1922: 40), Hodgson described social institutions (i.e. norms, habits) as
both reflecting and shaping preferences and dispositions (2004: 656).
Figure 4.1 endeavours to capture values, social norms and habits embedded in beliefs, history and cultural experience, and associated to preferences and dispositions.
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Figure 4.1
Unwrapping values, norms and habits

Source: Author’s own illustration.

4.1.1 Unwrapping dynamics and dimensions of social norms

Going beyond norms as mere optimising behaviour (e.g. Arrow, 1971),
Elster (1989: 99) elaborates on a more nuanced understanding of social
norms. He defines social norms as ‘non-outcome oriented’ prescriptive
rules, that are either unconditional or, if conditional, ‘not futureoriented’. For norms to be social, he maintains that they must be shared
by other people and ‘partly sustained by their approval and disapproval’.
They may also be sustained by the ‘feelings of embarrassment, anxiety,
guilt and shame that a person suffers at the prospect of violating them’
(Ibid). Yet external sanctions may not be required for norms to be effective, particularly when they have been ‘internalized’, since ‘shame or anticipation of it is a sufficient internal reaction’. In contrast, a person that
obeys a norm may also be fuelled by ‘positive emotions, like anger and
indignation’. Yet he adds that social norms can also permit ‘considerable
scope for skill, choice, interpretation and manipulation’.
Further to this, and disputing notions of either ‘self-interest’ or the
‘collective optimality of norms’ (Arrow, 1971), Elster (1989) suggested
that not all norms make everyone better off, and that norms that would
improve the situation for all are not pursued; and even if they do improve people’s welfares, they do not account for their existence. Elster
suggests that social norms should be separated from private norms, that
are self-imposed rules; from moral norms, in that social norms do not
necessarily bring benefits; and from legal norms, in that the general
community enforces social norms and that they are not always in self-
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interest. Elster further argues that social norms are different to ‘habits’,
which are not enforced by others and do not bring feelings of guilt and
anxiety if violated. Yet shared habits may be closely linked to rules and
norms (as indicated by Hodgson, 1997), and the latter may not always
hold true (for example, the ‘habit’ of wearing a head scarf in Muslim cultures if not followed may bring a sense of guilt). In looking across cultures, Elster describes different perspectives on established social norms
with some societies labelling certain behaviour as a ‘compulsive neurosis’, which others may perceive/accept as quite normal. He cites examples of social norms including those of asocial behaviour, related to use
of money, reciprocity, retribution, work, cooperation and distribution.
Meanwhile going beyond differentiations between norms (and habits),
Axelrod (1986: 61) indicates that social norms and more formal laws can
be mutually supporting, and this can strengthen their abidance.
Emergence, maintenance and effects

Looking closer at norm dynamics, Horne (2001: 26) describes social and
technological change as precipitating change in social norms, affecting
the distribution of the costs and benefits linked to certain behaviours
(incorporating individual interests with structural elements). She highlights the content, distribution and enforcement of norms as a function
of negotiation, distribution of the cost/benefits of a behaviour, and the
control capacity of the group. She maintains that norms are more consistent among those who experience similar costs and benefits, and thus
in common social positions. Kandori (1992) suggests that communities
play a strong role in norm development and enforcement. Social norms
may be enforced formally (e.g. through sanctions) or informally (e.g.,
through verbal such as reprimands, warnings and non-verbal communication cues.). Yet whilst some norms may be deliberately introduced,
Platteau argues that moral norms (emphasizing honest behaviour) tend
to evolve spontaneously within commonly interacting groups (Platteau,
2000: 325). Meanwhile, norms that are counter to the overall prevailing
society or culture may also be transmitted and maintained within small
subgroups of society (e.g. Crandall, 1988). Groups internalize norms by
accepting them as reasonable and proper standards for behaviour within
the group. Once firmly established, a norm becomes socially acceptable,
and a part of local culture, and is difficult to change. Knight (1992: 188)
cites much resistance to intentional change as a result of ‘distributional
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factors’, but also describes ‘ideological and cognitive factors’ in reaction
to intentional change and external enforcement. Platteau looked at the
nature of socialization processes, and the related persistence of ‘dysfunctional arrangements’ or even ‘revolting’ social norms (Platteau, 2000: 21).
Platteau (Ibid: 308) also drew attention to role models that through their
behaviour, boosts ‘the salience of the relevant norm’ (Darley and Latane,
1970: 85). And the reputation of these norm proponents may also boost
their enforcement. There has been much analysis of norms in game theory, looking at issues such as norm emergence, fairness, cooperation and
compliance (e.g. Bicchieri, 2006), shedding light on behaviour and conditionality.
4.1.2 Cultural influences on social norms: honour codes and
religion

Unwrapping socio-cultural influences, social norms may often reflect
specific cultural codes. Elster (1989) suggests that the phenomena of envy and honour are worth special study. Appiah (2010) writes extensively
about honour codes in different societies and moral revolutions, looking
closely at the psychology of honour. He cites examples such as English
duelling, foot binding in Japan and family honour codes in Sicily. He discusses the connection with identity, status and prestige. With a focus on
self-perception, Wikan (1984: 638) draws attention to Pitt-Rivers who
defines honour as the value of a person ‘in his own eyes’, but also in ‘the
eyes of his society’: ‘It is his estimation of his own worth, his claim to
pride, but it is also the acknowledgement of that claim, his excellence
recognized by society, his right to pride’ (1965: 21). In this way, honour
is associated with self-regard and social esteem. Whilst honour and
shame are often seen as opposing sides of the same coin, Wikan (1984)
disputes this, and highlights conceptual differences with shame described
as ‘experience-near’ and reflecting the individual’s point of view (as applied to an act). This is in contrast to honour, which is described as a
‘construct of the analyst’ (an aspect of the person). Bourdieu (1977: 15)
further differentiated between a point of honour as ‘mental dispositions,
schemes of perception and thought’, and a sense of honour to be ‘nothing other than the cultivated disposition…[enabling] each agent to engender all the practices consistent with the logic of challenge and riposte’. Related to norms of honour and pride in Asia, Kim and Nam
(1998) explored the pervasive notion of ‘saving face’, with individuals
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endeavouring to retain social respect, particularly in more traditional societies.
Yet religious beliefs and values may also have a strong influence on
social norms. Religion refers to a ‘belief in the existence of an invisible
world, that is distinct but not separate from the visible one, and that is
home to spiritual beings or entities that are deemed to have effective
powers over the material world’ (Ter Haar, 2011: 11). Embedded in culture, religion may also be understood as a ‘shared set of beliefs, activities
and institutions premised upon faith’ (De Jong, 2011: 112). Towards exploring the manifestations of religion in society, the anthropologist
Geertz (1973) describes religion as encompassing ‘(1) a system of symbols to (2) establish powerful, pervasive, and long-lasting moods and
motivations in men by (3) formulating conceptions of a general order of
existence and (4) clothing these conceptions with such an aura of factuality that (5) the moods and motivations seem uniquely realistic’. Symbols
thus induce dispositions – tendencies, capacities, propensities, skills habits, liabilities and proneness – that influence moods and motivations
(Geertz, 1973: 95). Geertz described the religious perspective on the
world as contrasting to the ‘common-sensical’, the ‘scientific’ and aesthetic’, in moving beyond reality, questioning reality, taking on wider,
non-hypothetical truths and deepening ‘fact…to create an aura of utter
actuality’ (Ibid: 112). Ter Haar (2011) draws attention to religious ideas
and attitudes, and links to social trust and cohesion. She looks in particular at religious ideas and beliefs, religious practices and rituals, and religious organisation and community. Such socio-dynamics play strong
roles in more traditional societies, where the role of religion is often significant in shaping worldviews. For book religions, life values and
worldviews are typically based on a specific Holy Script such as the Bible
(Christianity), Koran (Islam) and the Torah (Judaism). Yet it is important
to highlight that the local version of a world religion may in fact be a mix
of local customs and their own interpretation of the religion, particularly
in less literate societies where the faith is transmitted by oral means (ibid.
13). Ter Haar emphasises the role of religious leaders in (positively and
negatively) shaping people attitudes towards development, and potentially bringing about social change.
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4.1.3 Economic development: cultural systems as barriers and
resources

Originally, Max Weber drew attention to the connection between religion and development with Protestantism associated with pro economic
growth (and a hint of reverse causality) (De Jong, 2011: 137). While sociologists have tended to study norms to understand their social functions and how they motivate people to act (e.g. Parsons, 1937; Durkheim,
1950; Hechter and Opp, 2001), economists have been interested in adherence to norms, change and how this influences market behaviour (e.g.
Peyton Young, 1998). Chapter 2 highlighted the significance of cultural
beliefs, values and moral norms, and their influence on economic behaviour and institutional development (e.g. Chang, 2005; Platteau, 1994,
2000). According to Hayami, understanding the traditional culture or a
value system is an important foundation for economic modernization
(Hayami, 2001). Platteau (2000: 189) elaborates on norms that may ‘slow
down entrepreneurship and capital accumulation’, particularly prevalent
in traditional environments. He cited Hirschman (1958) that argued that
there were two contrasting types of traditional society: those that were
‘group focused’, which were ‘inimical’ to economic development, and
those that were ‘ego-focused’ and thus harmful to cooperatives of entrepreneurship. Both posed barriers to economic development. Further according to Plateau (2000), there are two prevailing views on the subsequent transformation of institutions, norms and values in economic
development and growth. The first is through ‘experience’ in ‘evolution’,
with slow change over time. The second is through the purposeful transformation of institutions by an ‘outside’ agent (in vein with Rostow,
Kuznets, Bruton, Meier, Baldwin). He highlights Marx’s view of growing
tensions as a ‘new order’ is ushered in and the resistance of power holders, which can ultimately culminate in a revolution (Ibid).
As with Marx (1859) and Boserup (e.g. 1965) who argue that prevailing institutions and rules may be an obstacle to development, Plateau
suggests that such situations cannot last for long since (slower) evolutionary forces are also at work. He gives the example of property rights
and relative price changes as key driving forces in institutional change
(e.g. North, 1989). Platteau expanded on the various strands of the discourse on traditional societies and change, and highlighted critical issues
such as limited levels of trust hindering development processes. Yet as a
result of extreme sensitivity to cultural barriers in economic develop-
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ment, exploring socio-cultural issues was almost abandoned by (early
work in) development studies. Rather, development economists refocused on capital accumulation, education, technological change and
planning (Platteau, 2000: 2). In this ‘modernization’ growth approach,
there was an assumption of required ‘adjustment’ with traditional values,
attitudes and institutions perceived as a hindrance to economic development. (Ibid). For example, Kuznets (1968) emphasised that certain
breakthroughs in social and cultural norms would be necessary, and Bruton (1965) argued that this would require a radical departure from the
existing culture to move beyond traditional life. Meanwhile, Lewis (1955)
advocated a gradual approach ‘to avoid discontent’.
In recent studies, traditional societies and change have been reexamined. Taking a more nuanced view, De Jong (2011) looked in particular at religious values and economic growth. He suggested that religion has two different influences on society: first in terms of participation in ‘social activities’, which can generate networks that can stimulate
economic growth (but time spent can also reduce income generation
time), and the second in terms of ‘values’, which can influence preferences and behaviour. Unwrapping the influence of religious values on
economic growth, De Jong looks broadly at the interaction of different
societal levels: religious values, institutions (in terms of formal laws), informal mechanisms of governance, and economic indicators of growth
and development (e.g. income per capita) (Ibid: 116). Going beyond the
Williamson perspective that posited that the level of values constrains
the development of subsequent levels (i.e. institutions, governances and
economic growth and development), he explores the dual direction of
causality. He describes stories of the Grameen Bank where prevailing
religious attitudes and perceived levels of authority (positively) influenced the perception and support for women’s economic roles as mobile
loan agents. Meanwhile, he highlights other cases showing that religious
ideas may also (negatively) influence the accumulation of (conventional)
profit through rules forbidding the trading of certain products, or (in Islam), gaining interest from loans in the bank (Ozsoy, 2011: 160). In appreciating these sensitivities, he suggests that political and economic reform may be more successful if it is in tune with the existing religious
framework. And arguably, within such a framework, there may also be
subtle opportunities for introducing new/progressive ideas. Yet citing
Platteau (1997) and his theory of the ‘Instrumentalisation of Islam’, he
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argues that political actors have manipulated religions such as Islam, with
rulers creating internal divisions to reduce the risk of political opposition
(De Jong, 2011: 125). With a lack of a central interpretation of Islam,
Platteau (1997) believes that Islam has been more open to abuse by local
rulers (for example, with rulers selecting religious leaders that they liked
the most) (Ibid. 125). Such uncertain religious authority can pose problems for facilitating broad and durable change. In general however, religious adherence is argued to improve trust in local governance institutions and law abidance (Guiso et al., in De Jong, 2011: 127). Whilst Ter
Haar suggests that existing evidence indicates that no specific religious
tradition can be described as ‘pro or anti growth’, she called for more
studies to look at religious values (and their various types) that may influence economic behaviour at a macro and micro level (Ter Haar, 2011:
23). Religion has often been perceived as an obstacle to development
and change, but for many peoples there is great value attached to religion, and thus it should be considered a resource, and a ‘stone on which
to build’ (Ibid).
4.1.4 Transforming norms: actors and strategies

Towards understanding cultural dynamics and change, theories in cultural persistence and evolution have looked at collective-level patterns over
time (e.g. Boyd and Richerson, 1985). Norms are maintained through interactions between actors with other people, and in public representations such as discourses, texts, and institutional rules (Sperber, 1996). Yet
some of the same mechanisms that contribute to persistence may figure
in cultural change (e.g. the use of socio-cultural ideas). Taking a more
deep-seated approach, Appiah (2010) describes ways of overcoming
honour norms through ‘collective shaming’, which necessitates ‘insiders
and outsiders if it is to work’. This indicates that changing underlying
values, attached to respective norms, can precipitate change. In particular, where there is a supply of activists who challenge a norm, this creates
the opportunity for progressive authorities to respond and adapt. Coined
by Sunstein from the field of law (1996), the term ‘norm entrepreneur’
describes actors with an interest in changing social norms, in vein with
later broader notions of ‘institutional entrepreneurs’ described in Chapter
2.2 (Li, 2006; Battilana, 2009). Sunstein identified a category of people,
whom he calls norm entrepreneurs, who are interested in changing social
norms, and initiate new behaviours. If they are successful in their en-
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deavours they can produce what he calls norm bandwagons and norm cascades, which may lead to substantial changes in norms across social
groups. In this case, further actors will adopt the new behaviour seeing
that that authorities approve. As new norms are institutionalized, there
may be tipping points as new beliefs and practices are adopted. Sociologists argue that analyzing norm change requires looking at the different
actors within the respective environment, in particular, change agents
and their attributes, motives and roles in the change process (Hechter &
Opp, 2001).
Due to the complexity of the economic environment, habit, customs
and norms tend to guide economic behaviour. There is often resistance
to change since prevailing practices are perceived to permit the smooth
functioning of the economic system. Yet when changes do occur,
through for example new preferences or beliefs (Hodgson, 2003), or experiences (North, 2003) as described in Chapter 2.1, there can be a significant impact on economic systems (Koford and Miller, 1991: 34)
From the literature, in assessing norms there appear to be several dimensions of interest. Firstly, what are the particular motivations for norm
change, and how do people garner support for the new norms within
their cultural groups? Secondly, what enforcement mechanisms are used
for norm violation, for example, through prior threats or promises, as
well as sanctions? Thirdly, how are new beliefs or behaviours spread
within and across groups – including through group interactions, collective action or more complex social network structures – and how are do
they ultimately gain consent and become normalized? Research on rumours and storytelling suggests that close associations with local beliefs
and practices can facilitate adoption and transmission (e.g. Sperber, 1996).
Yet charisma can matter too, with the influence of particular individuals
involved in championing the new norm. And fourthly, how are social
learning and social network mechanisms influenced by cultural or political factors (e.g. Weber and Dacin, 2011). Further to this, norm diversity
within a population also warrants examination, to appreciate differences
existing between elites and the majority, and the underlying factors that
are driving this. Finally, it is important to look at aspects of norms that
influence their stability. For example, Zucker shows that institutionalization can aid their stability (Zucker, 1991). Meanwhile, Knight (1992) suggests that the embeddedness of norms in ideology can make them more
resistant to change, underscoring notions of ‘institutional stickiness’
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(Boettke, Coyne and Leeson, 2008). In general, across social scientists,
anthropologists and economists, there is still much interest in better understanding the roles of belief, trust, cooperation and power in the evolution of social norms, their persistence and processes of change.

4.2

Afghan norm of purdah: entrenched in religion and
culture

As described in Chapter 3, traditional Afghan purdah norms mean that
women’s lives remain heavily restricted outside of the private realm.1
Manifested by segregation, seclusion, modesty and ‘coveredness’, the
practice of purdah influences the scope of women’s mobility and social
interaction (due to the pressure to avoid being ‘seen’ by non-family
men), and shapes all potential aspects of their social, political and economic life. Purdah is considered to be embedded and bound up within
local cultural codes (honour and shame, especially the tribal code of pashtunwali), and traditional social habits. It is also associated with Islam, although there are no explicit verses that require women to be kept from
public view (only descriptions of ‘modesty of dress’ (Ahmed, 1992: 55))2.
For Pashtuns, the tribal law of pashtunwali has a ‘complicated’ relationship with Islam, with the former embedded in honour, and a person’s
integrity and the latter related to moral behaviour (Kakar, 2005). Pashtunwali includes an emphasis on chivalry (in being honourable in oneself to
uphold the honour of one’s tribe) (ghayrat or nang), hospitality (melmastia),
conflict and decision-making through local councils (jirgas), as well as
traditional gender boundaries in the defence of the honour of women
(namus or purdah) (Rzehak, 2011: 9-10; Kakar, 2005: 3-6). Namus – ‘‘honour’, ‘reputation’, ‘esteem’, ‘conscience’ and ‘chasteness’’ (Rzehak, 2011)
– in fact relates to ensuring dignity for men and women through women’s seclusion and protecting gendered space. And thus purdah for Pashtun tribes translates into a means of controlling women as well as men: if
an unrelated man enters a woman’s area of the compound, he can be
both beaten and expelled from the community (Kakar, 2005: 5). Yet Purdah practices differ between Pashtun groups, with nomadic tribes tending
to be more relaxed than conservative land-owning or urban Pashtuns
(qalang).
Strict interpretations of purdah tend to confine the women to the
household limiting the extent of women’s public life, access to services
and resources, and engagement in economic activities. Mills (2011: 61)
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describes purdah as ‘an ethic of privacy and sexual exclusivity for the
honour of her family’. She also adds that purdah practices may be related
to the expected wishes of her maharam, her male accompaniment. In
conservative qalang Pashtun households, physical space within the family
compound is highly gender segregated, and only older women and female children may move between the different spaces, or leave the house
unveiled (Kakar, 2005). Where such communities have been displaced to
cities, purdah practices may become even stricter, as families are forced to
live close to one another, and female-only domains are tightened (Ibid).
Figure 4.2
Layered reality of purdah on Afghan women

Source: Author’s own illustration.

Even in these urban settings, the honour of a man is entrenched in the
honour of his women family members. Yet, whilst women are secluded,
she may still have domestic authority (particularly in Pashtun households). This may include for example, managing the household expenses
and matchmaking, and (for older women) aiding in blood-feud conflicts
(Rzehak, 2011: 10). Mills draws attention to the less positive side of pur-
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dah, which can feed legends and gossip about women and their potential
involvement in illicit activities. In general, purdah norms vary with individual motivations, in addition to age, marital status, children, husbands
and relatives and wealth (as conceived in Figure 4.2); with family men
having ‘the final word as regards freedom of movement’ (Doubleday,
2006: 13).

4.3

Transformation of ‘layered’ purdah

We have changed a great deal but our culture [and religion] remains
strong (female entrepreneur, interview 2011).

The chapter now turns to critical findings from the research case studies:
the three women’s enterprises in Afghanistan, introduced in Chapter 1.
In order for the women to participate in activities outside the home, and
ultimately group enterprise, the associated NGOs led the initial reform
of the cultural barrier related to purdah. Before the project, target women
from middle-class families were typically involved in homebound activities in their respective communities and pursued a strict form of purdah
(with variations depending on age, marital status etc). These activities
included domestic chores and child rearing; and in some cases, the production of basic handicrafts, tending basic kitchen gardens and the harvesting of perennial horticulture. Women were able to visit close family
households, and to attend the weddings of close relatives. Some women
were able to visit the local market with their maharams (male relatives).
In each case, in the first period of the project, much effort was channelled into this primary transformation of purdah, led by the NGO in negotiation with local power holders and target households. For the lead
women or entrepreneurs, there tended to be a greater degree of preproject mobility (yet still limited to the community). For the worker
women however, there was a significant need to negotiate with family to
simply leave the house. Three specific stages were evident in the transformation of purdah. Firstly, there was an initial phase in which a new
reformed purdah institution was conceptualized and introduced, precipitated by the need to engage in activities outside the domestic sphere. Following the approval of this tentative new version of purdah, there was a
secondary phase of experimentation in the practical reshaping of the
proposed institution. Finally, there was a third phase, marked by the stabilization and ‘operationalisation’ of the reformed institution of purdah,
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with approval for replication within agreed groups (with variations of
new purdah practices).
4.3.1 Case 1: Changing attitudes through strategic religious
education

In Case 1, I discuss the rural-based women’s food processing business
straddled across a network of villages in the West of Afghanistan (with
two villages examined in this study, Case 1a and Case 1b). Supported by
a local NGO, the expansion of cultural norms was fundamental to allow
women the mobility to leave their homes several times a week to attend
meetings and training, and to eventually work inside the designated foodprocessing centre in the village and engage in marketing. Lead women
had a mixed background of mobility including a few educated women
that had been involved in teaching and/or doing family errands. Yet all
of the women tended to have had little market interaction, particularly in
villages located further from the bazaar, as in Case 1b. More restricted,
the producer women stemmed from middle to lower class families, and
typically were previously only involved in homebound activities in their
respective communities, and pursued a strict form of purdah (with variations according to status and preferences).
Case overview

Initially, the NGO approached several pre-selected communities that
were accessible, but where there was an absence in outside support. The
NGO coordinated with the community leaders – the ‘power holders’
(including village chiefs, community council and religious clerics)3 – in
selected villages4 to determine local interest in women’s food processing.
With the eventual support of the community leaders (and women’s families), and extensive negotiation of conditions for women’s participation,
suitable women5 were put forward in target communities that were interested to collaborate in joint enterprise, and had the support of their families. A total of fifteen to twenty women were then selected by the community leaders in each village. Women tended to stem from the middle
of the community, although a few leaders’ wives were also included ‘to
control the group’. As described in Chapter 1, lead women (for this
study, the ‘entrepreneurs’) were elected by the group themselves.6 The
strength of character (and interests) of these entrepreneurs proved crucial in the initial challenging phases of the project, as new practices were
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introduced and resistance was faced from within their families and the
community.
In these early stages of the project, the NGO concentrated its efforts
on mobilizing the women into Self Help Groups (see earlier), as a foundation for cooperative work. Yet perhaps more importantly, they also
conducted a community campaign of progressive Islamic religious education (including the ‘right’ of women to be involved in business). The
women were then recipients of extensive training in food processing and
literacy (most women were illiterate), and a production centre was established in the village. These new technical skills significantly aided the purdah transformation, since the women were then perceived to be no longer just typical village women but professional actors (with new ‘modern’
skills). Selected (more mobile) women received advanced training in
‘marketing’ (Sales Agents).
For the producer women, basic negotiation with the shura and the
women’s families was needed for them to participate in trainings and
meetings, and to engage in production in the village food-processing
centre. For the entrepreneurs however, further effort was required in this
initial expanded version of purdah, led by the NGO in negotiation with
local power holders and target households. Whilst there tended to be a
greater degree of pre-project mobility for these women (since they were
older and/or widows), there was still a need to broaden their allowances
to permit a greater degree of flexibility on movement (including locations
that they may visit); and meetings with non-family men, within and outside of the community. Exploring the transformation process closer, below I elaborate on the three specific phases characterising this process:
Introduction of concept of new ‘purdah’ institution

In the opening phase of the project, the external NGO initially consulted
with the local power holders to discuss the concept of intervention in
enterprise development with women (from poorer families and widows).
With an obvious need for participating women to extend their mobility,
the NGO introduced the preliminary ‘idea’ of the need for a change in
purdah practices to allow women’s engagement in regular (economic) activities beyond the home. There was much protracted discussion in this
phase amongst the local power holders in the village (including religious
authorities) and families. An agreement was finally reached permitting
certain women to partake in the project under prescribed conditions.
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Criteria for participation included those stemming from needy households, immediate family approval, and agreement by the women themselves. Most of the women that were permitted by their families were
indeed from poorer and more needy households – the husbands forbade
them in richer households7! Yet, it appeared that local power dynamics
also influenced this selection, with a few shura wives included as a means
of keeping the group ‘in check’. The power holders further identified
possible lead women that were both responsible and more mobile (i.e.
widows, and older women with less conservative families). The NGO
endeavoured to check the proposed lists and finalized the target group.
The NGO then negotiated the initial new conditions of purdah for the
selected women. These tentative guidelines stipulated that the women
would gather in the house of one of the senior women for their meetings, and the male trainer (if permitted) would need to operate from behind a curtain!
Taking a closer look at the research villages, in Case 1a, the NGO initially presented the project to the village elders, and emphasized that they
were not foreigners and that there would not be male staff mixing with
the women. However, the villagers were not easily convinced. The NGO
privately consulted with ‘strong’ members of the shura but they continued to face strong resistance. A large community meeting was then held
to further discuss this idea with the shura, all of the community elders,
and the village mullahs, together with the NGO. The community finally
agreed to the project on two conditions: if trainers were women, and if
there were no foreigners. Twenty women were subsequently selected for
the project, in line with the project criteria. And a calm, level headed and
religious woman was elected to lead the overall group (the ‘entrepreneur’
for this research) (with the approval of the shura). Meanwhile in Case 1b,
the project was once again presented to the shura by the NGO, with the
support of the persuasive project coordinator. After much discussion
over several meetings (but with less resistance than Case 1a), there was
agreement to let the project start, with conditions in this case, prescribed
almost entirely by the mullah! These conditions included again the preferential use of a female trainer, and strict abidance by ‘Islamic’ codes
(such as maintaining segregation in their work, and ‘appropriate’ purdah).
Twenty women were again selected for the project according to agreed
criteria. In this case, an older widow was elected as the head of the
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group, with the approval of the shura (after the initial choice dropped
out), as she was perceived to be ‘strong enough’ to manage the group.
Of note – particularly in this phase – was the NGO’s comprehensive
religious strategy through both explicit means (progressive religious education) – ‘Islamic education is a must’ – as well as more subtle strategies
(e.g. adherence to religious dress and rituals). The latter tactic was employed to gain the trust and confidence of the communities, enhancing
local receptivity to new ideas on women. Such strategies were particularly
critical in villages that were considered more fragile, distrustful and resistant to change. Staff comprised both male and female employees. And
together they were instrumental in mobilizing the community, and opening up a dialogue about women’s roles in social and economic life. Senior
male employees were known for their strong Islamic faith and behaviour,
and this gave them much respect. In terms of their physical appearance,
the project coordinator kept an appropriate beard (i.e. in keeping with
Islamic traditions), and whilst in the villages wore a skullcap and the
dress of a pious and religious man. The villages were reportedly very impressed with this! The staff also adhered to local religious practices in
respecting rituals, and recited the Koran prior to training. As they initiated discussions on women, they then drew on progressive messages from
within the Koran and the book of the hadiths. More extensively, during
subsequent project phases, the NGO then pursued broader communitywide religious education (introducing such messages to other village
households). Meanwhile, the senior female employee of the NGO originally stemmed herself from one of the project villages (from an educated
family), and was very familiar with village traditions. In vein with the
strategies of the men, she also drew on extensive religious stories and
Koranic verses, compiling basic anecdotes for the village women. With
her assistants, she was predominantly involved in all group activities
from establishing new groups, technical training, marketing, and facilitating monthly office meetings with the representatives, and integrated
these basic religious messages into her daily work. A local female district
head elaborated on the importance of ‘educating through religion’, as
opposed to the formal law:
If you introduce the law or women’s rights [Afghan or international], village people become mad and say that ‘this does not belong to our village
or our culture’, and then they become even more strict! (Local female
district head)
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Transforming institution: shaped/elaborated through experimentation

Following the introduction of the new purdah, in the second stage of the
transformation process, the lead women (the entrepreneur and her deputies), in negotiation with the village leaders, proposed the ‘trial conditions’ of the reformed institution of purdah: where the women could go,
type of dress and trainer rules; and importantly, for which women. With
the husband and family permission, the women then started to participate in the group and training on food processing. Basic production in
the centres was also initiated. In the face of continuing local distrust, lead
women advocated for the women’s new roles, and tried to promote
these where possible in the three social forums that they had access to,
namely, within the confines of their families, in the women’s village
council (CDC) and at wedding parties. To encourage more conservative
families, lead women also visited actual family homes.
Meanwhile, difficult community elders continued to reject this new
form of purdah, and created problems in the village council:
Some of the stricter elders were complaining ‘Women are going outside…and
this is a foreign imposed programme!’ (Entrepreneur, Case 1a)

Pushing forward however, progressive proponents debated with these
resisters within the council. In one village, the conservative elders tried
to halt all activity related to the project (Case 1a). The local mullahs further criticised the NGO and suggested that they were ‘pushing the women out of their homes’, and that the project was ‘against Islam and a great
shame for the people’! Meanwhile, the common village people (both
from within and outside of the community) created trouble through rumour mongering, and intimidation. Once again, the progressive shura
members (particularly the husbands of some of the women) tried to
counteract such behaviour through drawing on positive religious messages. To further garner local acceptance, lead women also tried to
demonstrate exemplary behaviour, and pious, if necessary. At an overarching village level, the NGO was instrumental in supporting the project through employing both religious/educational initiatives, and story
telling (describing their experience in other communities and outside of
Afghanistan).
Overall, alongside the key support from the NGO, this stage was
heavily reliant on the entrepreneur’s charisma and persistence (and those
of her deputies) in encouraging the other women and championing their
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new purdah practices, and garnering support from female and male power
holders. In particular, this required negotiating with conservative and
controlling local power holders that both curtailed the further development of progressive forms of purdah and levels of access. In some difficult cases (Case 1a), this meant that tight restrictions remained, and only
the lead women had access to more progressive variations of purdah (i.e.
the liberty to meet at any time, and to visit new households).
As indicated, overcoming continuing rumours, distrust and intimidation were significant challenges during this phase. In each village, key
events tended to mark this period. In Case 1a for example, as the women
became active in production, there were suddenly rumours that in another centre in a neighbouring village, there was a male NGO staff trainer
with young girls, and this caused quite a stir. The mullah reacted swiftly
and uncompromisingly, and suggested that all centres should be closed!
Yet with courage (and cleverness!), the group head played a double
game. She suggested a reversion to extreme ‘Taliban’ (purdah) codes:
I will stand at the gate and stop all women’s movement! (Entrepreneur,
Case 1a)

This was naturally considered too harsh! Alternatively, the entrepreneur suggested that they should let them re-open their centre, and if bad
behaviour were observed, the centre would again be closed.
Meanwhile in Case 1b, when the production was just beginning to get
underway, as a way of intimidating the women, a letter was posted in the
mosque, which threatened to ‘kill the people who worked with the
NGO’. The entrepreneur was also specifically warned:
I was at home busy on some tailoring and I could hear the dog barking.
A letter was then posted under the door. The letter said: ‘you are taking
salary from an organisation: we give you 20 days to close the centre and
cut ties with NGOs. If you don’t do this, we will kill your husband and
children’. I was so worried about this that I kept this quiet throughout
Eid [religious festival]. Finally, I told my husband and he laughed. He
said ‘these people are not educated! And they are suspicious of ‘foreigners [non-local
people] and mistrustful’. (Entrepreneur, Case 1b)

As described by the NGO, amongst the common villagers (particularly the less educated), there was both a pervasive ‘fear of foreigners’, and
of ‘change’ (particularly in women’s roles according to Islam). The entre-
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preneur was terrified for herself, her family and the women workers, and
spent several sleepless nights worrying about this threat. Her village had
experienced excessive violence in the past, which she had seen with her
own eyes under the Soviet era, and this fed into a prevailing sense of uncertainty of outside ideas (particularly for the older generation). Eventually, advice was sought with an influential local commander. And with
much relief, this led to the significant ‘high-level’ promotion of their
work.
I decided to go to see a powerful community man (commander) and to
ask his advice. The commander stood up at the mosque and promoted
the women’s work! He then spoke with the mullah. He is a very influential man! After that, he held a meeting with the male shura. (Entrepreneur, Case 1b)

With this critical backing, the male shura and NGO quelled local rumours and gossip through re-clarification of the project, and the reiteration of progressive Islamic messages.
‘Operational’ institutional arrangements with potential for
‘replication’

In the final stage of transformation, once new norms had been trialled
and agreed, entrepreneurs and women settled into their new purdah
norms, and resistance subsided (less gossiping and threats). These norms
included new levels of mobility to move between their own houses and
the centre at designated times of the day, and to officially work outside
of their houses. Whilst the roles remained dynamic (with boundaries being subtly pushed on dress, extent of mobility), it was clear that there was
a new period of ‘stability’, with the majority of power holders and community members accepting these ‘new’ norms for selected women.
Further purdah transformation (ongoing)

With the start of the enterprise and the establishment of related routines
(as discussed in the next chapter), women began to get involved in more
permanent production commitments, and for selected women, new public-facing activities beyond the realms of the village (such as marketing
and attending NGO workshops). Participation in these new activities
necessitated a return to the trialling Stage two above. Further allowances
on purdah required renegotiation with the community power holders, led
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by the NGO and the entrepreneurs. Yet once these progressive purdah
habits became visible, more fundamental setbacks were suddenly triggered. Many questions were abruptly asked in the village on the ‘need’
for women to get involved in any enterprise activity, particularly in stricter and low trust communities. The NGO explained that it was a condition of their funding! But they endeavoured to reinforce the acceptability
of the women’s new practices once again through extensive religious
messages. The challenges of gaining local support for evolving purdah
practices – particularly as groups needed to market their products – were
illustrated in each village. In Case 1a for example, as the group started to
make significant money through the marketing of products, the entrepreneur received a ‘night letter’ (a warning message) threatening her and
her family if the women continued their work with ‘foreigners’. Meanwhile in Case 1b, when the women indicated that they wanted to begin
marketing, this was considered to be a major village matter: this activity
would take certain women beyond the (safe/acceptable) realm of the
village! A shura meeting was promptly called to discuss this critical step,
and preliminary conditions were eventually agreed, permitting some of
the older women or widows to participate in this activity. These initial
conditions included the wearing of the hijab (full body cover), and travelling with a maharam.
Pressures on purdah boundaries eventually penetrated beyond the
realms of the group. As the women’s new business practices were normalised into village life, other local women also endeavoured to participate in new mobile practices, further demanding a change in purdah
norms. These situations led to a renewed period of resistance with a resurgence of gossiping and intimidation, threatening again, even initial
gains made (with the original women). The support of the NGO was
considered critical in overcoming these hurdles, particularly in providing
continued reassurances to the shura that new practices were still in keeping with Islam.
Overall, the process of purdah transformation in Case 1 has illustrated
the complexities of women’s norm change of a designated community
group in two villages, prompted by enterprise. This process has involved
an external NGO, local power holders and the entrepreneurs (and active
women); and specific emphasis was given to religious education. Ultimately, the broader percolation of new ideas on women’s practices has
also triggered more widespread socio-economic change.
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4.3.2 Case 2: Changing attitudes through designated champions
and skills

Turning to Case 2, I now look at the second enterprise, the rural women’s vegetable business in central Afghanistan (with two villages once
again examined for this study). As indicated in Chapter 1, this was supported by an international NGO together with a local NGO (hereafter
the ‘NGO’ unless specified). Similar to Case 1, the expansion of cultural
norms (purdah) was fundamental to allow women the mobility to leave
their homes several times a week, to attend meetings and training (within
the village), and to work more publicly outside on their family land. Later, the further expansion of norms was also required for a few selected
women to engage in marketing and city networking. Lead women had a
mixed background of mobility with a few educated women involved in
teaching (girls’ schools) and/or doing basic family errands. More restricted, the producer women tended to stem from middle to lower class
families. At the project start, they were typically only involved in homebound activities in their respective villages and pursued a strict form of
purdah (with variations according to status and preferences). In general
however, despite variations, all of the women had little initial mobility
and market interaction, particularly in the more remote village of Case
2b.
Case overview

As in Case 1, the NGO team initially approached several pre-selected
communities that were accessible, and where no other NGOs were currently working. They coordinated with community leaders – the ‘power
holders’ (including village chiefs, community council and religious clerics)8 to determine local interest in the establishment of a women’s vegetable enterprise. And these discussions took place over several weeks.
With the eventual support of the community leaders and families after
extensive negotiation, selected women were proposed as participants for
the project (200 women in each community)9. Community leaders then
approved a strong and respected woman as the business head – the ‘Village Facilitator’, or for research purposes, the ‘entrepreneur’ – and ten
capable women as Lead Farmers10. The NGO concentrated its initial efforts – as in Case 1 – on mobilizing the women farmers into Self Help
Groups, led by the Lead Farmers. The women farmers were then recipients of extensive training in horticulture, literacy and basic marketing.
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Meanwhile, selected women (older, widows) received advanced training
in marketing (Sales Agents).
Once again, as in Case 1, initial purdah changes necessitated a complex
process of negotiation. For the producer women, negotiation with the
shura and the women’s families was needed for them to participate in
trainings and meetings, although production still remained homebound.
For the entrepreneurs, lead women, and later Sales Agents, further initial
effort was channelled into this primary transformation of purdah, led by
the NGO in negotiation with local power holders and target households.
Whilst for these senior women, there tended to be a greater degree of
pre-project mobility (as in the previous case), there was still a strong
need to broaden this, both within the village setting, and later outside.
This was required to permit greater flexibility on movement, for example
on agreed locations that they may visit, and on holding meetings with
non-family men within and outside the community. To support the project, and particularly the sensitive nature of the work with women, the
NGO deliberately identified a key ‘champion’ in the local shura to assist
with project coordination and troubleshooting. As in Case 1, three phases were evident in this primary transformation of purdah.
Introduction of concept of new ‘purdah’ institution

In the starting phase of the project, the NGO initially met with the local
community shura to propose the concept of intervention in enterprise
development with village women, and discuss practical considerations.
Various visits were then conducted over a period of several weeks. There
was much discussion at this stage between the NGO and the shura, and
amongst the shura members in consultation with religious authorities.
Finally, the NGO team managed to obtain an agreement to permit certain women to partake in the project under specific prescribed conditions. Departing from Case 1, persuasion was in part financial – both the
entrepreneur and lead women would be remunerated by the NGO. To
guarantee the participation of women and readiness to work, the NGO
requested a signed formal contract with the community head. The community leaders then identified an overall business head, or Village Facilitator (in this research, the entrepreneur), and suitable lead women from
different village clans (widows, older with less conservative families) to
be ‘Lead Farmers’. From within their respective clans, Lead Farmers
then selected women from appropriate and interested households to join
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their respective farmer groups. The NGO staff negotiated the initial new
(various) conditions of purdah for the selected women. These stipulated
that the women farmers would need to be gathered in the house of the
Lead Farmer for training, but production would remain within each individual’s home compound. For the entrepreneur and lead women, special
additional agreements were granted for them to leave their homes to attend meetings within and outside of the community (if possible).
Taking a closer look at the research villages, in Case 2a, after the initial introductory meetings, the village leader (arbab) remained stubbornly
suspicious of the INGO’s intended activities, as it was rare for foreigners
to approach the village. He was particularly keen to understand the ‘real’
objective of their work (with memories of the Russians11)! In contrast,
the more progressive head of the shura strongly believed in the concept
of the project from the outset, and felt that this was a great opportunity
for their village. He described how he made concerted efforts to go from
house to house to explain the project directly to the village people. He
also described sitting in the shura and extensively discussing ‘foreign culture’, and encouraging the sceptical arbab who was illiterate! At a secondary power level, the women’s council in the village (CDC subcommittee) was tasked with initially proposing appropriate women for
the project. Women were put forward that were strong and reliable, able
to voice her opinions (i.e. to publicly speak), and known as good Muslims. The list was then submitted to the shura for approval. Initial agreements on purdah included new basic levels of mobility for women farmers to attend meetings, and to work as planned (in their home
compounds but outside). More extensive levels of mobility were required
for the entrepreneur and Lead Farmers in order for them to attend
broader meetings, visit households and make city visits.
Meanwhile in the more conservative Case 2b, at the project start,
there was a series of ‘difficult’ meetings between the shura, and the NGO
staff. Following tentative agreement to participate in the project, the
male shura then held a village meeting in the mosque to introduce the
project concept to the local men and to gain their consent. Upon obtaining the majority support, and the public go-ahead for the project, the
mullah issued caution that the women should only work if practices remained ‘within the culture’. Lead women were then predominantly selected by the male shura from local village clans. Particular emphasis was
placed on identifying strong religious women that could act as communi-
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ty role models. Lead women then gathered local women from appropriate and interested households within their clans into their respective
farmer groups. Initial agreements on purdah included new basic mobility
for the women farmers (as in Case 2a), slightly more mobility for Lead
Farmers (less than in Case 2a), and more extensive mobility for the entrepreneur.
Transforming institution: shaped/elaborated through experimentation

Following the introduction of the new purdah, in the second stage, the
entrepreneur – together with lead women (only in Case 2a) – coordinated with the village leaders to elaborate on the conditions of the reformed
institution of purdah: where each of the different types of women could
go, how often, and their type of dress. Further rules were issued on
trainers (i.e. they should be ‘respectable’ Islamic women). With the husband and family permission, the women then started to participate in
their respective groups, and attend initial training on vegetable farming.
Yet with obvious local distrust, lead women endeavoured to promote the
women’s new practices where possible (e.g. within the confines of their
families, in the women’s council and at wedding parties). To encourage
more conservative families, lead women also visited actual family homes
(as in Case 1).
Whilst significantly less than in Case 1, certain power holders continued to reject this new form of purdah for the lead women. Meanwhile,
other village people (both within and outside of the community) created
trouble through gossiping, and intimidating the women and their families. Once again, the progressive shura members tried to contain such behaviour through drawing on positive religious messages. Reinforcing the
project, the local NGO endeavoured to support the women’s new practices at this point (and the local champions) through extensive religious
reassurances, and close consultation with the families and elders.
As indicated, overcoming rumours, distrust and intimidation were
once again the major challenges during this phase.12 This is illustrated
more specifically in each village. In Case 2a, in the early stages of the
project, local people still remained sceptical about the women’s new
farming activities, and the women were nervous. The NGO drew from
progressive passages from within the Koran to support these ‘new ideas’
about women’s roles:
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The NGO gave us a lot of messages about the Koran – about women’s
rights in the Koran, their equality to men, our use in society and particularly Khadija – she had a lot of sheep, a lot of work and she married the
Prophet! (Woman farmer, Case 2a)

To further convince the people, the lead shura member also described
employing this ‘religious policy’, and promoting the work with ‘messages
from the Koran’. He further recounted stories about his experience with
women in employment in other Islamic countries. He used these anecdotes to support more progressive ideas of both men and women working and supporting the household:
I went from house to house explaining the project and telling stories. I
then sat in the shura and explained to the elders who these foreigners
were and how they were helping us. I suggested to the mullah that work
is for both men and women, and that men and women can work together. (Shura leader, Case 2a)

Departing from tradition, the mullah also described reiterating this
‘new message’ from the shura leader in the mosque. And he actively encouraged families to allow both men and women to work to support the
household.
Meanwhile, in Case 2b, to gain village wide support for project activities, the selected champion shura member – who worked in the city and
had extensive experience abroad – promoted the project within the
sphere of the shura and with participating families. He emphasized that
the women’s new work was both good and useful, and would bring economic benefits to local families. And he described the NGO staff as
honourable people (and thus the village people should not to be afraid of
cultural disrespect). To quell the so-called ‘illiterates’, and convince the
main troublemakers, the shura leader described telling (and re-telling) stories from the hadiths and the Koran explaining how women should work
(like men):
Our God says that during the night you must sleep but in the day you
must work and find a salary…Allah says that if you are free from prayer,
find your salary and food. (Shura leader, Case 2b)

As in Case 2a, the shura leader also drew on stories from his own lifetime and experiences, such as the five years that he spent in Iran, integrating these with religious reassurances:
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I persuade people by highlighting the nature of the women’s work as
good and within our culture’s boundaries and I tell them not to be afraid
to let their women participate…I highlight the economic benefits, and
explain that the foreign people are good people…I tell stories from my
own experiences in Iran where both men and women alike work and are
still good Muslims…(Shura leader, Case 2b)

Notably, in a similar fashion to the strategies of these designated
champions, another local NGO that was working in the research villages,13 described advising his team that ‘for every two hours of training in
the village, they must dedicate at least twenty minutes to discussing relevant messages from the Koran!’14
‘Operational’ institutional arrangements with potential for
‘replication’

In the final stage, as in Case 1, once new norms had been trialled and
agreed, entrepreneurs and women settled into their new purdah ‘norms’,
and resistance subsided (less gossiping and threats). These norms included new boundaries on mobility to work outside, to attend meetings in
certain times of the day, and for selected women to travel to the city.
Roles remained dynamic (with boundaries being subtly pushed, particularly by lead women), but a new period of stability was observed, with
the majority of power holders and community members accepting these
‘new’ women (and variations between the women). In both Cases 2a and
2b, the enterprise women emphasised the significance of this ‘accepted’
change to their habits and lives:
We came from darkness into light…and became active in our lives. Our
lives have been transformed at home and in the community. Even
neighbouring communities that were once gossiping about us, and our
new habits, are now jealous when we meet them at wedding parties and
hear of our [respectable and successful] activities…(Women farmers,
Case 2b)
Further purdah transformation (ongoing)

As designated women started to get involved in new activities beyond
the realms of the villages (such as marketing in the city and attending
NGO workshops), there was an abrupt return to Stage 2. These practices
required further negotiation with power holders by the NGO and entrepreneur. As in Case 1, this prompted many questions to be asked on the
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‘need’ for women to get involved in any activity. The NGO explained
that women’s empowerment was one of the aims of the project! A period of resistance was once again observed with a resurgence of gossiping
and intimidation related to all of the women’s work, threatening even
initial gains made. Yet in Case 2a, whilst there was some initial anxiety
attached to selected women engaging in city marketing, families and
leaders became ‘encouraged’ once they could see this new behaviour
with their own eyes (particularly as this was led by the much respected
village entrepreneur, giving assurance to the new purdah boundaries). Experience and financial results proved also to be persuasive factors, with
families later even boasting about the women’s new work, techniques
learnt and economic dividends. Villagers reported changing their ‘entire’
ideas about women’s work beyond participating women, particularly
[work] for ‘widows and jobless families’. Meanwhile in Case 2b, whilst
the entrepreneur secured permission for herself to travel beyond the village for meetings and successful exhibitions, tighter restrictions were
placed on the other women by their families, and this was reinforced by
the entrepreneur herself. The mullah also warned against travel,
reemphasizing that their ‘culture forbids this’. Yet the progressive shura
member endeavoured (again) to resist these conservative elements, and
pushed for permission for other lead women to travel if they wore a
chardari and if required, took a maharam. Eventually, some of the Lead
Farmers were approved to attend important workshops in the NGO city
office with extensive persuasion by the INGO, and tentatively begin
marketing. Across both Case 2a and 2b, the NGO described the village
people as generally ‘thirsty for change’ but simultaneously terrified of
losing their culture, and of what their neighbours might say.
In summary in Case 2, the process of purdah transformation has again
illustrated the complexities of women’s norm change, prompted by enterprise, but in this case, across a larger group of women in the two research villages. This process has involved external NGOs (local and international), local power holders and the women themselves. Specific
emphasis was placed on identifying village champions (to address sociocultural issues) and channelling new skills. Similar to Case 1, the new
women’s practices have also triggered new ideas on women in Case 2a,
but less so in conservative Case 2b.
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4.3.3 Case 3: Changing attitudes through designated champions
and charisma

Finally, I turn to Case 3, the small urban-based women’s electronics
business that was situated in Kabul city, supported by an international
NGO. The expansion of cultural norms was initially fundamental to allow the women the mobility to leave their homes several times a week to
attend meetings and training (within the community). Later, further negotiation was required for women to ‘work’ in the designated centre in
the community, and eventually to travel to the middle of the city for
work. The entrepreneur had a fairly limited background of mobility but
came from an open-minded Tajik family. Meanwhile, significantly more
restricted, the other worker women stemmed from middle to lower class
Pashtun families with very traditional views on women. At the project
start, they were typically involved in homebound activities and pursued a
strict form of purdah (with variations according to status and preferences).
Case overview

At the project outset, the NGO selected the urban-based community for
its extreme poverty and the notable absence of other NGOs. Whilst the
community were initially welcoming, upon discovering the project was
for women, the NGO faced a series of ‘difficult’ meetings with the local
leaders of the shura (including religious clerics) and wakil (neighbourhood
head) – the ‘power holders’15 – to further explain and justify the project
concept, and their desire to support women in enterprise. These discussions spanned over several weeks. Finally, after extensive negotiation, the
NGO obtained agreement by the elders to start the project, and the
NGO was permitted to carry out a survey to determine poor, vulnerable
and willing families. In this initial assessment of 450 families, fifty16 families were selected for possible participation in enterprise development
(including projects in electronics, jewellery, catering and mobile phone
repair). Women from these families were then invited to a meeting to
outline the project activities. At this point, many families still rejected the
project concept and further requested payment for women’s participation! Finally, interested women were selected for the project, and their
names were agreed by the shura. A total of just thirteen women were then
mobilized to attend an initial nine-month long literacy-training course
before potential participation in the electronics business. Following this,
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the technical training was facilitated. The entrepreneur was selected by
the group for her ‘strength of character’ and confidence. As a Tajik, she
was also from an ethnic group that permitted more (general) mobility
than typical Pashtuns.
In the early phase of the project, much effort was channelled into this
primary transformation of purdah, led by the NGO in negotiation with
the community shura (in particular through the local leader or wakil) and
target households. Yet whilst the wakil was instrumental in coordinating
with the shura, he was notably motivated by a small financial contribution
from the NGO, as the designated ‘community facilitator’ for the project.
In this case, purdah negotiations differed markedly between the women.
The entrepreneur tended to have a greater degree pre-project mobility
than the other women, both as a Tajik and due to her strong character.
Yet, there was still a need to broaden ‘her habits’, both to allow greater
flexibility on her movement and to permit her to hold meetings with
non-family men within the community. Meanwhile, for the other women, extensive negotiation was required with their families to permit simple mobility for them to move outside of the home. This appears to have
been exacerbated by the tribal code of pashtunwali, necessitating a stricter
form of purdah. As with the other cases, three stages were evident in this
primary transformation:
Introduction of concept of new ‘purdah’ institution

In the beginning phase of the project, as with the previous cases, the
NGO met with the local shura to discuss the potential participation of
women in enterprise development. There was much discussion in this
phase with conservative elders (including religious leaders), over a series
of meetings with the INGO. A final agreement was reached to permit
certain women to partake in the project under prescribed conditions.
Criteria for selection included those from poor households and widows,
(immediate) family approval, and agreement by the women themselves.
The power holders authorised the final list of women from appropriate
and interested households. As necessary, the NGO negotiated the basic
purdah ‘norm’ changes required for the women’s initial participation i.e.
to attend training outside of the home in the community. Yet these new
practices were subject to various conditions posed by the religious leaders, including initial rules on training. For example, the door of the training room would need to be kept open, and the women would need to be
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gathered in the house of one of the lead women.
Looking closer at this process of negotiation, perhaps more so than in
previous cases, nervous shura members and controlling husbands posed
significant challenges to women’s participation. Whilst there was anxiety
of going against Islam, greater concerns included their fear of breaking
the Pashtun honour code of pashtunwali. This led to pervasive distrust
within the community of the women’s new proposed practices and activities. In addition, the fractured nature of the neighbourhood, largely
made up of displaced and disconnected rural families, compounded the
general feeling of uncertainty, and a sense of not fully knowing one another:
We had a neighbour and he was a known hafiz (religious scholar) and
teacher in English…but he turned out to be a radical…and became a suicide bomber. (Woman worker)

In the midst of these extended discussions and conflict, and with no
clear decision made, out of desperation, the NGO representative decided
to go to the mosque himself to speak with one of the leading local mullahs, that was known to be open and educated. He explained clearly that
the project was respecting the religion and culture. Finally, after a long
debate on the role of women in Islam, the mullah agreed to the project
on the strict conditions that only women were participating, and that the
training would be ‘open’ for anyone to witness what was going on inside!
A further meeting was called with the elders, and after more discussions,
there was an agreement to permit the project (although many of the conservative elements remained afraid of NGO interventions in general, and
a ‘foreign’ culture disrespecting their women).
Transforming institution: shaped/elaborated through experimentation

Following the introduction of the new purdah, in negotiation with the
elders, the entrepreneur and her deputies proposed the specific conditions of the reformed institution of purdah – where the women could go,
type of dress, and trainer rules. With the husband and family permission,
the women started to participate in the group and initial training on electronics. The entrepreneur advocated for these new roles, and tried to
promote these new roles within the confines of her family, and at local
events such as wedding parties. As in previous cases, to encourage more
conservative families, the entrepreneur also visited actual family homes.
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Meanwhile, difficult power holders and families continued to reject
this new form of purdah, and created problems in the village council. As
in previous cases, this phase was characterised by several ‘events’. For
example, at one point, local people exacerbated ongoing discussions
through spreading malicious rumours about the women (and even speculating their involvement in prostitution!). Security issues in the city created additional tension. The wakil debated extensively with the resisters
during this phase, coping with each and every setback. As with Cases 1
and 2, in addition to close coordination, the NGO was instrumental in
tackling these issues through disseminating progressive religious and
human rights messages, and using economic arguments to keep the shura
and families on side:
During these early days, I kept the shura informed as I was worried to
lose their trust …and then for all activities with the women to be halted.
I also put a great deal of effort into gaining the family support, and persuading them that through this work, the women would become active
and know more about religion too. (NGO male staff)

Yet there continued to be considerable distrust of the foreign NGO,
and their work with the women. Whilst religious messages were useful,
more fundamental issues on respecting pashtunwali remained, and thus
religious ‘rights’ messages held little weight. Despite this, the charismatic
Afghan NGO staff member persisted, eventually gaining the trust of the
women ‘like a father’:
Our husbands were not initially convinced and thought that these people
[the NGO] were socialists but we were not afraid…we saw him and
trusted him. (Women workers)

At the same time, the entrepreneur endeavoured to continue to support the women through regular household visits, encouraging the families as best she could. As indicated, major bottlenecks in this phase included conservative and controlling local power holders and husbands,
which delayed and curtailed the development of progressive forms of
purdah. Whilst the increasingly confident entrepreneur was permitted certain allowances, fairly tight restrictions remained on the rest of the women.
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‘Operational’ institutional arrangements with potential for
‘replication’

In the final stage, as with the previous cases, once new norms had been
trialled and agreed, the women settled into their new purdah norms, and
resistance subsided (less gossiping and threats). These norms included
new basic levels of mobility to move between their own houses and the
centre at designated times of the day, and to begin to work outside the
house. Whilst the roles remained dynamic (as in previous cases), there
was a new period of semi-stability with the majority of power holders
and community members accepting these ‘new’ women. The women described the dramatic effects of this change:
Before the business started, we were mainly at home doing household
chores. Our new ‘habits’ have impacted upon our own lives both in
terms of our activities and our sense of worth, influencing perceptions in
own families, and within our community [of women’s capacities]. (Women workers)
Further purdah transformation (ongoing)

Once the business was formally started, the NGO proposed the relocation of the business to a women’s leisure/commercial area in central Kabul. This was major step that would take the women beyond the community, and thus precipitated a swift return to Stage two above. New
allowances on purdah were required and a renewed period of extensive
negotiation with power holders – championed by the NGO and entrepreneur – ensued. As in previous cases, many questions were suddenly
asked on the ‘need’ for women to travel or to work at all. At this stage,
one third of the women dropped out due to mounting pressures to remain close to home (from both family and conservative elements). Others were subject to increased family intimidation. A resurgence of gossiping related to the women working outside of the house threatened even
initial gains made in the women’s mobility. Eventually, the remaining
women managed to overcome the resistors with extensive support by the
NGO, and they continued to participate in the enterprise. Notably, during this time, the entrepreneur and her family also decided to move to a
more progressive city neighbourhood, possibly to escape the clutches of
the controlling authorities.17
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In Case 3, the process of purdah transformation has further highlighted the various uncertainties and complexities tied up with women’s norm
change, prompted by enterprise, and in this case, within a small group of
urban women. Again, this process has involved an external NGO (international), local power holders and the women themselves. Specific emphasis was placed on identifying community champions (to address socio-cultural issues) and employing charisma. Yet strong tribal codes have
complicated the nature and breadth of transformation, as well as contextual uncertainty, and further potential effects.
4.3.4 Examining new dynamics of language and power in norm
change

As the findings suggest, across the cases, changes to purdah were heavily
influenced by the use of Islamic messages, storytelling and individual/collective power. To facilitate the initial process of change, key Koranic verses were deliberately highlighted by the NGOs regarding women’s rights, with the emphasis that the teachings of Islam must be
respected over local (more discriminatory) traditions and customs. This
was discussed carefully with community power holders and the women
themselves. These themes specifically emphasised the importance of
equal rights between men and women, seeking knowledge and the right to employment. For example, the NGOs explained that it was acceptable for
Muslim to leave the house if their guardians or husband permitted them,
and if they were covered and conducted themselves according to Islam
(ensuring modest dress, and avoiding looking (unnecessarily) at nonfamily men). Further to this, in terms of education, the NGOs drew attention to a strong emphasis on seeking knowledge and learning as an
‘obligation in Islam’. And thus, learning new skills and literacy in the project, was in line with being a ‘good Muslim’:
Say (unto them, O Muhammad): Are those who know equal with those
who know not? But only men of understanding will pay heed. (Koran,
39: 9)

Finally, in terms of employment, the NGOs highlighted Islamic support for women working outside of the home if ‘Islamic rules’ were respected, both in terms of the nature of the work (the work was moral
and appropriate, and there was gender segregation), and in terms of ob-
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taining her husband’s consent (i.e. it did not interfere with her duties as a
wife and mother).
Expanding upon this in the cases, the producer women in Case 1
were breathless with excitement, as they shared specific written passages
in the back of their enterprise books (as given by the NGO). These related to key Koranic messages on the importance of education, knowledge
and equality, as well as women’s involvement in business. And in particular, the role of Khadija, Prophet Mohammed’s wife (who was a businesswoman) was highlighted (and how she supported the Prophet ‘when
he had nothing’). These were used to encourage one another in their
own work, as well as to help in ‘convincing their families’ towards shaping new ideas and attitudes. They also noted down other stories related
to trust in women, the frivolousness of gossip, and the importance of
being a good Muslim; and emphasised:
If you do honest work and are a good Muslim, then your conscience is
clear… We accept these changes, and so should the community because
they are within the frame of Islam… Men and women should work side
by side… (Women workers, Case 1)

Yet in extreme cases, where local people had a ‘very dark idea about
women’, NGO female staff described needing to (initially) employ more
basic messages of ‘humanity’, even justifying their own work:
[In difficult situations]…I would need to initially say ‘I am a woman, and
a mother. I want to support my husband and family…’ (NGO female
staff, Case 1)

Whilst arguably less structured than in Case 1, the staff in Case 2 and
3 similarly drew on messages from the Koran in ‘Islamic training’ sessions, relating to women’s rights, capacities and their potential to take on
responsibility. Through these Islamic messages and stories, the NGOs
introduced a new ‘narrative’ regarding women as equal to men and worthy,
both capable and responsible, and as potential household and community contributors. These themes were then strategically adopted and reinforced by the
women themselves and progressive power holders, to support the evolving change in purdah norms.
Reflecting on (changing) power dimensions, embedded in this new
narrative and emerging new norms, was arguably a new subtle ‘invisible’
dynamic of power conferred to respective women (Gaventa, 2006). Yet
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the degree of this new power and for which women was heavily dependant on ‘visible’ (political power) and ‘hidden’ power (by dominant actors). These dimensions were shaped by the capacities of the NGO, the
nature and strength of the power holders (resistors and promoters), and
perhaps most significantly, the charisma and interests of the entrepreneurs. In terms of the ‘power’ of the NGO, it is worth noting that in
Case 1, the NGO coordinated directly with the power holders as a whole
(i.e. they had no designated champions). But in Case 2 and 3, the NGOs
felt that it was necessary to deliberately employ charismatic village elders
or local representatives to support their cause – perhaps since the NGOs
felt that they themselves were less credible religious experts (and thus
less powerful in this regard).

4.4

Discussion

Going beyond static descriptions in the literature (e.g. Mills, 2011; Doubleday, 2006), the research has examined dynamic transformations of
Afghan purdah, generating new insights into purdah and change processes.
Building off Gomez (2008), and one particular set of actors or ‘institutional entrepreneurs’ (Li et al., 2006; Battilana, 2009), the process of
transformation of purdah has involved the interaction of a multitude of
both skilled and less skilled actors including NGOs, entrepreneurs and
power holders, further shaped by the local context. Incorporating both
exogenous (e.g. Appiah, 2010; Fligstein, 2001) and endogenous elements
(Aoki, 2001), the institutional process is indicated to take place in three
specific stages. The initial phase is distinguished by the introduction of
the revised concept of purdah by an outside group, the NGO. This is followed by a period of local experimentation in the face of ‘uncertainty’, as
theorized by Beckert (2003), in the trial and error of purdah and its reshaping towards new agreed solutions. Finally, the process culminates in
reaching a renewed point of stability with local legitimacy (Jacoby, 2001).
At this point, the norm of purdah returns to a more gradual evolving state
(yet with potentially changed momentum). The institutional change process was characterized by varying actor skills and interests, degrees of
trust and cooperation (between the actors), power dynamics, and the use
and development of new relations and networks (particularly within the
enterprise and the community).
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4.4.1 Complex institutional change processes: from concept to
dissemination

In all of the cases, the initial introduction of more progressive forms of
purdah was led by an external NGO, in negotiation with the local authorities. The entrepreneurs then were involved with reshaping these new
practices, with the assistance of senior women. Once new norms had
been trialled and agreed, in the final stage, new purdah norms were then
put into practice, although these remained dynamic. There were dual
motivations for norm change: the fundamental ‘conceptual’ (social) need
for women to move beyond the home, in order to facilitate the ultimate
(economic) goal of initiating group enterprise. The trigger for considering the initial change to the social institution was the proposed ‘new’ behaviour by an outside group, typically framed through existing religious
references. This clearly indicates that a ‘lower order’ (social) institution
needs to be transformed (e.g. purdah), before ‘higher level’ institutional
processes can begin (enterprise institutions).
The nature of purdah change varies across the cases, both in terms of
process and outcomes. In Case 1, the NGO involved with the initial introduction of the new revised purdah took a strategic approach to changing attitudes and practices, with a particular focus on religious education.
In Case 1a, the subsequent reshaping of purdah was then quietly pursued
by the determined entrepreneur with the support of active workers. Yet
the conservative village authorities remained suspicious and difficult.
This ultimately led to restrictions on the wider adoption of more progressive purdah practices. In Case 1b, the reshaping of purdah was more
openly pursued by the tough, older entrepreneur and her assistants. The
village authorities were initially strict but became more relaxed as new
practices were adopted. Meanwhile, in Case 2, the NGO was initially
clumsy with tackling new revised forms of purdah, but then efforts were
re-channelled through a designated village project champion with key
religious messages and concerted efforts in women’s skills development
generated tangible financial results. In Case 2a, the educated entrepreneur had a strong influence on the open-minded village authorities on
both initial, and evolving attitudes and practices. New ideas were then
further reinforced by quick dividends. In Case 2b, the controlling entrepreneur used the strict village authorities to her own ends in evolving
attitudes and practices. Finally in Case 3, the NGO struggled with the
dual combination of strong social (pashtunwali) and religious barriers, in
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addition to contextual uncertainties. Charisma and religious messages
were employed by the NGO to convince authorities. Yet conservative
elements persisted, constraining the mobility of worker women. The
strong (but controlling) entrepreneur reinforced ideas on basic purdah
revisions, but distanced herself from the rest of the group. This ultimately created a widening gap over time between her purdah allowances, and
those of the rest of the women. In summary, the research cases demonstrate the varied nature of purdah transformations, influenced by both
actors and local conditions with different emerging outcomes.
Diverse actors, strategies and conditions influencing norm
development

Research findings highlight pertinent insights into the different actors
involved in the transformation of norms, and their strategies (particularly
illustrated in the village ethnographic exercises). Going beyond Kandori
(1992), actors both within and outside of the community have influenced
norm development and enforcement. This has been further tempered by
local conditions. Building off Battilana (2009) and Gomez (2008) (as described in Chapter 2), a range of actors have acted as ‘institutional entrepreneurs’, but have been motivated by differing interests, with varying
capacities and roles in the change process (Hechter and Opp, 2001).
These include the NGO, the local power holders and entrepreneurs. Diverse strategies for norm revision and renegotiation have also been observed. For example, the use of progressive religious messages and associations (Sperber, 1996) has been employed to facilitate new ideas around
beliefs, leading to the reinterpretation of religious texts. This corroborates with theories of De Jong (2011) and Ter Haar (2011) that such beliefs may be both a barrier and a resource in local development, going
beyond the perception that traditional ideas act only as a hindrance to
development (e.g. Lewis, 1955). Knight (1992) and Boettke et al. (2008)
also indicated that if norms remained close to (or associated with) ideological ideas, they would be more resistant (or hold more weight). In the
Cases, the association of new norms to evolving cultural ideas (embedded particularly in religion) has indeed strengthened new norms, and
permitted their ongoing evolution. In addition, actor strategies endeavoured to use charisma (often linked to religion) and role models
(Platteau, 2000; Darley and Lane, 1970), as well as local rituals of dress
and behaviour (prayers), and to work through prevailing moods and mo-
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tivations (Geertz, 1973) in order to reinforce new ideas, meanings and
community learning (Weber and Dacin, 2011), particularly in conservative environments. Ultimately, this has enabled the generation of a new
narrative regarding the women, facilitating purdah norm change. Yet
these ideas are strongly still linked to religion, providing a ‘stone on
which to build’ (Ter Haar, 2011).
In particular, it is significant to examine the NGO, and the effect of
their strategies, particularly in boosting the agency of other actors. In
Case 1, the NGO championed progressive religious messages through
both religious education, and used solemn dress and prayers to facilitate
receptivity to ideas. Meanwhile, in Case 2 and 3, there was more emphasis on identifying local respected (religious but liberal) power holders as
champions to support the women’s enterprise and new practices. These
NGO strategies boosted the capacities of the entrepreneurs with varying
effect. Whilst they were effective in Case 1b in strengthening the entrepreneur and the women’s work, in Case 1a, strict power holders constrained change processes beyond the entrepreneur, limiting the broad
adoption of new norms. Meanwhile in Case 2a, the NGO strategy was
reinforced through an educated entrepreneur and progressive authorities.
But in Case 2b and 3, efforts were held back by both controlling entrepreneurs, and conservative authorities. Whilst the NGOs themselves
were not of course disembedded from the local religion (as Muslims
themselves), in interacting with the communities, there was a conscious
effort to draw on an overt religious approach to appear more credible
and to channel business ideas through this medium. This has arguably
strengthened evolving new norms (particularly in Case 1). Yet in Case 3,
beyond the entrepreneur and power holders, limitations on the effectiveness of the NGO were observed, and the efficacy of such religious
strategies. In this case, the norm of purdah was also deeply entrenched in
norms of honour (pashtunwali), typical in Pashtun communities. These
more ideological issues proved more difficult to overcome, with their
arguably more challenging association to identity, status and prestige
(Appiah, 2010) and social respect (Kim and Nam, 1998). And the local
situation was notably exacerbated by a context of uncertainty. These
combined factors led to protracted resistance in Case 3, particularly
amongst less educated groups.
Reflecting on these findings, Hechter and Opp (2001) emphasised the
importance of studying actors in the process of change in social norms.
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However, the research indicates that it is the combined influence of the
environment and actor strategies that have impacted upon purdah outcomes, the stability of the new (evolving) purdah, and replication (i.e. the
potential of purdah norms to be copied, and adopted by broader group
members). Where there are respected and capable actors and supportive
local conditions, purdah transformation is evolving with stability and replication is possible (e.g. Case 1b and 2a). Yet where power holders, entrepreneurs or NGOs are controlling or weak and the environment is less
open, purdah transformation is constrained, affecting the stability of evolution and local replication, particularly evident in Case 2b and 3. Table
4.1 summarizes environmental and actor influences on purdah transformation, stability and replication across the cases.
Table 4.1
Purdah transformation influenced by environment and actors
Stability
of
evolving
purdah

Local
replication

Slow, strongly
controlled

High

Controlled

Tough, older,
open

Slow, initially
strongly
controlled

High

Amongst
confident
women

Designated
champions
and skills

Educated,
open

Medium-paced
with light control

High

Amongst
confident
women

Strict, closed

Designated
champions
and skills

Controlling,
powerful

Constrained
beyond
entrepreneur

Low

Limited

Strict, closed,

Designated
champion
and charisma

Controlling,
self-oriented

Constrained
beyond
entrepreneur

Medium

Limited

Entrepreneur
characteristics

Purdah
transformation
for enterprise
women

Religious
education

Determined,
strong, open

Becoming
more
progressive
and open

Religious
education

2a

Progressive
and open

2b

Case
no.

Environment/
Power holders

1a

Strict, closed

1b

3

Uncertain

Core NGO
strategy
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4.4.2 Examining nature of evolving purdah rules across cases

To further unwrap findings, it is instructive to take a closer look at the
nature of evolving purdah rules in each case. In Case 1a, purdah rules were
progressive for the entrepreneur and senior workers (i.e. good mobility
with negotiable terms and less restrictions), but stubbornly constrained
for the rest of the women with limited flexibility (particularly with regards to work hours, meetings and village locations). In Case 1b, purdah
rules were again progressive for the entrepreneur and senior workers, but
less constrained than in Case 1a for the rest of the women (i.e. more
flexible work hours and village mobility). In Case 2a, purdah rules were
again progressive for the entrepreneur and senior workers, and similar to
Case 1b for the rest of the women but with growing degrees of flexibility. Meanwhile, in Case 2b, purdah rules were significantly progressive for
the entrepreneur – particularly in a strict environment – but highly constrained for senior workers and the rest of the women, with limited flexibility. Finally, in Case 3, purdah rules were again progressive for the entrepreneur, but constrained and inflexible for the rest of the women (and
strictly monitored by the power holders, particularly the worker women’s
husbands). Reflecting on these findings and above discussions, it is indicated that the nature of evolving purdah is clearly shaped by the entrepreneurs (and to some extent, the senior workers), and the entrepreneurs’
behaviour is both influenced/moderated by the local environment and
authorities. In particular, in the cases of more controlling entrepreneurs
(such as Case 2b and 3), progressive purdah was reserved for themselves,
with little participation by the other women (in contrast to Cases 1b and
2a). Yet where there are strict authorities in more difficult and uncertain
contexts (such as Case 1a, as well as Case 2b and 3), both the extent of
participation in progressive purdah forms, and the flexibility of evolving
purdah were shown to be constrained (beyond the entrepreneur).
Power and interests determining norm scope, adoption and change

The emerging nature of rules, and their related dynamics, has influenced
norm scope, adoption and change. Elster (1989) suggested that social
norms are neither collectively optimal, nor solely promoted or pursued
out of self-interest. Exploring this perspective in the case studies, it is
clear that both power and interests have influenced norm emergence,
and resulting norm dimensions (scope, adoption enforcement and flexibility). Further to this, Fligstein (2001) theorized that actor learning with-
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in networks precipitated ‘new paths of action’. Yet such learning may be
hindered by powerful entrepreneurs, or by other actors, affecting resulting ‘paths of action’. Where authorities have been supportive and entrepreneurs open, there is a healthy participation in purdah rules with light
oversight by the authorities. Where authorities have been controlling,
this has constrained the further development of purdah rules and participation by workers, although the entrepreneur and her supporters may be
able to partly navigate around this (e.g. Case 1a). In cases where both entrepreneurs and authorities have been controlling (e.g. Case 2b and 3),
this has led to exclusive and constrained purdah rules with little participation by other women in rule shaping, monitoring and change.
As indicated, institutional change has in fact generated layers of purdah
norms (or multiple manifestations), with the degree of self-interest embedded in new norms influenced by powerful actors. Crandall (1988)
described the existence and transmission of norms ‘counter to the prevailing society’. All of the cases have demonstrated the departure from
the typical purdah norms in the community (with the approval of the authorities), with new layers of norms created for selected circles of women. And in Case 2b, there was acceptance of a new extremely liberal form
of purdah for the entrepreneur only. Yet in Case 3, where the entrepreneur had negotiated more extensive purdah norms, local pressures and
mistrust led to the decision of the entrepreneur to leave the community.
This was in part motivated by self-protection, and the widening of purdah
norms between herself and the rest of the women. Table 4.2 describes
these emerging purdah rules, and their dynamics, across the cases.
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Table 4.2
Evolving purdah rules: scope, shaping boundaries, enforcement and change
Case
no.
1a

Entrepreneur
Few
restrictions in
village.
Frequent city
visits.

1b

No
restrictions in
village.
Frequent city
visits.

2a

2b

No
restrictions in
village/city.

No
restrictions in
village/city.

Assistants/
senior
workers
Agreed working time /
meeting time /
other duties as
required.

Agreed
working
time /
meeting
time.

Some city visits
with maharam
or other
women.

Limited city
visits with
maharam.

Agreed
working time /
meeting time /
other duties as
required.

Flexible
working
time /
meeting
time.

City visits with
maharam or
other women.

Some city
visits with
maharam.

Agreed
working time /
meeting time /
other duties as
required.

Flexible
working
time /
meeting
time

City visits with
maharam or
other women.

Some city
visits with
maharam.

Agreed
working time /
meeting time.

Agreed
working
time /
meeting
time

Limited city
visits with
maharam.

3

No
restrictions.

Workers

(None)

Who can
propose
change/
flexibility

Who shapes
rules

Who
monitors/
enforces

Entrepreneur/
senior
workers

Entrepreneur
with senior
workers

Entrepreneur
with senior
workers

Village
authorities

Limited
flexibility

Entrepreneur
with senior
workers

Entrepreneur
with senior
workers

Light
oversight by
village
authorities

Medium
flexibility

Entrepreneur/
senior
workers

Entrepreneur/
senior workers

Entrepreneur/
senior
workers

Entrepreneur/
senior
workers

Light
oversight
by village
authorities
Entrepreneur

Medium
flexibility

Entrepreneur

Entrepreneur

Village
authorities

Limited
flexibility

Entrepreneur

Entrepreneur

Local
authorities
(and families)

Limited
flexibility

Limited city
visits with
maharam.
Agreed
working
time /
meeting
time.

Entrepreneur
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4.4.3 Outcomes of evolving purdah: new relations, values and
preferences

In the research cases, new purdah norms have generated new ideas on
women’s roles, precipitating new relations, trust and cooperation between women in the community. These ‘breakthroughs’ in norms (Kuznets, 1968) have permitted the subsequent participation in economic activities (see next Chapter). Yet it is worth mentioning that beyond the
research communities, there have been diverse experiences of purdah
transformation in enterprise villages (Case 1 and 2), particularly where
there was heightened local instability (and conflict) and (less capable) actors clashing with uncertain resolutions.18 In the research cases, new
emerging norms and relations have permitted both new practices, and
the development of new networks. In Case 1a, 1b, and 2a – where entrepreneurs display interests in collaboration with other women, or are ‘public-spirited’ – new networks have provided a web of women that are prepared to champion evolving practices and new routines, strengthening
their stability and enabling their ongoing evolution. Specifically, it has
aided the women’s interaction with power holders and enabled the
women to garner public support. In Case 1a, this has created a strong
defence against the power holders and conservative attitudes permitting
new and slowly evolving purdah practices, although the network of women remains tight with controlled participation constraining further diffusion of practices and their natural evolution. Meanwhile in Case 2b and
3, such networks were deliberately limited or undeveloped, with power
remaining in the hands of more ‘individually oriented’ entrepreneurs that
were more focused on their own interests. The combination of the controlling entrepreneur and a strict environment has led to more exclusive
purdah practices, and constrained emerging new institutions and adoption.
As described in Chapter 2.1, Hodgson (1997, 2003) argued that a hidden feature of institutions was their capacity to mould individual habits
and dispositions (‘reconstitutive downward causation’). With new purdah
practices or habits (‘propensities’ to behave in certain ways (Hodgson,
2003: 164)), the women’s values and preferences have changed, with new
ideas on their life roles and aspirations, going beyond the household to
public activities in the economic, social and political realms. As discussed
in the next chapter, this permitted the unleashing of the women’s enterprise. Yet the realization of these new preferences and attitudes has been
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largely controlled by the entrepreneur, or local authorities. In Cases 2b
and 3, entrepreneurs have deliberately ensured that more open purdah
practices are not shared with other women. Whilst in Case 1a, the authorities have kept a lid on purdah practices although the entrepreneur
has managed to navigate around this for selected women. Meanwhile,
new women’s purdah practices have also fostered new values and preferences in progressive power holders, particularly in Cases 1b, and 2a with
increasing interest in women’s education and public roles in the community. This included promoting girls’ school education (and discouraging
early marriage), and encouraging active participation in the women’s
council (and raising the power of this platform within the community).
Table 4.3
Purdah practices shaping new community values and preferences
Women’s values/
preferences

Power holder
values/preferences
regarding women

Publicspirited

New ideas on public
roles amongst elite
and confident
women

Control evolving status
quo for agreed women,
some interest in basic
women’s empowerment

Open/
progressive

Publicspirited

New ideas on public
roles

Increasing interest in
women’s empowerment
and public roles

2a

Open/
progressive

Publicspirited

New ideas on public
roles

Increasing interest in
women’s empowerment
and public roles

2b

Strict

Individuallyoriented

New ideas on public
roles amongst elite

Maintain status quo
except for strong
women

3

Strict,
uncertain

Individuallyoriented

New ideas on public
roles amongst elite

Maintain status quo
except for strong
women

Case
no.

Environment

1a

Strict

1b

Entrepreneur
interests

Table 4.3 summarises emerging new values and preferences as a result
of purdah transformation with the most progressive change in preferences indicated in more open and progressive environments with publicspirited entrepreneurs. Meanwhile, in strict environments with individually
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oriented entrepreneurs, new preferences regarding women’s roles were
confined to the elite.

4.5

Concluding remarks

Koford and Miller (1991) highlighted the significance of cultural change
in economic systems. Looking into the research cases, this chapter has
endeavoured to carefully examine the initial ‘revolutionary’ transformation of the women’s norm of purdah, permitting subsequent engagement in enterprise. Following a review of the pertinent discourse on
norms, economic development and change (advancing insights from
Chapter 2), the discussion highlighted key stages in the transformation
process, identifying triggers and events, the strategies of core actors, and
the varying influence of the local context. Horne (2001) described the
emergence of norms as a function of negotiation, existing interests and
structure, and the control capacity of the group, with greater consistency
in emerging norms of those in similar social positions. Precipitated by
close association to new ideological and cognitive ideas (Knight, 1992),
the research has indicated diverse actor negotiation in the transformation
of (heterogeneous) purdah norms of selected women in view of new
(emerging) interests, with control dynamics situated both within the
group (the entrepreneurs) and the environment (local power holders),
and moderated by a third party, the NGO. Building on Hechter & Opp
(2001) and insights on agency from Chapter 2 (e.g. Beckert, 1999), the
research examined the role of different actors in the change process, yet
it also appreciated variations in local conditions. Initiating the process,
the NGOs introduced the early reformed version of purdah in negotiation with the local power holders. The entrepreneur and her allies were
then involved with trialling these preliminary practices, and formulating
variations of the new purdah. Taking a broad perspective in this research,
the notion of norm or ‘institutional entrepreneurs’ (Sunstein, 1996; DiMaggio, 1988) applies to each of these actors that influence norm development. Thus this includes the NGOs in initiating new norms, the entrepreneurs in shaping norms, as well as the power holders in articulating
norm boundaries. Yet these institutional entrepreneurs have demonstrated mixed objectives and interests, and different capacities, affecting levels of trust, power dynamics and cooperation. This has influenced the
scope of norm development, and broader learning, diffusion and adoption processes. Since the norms were strongly tied up with religion and
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world views, progressive religious ideas have proved fundamental in
strategies permitting change, and the involvement of power holders was
not only necessary, but shown to strengthen resulting norms and enhance their stability and institutionalization (Zucker, 1991). Going beyond Weber and religious values, in a traditional environment, religious
ideas have been shown to be a powerful resource towards social change
(Ter Haar, 2001) – enabling a new ‘narrative’ on women – particularly if
used by progressive and charismatic leaders, or credible outsiders in ‘receptive’ local conditions.
Looking at the nature of emerging institutions, in more progressive
contexts with public-spirited and pioneering entrepreneurs, purdah rules
were shown to be open, flexible and evolving, and collaboratively shaped
by entrepreneurs and her allies with light oversight by authorities. In
contrast, in stricter and closed contexts, with individually oriented entrepreneurs, new purdah rules were tightly controlled, leading to exclusive
and constrained practices. In all cases, the initially negotiated norms reflected an obvious change in purdah norms demonstrated in the target
women’s permitted mobility, yet there were similar degrees of difference
across the women i.e. heterogeneity across the (target) women’s norms
remained the same. Going beyond Horne (2001), evolving norms have
tended to manifest growing degrees of differences between the lead
women and worker women in the emergence of a new order, particularly
where control mechanisms were strict within the group and within the
community. But where there was more flexibility and trust with progressive actors, and public-spirited entrepreneurs, new norms and ideas have
evolved both within the group, and have started to diffuse into the wider
community, with broad knock-on effects to local attitudes and practices.
In these environments, new ideas on women’s roles, and relations have
been facilitated, positively shaping evolving community values and preferences. Meanwhile, in closed environments with less amenable actors
(and notably individually oriented entrepreneurs), ideas on women’s
evolving roles have remained limited, and confined to the elite.
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Notes
‘The separation of women and men in everyday life in everyday life applied even
to their religious practice. Women not only worked, ate, socialized and often slept
apart from men; they also prayed and worshipped separately, and in rather different ways. Whereas the spiritual life of men emphasized formal, communal observances, women were excluded from joining them for prayer in mosques, and had
no public gathering-place…’ (Doubleday, 2006: 45).
2 For example, the Koran instructs women to guard their private parts, and cover
their bosoms (Sura 24:31-32).
3 The ‘power holders’ group also referred to the women’s own families (at a micro-level).
4 According to the NGO, villages were selected that were considered marginalized in local city districts (without aid projects), where fruit and vegetables were
available, and where security was deemed acceptable.
5 Women were selected that were interested to join an enterprise group with their
family’s approval and that were from similar medium to low wealth backgrounds.
6 Criteria for the leader selection included those that were respected, honest and
responsible (religious, active), and those that had more mobility due to age and
marital status (older and /or widows).
7 In traditional middle class families, there was still much pride attached to being
able to keep their women in strict purdah.
8 Similar to Case 1, the ‘power holders’ group also referred to the women’s own
families (at a micro-level).
9 The criteria for participating farmers included women from poorer families with
small available plots of avaiable land, and a willingness to work in vegetable production.
10 The criteria for Lead Farmer selection included ‘capable’ women (preferable
widows with more mobility) that were good Muslims with 500 metres squared of
land, able to give training, and critically, each belonging to a different qawn or
family clan in the community. Some of the Lead Farmers were already part of the
women’s village council (women’s CDC sub-committee).
11 During the Russian times, comprehensive efforts were made to push through
social change into the rural areas, particularly with regards to women. Strategies
included employing people as ‘secret agents’ to infiltrate villages in order to spy
on the local community (and report back to central authorities).
12 In one particularly unstable project village (beyond the research), this in fact
led to the ultimate collapse of the project.
1
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This NGO was involved with participatory community infrastructure development (the NSP).
14 Yet the Parwan Governor, a bureaucrat from Kabul, was adamant that ‘human
universal values’ were more appropriate. This highlighted the typical disconnect
between the Afghan urban middle class and the common (rural) majority, underscoring the former’s poor appreciation of the latter’s reality/worldview.
15 Perhaps more so than Case 1 and 2, the ‘power holders’ group also included
the women’s own families (at a micro-level).
16 Poor families were identified as those without land or in extreme cases, without
homes. Families were prioritized that were female-headed, and had disabled
members.
17 It is worth noting that the women’s ministry in Kabul recounted similar stories
of other emerging women’s enterprises in Kabul, with families becoming doubtful and nervous as new boundaries were pushed, particularly when the security
situation appeared to be uncertain. An independent business organisation in Kabul further expanded upon this ‘problem’, and emphasised the importance of
creating an early solid (cognitive) ‘foundation’ with both the families and the
women in fostering a ‘strong belief’ in the women’s emerging work.
18 In one village related to Case 2 (outside of the research), the NGO was forced
to abandon all efforts due to ‘persisting (intra) village conflict’, and notably cited a
‘lack of charismatic champions’. And without strong power holder support,
broader security became a key concern for NGO staff. Unfortunately, due to the
high instability of the area, the village could not be visited in person.
13

5

Constructing institutions in enterprise

Before wealth can be created, human beings have to learn to work together, and if there is to be subsequent progress, new forms of organisation have to be developed. Whilst we typically associate economic
growth with technological development, organisational innovation has
played an equal if not more important role since the beginning of the industrial revolution. (Fukuyama, 1995: 47).

Building on the previous chapter, this chapter looks at the construction
of new institutions in enterprise in the research. The discussion initially
elaborates on the relevant discourse on economic institutions, going beyond general institutional discussions in Chapter 2. These include routines within the firm, institutional arrangements (and value chain links),
and institutions for collective action. Turning to the research cases, I examine the gradual development of business institutions in the women’s
enterprises. In vein with Chapter 4, the roles of key actors in the process
of institutional development are highlighted, and the varying influence of
the context. Looking across the cases, the discussion draws attention to
dominant aspects of the construction process and the evolving nature of
rules. Finally, the discussion explores further outcomes in terms of
broader social, economic and political institutions.

5.1

Socially embedded institutions in economic activity

Adam Smith postulated that economies themselves could not be divorced from the ‘customs, morals and habits of the society’ (Muller,
1992). Indeed whilst norms such as purdah present critical boundary institutions, socio-cultural institutions also shape and influence the scope of
emerging economic institutions. In particular, prevailing institutions determine levels of trust, ‘the expectation that arises within a community,
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of regular, honest, and cooperative behaviour, based on commonly
shared norms, on the part of other members of that community’ (Fukuyama, 1995: 26), crucial in the development of institutions. Where there
is little trust between agents, people may tend to require more codified
rules and regulations to cooperate. And where there is little trust within
environments, people may only cooperate within their own social
groups. Towards unwrapping the nature of enterprise development, it is
instructive to examine key institutions in economic activity. At the level
of the enterprise, internal ‘routines’ provide a framework for group production and management. Beyond the firm, institutional arrangements or
‘chain rules’ facilitate inter-firm coordination (chain governance). Meanwhile, collaboration between firms may be organized through ‘institutions for collective action’ and exchange.
5.1.1 Building blocks: routines shaping organisations and firms

At the foundation of organisations and firms, the discussion initially reviews key insights relating to internal ‘routines’ to examine their emergence, effects and change in organisations. As described in Chapter 2,
evolutionary work by Nelson and Winter (1982) applied Darwinian concepts of variation, replication and selection to the evolution of the firm.
This stimulated lively cross-discipline debate and research on routines
within organisations. Considered the ‘building blocks of organizational
capabilities’ (Winter, 2003), Becker (2004) highlights pertinent insights
from the different streams of the literature. Firstly, Becker broadly describes routines as referring to ‘recurrent activity’ or ‘interaction patterns’
(e.g. Winter, 1990), or to ‘cognitive regularities’ (e.g. March and Simon,
1958). Towards a more nuanced conception of routines, Hodgson (2007:
110) defines routines as ‘organizational dispositions’ that may generate
‘conditional patterns of behaviour within an organised group of individuals, involving sequential responses to cues’. Secondly, Becker draws attention to typical characteristics of routines both in their collective nature (Nelson and Winter, 1982), and in their potential for distribution
across space or organisation (e.g. Winter, 1994). Yet Becker highlights
that the collective nature of routines may be threatened when people act
in an individualistic way (e.g. Weick, 1990). Thirdly, Becker cites different
communities that may be involved in routine development including
‘functional’ communities (that are ‘hierarchical, are homogonous and
share a disciplinary specialization’), horizontally-defined ‘epistemic’
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communities (involved in the production of new knowledge), and ‘communities of practice’ (those with a shared interest in a given practice)
(Cohendet and Llerena, 2003). These communities influence the context
in which routines emerge, learning processes, and routine outcomes in
terms of the power of replication, degree of inertia and ‘search potential’
(ibid.). Fourthly, Becker describes routines as encompassing in part
‘mindlessness’ and in part as being ‘effortful’ (Feldman and Pentland,
2003), permitting ‘adaptive and creative behaviour’ in routine change.
Fifthly, he draws attention to the ‘processual’ nature of routines, providing ‘a ‘window’ on the drivers underlying change’ including their development, stability and change. And sixthly, Becker highlights both the
context dependence of routines, embeddedness in an organisation, and
their specificity to the context (e.g. Cohendet and Llerena, 2003).
Exploring the influence of context further, Becker suggests that routines tend to change in a path dependant manner influenced by their history and experience (Nelson and Winter, 1982). Yet routines may also be
triggered by actors and ‘external cues’ (e.g. Nelson and Nelson, 2002).
Actors may provide stability in routines through ‘common agreement’ on
respective roles and expectations (Feldman, 1989: 136), and through
conscious efforts to shape actions that ‘make sense’ in the context
(Feldman, 2003). Looking closer at agency, Schultz (2003) examined organisational rules and capacity for change, and indicated that the impermanence of rule institutionalization (that can generate a declining rate of
incremental change and increasing rates of radical change) may be related
to actor tolerance for rule obsolescence. Analyzing routine dimensions
such as how to do things (including coordination and cognitive elements) and remembering why to do things (motivational), and the incentives and structure of the firm may also be facilitated in considering the
‘localization’ of routines (Cohendet and Llerena, 2003). On a practical
level, Pentland and Feldman (2005) suggest that the dynamics of organisational routines as ‘units of analysis’ may be used to explore broader
organisational stability, change, flexibility, learning and transfer. Finally,
drawing together overall outcomes of routines, Becker (2004) summarises four key organisational effects of these rules. Firstly, routines permit
coordination and control (e.g. March and Olsen, 1989) through cognitive
and governance aspects (Nelson and Winter, 1982: 107). Secondly, routines reduce uncertainty and provide relative stability with potential
change endogenous to routines (as a result of the agency of participants
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(Feldman and Pentland, 2003)). Thirdly, routines allow savings in the use
of cognitive resources (e.g. Hodgson, 1997). Fourthly, routines store
knowledge (Nelson and Winter, 1982). Yet in addition to these, Cohendet and Llerena (2003: 274) also highlighted the crucial capacity of
routines to facilitate collective action (Cohen et al., 1996). This may enable both the development of new routines, as well as the formulation of
other enterprise rules.
Evolutionary insights

Yet in terms of the original evolutionary discussions (championed by
Nelson and Winter, 1982), the progress on understanding routines has
been ‘slow’ (Becker, 2004: 663). Taking up the Darwinian agenda, Hodgson and Knudsen (2004) distinguish between the level of routines and
habits as ‘replicators’, and the level of the firm and ‘cohesive’ organisations as ‘interactors’ or vehicles for routines. Habits may be ‘replicated’
when individuals follow the behaviour of other people, which may be
driven by incentives and constraints; or through conscious or lessconscious imitation (Ibid: 288). Once imitation has been triggered and
established, the motivation for imitation may be related to reputation
and status, or social conformity (as described by Henrich and Boyd,
2001). There may also be degrees of variations and innovation. With routines belonging to groups and habits to individuals, routines are indicated
to depend on individuals within a particular group (Hodgson and Knudsen, 2004: 295), with their own individual habits, and related ‘procedural
memories’ (Ibid: 290). Advancing this, Hodgson suggests that routines
are the ‘organizational analogue of habits…[but] are irreducible to habits
alone: they are organizational meta-habits, existing on a substrate of habituated individuals in a social structure. Routines are one ontological
layer above habits themselves.’ (Hodgson, 2007: 111). The replication of
routines may be more difficult than habits, especially through imitation
due to limitations of organisations (compared to individuals) to appreciate the ‘tacit rules and meanings associated with that behaviour’ (Hodgson and Knudsen, 2004: 291). Routines may be spread through the active
and deliberate sharing of information/ instructions and guidance,
through rules that stem from a third party, through a cloning strategy by
a receiving organisations, or by lower level interaction between several
individuals (Ibid). In terms of ‘selection’, this may occur both through
interactions within the organisational environment, including between
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individuals and groups of individuals (as a result of the behaviour of
managers); and at the firm level, driven by factors related to its organisational health (Ibid: 293). Hodgson and Knudsen describe hierarchies of
groups or firms as ‘interactors’, and a hierarchy of replicators or ‘routines’. Hodgson (2007: 111) describes the effect of organisations in that
they provide the required social and physical environment to ‘enable
specific activities, cue individual habits and deploy individual memories’.
Levinthal (1991) underscored the inter-related processes of change in
organisational adaptation and environmental selection and indicated that
organisational phenomena such as routines need to be viewed together
to understand organisations. Yet Hodgson (2007) argues that organisations are like the human body, and thus more than just the collection of
cells that they contain, but with a life of their own. Meanwhile exploring
insights by Schumpeter (1934, 2005) and theories by Winter (2006),
Becker et al. (2006) elaborate on routines and system ‘novelties’ as
emerging in the ‘combinatorics’ of routines (the mix of routines) and in
the ‘unreliability’ of routine imitation, drawing on ideas from chemistry,
linguistics and the diffusion of fashion.
Overall, whilst the discourse has shed light on routines and their dynamics, Becker (2004) highlighted gaps in understanding collective versus individual routines, and the role of agency in engaging in interaction
patterns (Ibid: 664). In terms of the latter, Hodgson (2007) highlights the
need for better understanding agency in the implementation and evolution of rules, and their persistence, combining insights from both evolutionary economics (e.g. Winter, 1982) and organisation science (Aldrich,
1999).
5.1.2 Economic coordination through multiple institutional
arrangements

In proceeding to a second set of institutions in enterprise, I now consider those related to ‘economic coordination’. According to Hollingsworth
(2002: 7), literature on institutional arrangements (e.g. forms of economic
coordination) remains largely ‘fragmented and unintegrated’. In Chapter
2, Hollingsworth (1997, 2002) defined ‘institutional arrangements’ as the
(multi) coordination of various economic actors (‘governance’ mechanisms) by markets, hierarchies and networks, associations, the state,
communities and clans. Neoclassical theorists contend that actors pursue
economic exchanges that support their best interests. Yet many neoclas-
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sical economists appreciate that markets are not always the most efficient
means for economic coordination. Coase (1960, 1981) and Williamson
(1975, 1985) explain the emergence of corporate firms or hierarchies
through the concept of ‘transaction costs’ (in enhancing efficiency, and
reducing costs and opportunism). Meanwhile, Chandler (1977, 1990)
theorizes that actors are driven to establish firms to achieve ‘economies
of scale’. Hollingsworth (1997) discusses the logic of different economic
arrangements examining coordination mechanisms and organisational
structures, the rules of exchange (and both individual and collective
means of compliance), and the constraints and incentives for actors.
Figure 5.1
A general taxonomy of institutional arrangements

Source: Hollingsworth (1997: 7)
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In unwrapping coordination, Hollingsworth distinguishes between two
dimensions: that of economist’s self-interest with a sociological perspective of obligation and compliance with social rules. Drawing this together, Hollingsworth (1997: 14) considers both the actor ‘action motive’ and
the distribution of power ‘coordination’ within different institutional arrangements, each with its ‘own logic – its own rules, its own procedures
for enforcing compliance, and its own norms and ideologies’ which can
help lower the costs of enforcement (see Figure 5.1).
At one end of this conceived spectrum, Hollingsworth (1997) positions ‘hierarchies’ as driven by self-interest with vertical forms of power,
with individual compliance motivated by rewards to individuals or a
threat of sanctions (through asymmetric power), and collective compliance motivated by rules, use of sanctions and a firm culture. Networks
are situated mid-way between both self-interest and obligation, and horizontal and vertical power; with individual compliance motivated by contractual bonds and resource dependence, and collective compliance motivated by personal relations and trust. Meanwhile, at the other end of
the spectrum, Hollingsworth describes communities that are motivated
more by common interests, with horizontal distributions of power that
are based on trust, reciprocity or obligation, in vein with the discourse of
anthropologists, political scientists and sociologists (e.g. Streeck and
Schmitter, 1985a; Polanyi, 1944; Gambetta, 1988; Fukuyama, 1995; Sabel, 1992; Putnam, 1993, 2000). Hollingsworth argues that the more perfect a market, the greater the need for codified rules. In less perfect markets, Hollingsworth draws attention to the social context and the nature
of embeddedness influencing the collective forms of governance, and
the extent that actors participate in markets, networks or hierarchy. He
highlights the ‘imperfection of a single coordinating mechanism’ and instead suggests the need for appropriate combinations. For example, private hierarchies are strengthened through engagement in networks overcoming resistance to change. Yet Hage and Alter dispute the positioning
of networks as mid way between the market and hierarchy, highlighting
them instead as a ‘new stage in organizational form’ with more autonomy for each member (Hage and Alter, 1997: 96). Going beyond the assumed sovereignty of the firm, Hollingsworth (2002) suggests that the
dominant type of institutional arrangements in a given societal context
tends to place ‘severe constraints on the definition of needs, preferences
and choices of economic actors’. He emphasizes the links between insti-
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tutions, institutional arrangements and institutional sectors; organisational capabilities; and innovativeness.
Figure 5.2
Institutional environments, organisations and innovativeness

Source: Hollingsworth (2002: 3)

Governance in value chains: power dynamics and relations

Economic coordination has been particularly discussed in the value chain
literature towards understanding the links between firms. This discourse
evolved predominantly from three primary sources: the filiere (literal
meaning ‘thread’) approach in the 1960s (Centre Internationale en Research Agronomic pour le Developpement), Porter’s work (1980, 1985
and 1990) on upgrading of national capabilities and the ‘value system’,
and most recently, Gereffi’s studies (1994) on Global Commodity Chains
(GCC). A popular tool for deconstructing and understanding global
market chains, a value chain is defined as the entire range of activities
through which a product or service passes from initial production to final delivery to the consumer (Kaplinsky, 2000: 4). Essentially value
chains are the same as supply chains but the point of analysis differs with
a focus on integration, rather than on the efficiency of large companies,
and on power structures in the broader economy (Meyer-Stamer, 2007).
Value chains can thus apply to whole supply chains and distribution
networks. Porter (1985) described this larger interconnected system of
value chains the ‘value system’. From the perspective of development
policy and practice, value chains are crucial tools for poverty reduction,
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entrepreneurship and realizing adequate labour conditions (Helmsing
and Vellema, 2011: 1). The approach looks at the participation and competitiveness of poor producers, and market barriers (Meyer-Stamer,
2007). Meanwhile from a scientific perspective, values chains are also an
important concept as a ‘heuristic device’ for unravelling the complexities
of economic development (Helmsing and Vellema, 2011: 1).
The influence of non-economic dimensions (e.g. relationships and
power) has been identified as critical to the functioning and efficiency of
value chains. Gereffi (1994) highlighted the importance of inter-firm coordination and global buyers as drivers of ‘spatially dispersed’ production
and distribution networks. Governance is defined as the ‘non-market
coordination of economic activity’ and includes the various types of hierarchies, or systems of coordination that exist in global production networks through parties internal and external to the chain (Humphrey and
Schmitz, 2000; Gereffi et al., 2003; Kaplinsky and Morris, 2000). Gereffi
(1994) distinguished between two types of value chains: buyer-driven
chains, and producer-driven chains. Actors internal to the chain are
those directly involved in the production network and their interdependence affects the functioning of value chains. ‘Lead firms’ are powerful
market actors that seek to govern the value chain in setting or enforcing
the terms under which other actors operate in the chain (Schmitz, 2005).
A key part of value chain analysis is to ascertain the relationships between lead firms and local producers, and the associated opportunities
and constraints from participation in such relationships (Humphrey and
Schmitz, 2002). Kaplinsky and Morris (2000) expanded upon the governance of value chains and institutional dynamics. They highlight the
influence of power relations within and between firms determining their
share of chain sales, value addition, chain profits, rate of profits, buying
power, control over key technology and competence, and the value of
market identity (brand). They draw attention to the institutions which
‘mould and wield’ this power and govern the value chain. These institutions or rules may be associated with three different aspects of rule functioning: making the rules ‘legislative governance’, implementing the rules
‘executive governance’, and enforcing the rules ‘judicial governance’
(Kaplinsky and Morris, 2000: 67). They also highlight the role of rule
makers (internal and external to the chain), legitimacy and trust, the
reach of the rules, and the related boundaries of the rules to different
parties internal and external to the chain. Gereffi et al. (2005) developed
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a typology of value chain governance: hierarchy (typically characterized
by vertical integration), captive (e.g. where there is monitoring and control by lead firms over suppliers), relational (where networks are built
over time, and lead firms are linked to suppliers through family or social
ties), modular (lead firms have ties to customer specific suppliers) and
market (where the price is set by the suppliers on relatively simple products), ranging from high to low levels of ‘explicit coordination and power
asymmetry’.
With an emphasis on chain governance, value chain analysis has been
used to explore profit distribution and ‘social inclusiveness whilst not
sacrificing long term competitiveness’, particularly within developing
countries (Altenburg, 2006: 494). Whilst this approach has provided useful insights into market actors, relations and institutional arrangements,
the theory has stumbled on market complexities arising in fragmented
contexts, and incorporating the influence of non-economic factors in enterprise development. Where formal institutions are weak, the social, cultural and political framework may instead determine access and scope of
participation in markets. Examining the critical roles of the state, civil
society and the private sector in shaping the institutional context is therefore fundamental, particularly in how they can influence clientelism, and
(socio) economic structures. As recognised by the ‘value chain’ discourse, non-economic factors strongly determine access to services, resources and information, and coordination mechanisms in developing
country markets. Empirical studies of value chains have tended to focus
on links between global buyers and local suppliers (Nadvi, 2004), rather
than on understanding social, cultural or political dynamics during market development. Relatively little focus has thus been given to actors at
the bottom of the chain (such as producers, labourers and home workers), and the non-economic factors that affect their participation (Kanji
and Barrientos, 2002). Some studies suggest that some groups were naturally disadvantaged (e.g. women and less educated) in gaining access to
markets and were socially excluded from market opportunities (Kaaria et
al., 2007). There may also be high barriers to entry into global value
chains, due to compliance or ‘access’ to certification and standards requirements, precluding the participation of many firms (Knorringa and
Meyer-Stamer, 2007).
In general, whilst a great deal of attention has been paid to governance, particularly inter-firm relations, and non-economic dimensions
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within existing value chains, there has been a gap in understanding how
such influences determine evolving institutions in market activity, and
the inclusion and participation of different groups. Indeed the construction of appropriate market-oriented institutions (including social, economic and political institutions) is imperative to efficient market structures and integration. Chowdhury (2005) identified five common barriers
to market chain integration. These included information asymmetries,
transaction costs, transport and communication costs, policy-induced
barriers and non-economic issues (Chowdhury, 2005: 14). Yet arguably
‘non-economic barriers’ are more appropriately crosscutting issues as
they influence all market barriers, and the development of institutions,
and remain the most pervasive constraint. Chowdhury contends that the
evolution and design of specific institutions can contribute to the lowering of these market barriers. For example, information asymmetries can
be reduced through group based contracts and public safety/standards
codes, transaction costs can be minimized through creating farmers’
groups and cooperatives, and transport and communication costs can be
reduced through community based management systems and public private partnerships. Towards resolving non-economic barriers, Chowdhury
cites the establishment of legal institutions and rights legislation. Yet
whilst formal institutions are considered optimal in market structures, it
is important to better understand prevailing institutional arrangements to
‘diagnose how well existing informal institutions support transactions’
(World Bank, 2001: 177). Powerful groups in more fragile and undeveloped societies may constrain the development of equitable informal or
formal institutions in value chains (e.g. trade laws, ethical codes and local
policies), limiting recognition or participation of certain groups. Social
regulation and pervasive prejudice may also inhibit the inclusivity of new
horizontal institutions such as associations and cooperatives, and the establishment of vertical linkages. Such socio-cultural dynamics and power
asymmetries may generate and sustain less efficient institutions and (continued) sub-optimal chain functioning.
Towards unwrapping institutional processes, Helmsing and Vellema
(2011) point out the importance of further considering the broader influence of non-chain actors within different contexts. Non-chain actors are
those actors that are outside of the production network, including public
or private agents. These actors may influence the participation in networks through mechanisms such as regulation, skills development or fa-
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cilitating access to resources. They may also influence engagement in
‘partnerships’, described as ‘voluntary and collaborative arrangements
between actors from two or more societal domains’ (Ibid: 3), which can
influence inclusion in value chains through facilitating access to information, and market connections. In addition, Helmsing and Velema
(2011: 13) argue that it is critical to appreciate prevailing socio-cultural
institutions and experience in cooperation or exclusion, and existing political structures, influencing chain and non-chain actors and their role in
institutional development, and the distribution of benefits. Thus, whilst
Coe et al. (2008) drew attention to power distribution within value
chains, there is a further need to examine power dynamics embedded in
informal institutions affecting the chain. Knorringa et al. (2011) examined the emergence of new institutions and norms in value chains and
highlighted variables such as institutional legitimacy, and institutional life
cycle and evolution, as related to the strategies of different actors. Going
beyond ‘value chain’ governance, it is clear that a broader approach is
needed to unravel coordination dynamics – such as the Global Production Network approach – to incorporate networks and relations, and better appreciate the embeddedness of value chains (Helmsing and Vellema,
2011: 11).
5.1.3 Institutions for collective action: diverse outcomes in
different settings
All effort to organize collective action, whether by an external ruler, an
entrepreneur, or a set of principals who wish to gain collective benefits,
must address a common set of problems. These have to do with coping
with free riding, solving commitment problems, arranging for the supply
of new institutions, and monitoring individual compliance with sets of
rules. (Ostrom, 1990: 27).

In a third set of key institutions in enterprise, the paper draws attention
to institutions for collective action. In a highly influential and much criticised book, Olson theorized that group size was critical in cooperation,
and that large ‘latent’ groups with rational self-interested individuals
would prevent collective action (1965). And he highlighted the negative
impact of ‘free riding’ on levels of trust. In vein with the theory of rational choice, Olson argued that collective action problems could only be
solved by coercion or by activities with individual rewards. Hardin (1982)
contended however that Olson conflated typologies with the assumption
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that all small groups were privileged and large groups latent. Taking a
different approach, Elster (1985) drew on themes of rationality and morality to discuss diverse motivations in collective action. For example,
‘unconditional cooperators’ may act out of duty or for the ‘pleasure of
participation’. These actors may encourage the participation of ‘conditional cooperators’, and then eventually nudge others that may be
‘ashamed of being free riders’ (Elster, 1985: 154). In vein with these arguments and further disputing Olson, Udehn (1993) looks further at motivations for cooperation (beyond ‘self-interest), and the extent of such
cooperation. Building off Elster (1985), he suggests that there may be
‘mixed motivations’, and that it may be more pertinent to ask: how much
cooperation and under what conditions? Meanwhile, Douglas (1986: 23)
criticized Olson for exempting religious organisation from his analysis,
which was ‘clearly a mistake’, since the history of religion may best corroborate his theory, for more complex reasons, possibly bound up with
beliefs and behaviour.
Going beyond Olson’s challenge to the notion of collective benefits
in group theory (1965) and the ‘tragedy of the commons’ (Hardin,
1968)1, Ostrom (1990) drew attention to how local people can selforganize to co-manage common pool resources and reduce free riding
through developing diverse institutional arrangements with broad practical examples such as inshore fisheries and ground water basins. In widely
acclaimed work, she highlighted a number of crucial insights useful
across the institutional spectrum. Firstly, Ostrom emphasised the importance of a common set of values, increasing the probability of developing adequate rules (Taylor, 1987); and developing ‘shared mental models’, for good communication (Denzau and North, 2000). Ostrom also
described the significance of certain social norms, particularly those of
reciprocity. Secondly, Ostrom underscored the importance of developing
fair, effective and legitimate rules for ‘sustaining self-governing institutions over time’ (Ostrom, 2005: 288). In social dilemmas, she contrasted
rational egoists and those who value trust, reciprocity and equity
(Ostrom, 2005: 131). In vein with Commons (1957), Ostrom considered
rules that contained all three of the ‘deontic operators’ i.e. rules that forbid, require and permit some action or outcome (Ostrom, 1990: 139).
Thirdly, she drew attention to the attributes of the biophysical world that
shapes and is shaped by interactions and those of a community, with the
same set of rules generating different outcomes in different settings
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(2005: 23). Fourthly, Ostrom looked at participation in, and levels of authority. For example, if individuals are given more authority in rule design, it may permit individuals to resolve their collective action problems
(Ostrom, 2005: 287). Ostrom highlighted the negative effect of external
rules and monitoring on cooperation (e.g. Fehr and Rockenbach, 2003).
Ostrom described ‘polycentric’ governing systems as those that involve
multiple authorities at different levels, and their (potentially) positive effect in reducing the ‘tragedy of the commons’ (Ostrom, 2005: 283). Finally, Ostrom also highlighted the inter-relatedness of rules, and conceived of multiple levels of ‘nested’ rules particularly, rules that affect
operational situations, rules that affect collective-choice situations, and
rules that affect constitutional situations. The implications of this ‘nestedness’ were cited as two fold: higher-level rules may be considered as
exogenous, and changes to lower level rules may necessitate changes to
higher-level rules. Towards assessing institutions, Ostrom cited a number
of emerging situational variables including the number of decision makers, heterogeneity of interests, rules in use for changing rules, skills and
assets of leaders, proposed rule, past strategies of appropriators and autonomy to change rules. In recent interviews, Ostrom (2011) suggested
that collective action can be negative for growth where it leads to extractive rent-seeking by small elite groups, but it may be positive where it
evolves into a process of bargaining around issues of broader public interest and where there are opportunities for a wide range of non-state
organisations to participate. In terms of further theory and research, she
highlighted the need to understand how different contexts influence the
types of individuals in collective action situations (and those that leave).
Overall, these different discourses on economic institutions – routines, economic coordination and collective action – have shed light on
both the particular institutions (and their dynamics), as well as generating
further insights into institutional interaction and development, emphasising actor and structural influences. Yet the potential links between these
institutions have not been elaborated.
5.1.4 Creating institutions: actors, collaboration and strategies

Looking closer at sociological insights, creating institutions requires interaction between actors (Fligstein, 1996). In Chapter 2, I drew attention
to crucial insights into actors in institutional development including
power struggles between actors (e.g. Chang, 2002), institutional entrepre-
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neurs (DiMaggio, 1988) and the role of strategic agency (Beckert, 1999),
and the importance of relations and networks (e.g. Granovetter, 1992). In
Chapter 4, I looked at the transformation of existing social institutions
and examined the collaboration between actors in different situations.
Further reflecting on actor interaction here, I expand on the notion of
‘social skill’ and actor collaboration in the creation of new institutions.
Fukuyama (1995: 10) argues that the ability of people to collaborate depends ‘on the degree to which communities share norms and values, and
are able to subordinate individual interests to those of larger groups’.
Contrasting to rational choice theory, sociologists have drawn attention
to social structure and connections between agents (e.g. Giddens, 1984).
In vein with new institutionalism, Fligstein argues that much of the debate has been abstract and does not sufficiently account for agency
(Fligstein, 2001). Furthering discussions in Chapter 2, Fligstein proposes
a conception of agency that he terms ‘social skill’, building off the ‘skilled
reproduction of social life’ (Giddens, 1984), the ‘creativity of social action’ (Joas, 1996), and other work by Emirbayer and Goodwin (1994)
and Hays (1994) (Fligstein, 2001: 105-106). With the broad view that institutions both enable and constrain social actors, the perspective looks
at actors and cooperation with two sets of actors: those within a group,
and those who exist outside of the group in other organisations. Under
situations of instability or uncertainty, social skill may be critical in securing ‘local orders’, or social skill may be imperative in the founding of
new local orders and institutions. Fligstein describes such actors as having a ‘vision to create new things’ (Fligstein, 2001: 107). Fligstein suggests that social skills may be more effective in some social conditions
than others (ibid.). As seen in Chapter 4, tactics such as framing ‘stories’
can help induce cooperation, link frames to existing interests (and present ideas as also in the collective interest), gain authority (Weber, 1978),
and finally, set agendas to demarcate boundaries of the discussion. Yet in
order to be successful in the creation of new institutions, Fligstein cites
the importance of obtaining collective support, often through creating a
‘collective identity’ (Ansell, 1998).

5.2

Constructing ‘nested’ institutions in enterprise

With these new women’s habits [of purdah], it was our duty to harness
the ‘rivers of change ‘… (NGO staff member)
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To examine institutional phenomena, the paper now explores relevant
findings from the research case studies: institutions in the three women’s
enterprises in Afghanistan. Following the initial transformation of purdah
(as described in Chapter 4), I look here at the development of associated
market institutions, permitting the commencement of the enterprise activities and scope of individual and group participation. In each case, significant effort was channelled into the formulation of enterprise rules,
led by the NGO in negotiation with local power holders, and shaped by
the entrepreneurs. The first set of rules pertained to the enterprise ‘routines’ and related to group production and management. The second set
of rules concerned business linkages ‘chain rules’, and related to physical
marketing and procurement. Finally, the third set of rules outlined crossfirm coordination or ‘collective action’ with other similar groups. These
three different sets of rules tended to be created sequentially as the
women started producing, marketing and forming alliances, although
there was considerable variation in the scope and implementation of the
rules in each case. As with the transformation of purdah, for each level of
rules, three stages were broadly observed in rule development. Firstly,
there was an initial phase in which the new enterprise institutions were
conceptualized and introduced. Following the approval of these tentative
new rules, there was a secondary phase of practical experimentation in
the reshaping of the proposed rules. Finally, with approval of new respective rules, there was a third phase, marked by the stabilization and
‘operationalisation’ of the reformed institution with approval for replication within agreed groups.
5.2.1 Case 1: Simple institutions with organic innovation and
guided evolution
Business overview: rural women’s food processing network

Returning to the first case study, the women’s food processing business
included a network of thirty-six village groups (with two villages examined in this study), and a total of almost seven hundred workers. With
the support of a local NGO, the main business was organized at the village level in designated food processing centres. Products included tomato paste, jams, chutney and dried produce. The produce was sold by
weight (unpackaged) locally by individual groups (80 per cent), and the
rest (20 per cent) was co-marketed in the network as ‘premium’ packaged
produce in the city (through shops and exhibitions, under a common
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label). In order for the women to engage in group enterprise, the local
NGO led the initial development of internal rules, guiding production
and group administration (enterprise routines). As the women started
marketing, there was a secondary level of rules related to their market
interaction, including links with buyers and input providers (chain institutions). Finally, across the food processing groups, there was a third
layer of rules created related to their collective activity for higher-level
marketing and technical exchange (collective action institutions). Enterprise institutions were characterised by their relative initial simplicity,
with gradual localised innovations as the business matured, supported by
the NGO.
Enterprise routines: introduction, reshaping and operationalisation

In the first set of institutions, the enterprise internal ‘routines’ aimed to
clarify women’s roles and tasks in food processing work, and were delimited by both the women’s capacity and permitted mobility. These internal
rules tended to be enforced by transparency and trust fostered through
close working conditions and group meetings in the research villages,
guided and supported by the NGO. New practices were also reinforced
by (progressive) proverbs, and religious hadiths (particularly important in
some more conservative villages). Rules were first introduced and discussed in their monthly meetings.
In the initial stage, a basic set of preliminary rules was introduced by
the NGO, following the trigger of the ‘unlocking’ of purdah. Basic internal routines expanded upon the existing SHG rules2, and were formulated with the approval of the entrepreneurs and power holders, and with
the consensus of the other producer women. For example, all women
were to be equally involved in group-level production in the village, according to agreed schedules. And the location of the production was to
be inside a designated ‘food-processing’ centre. This would be situated in
one room of a woman’s house from the group. Yet difficulties were
faced with gaining initial participation and even finding a spare room,
due to the women’s fear of what people might say:
Many people refused to have their house used for training and production for fear of gossip from the village…(NGO female staff member)

Management wise, selected women were elected by the group into key
positions of responsibility according to their capacity and levels of mo-
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bility, with an assigned group head (entrepreneur), deputy and Sales
Agent. Initial profits were agreed to be equally divided between the
group members. Meanwhile, assets would be group-owned. Due to the
relative transparency of this preliminary rule making (verbally in group
meetings), there was a good (initial) sense of inclusion and trust between
members.
In the subsequent reshaping stage, internal routines were trialled and
elaborated. This included specifying the overall business structure and
individual roles, clarifying labour commitments, and articulating rules
over profit distribution with guidance by the women’s shura and NGO:
There was intensive discussion within the groups at this stage as new
timetables were organized and agreed, and some advice was given by the
women’s shura…New routines built on the existing Self Help Group
rules [specific to each group] which were democratic, and very transparent…and respected through group trust and further enforced by the
group leader…(NGO male staff)

Yet, as these new routines were tentatively tested, major bottlenecks
were faced with difficult and unsupportive husbands (that were still
nervous with these new roles). This was aggravated by general local distrust and intimidation by local households. For example, the women
were taunted with disparaging proverbs about women’s capacities. Yet,
the women encouraged one another with more progressive proverbs:
We faced so many pressures in the village in this new work, and there
was much negativity and ridicule. For example, people would joke using
local proverbs ‘if a woman makes a knot, it will be washed away’ (i.e. all women’s efforts are useless)…. or ‘the mind of a woman is near to the heel’ (i.e.
women are stupid)…. Yet the strong women in the group encouraged
our participation, patience and the gradual growth of our business. They
used common [morale-boosting] proverbs such as ‘Drop by drop it becomes
a river’ (i.e. the small contributions and teamwork of ordinary individuals
can produce a big result3) …(Women producers, Case 1a and b)

Whilst the shura, NGO and entrepreneur were indicated to be the critical figures in the development of the routines, the producer women also
mentioned the influence of other community groups. For example, even
the mullah’s wife was described to play a part in ‘spying’ on their new
routines, and reporting back to the mullah!
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In the final (dynamic) stage, group routines were agreed by all food
processing group members in their monthly meetings, and the new rules
were instituted. This stage was precipitated by the approval of the trialled
institutions by both the women’s and male shura. With this go-ahead, all
of the women participated in the group production in the village according to agreed schedules, carried out agreed respective responsibilities,
and were remunerated according to days worked. At this point, the
women described the new ‘authorised’ routines finally receiving some
sort of ‘respect’ from the men:
With transparency in our work, it obligates men to respect to you: they
can see what you are doing, and they say ‘You can work as well as us, and we
accept you!’ (Women workers, Case 1b)

As expected however, new situations soon arose precipitating the
necessary clarification or reformulation of existing routines. For example, the exit of a group member presented a new challenge when her
husband demanded a share of both the physical assets in addition to the
(agreed) cash portion. This was quickly resolved by the NGO in coordination with the shura and the entrepreneur, and they jointly (re)clarified
the group rules with the group itself (ensuring that it was written clearly
in their enterprise book) and the shura. Meanwhile, some of the group
heads began to be offered part-time employment as trainers by the NGO
in other emerging centres. This necessitated some shifts in worker production responsibilities and an increased need for attendance sheets (instituted in Case 1b). In addition, with expansion, the increasing responsibilities of the entrepreneurs and senior women have influenced the
group decision to apportion a greater share of profits to higher-level
members.
Internal routines began as equitable arrangements across workers.
With production expansion, and visible higher-level responsibilities,
there has been a need to adapt the worker routines to permit the further
division of labour and specialization in tasks. This has included the entrepreneur delegating new work to senior women to support administrative work. Power dynamics have changed within the groups accordingly.
The entrepreneur largely led in the monitoring and enforcing of routines,
and spearheading changes (with the support of the NGO), but the context notably affected her decision-making (especially in Case 1a), impacting the emerging roles of other women.
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Chain rules: introduction, reshaping and operationalisation

Following the development of internal routines, rules were then formulated to clarify selected women’s external responsibilities in the market
place (i.e. public-facing duties beyond the production centre). These
‘chain rules’ were arguably more difficult to negotiate, since they required
selected women to extend the agreed boundaries of purdah.
In the initial stage, a basic set of ‘chain rules’ was again introduced by
the NGO to the group, and formulated in agreement with the entrepreneur and power holders. The rules conceived were related to physical
marketing and the sourcing of vegetable inputs, and involved designated,
more mobile and respected women (initially only the entrepreneur).
Since this activity was tied up with a ‘secondary’ transformation of purdah, there was some delay in the initial negotiation of these rules. Once
more, setbacks included stubborn elders and mullahs, nervous entrepreneurs and local intimidation. The NGO described the introduction of
these marketing rules as particularly difficult in the first villages that they
mobilised, due in part to their own inexperience:
We faced enormous challenges in the first communities that we worked,
but with time and experience, we learnt ways to persuade the communities and to quell their fears… We drew on the stories from other communities to explain how marketing could work and how women could
still respect Islamic customs…And we used our own local ways, and
these were the most effective and acceptable…(NGO male staff)

Meanwhile, the entrepreneurs described the need to be both determined and patient at this stage, since there was so much ‘sensitivity’ with
women engaging in this public-facing activity:
Every woman who does a job in Afghanistan must be really committed
to get involved in this as she will face many challenges…As we struggled
with marketing, I looked to the future and thought about potential prospects...We really had to keep pushing to support the marketing…Because of my strong belief in our work, I kept pushing it forward
…(Entrepreneur, Case 1a)

In the following ‘reshaping’ stage, agreements were made on the marketing and the women’s roles, with most of the produce to be sold locally, but as the business matured, a portion (30 per cent) would be sold at a
joint (city) marketing level. At the local level, there was more flexibility
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on women’s involvement, but travelling to the city was (initially) strictly
restricted to the entrepreneurs. In this phase, continued village resistance
was experienced, particularly in Case 1a, with women forced to carry out
city bound activities surreptitiously. With the continued support of the
NGO however, women drew on group solidarity, religious hadiths and
local proverbs, to motivate one another to be strong in the face of such
opposition:
We faced difficulties again in our families and within the community. Yet
we supported one other with local proverbs: ‘Don’t hit someone else’s door
with a finger, because your door might be hit by a fist’ (i.e. be careful not to antagonize people, because they might take revenge on you in an even bigger way). These sayings were important to us in keeping calm and focusing on our work (Women producers, Case 1a)

The entrepreneurs further elaborated on the battle to carry out the
marketing initially alone – as the other women were forbidden – and the
personal stress that this brought. And the entrepreneurs described complaining to the group that ‘it was not fair’ that they (alone) were wholly
responsible for this work, and that they needed their help too. Eventually, they managed to persuade other older women to assist with this activity. Yet this tended to generate renewed community nervousness, as indicated in Chapter 4 in the pressure toward a ‘further transformation of
purdah.’ The NGO female staff recalled a particular incident in one of the
villages:
Suddenly, there was tension in the community again, as the mullah started to create trouble regarding the women’s business during the prayers at
the Friday mosque. A meeting was promptly called with the women’s
subcommittee and women workers. A letter was then drafted to the male
shura from the women’s subcommittee explaining how women had learnt
new skills and how to make new products, and that they now needed to
sell these in the market. The letter specifically pleaded: ‘Please allow the older women to do this [marketing] activity otherwise it will be a great setback for our
work’. A shura meeting was then held and our boss joined. He again explained the stories of Mohammed’s wife, Khadija who was a businesswoman, and other personal stories from his experience in Pakistan
(NGO female staff member).

Finally, a set of chain rules were agreed by the group members in
their monthly meetings, and approved by the power holders. Designated
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women became active in their marketing and input supply roles according to agreed terms (e.g. frequency of market visits, and specified locations), with the support of the group members. The new rules were reinforced by transparency and trust fostered through ‘good communication
and openness’, in close coordination with power holders. During the research, the NGO elaborated on the new and growing business networks
of the entrepreneurs (although these were still tightly controlled in Case
1a):
From only knowing close family and having no business relations, now
the entrepreneurs are independent with connections to multiple actors
including shopkeepers, offices, exhibition halls, women’s associations,
banks and packaging agents…(NGO female staff).

The entrepreneurs further expanded on their new business and social
relations:
Before we only each knew about twenty people in the village and these
people were mostly family related…now we know almost everyone in
the community, people in the nearby shops and villages, and even in the
city. We have links to businessmen, and offices! It has completely
changed our lives…and the perception of us in our communities ... (Entrepreneur, Case 1b)

Similar to the routines, as the groups matured, new situations
emerged, requiring some renegotiation of the prevailing rules. For example, with increased sales, there was a need to permit other women workers to join the marketing outside of the village. Meanwhile, other women
also had begun to assist in sourcing supplies (vegetables) within the village. Both of these extended chain activities necessitated a renegotiation
of rules with village leaders. In Case 1a, where the context was stricter,
this led to the controversial decision to bring in male family members to
support the marketing.
Overall, in both Cases 1a and 1b, the extension of evolving rules influenced power dynamics within the groups, with three emerging tiers of
workers: lead women, close women supporters (and men), and basic
workers. The entrepreneur has largely led the change in these routines. A
conservative context – and entrepreneur motivations – has affected the
possibility to delegate work to other women.
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Collective action rules: introduction, reshaping and operationalisation

In the final tertiary set of enterprise institutions, ‘collective action’ rules
were formulated between the food processing groups, including joint
marketing and technical trouble-shooting. These rules were led by the
NGO, and in part implemented by the NGO through the facilitation of
monthly meetings in their office. Initially, a basic set of rules was introduced by the NGO, following the development of earlier chain rules.
These rules related to higher-level collaborative city marketing (quality
control, branding, exhibitions, sharing of demand), and technical trouble-shooting (in production and group administration). With regards to
the city marketing, there was an agreement to use common labels and to
share basic market information. This was supported by the NGO that
facilitated the monthly meetings of group heads (entrepreneurs). Yet initial constraints faced related to the entrepreneur’s capacity and her ‘allowances’ to travel to the city. Following further negotiations with local
community leaders, coordination arrangements were then trialled and
elaborated. This entailed mapping out specific rules related to monthly
exchange, including administrative/technical exchange, applications from
new groups, spot-checking on city sales produce, and sharing market information (from shopkeepers and exhibitions); as well as rules related to
collaboration in city exhibitions. At this stage, bottlenecks faced included
the willingness of heads to cooperate (equally) and reciprocate support to
other groups; the reliability of heads and scope of trust; and the capacity
of group heads to maintain group standards. Besides the entrepreneurs,
power holders also controlled the nature and frequency of interaction (in
the office and at exhibitions).
At the beginning, coordination was difficult because we were meeting in
the city in the [NGO] office, and the community leaders were not happy
with this. Whilst the heads could go, it was difficult for other senior
women to join since their husbands threatened to throw them out of the
house! Over time, we have gained their trust however. (Senior women
workers)

Yet interestingly, village culture tended to reinforce the overall collective nature of these tasks:
In the village, it is common for all men to be involved in obligatory
community work such as cleaning the canals, and so it is in our culture…
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In Islam, a fundamental value is helping one another! ‘We are like one
big family!’ (Women producers)

Finally, the ‘collective action’ rules were agreed by the respective
group heads (the entrepreneurs), and the new rules were instituted. The
entrepreneurs were involved with technical exchange (with the NGO
support), troubleshooting and joint marketing (labels, exhibitions marketing according to agreed terms. And occasional disagreements that
flared up between group heads were mostly resolved by the NGO! Yet
with the further growth of the business, new situations have challenged
existing rules. Firstly, the nature of engagement between heads of each
group was called into question, as some entrepreneurs were believed to
‘work harder’ than others. Secondly, as the village centres matured, several groups began to form their own sub-associations, and to receive
money to carry out their own projects. This created power/wealth disparities between the centres, necessitating a reconsideration of the links
between the groups. Compounding this, the reputation of the more mature centres was growing quickly with high quality goods, particularly for
specialized products. Yet new emerging (immature) groups were joining
the network and producing sub-standard products. As a result of this
perceived ‘free riding’, and perceptions of their own independent power,
more mature groups had begun to break away from the common marketing label, and started to use their own village identity instead. Finally,
group coordination was further complicated by technology sharing
agreements. With higher levels of demand, a new processing machine
had been introduced by the NGO, yet sharing arrangements between the
groups remained informal (and imbalanced). Across the groups, discussions were eventually triggered on exploring the formalisation of their
coordination agreements, with new potential rules for association ‘membership’ (including quality control of goods, collaboration in exhibitions
and asset sharing arrangements). And membership would initially be between the higher standard centres (with other centres applying with maturity).
Once more, coordination routines began as simple arrangements, involving lead women across centres sharing basic technical tips, market
information and participating in joint exhibitions (as far as they were
permitted to do so). Yet, with increased business and a growing network,
the rules have needed appropriate revisions, and this has been aided by
the NGO.
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Prevailing dynamics: relations and trust within and outside the
business

At the time of the research, the business association appeared to be
thriving with increasing levels of sales (the sales had risen by 75 per cent
over the previous twelve months). The NGO had formally registered the
association as a business (with a staff member as the initial head of the
business). From initial low trust in the women’s business (amongst both
the communities and the buyers), with NGO support and group experience, the groups had gained local confidence in their work and in their
products, and boasted growing business networks. Individual groups
highlighted (with enthusiasm) their various ‘business’ links, including
those for resources and supply (to neighbouring communities, local
shops, as well as city-based banks and packaging agents), in addition to
links for sales (both near the village, as well in the city with shops, exhibitions and local offices). These networks were greatly attributed to the
support of the NGO that brokered the relationship – particularly in the
city – and at first guaranteed delivery and quality, and handled initial
payments. City-based links were shared between groups, particularly
more mature groups. Across groups, there tended to be stronger relations between older, mature centres with strong and charismatic heads.
And, there was significant frustration with the perceived ‘free riding’ of
newer groups that both had sub quality products, and did not contribute
equally in group exhibitions. But there were mixed emotions tied up with
the development of these new groups, since mature group heads benefited from being employed as trainers! Meanwhile at the village level, more
mature groups were beginning to register themselves as associations, motivated by the prospect of gaining international funds. Mature groups had
also begun to specialize in certain foodstuffs, such as dried products or
tomato paste, with raw materials that were more readily available. And
new sub groups were being added by the groups themselves. They reported that business was good, and that they tended to receive immediate payment, or sometimes even credit before goods were sold (i.e. confidence in their business was high)! As indicated, the NGO was still
involved in the group centre activities from (new) group establishment,
technical assistance, spot-checking on quality, checking of books to
monthly cross-group troubleshooting. They also assisted with the procurement of (some) packaging from Pakistan.
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Looking closer at the village level dynamics, in Case 1a, the centre had
newly registered as an association, and had begun to receive their own
funds. With this, they had started to use the same business methodology
to establish further sub groups under their own auspices. Whilst the village elders had blocked the expansion of the village food-processing centre within the village (due to ‘security’ in raising the profile of the women’s work), the quiet but ambitious entrepreneur managed to mobilise
four other neighbouring villages and set up off-site centres. According to
both the entrepreneur and the NGO, the establishment of these new
centres was described to be fairly challenging, but the strong reputations
of both the entrepreneur and the NGO were cited to be ultimately persuasive! A further 120 trainees were employed in these new sub centres
(with respective sub-heads). The entrepreneur was responsible for the
overall production of the five centres, group marketing, bookkeeping
and coordination. And a senior (female) technical assistant supported
her. Further minor assistants included ten ‘strong’ group members from
her village that worked as technical assistants and ‘resource’ people. Yet
during the research, the entrepreneur also brought in her husband and
son to assist the business (formally as a ‘finance manager’ and ‘secretary’
respectively). Since the village power holders restricted the mobility of
the other workers, these family men were in fact deliberately engaged to
help with growing external tasks such as logistics and marketing. Despite
the apparent business success, reflecting a broader sense of persisting
uncertainty in the entrepreneur’s village, some women described feeling
anxious about the general nature of the growing business, and the social
interaction that this required:
If we increase our business further, we may face more problems from
our families and other community members [as we will need to encounter even more men!] (Women workers, Case 1a)

Meanwhile, in Case 1b, the centre was equally flourishing (and expanded considerably even within the course of the research). The group
was heavily involved with processing several different food products,
with their specialty lying in dried products. The tough and determined
entrepreneur (a widow) had used some of her own land (recently
claimed!) for the business to support the supply of vegetables. The entrepreneur had also registered the centre as an independent association,
motivated by possible external funds. She had further started her own
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shop in a city women’s mall (both for her own, and other group products, on commission). The entrepreneur was responsible for the overall
production, marketing, bookkeeping and group coordination. Her assistants included five ‘strong’ women within the group, with increasing levels of responsibility. Her son also helped, as required, in finance, logistics
and bookkeeping. In contrast to Case 1a, most of the local village leaders
appeared to strongly support this enterprise, and its potential growth.
In general, Case 1 has demonstrated the development of fairly transparent, decentralised enterprise institutions – including routines, chain
rules and collective action rules – that have evolved with support of the
NGO and led by the entrepreneur. Yet in Case 1b, institutions have been
notably more stifled by the village power holders, affecting the women’s
participation, and the (natural) growth and development of the business.
5.2.2 Case 2: Innovative elaborate institutions with guided /own
evolution
Business overview: rural women’s vegetable collective

Moving to the second case study, I now revisit the women’s vegetable
business, situated across nine villages in central Afghanistan, and supported by a combined NGO team (with two villages once again examined for this study). More intensive than Case 1, ten women’s farmers
groups were established in each village (with 15 to 20 women per group).
These were led by designated ‘Lead Farmers’ and overseen by ‘Village
Facilitators’ (the ‘entrepreneurs’). Where possible, Sales Agents were later
elected to assist with farmer marketing in the city (on commission). Organized at the village level, priority vegetable products included onions,
potatoes, tomatoes, carrots and cucumbers4. Produce was sold locally by
individual farmers, and jointly co-marketed at a village or cross-village
level (in village contracts or city exhibitions). Similar to Case 1, in order
for the women to engage in productive enterprise, the local NGO led
the initial development of internal rules guiding individual production,
joint exchange and group administration (enterprise routines). As women
started marketing, there was a secondary level of rules related to market
interaction, including developing links with buyers and input providers
(chain institutions). Finally, between similar groups (at a village and cross
village level), there was a third layer of rules created related to their collective activity for higher-level marketing and technical exchange (collec-
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tive action institutions). Enterprise institutions in this case were characterised by their initial elaborate formulation, with guided development by
the NGO team, and later (after the INGO’s exit) their own evolution.
Enterprise routines: introduction, reshaping and operationalisation

As in Case 1, the first set of enterprise institutions pertained to the internal ‘routines’. These outlined different women’s roles and routines in
vegetable production (producers, Lead Farmers and entrepreneurs), and
were delimited by both the women’s capacity, and permitted mobility.
These rules were enforced by the Lead Farmers in farmer group meetings, and reinforced by the entrepreneurs. And as in the previous case,
new practices were also guided by (progressive) proverbs and religious
hadiths (particularly important in some more conservative villages). Preliminary routines were initially proposed by the NGO and then discussed
in the entrepreneur and Lead Farmer meetings.
In the initial stage, a basic set of internal routines was introduced, following the trigger of the ‘unlocking’ of purdah. These were initially proposed by the NGO as in the first case, and formulated in agreement with
the entrepreneurs and power holders, and with the consensus of Lead
Farmers. For example, all women were to be equally involved in priority
vegetable production in their home compounds, and all women belonged to specific farmer groups. Management wise, selected women
were elected into key positions of responsibility according to their capacity and levels of mobility, with an assigned village entrepreneur and Lead
Farmers (approved by the shura). Routines were given further weight
with the NGO requesting the signature of the village head to formalise
the general participation of the women, and ensure that nervous families
did not drop out (i.e. there was clear approval by local authorities):
The office proposed new farming routines, and the village authorities
signed an agreement so that all participating women farmers would
work. The women were then organized into farming groups, which built
on the SHG formula with an elected leader and rules jointly agreed by
the group…(NGO staff)

The women farmers described this transition and the introduction of
new work rules (intertwined in evolving purdah allowances):
Before this project, we were ‘jobless’ at home and just involved in
household chores. We did not have access to information on other skills
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and alternatives. Our lives were generally confined to the house and we
were not permitted to go outside. In this new gardening project, we
started following a whole new ‘life’ system where we agreed to work outside on our plots from 8am until 4pm, and attending weekly farmer
meetings… (Women farmers, Case 2b).

Due to the relative transparency of the initial routine rule making,
there was a fairly good sense of inclusion and trust between members,
even with different layers of assigned rules. In the second trialling phase,
routines were then elaborated. This included specifying respective
farmer, Lead Farmer and entrepreneur responsibilities, and clarifying labour commitments. At this stage, there was intensive discussion within
the groups led by the entrepreneur and Lead Farmers – with some advice
by the women’s shura and NGO – as training, home production and village meetings were agreed. Constraints faced included difficult husbands,
conservative members of the shura and local distrust. Where there was a
lack of household support, women’s meeting attendance was low, necessitating further negotiation by Lead Farmers, the entrepreneur and the
NGO with the families (with the support of local community leaders).
Religious messages were drawn on to support this new work, particularly
in Case 2b where conservative elders, husbands and common people
continued to gossip and cause problems:
We faced many difficulties [in Case 2b], since in rural Afghanistan there
is often little tolerance for outsiders, trust is low and cooperation with
non-village people is limited… the mullahs can also be strong but I can
convince them, as I am able to describe Islamic values and humanity…
(NGO female staff)

To strengthen the new routines, Lead Farmers were given literacy
training with an Islamic component. And a religious village woman (kaaria) was specifically selected by the shura to help with this activity:
Learning more about Islam was so important to us. The [village] kaaria
told us many stories from the Koran about strong women, and also how
to be better Muslims. For example, we learnt how to properly perform
our ablutions.5 This knowledge helped us to gain respect from our families, particularly as we took on these new responsibilities. (Women Lead
Farmers, Case 2a)
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In Case 2a, progressive shura members also facilitated new routines.
This was further boosted by the leadership of the strong, well-respected
and educated entrepreneur. Finally, in both Cases 2a and 2b, group routines were eventually agreed by the entrepreneur, and Lead Farmers and
their respective group members, and approved by the village shuras. Routines were then instituted: Selected women farmers were involved with
home-based vegetable production, and Lead Farmers held weekly farmers’ group meetings (submitting reports as required to the village entrepreneur).
With this project, our lives completely changed and we work like men
now! All of us work on our plots from Saturday to Thursday. I then organise weekly meetings where we discuss any problems that we are facing, and I provide some training and advice. (Woman Lead Farmer, Case
2a)

Yet, persisting challenges were faced in conservative Case 2b, since
the entrepreneur deliberately restricted the Lead Farmers, and kept tight
control of their activities. Perhaps underestimating the power of the entrepreneur, the NGO merely described this village ‘as generally the same
as other villages, but just with some particularly strong characters [such
as the entrepreneur] that makes the project more difficult!’ Indeed the
entrepreneur dominated the entire village project, and controlled all aspects of the emerging business. Whilst the Lead Farmers were excited
about their new routines – ‘our lives have been transformed with this
work’ – they felt both suffocated by the entrepreneur and intimidated. In
the research, they implored ‘Please tell our story too’. Another NGO
that had also been working in the village over many years (in infrastructure) elaborated more frankly on the behaviour of the entrepreneur:
She rejects the customs and norms of her village in not consulting with
anybody, and dominating women’s forums. Local people have asked us
to stop all projects in the village if this woman continues to be head of
any group. Yet this is difficult for us, since she is supported by local
commanders [strongmen] in the village…and we are afraid to cross
her…(Non-project NGO, Case 2b)

Over time, as in Case 1, new situations precipitated some reformulation of existing routines and tasks. Internal routines began as a three
tiered arrangement. With high levels of production, and increased city
responsibilities of the entrepreneur, there was a need to improve admin-
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istration and further divide up emerging routines. This included the entrepreneur delegating tasks to some other women to support record
keeping, creating a secondary layer of senior management (Case 2a).
Meanwhile, in Case 2b, the entrepreneur clung tightly to all aspects of
responsibility (constraining internal development). Whilst the NGO has
endeavoured to guide the reformulation of rules, the entrepreneur has
ultimately determined any changes in the village routines, influencing the
emerging roles of other women, and internal organisational development.
Chain rules: introduction, reshaping and operationalisation

Following the development of internal routines, the enterprise ‘chain
rules’ were formulated to clarify selected women’s external responsibilities in marketing and procurement. As previous, a basic set of chain rules
was initially proposed by the INGO, and formulated in agreement with
the entrepreneurs and power holders. The rules conceived were specifically related to city marketing and sourcing agricultural inputs, and involved only selected, more mobile and respected women (entrepreneurs
and Sales Agents). Since this activity was much tied up with the secondary transformation of purdah, there was some delay in the initial negotiation of these routines. In more tolerant contexts (Case 2a), the evolving
rules were secured and enforced by transparency and trust fostered
through good communication and openness, particularly with power
holders. Meanwhile, in more distrustful communities (such as Case 2b),
rules tended to be strictly controlled, with restrained external roles for
women beyond the entrepreneur (the Sales Agents were nominated but
prevented from becoming operational). Further setbacks included conservative elders and mullahs, and local destabilizing events related to village politics and perceptions on the women’s work. Yet women leaders
drew on relevant religious beliefs to support their work:
We reminded people of Prophet Mohammed’s emphasis on women, his
wife’s Khadija’s participation in business and the Koran’s focus on learning…(Entrepreneur, Case 2a)
We are Muslims and trust in God and the Koran. As such, we should
trust in God in our work and observe the hijab to work safely. (Lead
Farmers, Case 2b)
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As indicated, such messages were critical in permitting the women’s
participation in marketing and procurement activities. Yet in contrast to
Case 2a, the entrepreneur in Case 2b was not keen for other women to
participate in these tasks, and did not widely promote such messages in
the village.
In terms of marketing, most of the produce was still sold locally by
individuals, but a growing portion (20 per cent) was proposed to be sold
at joint (city) marketing level on commission. At the local level, there was
some flexibility on women’s marketing (with maharams) but at the city
level, this was strictly restricted to the entrepreneurs (and if existing,
Sales Agents). In the trialling phase, village resistance was again experienced with limited women permitted to engage in these external-facing
tasks, particularly in Case 2b (with control by the entrepreneur). The
NGO put extensive effort into facilitating links to suppliers, and new
open markets and exhibitions, introducing the women and supporting
their gradual interaction. And over time, the women gained both the
trust of these new traders, and their families:
At the beginning, the village women were shy and unsure of themselves
and me, now they trust me and greet me like a family member. (Supplier
in Kabul)
Before the project, men did not believe women could be skilful and
could support the family like this but experience [and business profits]
has been visible proof of our capacity…(Entrepreneur, Case 2a)

Finally, designated women in Case 2a became active in their marketing and input supply roles with the approval of power holders and most
village members. Yet with an increase in city sales in later phases, the
Sales Agents needed to travel to Kabul more frequently. This necessitated a renegotiation with village leaders. Meanwhile in Case 2b, the entrepreneur tended to continue to control most of the external work, much
to the frustration of the NGO (during the project), and the women
themselves:
After being nominated as Sales Agents [with the approval of the shura],
the office [INGO] taught us about marketing. Yet it has been difficult to
begin this work officially [i.e. with the support of the entrepreneur].
Sometimes our husbands are now helping us. (Women Sales Agents,
Case 2b)
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As in Case 1, with increasing business maturity, and growing sales and
contracts, there was ultimately a need to further broaden the rules (in
both Case 2a and b). This has included the entrepreneur taking on village
contracts (from city-based offices), and dividing commissions on farmer
sales with the Sales Agents (only in Case 2a), and Lead Farmers. Power
dynamics have evolved within and between the groups accordingly, with
an emerging three to four tiers of women: the entrepreneur (and her assistants in Case 2a), Sales Agents (in Case 2a), Lead Farmers and producers. The entrepreneur has once again led the change in these rules. The
local context (in particular trust levels), and the entrepreneur motivations
have both affected the women’s emerging roles, and distribution of benefits (for example on village-based contracts).
Collective action rules: introduction, reshaping and operationalisation

Much less developed than in Case 1, in the tertiary level of enterprise
institutions, ‘collective action’ rules were formulated between the villages
for joint basic marketing (at city exhibitions), and technical troubleshooting. These rules were led by the NGO with approval of the power
holders, and were initially supported through the facilitation of weekly
meetings in their office. Rules included guidelines on marketing for exhibitions (quality control, labels) and representation, and agreements on
trouble-shooting regarding technical/non-technical aspects of the business. Challenges included obtaining the permission of power holders for
selected lead women to attend weekly meetings.
In the second reshaping phase, rules were then elaborated on the
women’s participation, the quality of produce on display, and packaging.
Constraints here included the willingness/interest of entrepreneurs to
cooperate and reciprocate support to other groups, and the reliability of
entrepreneurs and levels of trust between them. Standing in deep contrast to one another, whilst the entrepreneur in Case 2a was extremely
amenable and keen to exchange, and delegate tasks if needed to other
lead women (in the village); the entrepreneur in Case 2b was less interested to share information and in fact, actively prevented other women
from joining these activities:
The situation of the village [Case 1b] is very difficult because of the entrepreneur…She has blocked other women’s participation in activities
beyond the village. She has become so powerful and acts like a man with
short hair, wearing a watch and a large ring, driving a car and threatening
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people…She is even involved in local security activities now, providing
information…we are quite afraid of her…(NGO staff)

Finally, whilst different arrangements existed across the villages (and
levels of agreed women’s participation), a set of basic collective action
rules was approved (by the authorities and the entrepreneurs), with the
entrepreneurs collaborating according to agreed terms. Notably, during
the major NGO support phase, occasional disagreements that emerged
between the group heads (particularly arising with the entrepreneur from
Case 2b) tended to be resolved by the NGO team staff.
Over time, new situations have prompted changes in the nature of the
arrangements. As in Case 1, the entrepreneurs started to form their own
sub-associations, and to receive their own money and projects. This has
created power/wealth disparities between the villages, and reduced some
of the entrepreneur’s willingness to share information, and collaborate.
Yet even with the establishment of their own associations, and in the
absence of NGO support, they still appeared to value periodic cooperation for higher-level exhibitions in the city.
Prevailing dynamics: relations and trust within and outside the
business

Overall, whilst the project has been largely successful in mobilizing over
2,000 women farmers, one female staff underscored the persisting sense
of local fragility, and feeling like a ‘bubble on the water’, with local law and
order resting in the hands of unpredictable local structures and commanders. In the course of the research, the INGO handed over their
work to a local NGO. But with their modest funds (and limited interest),
the local NGO only provided ad hoc support to exhibitions. Yet despite
the end of the original project (and the termination of salaries for entrepreneurs and Lead Farmers), the village setups appeared to be continuing
in various forms, with loose links between the villages, particularly
among more mature villages (established in the first phase of the project). Whilst entrepreneurs still exchanged ideas and organised exhibitions, they tended to be competitive as opposed to collaborative (particularly Case 2b), and were largely driven by opportunities for securing
donor funding. Villages had begun to form their own sub-associations or
cooperatives, and to receive funds for their own projects. At the village
level, the roles of women (farmers and Lead Farmers) continued to
evolve, but these were largely controlled by the entrepreneur. Meanwhile,
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selected sales women maintained their direct links with local shopkeepers, city-based farm shops, city markets, and restaurants (for exhibitions),
taking commission on sales and procurement.
Examining village level dynamics, the elaborate business setups in
Case 2 appeared to be highly vulnerable to the entrepreneurs, nature of
the power holders and context. In Case 2a, the entrepreneur assumed a
flexible and supportive role, and actively encouraged Lead Farmers and
producers in their work and in taking on new tasks. She was also happy
to delegate work to capable women, and to empower women in the
business. With an open village culture and supportive power holders, the
village groups were known to be very enterprising with market links both
to Charikar (the regional capital) and Kabul city. They were involved
with regular exhibitions in the city, and selling bulk produce in a large
city vegetable market. Two women were working as Sales Agents, purchasing supplies and selling farmer produce on commission. The charismatic entrepreneur described herself as ‘more than a boss’. She prided
herself on providing social support to the women’s farmer groups and
trouble-shooting. Towards the end of the research, she had a new assistant and cashier to help her record all of the data, continuing the INGOestablished routines: ‘they are good for the health of our business and we
can show potential donors’. The Lead Farmers also continued to advise
their groups, record production and marketing information, and submitted bi-weekly reports to her. With INGO assistance, some Lead farmers
had purchased their own facilities (greenhouses, storage unit, and solar
driers), and were successfully renting these to other farmers, increasing
village productivity and extending the marketing season. The entrepreneur felt very happy with the thriving enterprise structure (and as a formally registered association, they were also legally recognized by ministries and potential donors). In the last phase of the research, she had
proposed a new village income generation project to a UN agency for
broader community development. With this strong and public-spirited
entrepreneur at the enterprise helm, the setup in Case 2a had evolved to
empower lead women, and to manage equitable new contracts at a village
level. The entrepreneur seemed highly motivated to expand the work,
increase opportunities for women’s employment in this sector and improve more balanced community development.
Whilst the media is bringing in new ideas, our own work has changed
people’s attitudes and practices…. Even the mullah’s ideas have changed
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through seeing the fruits of our efforts… We work like men now…. In
the new system, we have gone from being simple to being active…(Lead
Farmer, Case 2a)

Meanwhile in Case 2b, whilst equally busy with production, the
farmer groups were not involved with much external marketing, and
were described to either use the produce for their own consumption, or
sell it in the village. In this case, the entrepreneur was more controlling,
distrustful and power-oriented. Cooperation on production and marketing between women farmers was thus limited due to a mixture of their
restricted mobility, poor local trust and conservative attitudes. Towards
the end of the project, and after much pressure from the INGO, two
women were finally appointed as village Sales Agents. Yet they remained
Sales Agents in name only, and physically inactive. With the project over,
the enterprise structure persisted but it was unclear whether the entrepreneur was still collecting the village production/marketing data. The
forceful entrepreneur clearly enjoyed her new position of power, and it
appeared that she was using intimidation to coerce people (men and
women) into doing things for her. She described still holding Lead
Farmers’ meetings as/when required (although it was doubtful that there
was ‘democratic’ decision-making). At the end of the research, as a newly
registered cooperative, she had managed to secure a government contract for agricultural technical training in the village with (free) transport
vouchers (perhaps indeed the sole motivation for registration). Individually-owned village assets (facilitated by the INGO to boost productivity)
included two solar driers and a storage facility that were both owned and
managed by the entrepreneur, with just one additional solar drier owned
by a Lead Farmer. In contrast to Case 2a, the entrepreneur had a less
collective social vision. Whether said in jest, the entrepreneur aspired ‘to
have a bodyguard and to be powerful’! She relished being at the top of
the hierarchy but with little interest to devolve any power. A conservative shura (with personal family connection) backed her up. Rumours surrounded her, and she was reported to have aligned herself with local militias, and had further extended her power by heading up women’s sub
committees in the cluster, notably against the wishes of the village men
and women.
In general, Case 2 has demonstrated the development of more elaborate institutions in enterprise (due to a greater density of village production groups) – including routines, chain rules and collective action rules –
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that have been designed and supported by the NGO, and led by the entrepreneur. Yet in Case 2b, institutions have been notably hindered by
both the entrepreneur, and the conservatism of village power holders.
5.2.3 Case 3: Under-developed institutions with little innovation
/ evolution

Turning to the third case study, I now finally examine the small struggling women’s electronics business, based in the capital city Kabul. Originally comprising thirteen women workers, at the time of the research
only four women remained due to ‘limited’ work contracts. The company was involved with assembling basic electrical devices including solar
lights and repair domestic appliances. Similar to Cases 1 and 2, in order
for the women to engage in group enterprise, the international NGO led
the initial development of internal rules guiding production and group
administration (enterprise routines). As the women started seeking contracts, there was a secondary level of rules related to market interaction,
including links with buyers and input providers (chain institutions). Finally, between other similar firms, a third layer of rules was emerging at
the end of the research, related to their collective activity for potential
marketing, training and technical exchange (collective action institutions).
Enterprise institutions in this Case were characterised by their lack of
development and imagination (contrasting to Case 1 and 2,), and subsequently constrained evolution.
Enterprise routines: introduction, reshaping and operationalisation

As in the previous cases, the enterprise ‘routines’ aimed to clarify the
women’s roles and routines in the business, and were delimited by both
the women’s capacity and permitted mobility. The routines tended to be
enforced by transparency and trust, fostered through close working conditions, and initially, reinforced through close coordination with the local
leaders and support of the NGO. Basic internal routines were initially
proposed by the NGO, and formulated in agreement with the entrepreneurs and local leaders, and with the consensus of other worker women.
For example, all women were initially equally involved in group-level
production assemblage, according to agreed schedules with equal remuneration (salaries were distributed by the NGO). And the location of the
production was initially in the community. Management wise, selected
women were elected into key positions of responsibility according to
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their capacity and levels of mobility, with an assigned Head and Deputy.
In the subsequent reshaping phase, this led to the further specifying of
the business structure, clarifying labour commitments, and articulating
rules over profit distribution. There was intensive discussion within the
group regarding different responsibilities and salaries with general ‘guidance’ provided by the NGO. The entrepreneur took on the bulk of nonproduction responsibilities but was still heavily supported by the NGO:
We have guided the development of roles and positions but the women
are greatly hindered by their low capacities [illiteracy], even the business
head cannot read or write very well. She maintains the logbook (expenses, sales) and submits this to us to check and finalize each month. The
other women are just involved in assemblage activities. (NGO male
staff)

Other constraints faced at this stage were gossiping neighbours and
difficult husbands, particularly as little ‘benefits’ were perceived in their
involvement, and as local security incidents occurred in the city. The use
of religious messages and hadiths was once again employed by the NGO
male staff – to boost earlier efforts in the initial purdah transformation,
described in Chapter 4 – alongside providing extensive reassurance to
the women’s husbands:
[The NGO male staff member]… has helped enormously and has been a
bridge between our work and our families…he has secured their trust,
and our husbands are now happy with his behaviour and approach. Step
by step, he has helped push boundaries for us to engage in this work. He
knows our culture, and is sensitive and respectful. (Women worker)

The husbands of the women elaborated on this coordination, emphasising that the staff member ‘solved all of our wives’ problems!’ through
their close liaison. For example, the staff member would approach them
if a change in routines was required, or if there were training opportunities outside of Kabul (to gain their permission). A second key supporter
of the women was the (independent) technical trainer that encouraged
both the women and their families as they started productive work:
[The trainer]…was like a mentor to us, and encouraged us to carry out
this work and to become a good company. He encouraged my husband
so much by telling him that I was strong and that I would bring in a
good income with this new work. (Entrepreneur)
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The entrepreneur herself further endeavoured to encourage her staff
through her confidence and adherence to religious customs, and through
taking pride in being the first women electrical ‘mechanics’ in Kabul:
Our participation [in productive activities] has been greatly supported by
the behaviour of our boss…her achievements and strength, her dress
that looks like a director, and good Muslim behaviour have persuaded
our families to let us do this work…(Women workers)

Finally, the initial group routines were agreed by the women, and instituted. All of the women were involved in the group assemblage in the
workshop as required, and were remunerated at agreed levels (according
to completed ‘work days’). Yet there was still a great deal of control by
the NGO of basic administrative tasks such as record keeping and group
management, in addition to salary distribution! As the business obtained
more experience, increasing responsibility was handed over to the entrepreneur by the NGO. However, the entrepreneur struggled to delegate
tasks to other women, both due to the women’s ‘limited capacity’, and
because of their highly restricted purdah norms, inhibiting their participation in the enterprise and leading to their frequent absences. To support
her administrative work, she instead tended to bring in male family
members (her husband and son).
Chain rules: introduction, reshaping and operationalisation

Following the development of internal rules, ‘chain rules’ were formulated by the NGO to clarify selected women’s external responsibilities with
regards to links to buyers and resource providers. With tighter restrictions imposed on the rest of the workers (by their husbands), these
tasks were predominantly managed by the entrepreneur. The rules were
initially heavily supported by the NGO. To gain further local trust in the
arrangements, the entrepreneur endeavoured to show strong leadership
and transparency, particularly in keeping local leaders informed of their
new market links (as there was significant sensitivity related to the overall
business embarking on such public-facing tasks).
Preliminary rules conceived were related to contract development and
procuring raw materials for the business. Whilst these were challenging
for the entrepreneur (in breaking new purdah ground), it emerged to be a
bridge too far for the other (Pashtun) women, due to the pressures of
pashtunwali by conservative elders and families, as described by the wakil:
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Kabul people are usually open but Pashtun people are closed, and they
see it as a great shame for their women to be out of the house working
[let alone marketing!]… (Community wakil)

Other constraining factors included the protective and controlling nature of the NGO, and local destabilizing events related to security
(women were then further discouraged from working outside the home).
With the support of the NGO however, the entrepreneur finally managed to gradually forge new links with other firms and clients:
At the beginning, we knew nobody outside of our families…now we [the
business] have several connections…from established electronics companies to some international offices. Our boss [the entrepreneur] made
these links with help from the NGO. She manages these outside connections as our husbands forbid us to get involved in these activities particularly in speaking with foreign men. Our boss has become a real director,
and together we do not even represent fifty per cent of her capacity…She is now stronger than her husband! (Deputy head of the business)

As these chain rules were finalised, the entrepreneur began to engage
in these new tasks. The entrepreneur took on the bulk of responsibility,
although she was still heavily micro-managed by the NGO. And as the
business matured, she still found it difficult to delegate even basic tasks
to other women, due to their ‘weakness’ and ‘family opposition’. During
the research however, the Deputy endeavoured to start to engage in
small tasks (surreptitiously), but was constantly challenged by a conservative family. Other women remained in the ‘safety’ of the workshop in the
women’s sanctuary (considered acceptable by their husbands since it was
a women-only zone, and out of the main city hub). Beyond the physical
marketing, the entrepreneur was also frustrated with the location of their
business, as they could not receive male customers. In addition to this,
gender issues further complicated participating in off-site work6:
We wanted to employ the women for a short-term contract in our compound but it is both difficult for them to come here, and for them to
work alongside our male staff. (Director of a Kabul electronics company)

In contrast to Cases 1 and 2, chain rules began and remained as simple arrangements related to basic contract development and procure-
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ment, involving just the entrepreneur with extensive support by the
NGO. Power dynamics have evolved within the group accordingly, with
only two resulting tiers of women: the entrepreneur, and basic workers.
The entrepreneur has led the further development of chain related rules
but a conservative context, and possibly her own motivations, has affected the delegation of tasks to other worker women.
Collective action rules: introduction, reshaping and operationalisation

Whilst the business continued to struggle (and women dropped out due
to family pressures), a third set of enterprise institutions, ‘collective action rules’ were proposed by the NGO in the form of company ‘alliances’, with a vision that these would strengthen the women’s flagging business). These included forging partnerships with other like firms for
cross-training, and potential contract work outside of their workshop.
Rules were initially articulated by the NGO with regards to the potential
location and scope of work, in order that the autonomy of the business
could be respected and the boundaries of the (worker) women’s purdah.
However, the workers’ husbands strongly objected to the external nature
of this work, and in a male environment. Rules were then refined to
specify particular companies for contract work and training (within certain city domains). With a new partnership eventually facilitated by the
NGO, rules were then negotiated and elaborated on the type of work
(e.g. assembling tasks), physical conditions (e.g. private room for women),
and duration (e.g. work hours). Rules were also extended to improve internal quality control, with the addition of more systematised spotchecking on assembled products by the head worker, thus enhancing
their productive practices. Finally, with the extensive support of the
NGO, the new rules were operationalised with the (tentative) approval
of the worker women’s husbands. However, these appeared to be fragile
agreements:
Our boss has helped make links to two companies as partnerships for
training and mentoring, and we do some basic work for them inside their
company…yet our participation has created many problems with our
families…particularly as the security situation remains uncertain…(Women workers)
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Prevailing dynamics: relations and trust within and outside the
business

In the last few years, the enterprise has been struggling to stand on its
own feet, manage their own contracts and retain staff. Progress was further hindered by the entrepreneur being employed as a trainer for new
women by the NGO! At the end of the research, from a total of thirteen
initial employees, the company had just four remaining staff due to a
mixture of family pressures, and constraints within and outside of the
business. According to the NGO and the business deputy, there was a
marked contrast between the head and the rest of the workers, despite
their initial similar backgrounds (although different ethnicities). With the
departure of the original deputy, the new business deputy was assisting in
contract management but had surprisingly limited knowledge of the enterprise administrational arrangements. Due to the ‘closed’ nature of the
sector and continued control by the NGO, it had been evidently difficult
for the women’s business to establish itself, make business connections,
and with little experience and skills, manage enterprise administration.
The business head was described to be a natural leader that had grown in
capacity and confidence with increasing experience. Her family was supportive of her work and did not require her to request authorization for
her movement and choice of activities. She remained the main administrator of the business and was in charge of procurement, contract management, marketing, finances and quality control with the basic help of
her son and husband. Due to her limited literacy however, the NGO was
still involved with contract negotiation and finance control (approving
expenses and balancing the books). The other women workers only really provided support to production (and basic administration). Contrasting with previous cases, in this case, rules were less well articulated.
The business had little basic structure and cohesion, and notably lacked
the strength of the initial SHG framework.
Towards the end of the research, with informal links stemming back
seven years (including training), the company had finally formulated a
formal partnership agreement with an established (all male) electronics
company. Whilst the new possible partner suggested that they were just
helping a women’s business out, it seems they were motivated by an opportunity to receive donor funds, and use the workers for small jobs (assembling of solar lamps). Yet to demonstrate their seriousness, they were
already paying the rent of the women for an office within their com-
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pound, and were paying four staff stipends (taking over from the NGO
salary payments). Further, the partner had pledged to assist with sourcing
contracts, and had offered one small job in the eastern city of Jalalabad.
The head duly arranged for the women workers to stay with relatives,
but in the end it was deemed too insecure. Whilst the partner was
providing support for the women’s company (salary contribution, rent,
training, potential subcontracting), their underlying motivations were unclear. Generally however, the NGO was still holding the reins of the organisation through supporting record keeping and contract management,
and through facilitating the new training of prospective employees (employing the entrepreneur as a trainer and distracting her from her own
business!). As the research phase closed, new hope was presented with
this forging of links to a new firm but there was a sense of fragility in
their work, particularly as uncertain political times loomed. Others felt
that the prevailing culture was not yet ready to accept women in new
fields:
[Whilst] engaging women in business can be ‘useful’ so that women can
become more independent and can support their households; it is not in
our culture to do this type of work! For example, if these women want to
start repairing domestic electrical appliances, it will not be acceptable for
them to go into people’s homes. It would be better and easier for them
to work in tailoring or handicrafts. (Community wakil)

A young woman from Kabul working in the media sector summed up
the challenge perfectly in the current socio-political environment:
I don’t think we have the guts to see a woman working in new fields as
well as in traditional jobs. (Young workingwoman in Kabul)7

Overall, Case 3 has indicated the under-development of enterprise institutions – again including routines, chain rules and collective action
rules – that have been introduced by an external NGO, and led by the
entrepreneur. Institutions have been further hindered by the entrepreneur herself and strict power holders, in addition to structural factors
including local uncertainty and complex socio-cultural dynamics (related
to purdah and industry preferences).
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5.2.4 Evolving dynamics of language and power in rule
development

Going beyond Chapter 4 (and the introduction of a new narrative regarding women), renewed pressures on purdah in the related development
of emerging enterprise rules in this Chapter were shown to be further
reinforced through both religious verses, and more subtle, but deliberate
changes to the common household/community vernacular. In particular,
this included proverbs and Islamic sayings that were typically used to
guide and regulate local behaviour (to mixed effect). It is pertinent to
further examine the changing use of certain proverbs. Afghans tend to
draw on proverbs as a form of explanation or to highlight morals in society. Proverbs may also be used to open up a dialogue: ‘Az gap, gap meykhezad’ (from talk comes talk), which can mean ‘good conversations lead
to more good conversations’ (Zellem, 2012). Yet too much talk may be
ill perceived, poor khoree wa poor goyee aabru raa mey-barad (eating too much
and talking too much removes your reputation) or being a ‘glutton’ or
chatterbox causes people to lose respect for you (Ibid).
In the process of enterprise rule development, there were notably
tangible degrees of change in the types of proverbs (and sayings) used by
the enterprise women, both to encourage one another in the business, as
well as to assert themselves within their families and in the community.
These proverbs tended to relate to women’s capacity and trustworthiness. In addition to those described earlier, other proverbs employed
included:
Elm taaj-e sar ast (Literal meaning: Knowledge is a crown on the head):
The more you know and learn, the more successful and respected you
will be.
Ta jaan batan ast, jaan bekan ast (Literal meaning: While we live, we strive):
Life is full of challenges. People must work hard to overcome them.

Meanwhile, conservative elements tended to cite less positive or cautious proverbs related to either women’s (lack of) abilities, or the dangers
of risk-taking behaviour:
Charaa kari kunad aaqil ke baar aarad peshaimanee (Literal meaning: Why
would a wise person do something that brings regret): Wise people think
before they act, so they do not have regrets later.
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In Case 1a, 1b and 2b, the women described deliberately drawing on
more positive sayings, and using these to move away from ‘typical’ more
negative, derogatory and closed–minded expressions. Meanwhile, going
beyond the use of proverbs, the entrepreneurs in Case 2b and 3 tended
to prefer an assertion of their own power. For example, the entrepreneur
in Case 2b was said to behave ‘like a woman-man’ (as described by the
NGO staff), and in Case 3, the entrepreneur tended to use ‘male-like
speech and behaviour’ (as described by the women workers):
Our boss is like a man…and men should know that she is active and
strong like a man…and that she can work like one too. People now
come to her for advice on women’s business. She has become stronger
than her husband. (Women workers, Case 3)

And as the entrepreneur in Case 3 strove for further power, the
worker women were left in her wake, battling with prevailing traditional
attitudes and sayings entrenched in pashtunwali, as indicated by the women at the end of the research:
Some of our family members [still] tell us that our work is inside the
house, and that we are rich enough for women not to work, that is our
culture…(Women workers, Case 3)

In Chapter 4, a new narrative of women was introduced and promoted by the NGO, progressive leaders and the entrepreneurs, with women
emphasised as equal, worthy, responsible and able contributors (with
varying degrees of success). Whilst these themes were continually championed as/when necessary by these actors, as the women embraced their
new roles in enterprise activities (as described in this Chapter), the core
language of the household was shown to be deliberately moderated by
the women themselves (where possible), reinforcing and consolidating
new attitudes and perceptions from within. Meanwhile, some lesssocially oriented entrepreneurs (Case 2b and 3) chose to rather assert
their (own) roles and positions, through increasing and emphasising their
own personal power.

5.3

Discussion

Corroborating findings from Chapter 4, and building off Fligstein (2001)
and Gomez (2007), the process of institutional construction in enterprise
has involved the interaction of a multitude of actors including NGOs,
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entrepreneurs and power holders, further shaped by the local context. In
examining this process, I will discuss the nested nature of evolving institutions in enterprise, the uncertain process of construction (and varied
actor strategies), and emerging rule dynamics and outcomes, both within
and beyond the enterprise.
5.3.1 Complex institutional construction: nested institutions in
enterprise

Ostrom (1990) used the innovative concept of ‘nested’ rules to describe
the linkages between rules, and their capacity for change. Similarly, the
research has pointed to the embedded and nested nature of institutions
(or rules) within enterprise, and further anchored in dynamic sociocultural institutions. Following the transformation of the boundary institution of purdah, the research has highlighted the development of associated enterprise institutions. Initially, internal ‘routines’ were formulated
related to the basic division of labour in production (primary level). External ‘chain rules’ (institutional arrangements) were then agreed with
regards to local supply and marketing (secondary level). Finally, across
similar groups, ‘collective action institutions’ were facilitated for joint
marketing and exchange (tertiary level). The motivation for the development of ‘nested’ layers of enterprise institutions lay partly, in the logical development of the business; but also in the social requirements of
the required business activities, including the physical domains of operation, and the need for interaction with different players. These rules
tended to be created sequentially, although remained dynamic and continuously evolving. Within each level, early rules were initially proposed
by the NGO, and jointly formulated in agreement with the entrepreneurs
and power holders. The reshaping of group rules was then predominantly led by the entrepreneur (and active workers), in negotiation with power holders. Initial enterprise rules tended to be enforced by a culture of
transparency and trust, supported by the NGO. In later stages, rules (and
the associated organisational culture) were fostered by the entrepreneur,
influenced by local conditions and (evolving) dynamics of language and
power.
Nested institutions embedded in social institutions, trust and power

Taking a closer look at the embeddedness of institutions, at the primary
level, internal enterprise rules were initially developed by the NGO to
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clarify women’s roles and routines in production and management.
These were delimited by both the women’s capacity and permitted mobility. As indicated by Becker (2004), these routines permitted coordination and control, a reduction in uncertainty, and cooperative action. Yet,
their regularity also facilitated ‘professionalism’, reinforcing the women’s
credibility as enterprise workers (with their families and in the community). Meanwhile, the entrepreneur has largely led revisions in the routines
– tempered by the context/power holders – influencing the evolving
roles of other women, and strategies in expansion/growth. In low trust
environments, strict control was maintained by the entrepreneurs, particularly by less public-spirited entrepreneurs, affecting their natural potential development (e.g. Case 3). The secondary level of enterprise
‘chain’ rules aimed to clarify selected women’s external responsibilities.
These rules were related to physical marketing and procurement of inputs, and involved designated more mobile and respected women (and
thus new boundaries of purdah). In vein with Hollingsworth (2002), these
rules facilitated economic coordination, and were embedded in purdah
(obligation) and local power dynamics (Coe et al., 2008). Going beyond
the theory, their initial innovativeness was also influenced by the external
NGO. As sales and volumes increased, there was a need to revise these
original rules. In higher trust contexts, with socially minded entrepreneurs, this has permitted other women to support the marketing and input supplies. In such cases, power dynamics have evolved within the
groups accordingly, with three possible tiers of women: lead women, assistants and basic workers (Case 1); or four possible tiers of women: entrepreneur, Sales Agents, lead women and basic producers (Case 2).
However, a conservative context or the entrepreneur desire for control
has affected the possibility to delegate to other women. In one strict village, this has led to the necessary involvement of male family members
of the entrepreneur, creating challenging dynamics in an all-women’s enterprise (Case 1a). Finally, at the tertiary level, networking and collective
action rules were formulated between similar producer groups or firms.
These rules were related to joint marketing (quality control, branding,
exhibitions, sharing of demand) and technical trouble-shooting in Case 1
and 2. In Case 3, coordination related to collaborating for training and
subcontracting, necessitating frequent interaction with similar firms. As
indicated by Ostrom (1990), these rules have enabled cooperation across
groups. And as these rules were then reshaped and adapted in later phas-
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es, they were shown to be stronger if led and owned by the groups themselves, with similar ‘mental models’, particularly once groups had reached
maturity (e.g. Case 1). In the latter Case, they not only facilitated ‘economies of scale’, but also permitted an emerging ‘community of entrepreneurs’, empowering enterprise groups in the face of existing and future
challenges.
The scope of each layer of rules was predominantly led by the entrepreneur (and her assistants); and this has determined the level of participation of worker women, coordination across groups and interaction
with market actors. As the businesses have grown, shifting roles have led
to changes in work responsibilities and profit shares. This has created
power differences between the women, and potential conflict within and
between groups, without transparency and agreement on ‘fair’ rules. For
example, in terms of cross-group coordination, arrangements have permitted crucial economies of scale and improved profits, but with expansion there has been a risk of negative association with some groups performing poorly or heads not equally cooperating, threatening the
reputation and market share of older groups, and motivation for collaboration (as in Case 1). Mature entrepreneurs in Case 1 opted out of full
coordination due to the free riding of newer groups producing subquality goods (particularly as mature groups specialize and produce higher-quality items). Imbalanced power dynamics across entrepreneurs (with
different interests) has also led to dissatisfaction with arrangements. Yet,
the supportive NGO was assisting the groups to find a new common
solution. Meanwhile, in Case 2, distrust and competiveness has limited
collaborative work following the end of the NGO project, and in the
context of available donor funds for women’s groups. In Case 3, coordination has been compromised by worker restrictions in mobility/interaction, and a volatile context. Entrepreneur capacity/motivations
and the nature of power holders have strongly influenced the degree of
sharing and collaboration. Across the Cases, there tended to be stronger
links between firms with strong charismatic entrepreneurs that had
gained local trust with supportive NGOs.
The cases have clearly highlighted the layered development of institutions in enterprise – with lower level rules (initially) influencing the design of higher-level rules (later, the reverse is also possible) – and the role
of a multitude of actors in shaping these arrangements. Figure 5.3 illustrates this process. External actors (such as NGOs) have shown that they
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can aid with the initial design of institutions, and can also guide entrepreneurs (and local supporters) in navigating local conditions to
(re)shape the resulting design towards the development of fair and appropriate routines in enterprise, although controlling entrepreneurs may
block their efforts/ At the outset, initial cooperation between women
was facilitated through mutual trust from shared Islamic norms/values.
The decentralized decision-making and profit distribution seems to have
further increased accountability and transparency in rules, enhancing the
motivation of members and levels of trust. This bolstered social cohesion, and support for primary, secondary and tertiary level institutions
(particularly in Cases 1 and 2).
Figure 5.3
Nested institutional development led by NGO and
shaped by the entrepreneur

Uncertain thresholds of change: shaped by power, interests and
conditions

In line with Gomez (2008), three phases were identified in institutional
construction in enterprise. Expanding on similar findings from Chapter
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4, these phases were shaped by power, agent interests and local conditions. New rules were initially proposed by the NGO, and jointly formulated in agreement with the entrepreneurs and power holders. The reshaping of group rules then took place, predominantly led by the
entrepreneur (and active workers) in negotiation with power holders.
Finally, if successful, institutions were then stabilized, and ‘operational’
with potential for ‘replication’. The latter two phases were dynamic.
Further examining these phases, in the first stage, early rules were introduced by the NGO. This phase was characterized by extensive discussions between the NGO, power holders and families (particularly in lower level rules), and agreements on participating women and initial
conditions. Difficulties in this phase included obstructions by powerful
and difficult individuals (non-acceptance of new proposed routines), unrelated instability due to local politics, or a weak NGO that struggled to
gain local trust. In higher-level rules (e.g. collective action rules), this
phase was less extensive due to the greater ‘distance’ from the root of the
social norm, and application only for selected women. The second experimental stage was triggered by the introduction of the new (tentatively
approved) institutions to the enterprise women. This phase included a
period of trialling, shaping and fleshing out of the designed institutional
arrangements through experimentation (for example, elaborating routine
timetables/locations, and roles of women). Promotional strategies were
used to garner support for the institutions, and selected producers were
involved with trialling them. Yet strict power holders affected the nature
of the institutional design and who had access (for example, production
work hours or the frequency of market trips, and permitted women).
This period was characterized by intensive discussion between community leaders, ongoing gossiping and threats from local people, NGOs active in promoting and solving problems (alongside the entrepreneur and
active women), and mixed power holder behaviour. Blockages or setbacks here once again included difficult individuals (continuing to resist
rules), local politics, and weak NGOs that were unable to resolve problems. They also included the ‘unacceptable’ behaviour of women workers (e.g. prematurely pushing boundaries beyond agreed terms), fighting
within the group, and weak or difficult entrepreneurs. A failure to overcome these problems, and particularly the persistent of multiple blockages, caused delays or constrained the progression to Stage 3. This
forced a significant reformulation of rules and narrowing down their ap-
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plicability. This was particularly evident both in Case 2b and in Case 3 in
the attempted development of marketing and coordination routines
(with the entrepreneur only participating in these tasks). With the end of
the trialling phase, Stage 3 was characterized by the formal operationalisation and approval of the institutional arrangements with potential for
‘replication’. Final design/enforcement mechanisms was generally facilitated through the women’s networks (both within and outside of the
business, this is discussed further in Chapter 6), with continued negotiation with power holders towards final ‘diffusion’. Relevant women engaged in the newly created rules, with general acceptance on design,
scope and access. Typical indicators of this phase included the subsiding
of gossiping, power holders supporting the new rules, and rules instituted with designated women active in their agreed roles.
With the advent of new situations, the last two phases were in reality
dynamic. For example, changing situations have prompted necessary
shifts in routines such as the increased scale in business and complexity,
new private responsibilities (e.g. the new additional roles of entrepreneurs
as part-time trainers in Case 1), or local politics. Such situations required
rule reformulation towards changing the scope of rules (or their formalization), or creating new internal hierarchies of women with rule variation. As rules evolved, both key actors (e.g. entrepreneurs, NGO or power holders) and local stability have been critical in their development. In
most of the cases, new rules tended to be enforced by a culture of transparency and trust supported by the NGO, and fostered through close
working conditions, openness and group meetings. In low trust environments however, strict control over rules was maintained by entrepreneurs with little flexibility, particularly by self-oriented entrepreneurs
(Case 2b and 3), affecting institutional development. New practices and
appropriate behaviour were supported by proverbs, and religious hadiths
(sayings) (particularly important in some more conservative villages). As
the business developed, further rules were formulated as required. The
entrepreneur has largely led these revisions in the routines – tempered by
the context/power holders – influencing the evolving roles of other
women, and strategies in expansion/growth.
Figure 5.4 summarises the three key phases in institutional construction.
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Figure 5.4
Phases in institutional construction: shaped by actors and context

Diverse and dynamic actors influencing nature of institutions

In Chapter 4, I discussed the broad interaction of a variety of actors in
the transformation of the environmental institution of purdah. As indicated in the first part of this chapter, the discourse on economic institutions
has presented critical insights into the influence of actors in institutional
development, drawing attention to their physical domain and the role of
local communities (Cohendet and Llerena, 2003), the influence of different actor strategies (Knorringa et al., 2011), the effect of individual habits
and experience (Hodgson and Knudsen, 2004), and the varying values,
motivations and skills of actors (Ostrom, 1990, 2005). From sociology,
Fligstein (2001) looked specifically at institutional creation, highlighting
the roles of ‘skilled’ actors in navigating existing rules with a vision to
‘create new things’, and the use of varying strategies to induce cooperation. In the course of enterprise, the research findings have painted a
more nuanced picture of skilled (and less skilled) dynamic actors in institutional development, deploying diverse strategies, shaped by local shifting conditions. This process has been further affected by the entrepreneur’s own interests, influencing the flexibility, stability and ultimate
nature of evolving enterprise institutions. In Case 1, the NGO has pro-
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vided strong support to evolving equitable institutions, often ‘learning by
doing’, predominantly within a religious framework. And the entrepreneurs have proved to be tough and charismatic, with a growing public
vision beyond their work with the support of enterprise allies. Yet whilst
the local authorities grew to be more progressive in Case 1b, they remained strict in the distrustful context of Case 1a. In the latter case, this
constrained the flexibility, stability and nature of evolving institutions,
and collective processes. Meanwhile, in Case 2, the NGO provided significant support to the early development of equitable institutions but
was weaker in providing guidance with shorter-term support. In Case 2a,
the open-minded entrepreneur flourished with increasingly progressive
authorities. Yet in Case 2b the controlling entrepreneur grew more selforiented, and profited from strict local authorities. Emerging institutions
were highly contrasting in this Case: with flexible, open and evolving institutions in Case 2a against inflexible, controlled, and closed institutions
in Case 2b. Finally, in Case 3, the NGO struggled with institutional design and guidance, particularly in a difficult context, preferring a protective paternalistic strategy. In part as a defensive reaction to hostile conditions (including a highly male dominated industry), the controlling
entrepreneur nurtured more closed institutions. Table 5.1 summarizes
these environmental and actor influences on evolving enterprise institutions.
These findings indicate the important (and unexpected) influence of
external actors in institutional creation in fragile environments, particularly in the introduction of new ideas, going beyond actors in the community (Cohendet and Llerena, 2003) and local habits/experience
(Hodgson and Knudsen, 2004). And, adding deeper insights to Ostrom
(1990, 2005) and Fligstein (2001), and expanding upon findings in Chapter 4, diverse internal and external actors have indeed been shown to be
involved in both early and broader institutional processes, and they may
have both varied skills and evolving objectives; and these actors may be
further influenced by the context (and other actors).
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Table 5.1
Evolving institutions influenced by dynamic actor strategies and shifting
conditions
Case
no.

Environment/
Power holders

1a

Strict, closed

Core NGO strategy

Strong support for
transparent evolving
institutions

Flexibility in
evolving
institutions

Determined but
restricted

Limited flexibility in
participation in
higher level
institutions

Open but
constrained

Determined,
open

Negotiable
flexibility in
participation in
higher level
institutions

Open

Determined,
open

Negotiable
flexibility in
participation in
higher level
institutions

Open

Self-oriented,
tight power

Participation in
routines but limited
power of workers

Closed, inflexible

Strong religious
framework in long
term approach
1b

2a

Becoming
more
progressive
and open

Strong support for
transparent evolving
institutions

Progressive
and open

Strong support for
elaborate institutions

Strong religious
framework in long
term approach

Short term support
in semi socioreligious framework
2b

Strict, closed

Strong support for
elaborate institutions
Short term support
in semi socioreligious framework

3

Strict, closed,
uncertain

Weak support for
new institutions and
their development
Protective, long term
support in semi
socio-religious
framework

Nature of
evolving
institutions and
stability

Entrepreneur
strategy in
institutions

Mediocre
stability

Good stability

Good stability

Stability for
entrepreneur

Exclusive
participation in
higher level
institutions
Self-oriented,
protective

Participation in
routines but limited
power of workers
Exclusive
participation in
higher level
institutions

Closed, inflexible
Stability for
entrepreneur
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5.3.2 Examining evolving routines across cases as a ‘window’ on
enterprise

In vein with Pentland and Feldman (2005), to further unwrap findings, it
is instructive to take a closer look at the nature of evolving routines as a
‘window’ on institutional stability, change, and flexibility. In Case 1, three
different sets of routines exist (entrepreneur, assistants and workers), but
with significant overlap in food processing production tasks. With roots
in earlier SHG rules, the decentralized and open nature of decisionmaking and profit distribution have appeared to increase accountability
and transparency, enhancing the motivation of members and levels of
trust. This seems to have bolstered cooperation and social cohesion as a
unit, as members feel that they can participate in the basic enterprise
rules, their enforcement and development (particularly productive tasks
and profit distribution). In Case 1a, general roles remained relatively
fixed with control by power holders (i.e. community leaders), yet the entrepreneur endeavoured to be innovative (going beyond the community).
In Case 1b, power holders kept light oversight of more mobile tasks
(through the women’s shura, for example observing which women were
engaged in marketing and how often), but more control lay with the enterprise women. In the latter case, free riding surfaced as the business
grew, and this has led to the need for a register for attendance. Meanwhile in Case 2, the vegetable production business had an elaborate institutional set up at the village level with three to four tiers of women and
respective routines depending on the entrepreneur. Production remained
individual on the women’s own selected plot of land and within the
women’s family domain. Whilst this permitted women’s work, it constrained a more collaborative approach. Regular SHG weekly meetings
were held in nearby Lead Farmer houses. The relatively small nature of
these groups (15-20 women) has tended to increase women’s motivation,
cooperation, levels of trust and decentralized exchange. Higher-level routines included exchange between the Lead Farmers and the entrepreneur,
sharing total volumes, technical issues and other group problems. And
the entrepreneur was expected to provide overall management and troubleshoot problems. In Case 2a, meetings were reported to be respectful
and productive. Meanwhile in Case 2b, Lead Farmers complained of
control by the entrepreneur, and of having little voice. But with the entrepreneur’s proximity to (and hold over) power holders (her father was
previously the village head, and her family were considered powerful),
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there was little opportunity for change. It appeared that with more mobility, and newfound power, the entrepreneur was abusing this to intimidate the other women into remaining in secondary roles. Finally in Case
3, the nature of internal routines has led to top-heavy firm responsibilities with the head taking on most of the work outside of basic assemblage, with little delegation of administrative duties to other members.
The business was thus disproportionately reliant on, and controlled by
one member. Originally, the company was located in a women’s sanctuary/commercial area, partly due to the worker women’s purdah. And this
placed them far outside of the sphere of electronics bazaar and potential
customers, and constrained growth. At the end of the research, they relocated to the compound of another firm, but the families of the workers
then complained of their proximity to men, leaving the business vulnerable to collapse.
The emerging nature of the ‘layered’ enterprise rules has significantly
influenced the scope of women’s participation, the nature of enterprise
operations, and enterprise growth. Where there is more transparency in
rule making, and participative rule changing and enforcement, routines
remain open and flexible. Where there is more control in rule making,
and constraints in rule changing and enforcement, routines are closed
with limited flexibility. Going beyond Pentland and Feldman (2005), routines provide a window on environmental social constraints, actors and
the emerging nature of the firm (and power dynamics therein).8 In situations where routines are flexible for the entrepreneur (to delegate tasks
and to develop the business), and for the workers to take on new tasks
(e.g. Case 1b, 2a), power holders are more liberal, social norms are more
open and evolving with socially oriented entrepreneurs, and the business
is growing. Yet where routines are semi flexible for the entrepreneurs
(i.e. flexibility in their own work, but little possibility to delegate tasks)
and even less flexible for the workers, there are observed to be strict
power holders maintaining conservative social norms, and the business is
constrained (forcing the entrepreneur to grow the business in other
ways) (e.g. Case 1a). Meanwhile, where routines are flexible only for the
entrepreneur but strictly controlled for the workers, power holders are
observed to be strict and entrepreneurs are powerful and self-oriented,
social norms remain conservative for the workers, and the business may
be growing but in a less equitable manner (entrepreneur receives the bulk
of the benefits) (e.g. Case 2b, 3). Advancing the evolutionary discourse
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(e.g. Hodgson and Knudsen, 2004), these insights on the flexibility and
openness of routines indicate that the ‘spread of routines’ (or their diffusion) in enterprise may be influenced both by the agency of different actors (in particular the entrepreneurs), as well as local structural dynamics.
In terms of ‘routine selection’, the research points to the additional influence of entrepreneur interests (social and political), going beyond just
internal interactions or organisational health motivations (as indicated by
Hodgson and Knudsen, 2004). The nature of emerging routines and
their flexibility also provide indicators on their capacity for ‘replication’.
In the case of open and flexible routines for all participants, new routines
are generated organically as needs arise. In the contrasting case, where
routines are controlled and inflexible, the development of new routines
is hindered. Table 5.2 summarizes the nature of ‘layered’ routines in the
Cases, and their dynamics in each of the scenarios.
Table 5.2
Layered evolving routines (in production): scope, flexibility and change

Case
no.

1a

Entrepreneur

The
entrepreneur
agrees to work
in the centre on
equal shifts as
rest of the
women on
designated
days.
The entrepreneur provides
overall orders,
and leads on
troubleshooting.

Assistants/
senior
workers
The women
agree to work
in the centre on
equal shifts as
rest of the
women on
designated
days.
The senior
women provide
oversight of
production
(quality control,
labour input).

Workers

The women
agree to
work in the
centre on
equal shifts
as rest of the
women on
designated
days.

Who
shapes
rules

Who
monitors/
enforces

Entrepren
eur/senior
workers

Entrepreneur
with senior
workers
Village
authorities

Who can
propose
change/
flexibility
Entrepreneur with
senior
workers
Limited
flexibility
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Case
no.

1b

2a

2b

3
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Who
shapes
rules

Who
monitors/
enforces

Who can
propose
change/
flexibility

The women
agree to
work in the
centre on
equal shifts
as rest of the
women on
designated
days.

Entrepreneur /
senior
workers

Entrepreneur
with senior
workers

Entrepreneu
r with senior
workers

Light
oversight by
village
authorities

Medium
flexibility

The Lead
Farmers agree
to work on their
plots everyday,
and provide
technical
support to their
farmer group.

The worker
farmers agree to work
on their plots
everyday
and communicate
production.

Entrepreneur /
senior
workers

Entrepreneur
/ senior
workers

Entrepreneur / senior
workers

Light
oversight by
village
authorities

Medium
flexibility

The Lead
Farmers work
on their plots
everyday, and
provide technical support to
their farmer
group.

The worker
farmers agree to work
on their plots
everyday
and communicate
production.

Entrepreneur

Entrepreneur

Entrepreneur

The workers
agree to
work in
assembling
products as
required in
agreed
location.

Entrepreneur

Entrepreneur

Assistants/
senior
workers

The entrepreneur agrees to
work in the
centre on equal
shifts as rest of
the women on
designated
days.

The women
agree to work
in the centre on
equal shifts as
rest of the
women on
designated
days.

The entrepreneur provides
overall orders,
and leads on
troubleshooting.

The senior
women provide
oversight of
production
(quality control,
labour input).

The entrepreneur provides
overall leadership through
active management, and
troubleshooting
and coordinating with Lead
Farmers.
The entrepreneur provides
basic leadership in production through
reports from
Lead Farmers.
The entrepreneur provides
oversight to
assemblage
and quality
control.

Workers

Village
authorities

Entrepreneur
NGO
Husbands

Limited
flexibility

Entrepreneur
Limited
flexibility
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5.3.3 Outcomes of bundles of enterprise institutions:
new evolving socio-political norms, and economic
institutions

Evolutionary insights by Hodgson (1997) theorized the potential capacity
of institutions to ‘mould the dispositions and behaviours of agents’ (described in Chapter 2). Hodgson’s theory was discussed in Chapter 4 with
new community preferences and attitudes emerging from the transformation of purdah. Meanwhile, Becker et al. (2006) describe the effects of
‘combinatorics of routines’ in generating ‘system novelties’, and new potential institutions. In this chapter, going beyond initial purdah gains, new
enterprise institutions seem to have generated widespread effects on
community life. The bundles of enterprise institutions have had a powerful effect on both individual and group dispositions, and further stimulated the development of new community social, economic and political
institutions. Yet the inclusivity of enterprise institutions, actor interests
and local conditions has influenced the scope of new institutional development. In this section, I discuss the influence of enterprise institutions
on evolving social and political norms (within and outside of the group),
and the emergence of broader economic institutions.
Further reshaping purdah and influencing socio-political institutions

Enterprise institutions have had a significant impact on evolving purdah,
as well as triggering new socio-political institutions. In terms of purdah,
routines have precipitated new respect for women as professionals, enhancing family/community credibility in these new purdah norms. Further to this, in Case 1, the location of production (outside of the women’s homes) has given the women a new sense of independence and
mobility, crucially away from home chores and childcare. And in Case 2,
whilst the location of production remained within the women’s own
family domain, it departed from their usual indoor work, thus liberating
the women into newer work roles. These activities have reinforced new
ideas on the women’s evolving roles, and triggered changes in attitudes.
Yet in Case 3, whilst the development of internal routines greatly affected the purdah norms of the entrepreneur, these remained fragile for
worker women (particularly in a ‘man’s business’, with increasing insecurity in the city, and social pressures to stay at home). Meanwhile, marketing and coordination rules have necessitated the further direct expansion
of purdah norms, for both the entrepreneurs and selected women in the
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case studies. Yet worker women (and beyond) have also been encouraged by their roles. And with entrepreneur permission, some women
have increased their participation in production (including increased
hours or levels of responsibility), or have even begun to get involved in
external tasks such as marketing, with positive effects for the business.
Going beyond purdah influences, enterprise institutions have also influenced broader socio-political institutions. Tangible indicators of typical social change observed across the case studies are highlighted in Table 5.39 (these were especially notable in Case 1 and 2a). In the
development of these institutions, the influence of the entrepreneur has
been particularly significant, as she has become a visible role model in
the enterprise and beyond, in further pushing forward the boundaries of
purdah, participating in village politics, and changing attitudes towards
women in general (and their ‘rights’ to education and health). In addition
to new degrees of women’s mobility, communities described increasing
levels of girls attending school, and the rising age of women entering into marriage. Perceptions of women as responsible and capable had also
changed: with enterprise women now involved in skilled work as well as
marketing, purchasing household equipment, family decision-making,
and even advising their own husbands on culture! In the case of ‘public
spirited’ entrepreneurs that championed more equitable enterprise institutions (particularly Case 1b and Case 2a), the emergence of new sociopolitical institutions has had far reaching effects, with the enterprise
women using a revolutionary language of change, and a new strength and
power observed in the women’s shura. In these cases, the entrepreneurs
fostered a strong enterprise group identity, enhancing further collective
processes (Ansell, 1998). For example, in Case 1, the communities now
celebrate ‘Women’s Day’ on an annual basis, organised by the food processing enterprise in collaboration with the community women’s shura.
And in Case 1b, the food processing group had influenced the development of new democratic rules on voting in the women’s shura, permitting
non-elite women to join the shura. Meanwhile in the case of less publicspirited entrepreneurs that fostered more exclusive institutions, the entrepreneurs were more focused on personal power. In Case 2b, the controlling and self-oriented entrepreneur had used her new found power
for less positive personal political gain, in both dominating local women’s groups and organising private forces (local militias). And in Case 3,
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the entrepreneur described similar power-oriented political ambitions to
return to her province of origin and lead a regional women’s shura.
Generating further economic institutions (property rights, assets,
training and banking)

In addition to socio-political institutions, enterprise institutions have further stimulated the generation of new economic institutions (once again,
in contrast to neighbouring communities). For example, the visible benefits of women working has highlighted the dividends of women receiving
training, and encouraged families to let more women attend capacity
building activities (see also Table 5.3). Yet for the entrepreneurs in particular, enterprise institutions have both empowered them and pushed
them into more public spheres, raising their awareness of local actors,
services and resources as well as their own rights and assets. For example, all of the entrepreneurs across the cases had opened up bank accounts (for the business), encouraging other village women to set up
bank accounts too (and consider participation in other banking options,
such as taking out micro-loans). Further to this, some entrepreneurs had
hence been able to secure independent funds to expand their businesses
or engage in community development. For example, in Case 1a, the entrepreneur had further managed to obtain funding from a donor and
purchased land in a neighbouring community for the expansion of the
business (since strict power holders in her own community prohibited
expansion there). In Case 2, the entrepreneurs had similarly obtained
funding for their women’s community work (although in Case 2b this
appears to have been more motivated by personal power). Meanwhile,
others were empowered to retrieve inherited assets. For example in Case
1b, the entrepreneur had finally claimed her rightful property as a widow
(thirty years after her husband’s death). And this had stimulated discussions across the entire enterprise network, leading to a new interest in
Islamic Law, and precipitating a challenge to the village tradition of widows being forced to marry their brother-in-laws (thus losing their rightful
property). Other non-enterprise women have observed these developments, and have been quietly influenced by their gains.
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Table 5.3
Typical indicators for community women before
and after the businesses were initiated
Aspect

Typical behaviour before

Typical behaviour after (three years on)

Mobility

90% women remain in the house

Senior women do not need to ask permission
of their husbands to move around the village

Women are not permitted to go to the
bazaar, city or doctor alone, and only in
situations of urgent need leave the
village with their husbands or fathers.

Women’s
socio-political
role

30% women visit other non-family homes e.g.
for business and women’s meetings
Unmarried women can go out with a maharam

Common threats to women: ‘if you go
out, you go out forever’

20-50% participating women can take a trip out
of the province with their husband’s permission

100% women covered their face with a
hijab outside of the home

50-70% women cover their faces in front of a
male stranger

20% girl children can go to high school

50% girl children can go to high school

Low capacity of women’s shura (only
2% had some degree of responsibility in
the community)

Women can jointly make decisions and
convene for problem solving

Village women tend to keep quiet

There is more respect for women to be
involved in community affairs

Nobody paid any attention to women’s
ideas/opinions and there was limited
participation in the women’s shura

Women’s shura can influence male shura

Relations with
community /
business

Every woman just knows about 20
family members in a village

20% women know people from outside the
family in the village

No business relations

5-10% women have business relationships

Access to
banking

None

30% women support community events (e.g.
weddings, festivals)

Groups have their own bank account
Senior women have taken micro loans
Group women have borrowed from the SHG

Access to
professional
training

Most women are not allowed to attend
trainings (exceptions include widows
and old women)

Senior women regularly attend trainings and
NGO workshops inside and outside of the
village
Non-group women are keen now to participate
in training and families are permitting their
attendance with maharams

Property rights

Women have no rights
Women belong to men and could be
sold or on becoming a widow, be forced
to marry the brother-in-law

Lead or active women have sought to claim
their inheritance from their husband or father.
The villages are more open to Islamic law, and
there is more discussion related to property
and the rights of widows.

Note: An expanded version of this table appears in Appendix 5.1.
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Consolidating these findings across the cases, Table 5.4 draws together
the overall character of the local environment/ power holders, the inclination of the entrepreneur and the resulting nature of enterprise institutions; and emerging socio-political and economic institutions. Adding
insights to evolutionary thinking and the interaction between agents and
institutions (Hodgson, 1997), where enterprise institutions are open with
supportive actors, new liberal socio-political institutions and economic
institutions have been generated (Case 1b, 2a but less for Case 1a).
Where enterprise institutions are more closed and constrained/inflexible,
emerging socio-political and economic institutions remain exclusive and
predominantly serving the elite (Case 2b, 3).
Table 5.4
Embedded enterprise institutions shaping new women’s institutions
Enterprise
institutions

Socio-political
institutions
(e.g. girls
education)

Economic
institutions
(e.g. property rights)

Public spirited

Open but
constrained

Changing for all but
slow

Changing for elite and
middle class but slow

Open/
Progressive

Public spirited

Open

Tangible change in
all social groups

Changing for elite and
middle class

2a

Open/
Progressive

Public spirited

Open

Tangible change in
all social groups

Changing for elite and
middle class

2b

Strict

Selfish,
controlling

Closed,
inflexible

Changing for elite
but slow

Changing but limited
to elite

3

Strict, uncertain

Selfish,
controlling

Closed,
inflexible

Changing for elite
but slow

Changing but limited
to elite

Environment/
power
holders

Entrepreneur
interests in
business

1a

Strict

1b

Case
no.

5.4

Concluding remarks

Looking through the lens of the initial transformation of purdah (discussed in Chapter 4), this chapter has highlighted the ‘nested’ nature of
institutional construction in enterprise (Ostrom, 2005), embedded in social institutions. Reflecting on findings against the prevailing institutional
discourse (described in Chapter 2 and here), emerging ‘nested’ economic
in the case studies are indicated to be a combined result of initial top
down design (Beckert, 1999), with the intervention of NGOs; and bottom-up (grassroots) evolutionary processes (Hodgson, 1997, 2003, 2007)
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in the reshaping of institutions and stabilization by entrepreneurs and
their networks. Kaplinsky and Morris (2000) describe institutions that
govern the value chain within and between firms, and they emphasise the
role of ‘rule makers ‘(internal and external to the chain). Meanwhile recent value chain literature highlights the importance of looking closer at
the influence of non-chain actors in economic institutions (Helmsing
and Velema, 2011). Indeed, the research shows a broad range of local
and external actors that play key roles in the institutional process, from
initiating tentative institutions (NGOs), reshaping institutions (entrepreneurs and their networks), to articulating their boundaries and determining access (local power holders). This expands upon the concept of ‘rule
making’ to include rule designers, shapers, boundary makers and enforcers. The research also takes the focus beyond the community (Cohendet
and Llerena, 2003) and local habits/experience (Hodgson and Knudsen,
2004), and illustrates broader mechanisms to overcome socio-cultural
barriers in a societal setting (Hollingsworth 2002). Advancing Hodgson
and Knudsen (2007), and Ostrom (2005), the existing habits, skills, and
interests of actors are both nuanced and dynamic; and these may be influenced by the context as well as other actors. Actor capabilities and
motivations are also influenced by their ongoing experience within the
business and participation in institutions. Actor strategies are indicated to
have a broad effect on emerging institutions – influencing institutional
scope and participation, domains of applicability, diffusion and replication, and evolution – with significant ramifications for broader enterprise
development. Actor inclination also affects the nature of collective processes (Fligstein, 2001), and intra group culture and firm dynamics (Cohendet and Llerena, 2003). NGOs have played a notable role in endeavouring to design equitable institutions and guiding their development in
Cases 1 and 2 – initially through fostering solidarity organisations – although they have struggled both with conservative power holders and
controlling entrepreneurs. In Case 3 however, the NGO has been less
effective, both as a result of their limited skill, but also due to local pressures such as pashtunwali and poor security, adding empirical insights to
Fligstein’s theory of social skill in less stable environments (Fligstein
2001).
The research also provides useful insights into institutional outcomes.
Chowdbury (2005) described the evolution of institutions that can lower
market barriers and permit integration of different social groups. Mean-
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while, Gereffi et al. (2005) described the nature of emerging (nonmarket) coordination between firms as depending on the complexity of
transactions, the ability to codify transactions, and the capabilities in the
supply-base in any institutional context. Yet, going beyond Chowdbury
(2005), the research indicates that emerging institutions can vary in their
outcomes towards permitting participation and integration. And disputing Gereffi et al. (2005), it is clear that the institutional context is in fact
critical in shaping economic coordination and the related motivations of
key actors. Research findings indicate the emergence of dominant entrepreneur types, with critical implications for the nature and scope of institutional development. In more progressive contexts with ‘public-spirited’
entrepreneurs, institutions were able to evolve more naturally, with replication amongst confident women. Emerging institutions have tended to
be more open, egalitarian, and flexible, with a balance of power in horizontal coordination and an evolving networks of buyers. In contrast, in
stricter and closed contexts, with ‘controlling’ entrepreneurs, institutional
construction was more exclusive, leaning toward a reinforcement of the
status quo (and arguably institutional failure in Case 3), with less interest
in balanced horizontal coordination and links to buyers that may offer
political as well as economic benefits. As indicated by Pentland and
Feldman (2005), the basic level of routines was shown to be a useful
window on the enterprise and environmental constraints. Flexible and
open routines permit more equitable and balanced enterprise growth and
development (with participation by women), contrasting to inflexible and
closed routines with restricted or top-down controlled enterprise growth
and development. Advancing Cohendet and Llerena (2003) and their
contention that routines can facilitate collective action, or that ‘combinatorics’ of routines can generate further routines (Becker et al., 2006), the
research demonstrates that this may depend on the nature of institutions
with more exclusive institutions prohibiting collective action and new
routines. Going beyond the business itself, broader effects of enterprise
institutions are indicated, with the generation of new social, economic
and political institutions, in vein with evolutionary insights of the influence of institutions on preferences (Hodgson, 1997); and these are further boosted by local collective action. Open enterprise institutions,
championed by public-spirited entrepreneurs with supportive actors,
have generated more equitable socio-political and economic institutions
with positive effects for the enterprise and beyond. These community
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processes have been actively supported by the cooperation of enterprise
women, boosted by a strong collective identity (Ansell, 1998) and open
institutions. Meanwhile, closed institutions, with less amenable actors,
has stifled the development of further institutions and cooperation, and
confined their access to the elite.

Notes
Hardin (1968) famously coined the expression the ‘tragedy of the commons’,
where a common resource would eventually become exploited by each man acting in his ‘own best interest’.
2 SHG rules are group led, and identify responsibilities of members and heads,
meetings times, savings amounts, rules on loans, and bookkeeping.
3 This interpretation was given by Zellem (2012). The proverb can also mean
‘don’t give up – good things take time and patience’.
4 These vegetables were pre-selected by the INGO as a result of an initial market
assessment.
5 This refers to the Islamic ritual of washing oneself before engaging in prayer.
6 It is interesting to note that in the 1970s, there were in fact mixed-sex factories
in Kabul. Yet the prevailing cultural norms of Kabul at that time were significantly more open, as the city looked towards the West as a model for urban living. As
such, the city was distinctly removed from the common Afghan (rural) reality.
With the onset of war however at the end of the seventies, many Kabuli families
(particularly from the elite) fled to Europe and beyond. Kabul was then repopulated with more conservative rural groups.
7 Afghan Scene Magazine March (2012).
8 It is worth noting that research cases have generated a set of scenarios, but there
may be more ‘combinations’ across a greater number of cases.
9 These broad cases study indicators are in stark contrast to neighbouring (nonparticipating) communities) over the same time period (as indicated by the communities themselves and NGO workers).
1

6

Unwrapping agency:
Interests, power and networks

This chapter looks more closely at ‘agency’ across the case studies to unravel the influence of interests, power and networks in institutional development, building off Chapters 3, 4 and 5. In Chapter 2, Hodgson described agency as the capacity of agents to ‘reflect and deliberate upon
the context, options, purpose and possible outcomes of action’, whilst
structure referred to a ‘set of significant relations between individuals
that can lead to causal interactions’ (Hodgson, 2004). For this research, I
conceptualized actors as influenced by their own dynamic motivations/interest, skills/capacity and networks; with these in turn continually influenced by structure (existing institutions, relations, and endogenous politics). Initially, the discussion re-examines and expands upon the
literature on entrepreneurs, networks and agency. Turning to the cases,
the discussion considers the underlying motivations and interests of key
actors, and identifies core dimensions of the local context (environmental particularities, history) and structure towards unwrapping actor strategies in institutional processes. Finally, it draws attention to dominant entrepreneurs, and the role of networks/collective power in institutional
diffusion and adoption.

6.1

Entrepreneurs, networks and agency

Some economists – particularly in the developing context – have drawn
on the notion of ‘institutional entrepreneurs’ (as described in Chapter 2)
to characterize entrepreneurs that are also involved in institutional innovations (e.g. Li et al., 2006). Such entrepreneurs may possess additional
skills that enable them to coordinate with authority and navigate public
opinion. They describe these entrepreneurs as facing more risk than traditional entrepreneurs, but suggest that such entrepreneurs may generate
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more significant ‘positive externalities’ for the economy and ‘constitute a
force of economic development and reform’. In the absence of state institutional frameworks – where the ‘state is weak, absent or neglectful’typical in developing country contexts, Boettke and Leeson (2009) described a situation of ‘institutional entrepreneurialism’ where entrepreneurs have developed both ‘productive-tier’ technology (for the business), alongside non-productive ‘protective-tier’ technology (private
technologies for property security). Yet they cite the paradox of such
‘environmental’ innovations in that they can both enable commercial activity, but equally inhibit commercial expansion due to their limited
sphere of influence (particularly in a greater context of uncertainty).
6.1.1 Towards a broader perspective of institutional
‘entrepreneurs’

Towards examining the role of actors in the institutional process, much
can be learned from organisational studies. Battilana describes institutional entrepreneurs as organisations or groups of organisations (e.g.
Greenwood, Suddaby, and Hinings, 2002), or individuals or groups of
individuals (Fligstein, 1997; Maguire et al., 2004) who introduce ‘divergent changes’ (e.g. Amis, Slack, and Hinings, 2004); engage in active participation in change efforts; and who mobilize resources to implement
change (Battilana, 2009: 69). Looking at the ‘paradox of embedded agency’, she highlights how actors can become institutional entrepreneurs,
despite institutional pressures, with the help of enabling conditions
(Strang and Sine, 2002), from drawing on the actor’s own characteristics
to characteristics of the environments in which they are embedded (Battilana, 2009: 74). She also draws attention to the harnessing of formal
authority, which can ‘help institutional entrepreneurs legitimize divergent
ideas (Maguire et al. 2004), frame stories (Fligstein, 2001), and promote
acknowledgment and ‘consumption’ of their discourse by other actors
(Phillips, Lawrence and Hardy, 2004)’. Yet it is still not fully understood
how and why ‘institutional entrepreneurs’ pursue certain strategies, or
obtain the necessary resources, formal authority and social capital. In
looking at change agents and the spread of ideas, Ford et al. (2008) presented a more nuanced picture of change agents, and degrees of resistance. They propose that change agents may in fact contribute to resistance through their own ‘actions and inactions’ such as through for
example, broken agreements and violation of trust, communication
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breakdowns, and misrepresentation. Yet, this resistance may in fact have
positive effects in generating attention through discourse, ensuring engagement in issues, and possibly necessary conflict. 
6.1.2 Networks and entrepreneurial outcomes

In Chapter 2, Davern (1997: 288) defined a social network as a series of
formal and informal ties or relations between a central actor (or group),
and other actors. Comprised of fluid relations, social networks are not
fixed or necessarily in constant use; and may be ‘activated’ for different
needs (e.g. Granovetter, 1985), and governed by rules of exchange, codes
of conduct, and hierarchies of deference and power (Nordstrom, 2000).
Granovetter (1992) posited that ‘stable’ economic institutions emerge as
growing clusters of activity around existing personal networks. Granovetter described the level of network fragmentation and cohesion, or
‘coupling and decoupling’ as a significant indicator of potential outcomes, with actors whose networks straddle the largest number of institutional spheres having the most advantage. Summarising sociologist
contributions, Granovetter (2005) highlighted four principles of social
networks and economic outcomes. The first relates to norms and network density, and posits that in dense networks norms are more easily
enforced. With this perspective, overcoming free rider problems in collective action may be facilitated in groups with dense and cohesive networks due to higher levels of trust. The second relates to the ‘strength of
weak ties’, which suggests that novel ideas/information tend to flow
more easily through weak rather than strong ties. The third principle
draws attention to ‘structural holes’ as theorized by Burt (1992). Here the
emphasis is on different networks and the way that they are bridged. The
fourth principle underscores the social embeddedness of the economy
affecting ‘costs and available techniques’ in economic activity. Uzzi
(1996) looked at embedded ties, and suggested that in stable situations
these may offer advantages, but in more dynamic situations, they may
constrain relationship flexibility and adaptation. Yet whilst network analysis has provided a powerful conceptualization of social structure in
looking at relationships between actors, Emirbayer and Goodwin (1994)
suggest that it has neglected culture, agency and process.
In the field of entrepreneurship, Greve (2003) drew attention to a
number of recent studies, highlighting the embeddness of enterprise in
social structures (e.g. Borch, 1994; Hansen, 1995). And Baumol (1990)
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emphasises the social sanctioning of entrepreneurs affecting entrepreneurial behaviour. There has been a great deal of research on social networks in enterprise since the 1980s, following a series of psychological
studies of entrepreneurs. This led to the so-called resource perspective
(Wernerfelt, 1984), positing that entrepreneurs can gain useful resources
from their networks boosting their performance. Two crucial arguments
have been presented in this regard (Klyver and Schott, 2011: 5). In vein
with Coleman (1988, 1990), the first is known as the ‘closure’ argument
and contends that a tight or closed network around an entrepreneur generates trust within the network and enhances the exchange of information and support, and can further enhance more substantial collective
action (e.g. Aldrich and Zimmer, 1986). The second is the ‘structural
holes’ argument (as described above) and contends that those entrepreneurs with gaps in their network or disconnects can gain access to more
broad and useful information (e.g. Burt, 1992). Drawing on both, others
have further suggested that the most efficient network type may also depend on the stage of the entrepreneurial process i.e. early phase business
needs may differ from more mature phases (e.g. Larson and Starr, 1993).
Meanwhile Greve (2003) elaborated on a number of properties of networks which entrepreneurs can exploit for access to resources, including
size, positioning within a social network, and relationship structure.
As discussed in Chapter 2 and 5, Fligstein (1996) theorised that new
paths of action could be opened up and institutionalized by ‘skilful actors’ by repeated learning within networks. Building off this, Maguire et
al. (2004) suggests that institutional entrepreneurs may draw on social
capital to influence others and gather allies, and their social capital may
enable institutional entrepreneurs to engage in collective action among
diverse stakeholders. The notion of a third party (described as ‘gatekeepers’, not to be confused with gatekeepers in this study) has been used as
brokering between two groups of actors within a system (Gould and
Fernandez, 1989). Graf describes these groups as internal and external
actors (Graf, 2011: 176). With sufficient internal and external ties, the
broker serves two functions for the system: external knowledge sourcing
and diffusion within the local system (Allen, 1977; Giuliani, 2005;
Malipiero et al., 2005). Exploring the influence of networks on actors,
Klyver and Schott (2011) have innovatively looked at how the structure
of networks shapes the development of entrepreneurial intentions. Intentionality is defined as ‘a state of mind directing a person’s attention
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(and therefore experience and action) towards a specific objective (goal)
or path in order to achieve something’ (Bird, 1988: 442). Models of entrepreneurial intention have previously explored entrepreneurial events
(e.g. Shapero, 1982), and ‘planned’ behaviour with (entrepreneurial or
otherwise) intention depending on individual attitudes, norms and perception of feasibility (e.g. Ajzen, 1991). Klyver and Scott (2011) have
shown that the type of social network that entrepreneurs are embedded
influences entrepreneurial intentions, with those embedded in networks
with structural holes more likely to engage in entrepreneurship. Yet network size, diversity and age appeared not to affect entrepreneurial intentions. This study assumes that the network precedes the intention. There
remains a gap in looking at intentions related to existing enterprise phenomena, and evolving network structures.
6.1.3 Collective agency in learning, adoption and diffusion

From an institutionalism perspective (Battliana, 2009: 90), most existing
research looks at institutional entrepreneurs in the initial stages but does
not look ahead to the ‘stabilization and possible diffusion of divergent
change’, and how actors can individually or collectively ‘ensure the
maintenance of the novel practices they promote’ (Hwang & Powell,
2005; Jain & George, 2007; Wijen & Ansari, 2007). Expanding the theory
from Chapter 5, new routines may be spread through learning in contagion (e.g. March and Olsen, 1989) or diffusion in social networks. Huber
(1991) highlights four different ‘constructs’ crucial to organisational
learning: knowledge acquisition (related to different types of learning),
information distribution, information interpretation and organisational
memory. Organisations are viewed as systems of distributed knowledge
within which knowledge is exchanged through the sharing of capabilities
(March, 1999). Powell and DiMaggio (1991) describe the evolution of
shared mental models in organisations, and the occurrence of collective
learning. Becker et al. (2006) discuss routine evolution, which may be
explained through the incremental change of routines in experiential
learning (Levitt and March, 1988; Greve, 2003).
Becker et al. (2006) draw attention to diffusion research, which provides insights into the incremental spread of routines, which can lead to
‘wide adoption’ and ‘notable persistence in routines’ (Fischer, 1989; Vincenti, 1994; Nelson et al., 2004). In line with Veblen (1919), Redmond
distinguished between more abrupt change and a ‘gradual drift’ in tradi-
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tions or norms. Moving away from a ‘supply-side’ of institutional innovation and change, and a focus on ‘inventors’, Redmond looked at the
‘demand’ perspective, drawing attention to dimensions of acceptance in
response to the novelty and adopters (Redmond, 2003). In this regard,
Redmond draws on diffusion theory with an institutional perspective.
Redmond explored the diffusion of innovation in connection with informal ‘mid-level’ institutional change, particularly cultural change, building off Everett Rogers’ rich and influential work on the diffusion of innovation (1962, 1995), and expanding on diffusion in institutional
change (Witt (1989) and Bush (1987)). In particular, the overall spread of
technology and techniques is argued to generate considerable social
change in society, since innovations are triggered and prevailing social
institutions are changed.
Towards a more nuanced understanding of diffusion

Redmond (2003: 667) highlights two particular problems with diffusion
theory though: the implicit assumption of bounded rationality, and the
explained time gap between introduction and adoption justified solely in
terms of communication (Gatignon and Robertson, 1985). The latter
fails to incorporate broader influences such as values and tradition, habits and routines (Hodgson, 1988), and social relations, as highlighted in
institutional theory. Redmond further discusses self-interest in preferences and plans in cognitive responses to innovation. Departing from
Diffusion Theory, Redmond differentiates between ‘innovators’, and two
main adoption categories: ‘innovative adopters’ (minority) and ‘followers’
(majority). ‘Innovators’ are the original inventors. Early adopters are then
described as ‘innovative adopters’, and are characterized by ‘venturesomeness, intelligence, ability to cope with uncertainty and willingness to
accept risk’ (Rogers, 1962, 1995) and ‘planning without emulation’, underscoring motives of self-interest and potential status enhancement.
Finally, once the innovation has been perceived as ‘socially desirable’,
Redmond describes later adopters as ‘followers’. This second set of
adopters are characterised by planning ‘with emulation’ and a ‘drive to
keep up with others’ (in vein with Veblen and Bourdieu), with late followers driven by peer pressure to conform (Granovetter, 1978). Individuals thus respond in view of their own perceived risk/reward. The end
of diffusion is then signified once the ‘novel’ becomes a ‘routine’ (Redmond, 2003: 672).
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Redmond indicates three core areas in which institutional insights
may add value to diffusion theory. First, he cites a need to look at the
‘prestige value of newness’, the pace of diffusion, and the social context
(with variations on acceptance of the new depending on economic history and actual alternatives). Secondly, he highlights ‘creative destruction’,
highlighting the downside of the loss of tradition and customs – rather
than the novelty – in the emergence of new practices with adopters focused on individual outcomes rather than social outcomes. And thirdly,
he draws attention to the less-discussed but critical area of non-adoption,
which may be voluntary (due to perceived loss of values or tradition such
as the Amish), or involuntary due to inadequate funds or education.
Looking beyond the innovation itself and characteristics of the adopters
in diffusion, Ford (2008: 366) highlights the importance of the ‘discursive practices’ of change agents in understanding adoption in organisational innovation and change (as described by Green, 2004), and ‘conversations, discourses, and texts’ drawing attention to several studies (e.g.
Barrett, Thomas, and Hocevar, 1995; Boje, 1995; Czarniawska and
Sevon, 1996; Fairclough, 1992; Ford, 1999).
Bringing in discussions on social networks, Granovetter (2005) drew
on studies in Rogers (1962) to highlight the impact of social structure
and networks on innovation and diffusion. He cited an interesting paper
by Zelizer (1978), which showed the insurance industry drawing on religious language to spread an innovation in life insurance in the 1800s
through the clergy (urging their congregation to provide for their family
members after death thus making it a ‘sacred duty’). Meanwhile, Day
(1994) suggests that the distance from power structures can influence the
nature of innovations, with greater distances permitting more radical innovations. Acemoglu and Dahleh (2011) looked at how the structure of
social networks affects learning dynamics in sequential settings. The latter draw attention to gaps in the discourse and areas for future research
including shedding light on equilibrium learning when there are heterogeneous preferences, and the influence of a subset of a social network
(e.g. the media or interested parties) in influencing the views of the rest as
a function of the network structure. Yet in exploring institutional innovation and diffusion in networks, it appears crucial to also look at dynamic preferences within networks, and environmental influences.
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A closer look at case study actors and context

In the process of institutional construction and development, the research points to the interaction of three key sets of actors that play varying roles as ‘institutional entrepreneurs’ in individual and collective processes. These included the NGO as an ‘external’ player, the entrepreneur
(and ‘active workers’), and local power holders. These actors were driven
by a mixture of (both private and public) social, economic and political
incentives. Towards examining evolving motivations and interests, it is
imperative to look closer at actor backgrounds and their involvement in
the respective businesses to appreciate their shifting drives.
6.2.1 NGOs driven by women’s socio-economic development

As describe in Chapter 1, the NGOs were organisations that were involved with facilitating and supporting the evolving women’s businesses,
and played a key role in institutional design and development. They included both local and international NGOs. Yet with different backgrounds and goals, they varied in their evolving motivations and interests, influencing the nature of their approaches and outcomes.
Case 1: a local NGO

In Case 1, stemming from the region (Herat), the local NGO was new to
development work at the start of their activities with women entrepreneurs. Under the auspices of a well-known international NGO, through
the course of their work, they have succeeded in securing an excellent
local reputation in facilitating culturally sensitive community-based development. All of the male staff stemmed from Afghan diaspora communities in Peshawar, Pakistan where women’s projects were prevalent
and attitudes less conservative. The staff were very religious but progressive (they believed strongly in women’s right to work). At the time of the
research, the NGO had been active for five years. In terms of their motivations and interests, the overall goal of their original intervention was
to economically empower poor village-based women through market
development to reduce household poverty. Specifically, they aimed to
organise women into village food processing groups and to facilitate
market links to promote broader community development. Their main
focus was thus to support these (poorer) women in market activities, and
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to ensure a culturally sensitive and sustainable approach (with ‘progressive’ religious norms).
Adopting this locally oriented approach, the NGO has carefully facilitated the women’s enterprise activities from community mobilization,
technical training to marketing and business development. In the beginning, they utilized a deliberate religious strategy to gain the confidence of
the communities, particularly in villages that were fragile, distrustful and
resistant to change. Using these strategies, the NGO was able to begin
the negotiation of a reformulation of purdah for the women (as described
in Chapter 4). The NGO then introduced (initial) enterprise institutions
– routines, institutional arrangements and (cross-firm) institutions – designing these intuitively and reactively, as needs arose for group cooperation, interaction and coordination (as described in Chapter 5). The strategy to link the groups for higher-level marketing was thus conceived at a
later stage in the course of the work. The NGO has been instrumental in
both designing institutions and guiding their reformulation as necessary,
whilst endeavouring to ensure continued cooperation and coordination,
and maintain local peace with communities!
Notably, despite confronting challenging situations (e.g. extensive resistance from the elite, weak entrepreneurs, community conflict), they
had not suffered ‘failure’ in any of the villages that they had supported
(i.e. no villages had ‘dropped’ out). Instead, lead women may have shifted positions (or been replaced), and early phases may have been prolonged. As the business has evolved across a network of villages, the
NGO has tried to support the organic growth of the business through
the development of equitable institutions that were both transparent and
agreed by the group. This included ensuring fair remuneration that reflected responsibility levels and workloads. With group maturity, the
NGO has moved from intensive group work to supporting the network
of groups as a mentor. Their motivations and interests had evolved from
the simple goal of establishing a few enterprise groups of village women
to facilitating a much more ambitious network of village-based women’s
groups that were independent and successful, selling foodstuffs at a city
level with community approval and support. They viewed their work as a
good model for women’s economic development, and had long-term
interest in their growth and sustainability. During the research, they further diversified their general portfolio of activities in the region to include rights training, and other vocational skills.
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Case 2: an international NGO and local NGO/business association

In the second case, the facilitating ‘NGO’ comprised a joint team of
NGOs. The main NGO was an international organisation with globally
renowned expertise in market development but with limited local experience or networks. As such, the INGO immediately teamed up with a
local NGO/women’s business association from Kabul in order to support their work in community development. At the time of the research,
the NGO team had been active for three years. In terms of heir motivations and interests, the overall goal of the INGO’s original intervention
was to empower poorer women through value chain development to
reduce household poverty. Specifically, they aimed to organise villagebased women into vegetable farmer groups and to facilitate market links
(to services, resources and buyers) to promote local economic development. With ideals of ‘accelerating markets’1 and women’s empowerment
however, they initially stumbled on cultural issues related to community
interaction and women’s participation, particularly in underestimating
norms of purdah, and local expectations of close consultation with community power holders (with male staff). From the outset, their core interests were geared towards introducing new technology, ensuring efficient marketing systems, and creating scale across several villages within
the designated project time frame.
With the local NGO assistance, the INGO has provided intensive
support to the target communities, notably in the form of technical skills
development in vegetable production (land preparation, harvesting and
post harvest), introduction to new technology (greenhouses, storage
units, solar driers and drip irrigation) and training in marketing (including
price, timing, place and packaging). Through these strategies, the INGO
has brought in both new skills and technology – visibly increasing
productivity – and a systemized production and marketing system. To
streamline the business and as needs arose, they have also introduced
elaborate and innovative enterprise institutions within the village, linking
the village to market players and creating loose ties across villages. These
institutions were adapted from projects in regional contexts (such as Pakistan). Together these new technologies and institutions have appeared
to generate a thriving business. Yet underestimating village-level conservatism, at the beginning, the INGO approach suffered without male
staff on board to foster crucial relationships with local power holders. In
response to this, the INGO hired an experienced male worker to sup-
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port the community mobilization and coordination. Meanwhile, the female staff were heavily involved with technical training, marketing, and
holding monthly office meetings with the representatives. Similar to Case
1, staff and village leaders (designated in this case as ‘champions’) initially
employed the use of subtle religious messages to convince traditional
community village members that new social and economic practices were
indeed acceptable, and within the framework of their religion and culture.
This NGO approach has generally proved successful in gaining local
participation in most of their target villages (with the exception of one
village, which emerged to be too unstable, as described earlier). The
elaborate and sophisticated village structure of the vegetable business –
with designated roles for the women, and the facilitation of links to suppliers and buyers – has reinforced new beliefs in women’s work and given it a strong and credible framework. And the visibility of new
skills/technology and clear financial benefits have arguably accelerated
acceptance of the evolving social and market-oriented institutions. These
strategies in institutional development – facilitating an enterprise structure, market networks and new skills/technology – have been strong
persuasive forces in permitting the evolving habits and practices of the
women, particularly in Case 2a. The INGO was instrumental in designing these initial enterprise-related institutions, and guiding the further
development of these institutions, whilst simultaneously trying to ensure
that the overall village business remained operational and active in the
marketplace. However in Case 2b, they have struggled with the controlling entrepreneur, and even tried to have her replaced (but this was
blocked by the local shura). During the research phase, the INGO project
came to a close with responsibilities, and loose continued support,
passed on to the local women’s association.2
Case 3: an international NGO

In the third case, the NGO was an international organisation, although
the project had a strong Afghan ‘face’ and was predominantly led and
managed by a charismatic local man (Tajik). With little experience in
business development though (in contrast to Case 2), the NGO has been
forced to learn by doing during their six years of their support to the
women’s enterprise, and this has often led to them taking on a paternalistic role and propping up the business financially. In terms of motiva-
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tions and interests, the initial goal of the organisation was to facilitate
poor women’s enterprise development to support destitute households
in deprived areas of Kabul. Specifically, they aimed to train a group of
women in basic electronics related skills, organise them into a business,
and then link them to the market. Their main focus was to enable target
women to work and to generate an income for their families. However,
with little appreciation of local fragility and conservatism, the approach
stumbled on extensive cultural issues around Pashtun women participating in projects outside of the house (as a result of Pashtunwali).
To facilitate women’s mobilization and entry into business, the
INGO initially adopted a highly culturally sensitive strategy in terms of
their presentation (clothes, language) and behaviour. They also utilized
extensive religious messages to gain the confidence of the neighbourhood, since it was conservative, distrustful and strongly resistant to
women’s development. The senior male employee tried to exhibit a
strong Muslim but progressive faith, and this was described to have
brought him much respect, securing an excellent reputation with local
elders and husbands, and guaranteeing the women’s security, trust in foreigners and the project. He further visited the women’s families to encourage them and protect them from premature public interaction (including from other project staff!).
In the initial phase, much effort was channelled into negotiating new
purdah arrangements for the participating women, with the local power
holders and women’s families. In the strictly Pashtun community, these
were still conservative formulations but permitted the women to move
beyond the house and come together for non-family purposes. The
INGO then began carefully facilitating the extensive yearlong training
alongside literacy support. As the business operations tentatively started,
the male staff member led in the design of the basic enterprise routines,
whilst endeavouring to keep the husbands and power holders on board
with the work. Other staff included ‘modern’ and ‘influential’ young female employees as literacy trainers, notably acting as role models for the
women (and impressing them significantly with their ‘city ways’). At the
time of the research, the INGO had provided intensive support to the
electronics enterprise for a period of six years, in the form of extensive
social outreach (coordinating with local leaders and husbands), technical
training and business development. Involved with the project from the
outset, the INGO head had been instrumental in persuading conserva-
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tive husbands, fathers and elders of the acceptability of the women’s
work and value for the family economy. He was described to be like a
‘father’ to the women, and had often ‘gone beyond the call of duty’. Yet
as the business developed, he still largely controlled their finances, administration and strategy. Towards the end of the research, the business
was struggling, both due to the male-centric and fickle nature of the sector, persisting issues of purdah (due to pashtunwali), and arguably the inadequate and weak business institutions. Due to little visible profits, families were also growing impatient with the women’s enterprise work, and
pressuring the women to drop out. Despite little success, the motivations
and interests of the NGO had evolved from basic women’s empowerment to endeavouring to promote a viable women’s enterprise, but they
remained constrained by limited ideas on how to realize this, and how to
cope with ongoing cultural dynamics.
6.2.2 Entrepreneurs driven by economic and socio-political
interests

As described in Chapter 1, the ‘entrepreneurs’ were the designated heads
of the women’s enterprise groups at the community level. Whilst not
theoretically initiating the businesses, they led and championed the enterprise and organisational innovations, and were either selected by their
peers or by the local leaders. Across the Cases, entrepreneurs were involved with shaping institutions and determining their adoption and diffusion. Expanding on the earlier profiles, here I further explore the characters of the entrepreneurs, and their evolving motivations and interests.
Case 1: Group-selected leaders

In Case 1, entrepreneurs were selected from the middle of the community, were respected women (religious, active), and had more mobility due
to age and marital status (older and/or widows). The entrepreneurs and
their supporters (active women) have been instrumental in reformulating
rules and routines, troubleshooting and determining the overall direction
of the business including their links to suppliers and buyers, and to other
food processing groups.
The entrepreneur from Case 1a was naturally cautious in character
with strong religious beliefs, but was determined with a keen sense of
belief in the work and new women’s practices. Approximately 38 years
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old, she was married with children including one son who worked in the
enterprise-own shop in the city. Stemming from a strict family (her father and grandfather were both mullahs), she was known as religious (a
‘good Muslim’) and wary of cultural boundaries, but was equally described as active and intelligent within her household despite being illiterate. Her family was considered to be relatively ‘ordinary’ with little resources, and the family men worked as sharecroppers on less than two
jeribs of land. Despite this humble background, she proved to be progressive and quietly influential. She liked to remind the women that
Khadija (the wife of Prophet Mohammed) was a businesswoman, and
that the daughter of Mohammed was also strong! She hinted that with
patience and openness to change, economic dividends were possible.
The entrepreneur’s husband and son were key supporters of her work,
and (in later phases) jointly facilitated logistics (transporting goods to
market) and procurement as required (under her authority).
Her motivations and interests to join the group were initially (in part)
financial, in addition to social interests (to collaborate with other women). With her reputation of level-headedness and reliability, and known
to be a strong Muslim, she was elected group head. With experience, she
has proved to be entrepreneurial, courageous, resilient and adaptive to
community pressures. She has led the navigation and subtle confrontation with strict local power holders. As the business matured, she further
managed to expand the business beyond the community to neighbouring
villages, through the receipt of donor funds, following the establishment
of her own association. At the time of the research, her motivations and
interests were firmly two-fold: growing the business to increase profits
(business-oriented) whilst keeping difficult power holders ‘on side’ (and
thus looking beyond the community for business expansion), and quietly
improving women’s rights to work, be educated and be respected (socially-oriented).
The entrepreneur from Case 1b was an older widow (55 years old)
with one son that has emerged to be a tough, bold and active entrepreneur. According to NGO staff, the entrepreneur appeared ‘ordinary’ at
first but later demonstrated a rare determination and business acumen.
She was seen as clever, thoughtful and open-minded. Her family was
considered to be fairly prominent (they were employed in the government), and she was (unusually) educated until she was twelve years old.
She married young however, and was already widowed by her early twen-
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ties (both her husband and father were killed by the Russians). As a widow in her husband’s village, she was described as having been poor and
powerless. However, participation in the project has visibly empowered
her on many levels, leading her to rightfully re-claim her husband’s property from her brother-in-law. Since her son travelled frequently, she was
often in sole charge of this property, and had significant control over
other family resources. When home, her son was a key supporter of her
work, and jointly assisted with finances and logistics (transporting goods
to market).
Her initial motivations to join the group were similarly (part) financial
in addition to social interests (to collaborate with other women). With
seniority and an open mind, she was voted head of the group after an
earlier choice proved incapable of leading the group. With experience,
she has also proved to be notably entrepreneurial and able to rise well to
the challenge of managing the group and navigating authorities. Putting
her own resources into the business, she has used her newly claimed inherited land to expand the production centre, and has also set up her
own shop for the products of the business network in the city. At the
time of the research, her motivations and interests were also two fold:
growing the business to increase profits (business-oriented), whilst keeping power holders ‘on side’; and perhaps more so than Case 1a, actively
championing women’s rights to work, be educated and be respected (socially-oriented).
Case 2: Elite-selected leaders

In Case 2, the ‘entrepreneurs’ (known in the project as ‘village facilitators’) were selected by the shura to manage the business, and oversee the
farmers’ groups. The entrepreneurs and senior women (Lead Farmers
and Sales Agents) have been instrumental in reformulating and guiding
rules and routines, troubleshooting and determining the overall direction
of the business, including their links to supplies and buyers, and to other
villages.
In Case 2a, the shura selected the most educated woman in the village, since she was the most respected and crucially, the most mobile (i.e.
lower purdah restrictions). At the time of the research, she was approximately forty years old and lived between the village, and a wealthy district in the city. She was known locally to be very bright with ‘good habits’ (i.e. respecting religious norms), and persuasive. Previously she was a
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teacher at a local girls’ school (and thus one of few educated women).
She described her family possessing ‘respectable’ amounts of land (and
thus perhaps influential). The entrepreneur was considered to be an
open, educated and well-respected woman. She was also visibly determined with a keen sense of belief in the work and new women’s practices. Her initial motivation for participation was a sense of obligation (as
the village’s most capable and mobile woman) and social interest, but
also a sense of pride to be head of this new initiative. Her interests would
have been also part monetary (salary). As the business has evolved, she
has been both motivated by the business prospects (financial), but also
emerging social objectives, in championing new girl and women’s roles.
She has proved adept at navigating the authorities, and propelling the
business forward with evolving structures (and delegating responsibilities
to Sales Agents and Lead Farmers where possible).
In the more conservative village of Case 2b, the shura selected the
most dominant, well known and arguably the most extraordinary village
woman. As such, she was also the most mobile woman in the village, and
would face fewer difficulties in potential work obligations. Daughter of
the village head (arbab), and at the time of the research, one of the most
powerful women in the region (recently assigned head of the new cluster
of women’s groups in the district), the entrepreneur was 35 years old,
unmarried, and uniquely, the sole supporter of her mother and sister.
The entrepreneur had an unusual upbringing in being brought up as a
boy (a bacha posh)3 until her teenage years. Bacha posh remains a largely under-researched phenomenon, but is deemed to be significant in influencing the resulting woman’s habits and practices. It can also be psychologically damaging, particularly if left until late to switch the ‘boy girl’ back to
a normal girl. This can leave women struggling to adapt to women’s behavioural and social norms, including communication with other women,
gender roles in the household, and strict rules on dress, and mobility. In
the entrepreneur’s situation, this has indeed had a complicated effect on
her behaviour and identity, and left her unable to relate to other women.
As a result, she sees herself as a ‘woman-man’. In the business, she has
emerged to be controlling, power hungry and self-centred. In deep contrast to Case 2a, the entrepreneur was motivated by power and control
from the outset, and lured by the salary. Unsuccessful attempts by the
NGO to remove her, and fear by other actors has meant that despite her
lack of popularity amongst the women, she has remained. As the busi-
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ness has evolved, opportunities for her to increase her power have been
sought and gained. She has few obvious social objectives, and instead
seemed explicitly driven to gain more power through status, accumulation of assets (business and private) and profits.
Case 3: Group-selected leader

In Case 3, the charismatic ‘entrepreneur’ was elected by the other women at the end of the initial training course. She was fairly young, in her
early thirties, but commanded respect from the other women for her
strength of character and her natural leadership ability. She also was
from a more open-minded Tajik family permitting her more mobility. At
the time of the research, she was 40 years old with six children (four
boys and two girls including one handicapped child). With an illiterate
mother and the death of her father when she was young, she was fortunate to be educated until she was seventeen years old, and then was married. During the war years, her family was displaced from the neighbouring province of Parwan to different parts of Kabul, and then finally to
Pakistan for a year. At the time of the research, her husband struggled
with temporary employment in Kabul. Initially, they were living in a poor
neighbourhood (where the business was initiated), but with her (NGO
paid) salary, her family later moved to a more central, progressive and
affluent area of Kabul (‘all of the families here have TVs’!).
Before the project, the entrepreneur was mostly confined to the
house, looking after her children. With little experience in any type of
economic activities, yet as semi-literate and bold, the other women perceived her as stronger than the rest of the women, and they voted for her
to be the head of the group. She was described to have notably grown in
her role in the business, and during the research was described to be acting and dressing ‘like a proper Director’! She was considered to be
stronger than her husband, and emerging to be the main family decisionmaker. The entrepreneur has led in shaping emerging rules and routines
(mostly in taking over INGO controlled tasks), troubleshooting and determining the overall direction of the business, including their links to
other firms. Her initial motivations to participate in the project were
once again (in part) financial but also a social interest to join the group.
With experience and power, she has secured a strong position in the
company as head, and has become both mobile and confident. Yet in so
doing, she has distanced herself from the other women. During the re-
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search, her motivations lay with making profits and achieving company
success, and becoming powerful. Whilst recognizing her fellow business
colleagues, she appeared to feel less association with them as the business evolved, particularly as they stemmed from different ethnic families
and remained more conservative (and she made little effort to change
this). Her social objectives beyond the business were fairly limited.
Meanwhile, she had strong emerging political aspirations to be head of a
women’s council in her native province of Parwan.
6.2.3 Power holders driven by control (and community
development)

In this research, the power holders pertained to the community leaders
in the business locale. They included the local village or city neighbourhood council, the Community Development Council (CDC) or traditional shura. These bodies tended to comprise the local head (the government-elected arbab or wakil), senior elders and the mullah. The village
shura tended to be further supported by local regional commanders
(strongmen). Underneath the shura/CDC (only in the rural areas) was the
female shura (new CDC sub-committee), comprising mostly elders’
wives. Across the Cases, power holders were motivated to support the
emerging institutions by a mix of personal and public interests. These
included maintaining social control and order, and community development. In their role of rule ‘authorization’ (agreeing rule scope and applicability, and providing their consent), power holders have endeavoured to create boundaries around women’s evolving new institutions,
and where approved, ensure wider support in the community for these
new habits and practices through educational or intimidation strategies.
In progressive cases, some power holders had leveraged the women’s
work to promote more equitable and participative community development.
Case 1: Village shura

In Case 1a, there was both a strict shura with a women’s sub-committee,
and a strong local commander that held sway over the village. Key powerful figures in the shura included the shura head, and the mullah ‘the second head of the village’. The latter was seen as moderately powerful, but
his support was viewed as crucial for gaining consent on new practices.
The local commander appeared to be able to rule over village members,
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and to resolve problems quickly. The women coordinated their activities
initially through the women’s shura. Motivations for the elite interest and
coordination in this village lay predominantly in the need to maintain
control. In Case 1b, there was a strict but increasingly flexible and progressive community shura. Key powerful figures in this group included
the shura head (main project focal point), the village arbab, and the village
mullah. Once again, the women coordinated their activities through the
women’s shura. Motivations for the elite coordination in the second village lay in the need to maintain control, but later they were also motivated to actively promote women’s economic development. This was in
part due to a powerful and respected influential commander that was
openly supportive of the women’s work. The power holders from Case
1a tended to be less flexible than in Case 1b, perhaps due to the more
conservative environment and less charismatic champions (see next section 6.2.4).
Case 2: Village shura with identified volunteer champion

In Case 2a, there was an open and fairly educated shura. Key powerful
figures in the community included the head of the shura, and the village
arbab. The former was a previous local commander, and was well respected and an influential member of the community (‘even against the
mullah’!). He was known for his progressive ways and was more educated. He acted as the designated ‘champion’ in the farming enterprise project. The village leader, the arbab, was more conservative and illiterate.
The INGO staff described him as requiring more time to ‘open up to
new ideas and systems’, particularly those introduced by ‘outsiders’.
Meanwhile, the female shura was deemed useful for interaction with the
shura. Other ‘power holders’ included religious authorities and advisors:
the main mullah, and local kaari and kaaria (village holy men and women). The main motivations for the elite coordination in this first village
lay in the need to keep social control, as in the previous Case. But for
more progressive members, their motivation has evolved to also include
an interest in women’s socio-economic development. In the less receptive village of Case 2b, there was a strict shura with difficult religious
clerics. Key powerful figures in this community included the progressive
shura head (one of the husband’s of the Lead Farmers); and again, the
village arbab and the main village mullah. The shura head was the main
village ‘champion’ of this project with unusual libertarian views, and con-
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trasted with the rest of the conservative shura! Yet at the end of the research, his efforts appeared to have been halted with his abrupt removal
from the village, in what appeared to be a bizarre and suspicious turn of
events.4 Meanwhile, the village arbab was very traditional, and the village
mullah was highly distrustful of outsiders. The latter was particularly well
known for ‘spying’ on the women’s activities in the early part of the project (through his wife!), although he was described to be more supportive
during later phases. In terms of coordination with the women’s shura,
since the entrepreneur was already head of both the village and cluster
village women’s shura, she controlled any feedback to the (male) shura.
The main motivations for the elite coordination in this second case lay in
both social control, and a strong desire to ensure that the village culture
and local order were not disrupted (i.e. there was a fear of change).
Case 3: Neighbourhood shura with paid local coordinator

In Case 3, the local shura was headed up by a city representative known
as a wakil. Situated in a poor ethnically Pashtun neighbourhood, the shura
was known to be strict, traditional and mistrustful of outsiders. Whilst
appearing conservative, the wakil has emerged to be instrumental in supporting the women’s work, facilitating elder/mullah meetings with the
NGO staff and otherwise, reassuring and troubleshooting with husbands
and quelling local rumours and gossip. Yet, he was (in part) financially
motivated, in receiving a monthly stipend from the NGO. Nonetheless,
he has acted as a vital bridge between the women (with NGO support)
and the male shura, since there was no female shura (as is common in the
urban areas). Other ‘power holders’ included the local mullah and the
community elders. The main motivations for elite coordination in this
case lay in the need to maintain control, and to support the new evolving
practices of the women, within careful agreed Pashtun boundaries.
Looking across the actors in each case, it is clear that actors have
varying motivations and interests in supporting/interacting in institutional processes related to the women’s work. In terms of the NGOs,
there was a strong common desire for women’s socio-economic development – particularly in roles beyond the household – although they differ in their capacity and determination for equitable outcomes. Notably,
many of the female NGO staff have also faced their own struggles for
empowerment, and their community work has become a greater part of a
personal crusade for change. In the case of the entrepreneurs, their gen-
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eral initial motivations lay (mostly) in increasing their household incomes
and social interaction (although in one case, power was the initial motivation, and in another there was a strong sense of obligation). Later entrepreneurs were motivated to different degrees either by social outcomes or gaining personal power. Finally, the power holders were
primarily motivated by preserving social order and control; although in
two cases, more progressive elements were later (equally) interested in
equitable community development.
6.2.4 Appreciating local conditions within greater Afghan context

Towards understanding actor strategies, it is necessary to further unravel
the particularities of the micro context. Whilst residing within the greater
Afghan context (Chapter 3), it is pertinent to assess and identify the key
attributes of the local situation for each Case, expanding upon initial
overviews in Chapter 1. In appreciating these dimensions – including
ethnicity, local cultural norms, levels of wealth, and typical livelihoods –
alongside the character of the power holders, critical insights may be
generated into the relative nature of the context, particularly levels of
openness and trust (regarding outsiders and new ideas), and stability. It is
worth noting that over the course of the business lifespan, the broader
country context has changed significantly with new ideas slowly percolating from nearby countries to the cities, and even to rural communities,
through TV and new media. For wealthier urban households, this has
brought in new perspectives on family life, and the roles of women. As a
consequence, in these households, attitudes and practices have begun to
slowly change, influencing women’s work, education and marriage. Yet
for the majority of rural and poorer households, with little access to such
media and where attitudes remain traditional, there has been very little
change in local practices. Below, I expand upon the environmental attributes particular to each Case, and levels of relative trust, stability and
openness, as indicated by the nature of local power holders, local observed fragility and receptivity to outside ideas.
Case 1: Village realities differentiated by nature of elites

Case 1a was situated in a large conservative Tajik village that was still
fragile after many years of war, with medium levels of wealth and land
(on average, 2 jeribs of land per family). At the start of the project, typical livelihoods prevailed with men involved in agriculture, and women
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largely confined to domestic spheres (handicrafts and gardening). Power
holders were conservative and religious. These factors have led to a lower-trust context that is nervous of new ideas, particularly vis-à-vis women’s development. Meanwhile, Case 1b was situated in a smaller (slightly
less) conservative Tajik village, but with similar levels of wealth and land.
Typical livelihoods also prevailed with women largely confined to domestic spheres. Power holders were conservative, but there were progressive and respected elements that championed new ideas (for example, the local commander). This has led to a higher trust context that is
more open to change.
Case 2: Village realities differentiated by wealth, culture and elites

Case 2a was located in a Tajik village close to the provincial centre with
limited land (and where house renting was the norm), and medium to
low levels of wealth. Traditionally male livelihoods have been in shop
keeping in addition to agriculture (share-cropping), and low-skilled Kabul city daily labour. At the start of the project, most women were involved in traditional homebound activities, although there was one
woman working as a teacher (who subsequently became the entrepreneur). The village was known to be receptive to outsiders and ‘city’ ways
with progressive power holders. The facilitating NGO attributed this
partly due to their displacement during the war years, mostly to Iran
(with more progressive educational systems, and attitudes regarding
women), the location of their village (close to the main road) and limited
resources (forcing the men to find work in the city). This has led the village to be fairly open, with medium levels of trust. Meanwhile, in the
contrasting land rich and wealthier but more remote Tajik/Pashtun village of Case 2b (on average, 5 jeribs of land per family), traditional agricultural livelihoods dominated, with men involved in cereal farming and
horticulture, and women working within the confines of the home with
limited mobility. Power holders in this community were known to be
strictly conservative with strong religious clerics. Whilst households in
this village were also displaced during the war, most went to the refugee
camps on the border areas of Pakistan/Afghanistan (these camps were
heavily Pashtun dominated and conservative). This village was known to
be both traditional and highly mistrustful of outsiders with closed attitudes.
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Case 3: urban reality characterized by fragility and conservatism

Finally, Case 3 was located in a poor, war-scarred Pashtun neighbourhood of Kabul. Pre-selected for its marginalization, many families in this
area stemmed from the conservative south of Afghanistan, and were Internally Displaced People (IDPs) during the eighties and nineties. The
neighbourhood was both strict and fragile. Typical work for the men included shop keeping or daily labour. As is common with poor urbanbased Pashtun communities (see Chapter 3), women remained strictly
housebound with sporadic home-based work in handicrafts. Very few
educated women worked as teachers, and a handful as domestic helpers.
The area was notably less stable, with low levels of trust and limited receptivity to new ideas.
Table 6.1
Summary of context variations across cases
Case
no.

Key characteristics of local environment

Power holders

Implications
for context

1a

Highly conservative
Medium levels of wealth/land
Typical rural livelihoods for men and women
Majority Tajik

Conservative

Stable
Low trust
Semi open

1b

Medium conservative
Medium levels of wealth/land
Typical rural livelihoods for men and women
Majority Tajik

Conservative
then
progressive

Stable
Trust
Open

2a

Limited resources/land
Men involved in city work
One woman teacher
Majority Tajik
Open village culture (receptive to new ideas)

Progressive

Stable
Trust
Open

2b

Land rich village
Highly traditional/ religious/wary of outsiders
Women limited mobility
Majority Tajik/ some Pashtuns

Conservative

Stable
Low trust
Less open

3

Fragile with limited resources
War-stricken urban neighborhood, displaced families
Near to progressive areas but men mostly shopkeepers in area
Women limited mobility
Pashtun

Conservative

Less stable
Low trust
Less open
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Table 6.1 summarises these varying environmental characteristics
across the cases, and highlights the implications for the context.

6.3

Examining actor strategies in institutional processes

Going beyond a single set of creative actors or ‘institutional entrepreneurs’, case studies have drawn attention to the combined involvement
of various key actors in transforming, designing, shaping and setting
boundaries in institutional development with both positive and negative
effects for resulting institutions (Chapter 4 and 5). The NGO has shown
that outsiders can indeed be institutional change catalysts through the
introduction of new institutions. Yet it is clear that the subsequent phases of institutional shaping, operationalisation and adoption require strong
leadership and inclination from within the business itself. The entrepreneur – and her active supporters (close assistants) – have led this reformulation of the enterprise rules (routines, chain rules and collective action institutions) in negotiation with the local power holders and guided
by the NGO (where capable and interested). This has been further tempered by the local context, in particular levels of stability, openness and
trust. Looking more closely at key actor strategies across the cases, it is
imperative to appreciate their diverse and subtle roles in institutional design and development.
6.3.1 NGOs as designers and advisors

As crucial institutional drivers, the NGOs were the ‘principal designer
and advisor’ of emerging and innovative enterprise routines, towards
permitting women’s enterprise whilst ensuring a supportive village environment and the development of fair rules. In the early trialling of institutions, the NGO coordinated with the male and female power holders,
and the female staff problem-solved with producer women/resolving
problems directly with their families. The NGO supported the
(re)shaping of the emerging institutions in coordination with the other
women, and the power holders. Various tactics that were employed by
these actors included socio-cultural/religious strategies such as religious messages, proverbs and story telling; physical strategies including pious Muslim
behaviour, dress and reciting prayers (particularly critical in low trust and
fragile environments); and economic strategies including highlighting to
women and their families the financial profits gained (as questions were
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raised over necessity of work). These were directed at reassuring and
guiding participating women in both the early phases and as new boundaries were broached; and garnering the support of the power holders,
immediate families and the wider public. As layers of market institutions
were created, tactics have been re-focused to ensuring proportionate and
fair rules (if possible) within the groups (particularly in Case 1 and 2,
where stronger routines were fostered), or simply maintaining the business operations (as in Case 3, where routines were weaker). Tactics also
sought to keep peace with the power holders and broader community to
permit the development of gradual and productive market activity. The
capacity of the NGO in both rule design and in supporting the gradual
development of rules has greatly affected the resulting institutions. The
INGOs/NGOs were also under varying pressures from the donors to
meet targets. This was particularly evident in Case 2 and 3, leading to the
acceptance in Case 2b of the controlling entrepreneur (and exclusive institutions), and a micro-managing approach in Case 3. Where there were
poor initial designs by the NGO, or weak support and excessive control
over the business, enterprises institutions have been under developed
and stifled in their potential evolution.
6.3.2 Entrepreneurs as shapers and diffusers

Meanwhile, the entrepreneurs (together with active workers) were the
‘lead shapers and diffusers’ of new enterprise routines, and were involved in (re)formulating and promoting the final rules to ensure agreed
participation by selected women in designated roles. In the early trialling
of institutions, they were involved with deciding which women may have
access to new revised institutions, and under which conditions. The entrepreneurs coordinated with both male and female power holders, problem-solved with producer women and their families, quelled rumours at
wedding parties, and liaised with the NGOs. Similar to the NGO approach, tactics employed included socio-cultural/religious strategies such as
religious messages, proverbs and story telling; physical strategies including
exhibiting ‘model’ behaviour, attending prayers, care on dress and warning women on boundaries (particularly in very low trust environments
with much resistance); and economic strategies including highlighting salaries
(where they received them), new technology and financial gains, and
quickly distributing visible profits. In higher trust villages, the women
described ‘everyone playing their part’ in convincing the men. Women
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reported the men being ‘afraid’ of the new practices, and then later jealous (this caused some problems in lower trust contexts such as Case 1a).
In Case 2b, the controlling entrepreneur drew on coercive measures to
keep women in check through threats and intimidation, and simply
blocked other women’s further development outright (e.g. she has prohibited the activation of Sales Agents). In Case 3, the entrepreneur was
such a strong character that her ‘habits’ have progressed to a level that is
almost unattainable for the other women, ironically inhibiting the other
women’s development (and the entrepreneur did not really endeavour to
delegate tasks to the worker women, or find ways to change the status
quo). In stricter and low trust contexts (e.g. Case 1a), the entrepreneur
tended to place a high emphasis on physical persuasion in terms of pursuing model behaviour. In such conditions, there was also an observed
tendency for close male family members to be brought in as assistants
(since worker women were unable to carry out more public roles). Similarly, this was observed if entrepreneurs were controlling in nature (e.g.
Case 3). In this situation, male family members have been brought in to
do work that the other worker women cannot.
As layers of market institutions were created going beyond routines,
and overcoming marketing challenges (with purdah renegotiated for particular women), the trialling and reshaping processes led by the entrepreneurs appeared to be increasingly private, with less elaborate strategies
needed/employed as their sphere of applicability was less (only selected
women were participating), particularly where trust had been developed
within the community. Tactics became directed at controlling/maintaining the order created within the groups with ‘fair’ payback
(particularly in the case of progressive entrepreneurs), keeping peace with
the power holders and broader community, and permitting the development of gradual market relations. Where there were more controlling
entrepreneurs, as in Case 2b and 3, higher-level rules (such as marketing)
were strictly controlled, inhibiting the participation of other workers.
6.3.3 Power holders as authorizers and boundary makers

Finally, the power holders were the ‘key authorizers’ of new enterprise
routines in their role of upholding order and peace within the broader
community, and delimiting boundaries. Their main motivation was to
ensure that the public accepted their authorised rules, and that these
were respected by the designated women. The power holders thus pro-
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vided legitimacy for new rules. In the early trialling of institutions, the
power holders observed the revised institution, upheld boundaries and
problem solved in coordination with the NGO. In the (re)shaping of the
final ‘product’, power holders approved or disapproved proposals towards agreeing which women may have access to the various revised institutions (of purdah or enterprise rules), and under which conditions.
Meanwhile, the female power holders (only present in Case 1 and 2) observed the revised institution and reported back to male power holders,
upheld boundaries and problem solved/quelled rumours in coordination
with the NGO. As described in the previous section, as higher market
institutions were created, power holders tended to be less involved in the
details (particularly if there was less required change in the underlying
social institution of purdah for multiple women), although they remained
informed. Where power holders were more controlling, in a low trust
environment, there has been less flexibility with regards to women’s participation and business expansion. Reflecting these differences in behaviour, tactics of power holders included socio-cultural strategies (as above)
and economic strategies including highlighting to the women’s families the
(Islam-approved) financial benefits in addition to physical strategies including threats and intimidation. These tactics were aimed at keeping participating women ‘in check’ or secure, and ensuring support from their immediate families and the wider public within the agreed reformulated
cultural boundaries. Yet, power holders were also shown to change during the course of the business influencing their desire for control, driven
by their own evolving power interests, or as a result of the changing context. In the case of controlling or nervous power holders, institutions
may be constrained with little growth, or perpetuate the prevailing market order relying on men to carry out more public facing roles (e.g. Case
1a).
Adding new insights to the discourse, Table 6.2 draws together the
diverse motivations of these three sets of actors, the different strategies
deployed under different conditions, and for which desired outcomes.
The NGO was shown to be predominantly motivated to create viable
and sustainable enterprises with women’s participation, and (if possible)
equitable rules in a supportive and conducive environment. To this end,
strategies aimed to ensure the establishment of basic rules for business
functioning, broad community support for these emerging rules, and equitable rules as the business evolves. Meanwhile, the entrepreneurs tend-
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ed to be motivated to secure women’s collaboration (with power holders’
and family support), and ensure the development of businesses with the
necessary market links. Strategies thus aimed at instituting rules that were
both supported, and that women could follow (and respect). Later, strategies aimed at garnering support for diverging roles and dividends, or
alternatively boosting personal power. Finally, the power holders were
mainly motivated to keep community order and control (with the local
culture undisturbed as far as possible), and thus aimed to ensure that participating women remained within agreed boundaries. As such, strategies
focused on overseeing and authorizing rule development (scope and applicability), and obtaining public support and trust in these new arrangements. In progressive cases, motivations were shown to extend to an
interest in women’s community development (going beyond the business). Across these actors, a set of key strategies were observed including
socio-cultural strategies (e.g. religious messages) during the early phases and
in situations of uncertainty, or as new boundaries are pushed in purdah;
physical strategies (e.g. appearance/dress) to gain respect in the conservative
environment, or more intimidating physical strategies used to keep
women in check (if they go beyond boundaries); and economic tactics used
to gain general support for ongoing rules, particularly with diverging responsibilities of women. A fourth set of technological-oriented strategies was
used unintentionally by the NGO (particularly Case 2), in the introduction of new equipment and methodologies. Yet these have had the significant effect of reinforcing the new and emerging rules.
It is worth mentioning that inherent tensions existed between these
three sets of actors with their differing objectives and capacities, influencing the deployment of strategies and outcomes. Reflecting more generally upon such tensions, this appears to be particularly critical for
NGOs that are often process-oriented with a focus on community capacity building and achieving targets, but require the participation of the
entrepreneur (and the other women), and the support of the power
holders to carry out their ‘uncertain’ work. And as indicated, entrepreneurs may have varying capacities and interests to deliver (as shown in
Case 2b and 3), or allow other women to join. And the research shows
that power holders can pose further unexpected challenges to the NGO
agenda, particularly if they are conservative, or reactive to destabilising
external events (such as insecurity in Case 3), affecting their willingness
to allow participation and enterprise activities.
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Table 6.2
Exploring key actor strategies and their typical usage
Actor

Motivation/Inter
est

Strategy

Under which
conditions

Desired
Outcome

NGO

Functioning
women’s
enterprise with
women’s
participation

I Socio-cultural strategies such
as religious messages,
proverbs and story telling.

Early participation

Routine rules
exist with family
and public
support

Principal
initiator and
advisor

Emerging new
roles of selected
women

Market and
cross-firm rules
exist for
selected women
with support

Free riding of
women

Rules are
respected

II Physical strategies including
pious Muslim behaviour and
dress, reciting prayers at start
of meetings.

Fragile/Low trust
environment with
strong resistance

Power holders
and public have
trust in NGO
and rules

III Economic strategies
including providing ‘salaries’,
highlighting financial profits
gained, and additional
work/responsibilities of some
members.

Families are
nervous and
question continued
work

Rules are
culturally
acceptable and
bring dividends

Creating fair rules
with differing roles
and responsibilities

Rules are fair
and respected

IV Technological strategies
such as the introduction of
new productive equipment and
methodologies.

Used to accelerate
returns in business

(Unintended)

I Socio-cultural/religious
strategies such as religious
messages, proverbs and story
telling.

Early participation

Routine rules
exist with family
and public
support

Supportive and
conducive village
environment
Proportionate
and fair rules
(later)

Entrepreneur
Lead
advocates
and shapers

Women’s
participation
Support of power
holders and
families
Successful
enterprise with
links to market
and services

Community/family
uncertainty

II Physical strategies including
exhibiting ‘model’ behaviour,
attending prayers, care on
dress and warning women on
boundaries, inviting
shura/mullah’s wives to check
work.

Community/family
uncertainty

Rules gain
reinforcement

Pushing new
boundaries

Market and
cross-firm rules
exist for
selected women
with support

Free riding of
women

Rules are
respected

Fragile/Low trust
environment

Routine rules
have family and
public support

Strong initial
resistance
Pushing new
boundaries
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Actor

Motivation/Inter
est

Power
holders
Key
authorizers
and
legitimacymakers

Social order and
culture
maintained

Strategy

Under which
conditions

Desired
Outcome

III Economic strategies
including new technology,
financial salaries or gains and
quickly distributing visible
profits; and highlighting
different levels of
responsibilities of some
members.

Families question
continued work

Rules are
culturally
acceptable and
bring fair
dividends

Supporting
continued
enterprise work
with emerging
hierarchies of
women

‘Fair’ payback
for different
roles

I Socio-cultural strategies
including religious messages,
proverbs and story telling.

Early participation

Routine rules
exist with family
and public
support under
agreed terms

Community
peace

Community
uncertainty
New boundaries

Market and
cross-firm rules
exist for
selected women
with support
under agreed
terms

Gossiping

Public have
trust in new
work and power
holders

Participating
women remain
within agreed
boundaries
Community
development

II Physical/Coercive strategies
including threats and
intimidation.

III Economic strategies
including highlighting to the
women’s families the salaries
and (Islam-approved)
economic benefits.

6.4

Strong resistance
Women push
boundaries too far

Rules remain
within agreed
boundaries

Families are
nervous

Rules are
culturally
acceptable and
bring dividends

Supporting
continued
enterprise work

Dominant entrepreneurs and collective power

Advancing the literature on ‘institutional entrepreneurs’ (e.g. Battilana,
2009; Li et al., 2006), the research indicates the emergence of dominant
entrepreneurs in enterprise (although manifesting shades of variation
within each type). Towards understanding this phenomenon, it is instructive to look at the agency of the NGO and power holders within the
context, and their role in fostering local conditions. In terms of the
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NGO, in Case 1, the NGO was highly motivated to ensure cultural/religious sensitivity and fostered equitable well-thought out institutions gradually over time. In Case 2, they were also highly motivated to
ensure functioning institutions that were acceptable, but was less concerned with achieving equitable arrangements (and were particularly
weak in Case 2b). In Case 3, the NGO was equally motivated to ensure
culturally sensitive participation in the business, but lacked creativity in
institutional development and had difficulty in relinquishing control.
Meanwhile, in terms of the power holders, in Case 1a, Case 2b and Case
3, the elite were acutely conservative contrasting to more progressive
power holders in Case 1b and Case 2a. Reflecting upon these findings,
the NGO and local power holders seem to display certain tendencies in
institutional development. In terms of the former, NGOs may be capable of fostering strong and equitable institutions and enabling more stable (and higher trust) conditions (e.g. Case 1 and 2a); or they may be controlling or weak in less stable (and low trust) conditions (e.g. Case 2b and
3), and constrain evolving institutions. In terms of the latter, power
holders may be progressive, and open to new ideas and supportive of
evolving equitable institutions; or conservative and less trusting, and
keen to maintain the status quo.
6.4.1 Emerging entrepreneur types and institutional
characteristics

As a result of these broader actors’ agency and contextual dynamics, two
dominant types of entrepreneurs have tended to emerge, with crucial
implications for broader institutional development. Looking across cases
in Table 6.3, these two ‘ideal’ types of entrepreneurs have tended to generate characteristic patterns of routines, chain rules and collective action
institutions in enterprise. This is illustrated in the various rules emerging
from the cases. Under conditions of higher stability with supportive
NGOs and power holders, socially minded entrepreneurs have generated
open institutions that are transparent and collectively agreed (Case 1b
and 2a). In terms of internal routines, these institutions were characterized by more flexibility and participation in rules for production including work hours and related tasks. For example, in Case 1, women may
swap workdays or make up missed days later. In terms of marketing and
collective action, there was more collaborative agreement on tasks, and
less rigidity in market responsibilities and in agreed women’s movement.
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Yet such ‘pro-social’ entrepreneurs may be stifled in less conducive and
conservative environments with strict power holders, generating more
constrained institutions (Case 1a). Meanwhile, under conditions of low
stability and mistrust where NGOs are weak, more selfish entrepreneurs
have tended to generate more top-down, exclusive and controlled institutions with little possibility for change. In these cases, the participation
in rule development was minimal, the entrepreneur responsibilities and
activities were less transparent, and the delegation of higher-level tasks
was limited with few opportunities for lower level workers.
Table 6.3
Looking across cases: emerging entrepreneurs and institutions
Case
no.

Local
conditions

1a

Emerging
Institutions

NGO

Sector

Entrepreneur

Stable
Low trust
Semi open
Conservative
power holders

Fostering

Open

Quiet
ambitious
TRAILBLAZER
(Constrained)

Open but
constrained

1b

Stable
Trust
Open
Progressive
power holders

Fostering

Open

Strong,
determined
TRAILBLAZER

Democratic
and open

2a

Stable
Trust
Open
Progressive
power holders

Fostering

Open

Open,
determined
TRAILBLAZER

Democratic
and open

2b

Stable
Low trust
Less open
Conservative
power holders

Fostering but
weak

Open

Controlling
and power
hungry
GATEKEEPER

Controlled,
nontransparent,
no flexibility

3

Less stable
Low trust
Less open
Highly
conservative
power holders

Constraining

Closed

Insecure
controlling
entrepreneur
GATEKEEPER

Controlled,
nontransparent,
little
flexibility
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It is useful to elaborate on these emerging entrepreneurs. The first
type may be described as charismatic entrepreneurs that engender open,
flexible institutions within the business. These entrepreneurs are publicspirited with a view to inclusiveness in enterprise, and an interest in
promoting women’s economic and social empowerment both within and
outside of the business. As pioneering actors, these entrepreneurs can be
described as ‘Trailblazers’ in fostering new open institutions, and setting
in motion new trends that go beyond the realm of the business. This
type may flourish more in higher trust and stable microenvironments,
with progressive power holders and the support of strong external actors. And her agency is indeed boosted by the support of these actors.
The second entrepreneur type relates to more controlling entrepreneurs
that are motivated by power (and may be defensive and insecure), generating closed, tightly controlled and exclusive institutions. Driven by
maintaining the broader status quo, these entrepreneurs can be described
as ‘Gatekeepers’ in keeping new practices to themselves or within a tightnit group, and not permitting their diffusion or allowing new broader
orders to emerge. These types tend to flourish in less stable, low trust
environments with controlling power holders, and where NGO actors
may be weak or absent (e.g. Case 2b and 3). Notably, in Case 3, the triple
combination of conservative power holders (and low trust) and engagement in a male dominated sector, together with a ‘weak’ NGO has generated an insecure controlling entrepreneur that acts partly out of selfprotection.
Disentangling the various factors underlying the emergence of these
two contrasting entrepreneurs, it is crucial to highlight key driving forces
related to both actors and local conditions. In the more positive scenario,
the influence of a strong external actor (i.e. the NGO), the presence of
open power holders in a trusting and stable context in addition to the
active participation of enterprise women have permitted the generation
of capable Trailblazer entrepreneurs. And where necessary, initial less
capable and public-spirited entrepreneurs have been replaced (as described for Case 1b in Chapter 4). Interestingly, Trailblazers may also
emerge if some of the conditions do not exist (i.e. less supportive power
holders) but are constrained in their efforts (Case 1a). Yet where NGOs
are weaker, power holders are conservative and the context is fragile (and
the workers have little voice), Gatekeepers have been more likely to
emerge (and persist). And arguably, in such conditions without local
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support and trust, entrepreneurs may also become more defensive and
self-oriented (e.g. Case 3). Overall, it is thus indicated that the dual influence of structure (the prevailing environmental conditions including levels of trust and stability), and agency (strength of the external actor, the
participation of women in selection, and openness of power holders)
may tend to generate specific types of entrepreneurs or allow them to
persist. These dominant entrepreneurs shape the evolving nature of the
enterprise institutions.
Dominant entrepreneurs and emerging incentives

As highlighted by Adam Smith in The Theory of Moral Sentiments, the motivation for engagement in enterprise may not be merely rational or economically driven. Further whilst entrepreneurial abilities may be randomly distributed throughout populations and situations, entrepreneurial
opportunity and its social sanctioning may affect economic participation
(Baumol, 1990). It is pertinent to examine the diverse incentives influencing entrepreneurs to engage in enterprise that have emerged in the
course of enterprise, beyond just financial gain. In the case of Trailblazer
entrepreneurs, there is a strong social incentive to cultivate new norms
for women within and outside of the group, to improve the lives of
women and their families, and to create new opportunities for girls and
women in the future. And notably, to promote this goal, the entrepreneur had tried to garner the support of women workers. In the case of
Gatekeeper entrepreneurs, incentives may be more political in maintaining or expanding her own power in the business and community. Often
in her case, she may rely on existing power holders to meet her objectives. In some cases, Gatekeepers may be forced to keep tight control as
a ‘protective’ strategy to maintain her strong role in the business in a
hostile environment (as in Case 3). Table 6.4 illustrates dominant types
of entrepreneurs, the conditions under which they thrive, their various
characteristics, and emerging personal motivations/interests.
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Table 6.4
Dominant entrepreneurs and motivations/interests
Entrepreneur

Ideal conditions emerging

External
actor

Characteristics

Core personal
Motivation /
interests

Trailblazer

Stable
Medium-high trust
Open culture
Progressive power holders

Strong

Public
spirited

Social
incentive

Gatekeeper

Unstable
Low trust
Exclusive industry
Protected culture
Conservative power holders

Weak or
absent

Controlling
/ selfinterest

Power
incentive

Insecure /
defensive

6.4.2 Drawing on collective power for group or self-interest

In corroboration with the theory (particularly in this Chapter and Chapter 2 and 5), the research suggests that creating and shaping institutions,
facilitating their diffusion and further development tends to involve interactions between people (Fligstein, 2001). Social networks have contributed to the scope of rules and their reshaping, rule learning and enforcement, and rule adoption and broader diffusion. They have also
contributed to the initial emergence of rules, rule credibility, and rule
evolution. From a limited circle of family connections, the entrepreneurs
have tended to develop four tangible networks at a group, community,
market and cross-firm level. The first immediate network includes the
active workers in the group (the entrepreneur’s direct allies). This network contributes to the shaping of rules, and their diffusion and adoption. The second network includes key ties with power holders, including
the elders’ and mullahs’ wives. This network influences rule type used,
boundaries and flexibility for change. They also determine the extent of
rule adoption. The third network includes the local buyers (e.g. shopkeepers), and support services such packaging, agricultural resources and
training. This network determines the scope of rules for the market in
terms of interaction and frequency. The fourth network includes links to
other similar groups or firms for market collaboration. This group may
influence existing rule credibility, and lead to imitation and learning (par-
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ticularly routines and institutional arrangements). The network also influences the scope of rules, rule evolution and development, and the
emergence of new rules. Yet the scope/nature of these four networks are
influenced by both actors and local conditions, and differ in diversity and
size across the Cases. Networks are also inter-related with implications
for their development.
Intertwined influence of actors and structure in network scope and
development

Building off Bird (1988), Klyver and Schott (2011) argued that preexisting networks shape entrepreneurial intentions. Yet the research suggests that entrepreneurial intention combined with broader actor agency,
in addition to structural influences also shapes enterprise networks.
Within the enterprise, entrepreneurs can draw on worker allies to boost
her agency and support further network development. But Gatekeeper
entrepreneurs may view these workers as threats to their position and
power, and thus not engage in this immediate network or value it as a
resource. Or workers may also choose not to cooperate for cultural reasons (e.g. Case 3). Meanwhile, it is the agency of local power holders that
can most determine the extent and development of external market and
cross-firm networks (in terms both size and diversity). But a third party
in the form of the external NGO can play an important intermediary role
in facilitating entrepreneur network development through their links to
power holders, and through facilitating new enterprise connections (e.g.
through physically introducing the enterprise women to suppliers and
buyers). It is instructive to look at the emerging scope of market and
cross-firm links across the Cases. In Case 1, the enterprise networks to
buyers and service providers were extensive. And since they were linked
to other villages, their horizontal links were also significant. It appears
that links in Case 1a were more strictly controlled by the power holders
than in Case 1b however, particularly in terms of which women could
participate and the frequency of interaction. Meanwhile, in Case 2, in
terms of the diversity of local buyer links, this was measurably less than
in Case 1, although the buyers themselves were bigger markets. Links to
support services were similar however. Notably, in Case 2b, more value
was placed by the entrepreneur on ties to potentially useful higher-level
power holders (e.g. government ministries (for obtaining funds)) than on
market ties. Finally in Case 3, links to buyers were almost non-existent,
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partly as a result of the exclusive sector, although they had relatively
good links to services, with a few ties to technical support firms for potential collaboration through subcontracting.
These findings indicate a contrast between dominant entrepreneur
networks. With the support of the NGOs and power holders, the networks of public-spirited Trailblazers (especially Case 1b and 2a) are indicated to be diverse across social and economic realms, and evolving in
vein with group-interests. Yet these are constrained in the economic
realm where power holders are more conservative (e.g. in Case 1a).
Meanwhile, in the case of self-oriented Gatekeepers (Case 2b and 3)
where NGOs are weak, networks are directed more toward powerful
players within the environment for the personal gain of the entrepreneur.
In these cases, there is less interest in achieving network diversity within
the general marketplace and across similar firms (cooperative relations).
Yet networks may be particularly challenging where there are additional
industry barriers, insecurity or complex social pressures (pashtunwali)
(such as in Case 3). In summary, building off Graf (2011), the NGOs
have been shown to be able to broker or mediate between the entrepreneurs/active workers in the negotiation and development of new networks, initially with the power holders in the community, and later as
permitted, in formulating market and firm networks (see Figure 6.1). Yet
in vein with Helmsing (2011) and barriers to entry in institutional construction, strict industry preferences can also inhibit market networks,
limiting NGO efforts.
Figure 6.1
Emerging networks and their inter-relations
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6.4.3 Entrepreneurial networks in institutional diffusion and
adoption

As indicated in the literature, enterprise is firmly embedded in social
structures (Greve, 2003), facilitating potential access to resources, boosting performance (Wernerfelt, 1984) and aiding collective action (Maguire
et al., 2004). These evolving networks are shown to be rooted in local
codes of conduct, relations and power (Nordstrom, 2000), shaped by
individual attitudes and norms (Ajzen, 1991), and affected by local stability (Uzzi, 1996). Looking across the Cases, emerging networks crucially
influence both rule development, and broader diffusion and adoption
through actor agency (Redmond, 2003; Granovetter, 2005; and Becker et
al., 2006). In particular, it is the agency of entrepreneurs and her active
workers that is critical in permitting and facilitating the diffusion and
adoption of lower-level institutions, with the approval of power holders.
In low trust contexts (Case 1a, 2b and 3), the existence of tightly controlled networks can lead to increased exclusivity of certain women in
the business, and constrain broader uptake. Whilst power holders can
issue their approval, and articulate boundaries, final levels of adoption
may ultimately be determined by the entrepreneur, and family power
holders (influenced by character and reputation of the entrepreneur and
their networks). In a highly conservative context, the personal credibility
of the entrepreneur and her allies was critical in this regard through adherence to religious institutions, as in Case 1a (e.g. pious behaviour). In
contrast, some controlling entrepreneurs may draw on their networks –
particularly power holders – to secure their own self-interest, deliberately
blocking other (potential) adopters (e.g. Case 2b). Where trust is improved and power asymmetries are lower, access may be more open, allowing unregulated diffusion of new institutions by Trailblazer entrepreneurs and their networks (Case 2a in particular). Yet the strength of the
entrepreneur’s power holder networks – and endogenous politics (determining public motivations and interests) – can also influence the potential extent of engagement in, and receptivity towards institutional innovations, influencing the overall uptake of institutions, and affecting the
scope of diffusion.
In addition to facilitating network development, the influence of ‘external’ agency – through the NGO – has been also notable in institutional diffusion and adoption. Graf (2011) describes a third party ‘broker’ as
serving two functions for the system: external knowledge sourcing in
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generating novelty, and enabling diffusion within the local system. In the
research, the NGO has proved that they can be instrumental in both
generating novelty through institutional innovation, and aiding institutional diffusion. Diffusion can be supported through fostering enabling
conditions such as local stability and trust, encouraging more open
minded and supportive power holders, facilitating new power holder
links, and enhancing the credibility of entrepreneurs to allow diffusion
through networks. For example, in Case 1b and 2a, power holders have
become more progressive in part due to the NGO influence. Meanwhile,
in Case 1a, 1b and 2a the entrepreneurs describe the NGO supporting
new links to the female shura to coordinate with the male shura.
Table 6.5 summarizes evolving networks, and levels of diffusion and
adoption in institutions across cases. In the case of strong Trailblazer
public-spirited entrepreneurs (Case 1b and 2a), there are more open and
dynamic networks, and there is fairly unregulated diffusion and adoption
of institutions. Yet where power holders remain controlling in less trusting contexts (Case 1a), Trailblazer networks are inhibited, and diffusion
and adoption are more restricted. In the case of Gatekeeper powermotivated entrepreneurs (Case 2b and 3), networks are more controlled
or limited with exclusive levels of diffusion and adoption.
Table 6.5
Character of emerging networks across cases,
and nature of diffusion/adoption

Market

Cross-Firm

Nature of
Diffusion /
Adoption

Controlling

Dynamic /
restricted

Open /
restricted

Semiinclusive

Open

Becoming
more open

Dynamic /
open

Dynamic /
open

Inclusive

Trailblazer

Open

Becoming
more open

Dynamic /
open

Dynamic /
open

Inclusive

2b

Gatekeeper

Limited

Controlling

Static

Controlled

Exclusive

3

Gatekeeper

Limited

Controlling

Limited

Limited

Limited

Case
no.

Entrepreneur

1a

Network
Active
workers

Power
holders

Trailblazer

Tight

1b

Trailblazer

2a
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Concluding remarks

This chapter has endeavoured to unravel the complexity of ‘agency’
within institutional processes in the research, situating this in the prevailing micro-contexts. Initial discussions expanded on theories of ‘institutional entrepreneurs’ and their diverse strategies, the role of networks
and collective agency, building off Chapter 2, 4 and 5. Looking across
the Cases, the interaction of three sets of actors has been shown to contribute in different degrees to institutional development. And reflecting
on outcomes, beyond just distance from power structures (Day, 1994), it
is the agents’ negotiation of cultural norms and local conditions that can
influence the scope and stability of innovations in institutional processes.
In exploring actor involvement, the chapter examined evolving agent
interests and motivations, and the characteristics of the local context, to
deconstruct subtle actor strategies in the process of rule making, shaping
and enforcement. Catalysing institutional processes, NGOs played an
innovative role in initiating new/revised institutions – drawing on social/religious strategies – and were an important mediator between power holders and entrepreneurs. Meanwhile, local power holders played a
significant role in new rule authorization, creating legitimacy and articulating boundaries. Finally, entrepreneurs led in reshaping the institutions
and facilitating their uptake, and were characterized by charisma and
power. Two dominant entrepreneurs were highlighted: Trailblazers,
emerging under more stable conditions and generating more participative
institutions; and Gatekeepers, emerging under less stable conditions and
generating more exclusive institutions.
Going beyond individualism, the chapter has explored the development of networks in enterprise and institutional processes. Rather than
looking at networks shaping entrepreneurial intentions (Klyver and
Schott, 2011), the research has looked at intentions and actor agency –
moderated by structure – influencing the scope and diversity of emerging
networks. Boosted by the agency of NGOs and progressive power holders, public-spirited Trailblazer entrepreneurs were shown to foster diverse networks across multiple realms. Meanwhile Gatekeeper entrepreneurs, in a situation of weaker NGOs and strict power holders, were
more self-motivated to nurture restricted and homogenous networks of
powerful people. In revisiting Granovetter’s (2005) core principles of
social networks and economic outcomes, insights from this research
contribute to better appreciating the influence of culture, agency and
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process (Emirbayer and Goodwin, 1994), and interaction with structure.
Firstly, in terms of network density in facilitating norm enforcement, the
tight-nit groups have indeed aided new norm enforcement, although
these norms have been heterogeneous. And the entrepreneur, as head of
the network, has controlled the development of these norms and norm
enforcement, drawing attention to additional power dimensions. Secondly, in terms of the importance of ‘structural holes’ (Burt, 1992), nuances
of power, agency and structure have provided further depth to this notion in the research. Through bridging structural holes, the (varying)
agency of NGOs has been notable in playing a brokering role (Graf,
2011) towards facilitating the women’s different network development,
with the approval of local power holders. And as the women transgress
social norms in forming new controversial market relations beyond the
household, the NGO has endeavoured to reinforce their credibility and
increase levels of trust. Finally, considering the principle of the ‘social
embeddedness’ of the economy, this lies at the very heart of the research
cases. Social structure indeed presents environmental barriers in business, and delimits options. Yet norms can be transformed, although
there are social ‘costs’ (loss of tradition), although these ‘costs’ may also
lead to new opportunities.
In examining the influence of allies and networks, I drew attention to
collective power in broader institutional processes of learning, adoption
and diffusion. Going beyond the four constructs of organisational learning (Huber, 1991), Acemoglu and Dahleh (2011) highlighted the need to
look closer at heterogeneous preferences, and the influence of particular
actors in learning processes. Similarly, Redmond (2003) described the
importance of considering individual agency and social structure in the
diffusion of innovations. In the research, actors, trust and prevailing social norms have influenced both the pace and scope of diffusion of new
enterprise practices, with different rules assigned for different enterprise
members. Using Redmond’s terminology, the entrepreneurs play a lead
role in the remoulding and establishment of innovations, and may be
described as ‘innovators’ (even if the initial innovation is presented by
the NGOs). Meanwhile, their close allies may be regarded as ‘adopters’
and the rest of the group as ‘followers’. Where there is more trust and
stability, public-spirited Trailblazer entrepreneurs and their allies tend to
foster more open networks with dynamic diffusion and adoption of
democratic practices. This contrasts with self-oriented Gatekeepers in
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less certain contexts, with more controlled and exclusive networks, constraining the scope of diffusion and adoption of broader institutions.
Yet, from a demand perspective, and highlighting individual preferences,
the women as ‘adopters or followers’ have also asserted their own preferences in choosing whether to follow new practices (voluntary) in view
of the social outcomes.
Drawing this discussion together, the research has shown agency to
be influenced by skills, knowledge and capacity (critical in institutional
design), and shifting motivations and interests (critical in institution reformulation, articulating boundaries and facilitating their diffusion), leading to diverse strategies in institutional processes in enterprise. The individual and collective agency of entrepreneurs in particular may also be
boosted or thwarted by others’ agency. Further to this, agency has been
shown to be both affected by structure (local trust, stability), and to affect structure, through transforming existing norms and creating new
degrees of trust and stability. Yet agency and institutional processes remain fragile in a greater context of political and economic uncertainty.

Notes
The INGO was a keen promoter of the ‘Making Markets Work for the Poor’ approach to value chain development, with notions that poor people can simply be
trained and organised, and then connected to markets.
2 It is worth noting that the overall interests of the INGO were in the sustainability of the work in general, and less attention was paid to dominant entrepreneurs
or fair institutions (particularly towards the end of the project). Meanwhile, the
motivations of the local NGO were predominantly financial – with the women’s
project potentially leading to further donor funds – and hence, there was little
future interest in promoting equitable arrangements.
3 Bacha posh is a rural phenomenon in Afghanistan where girls are brought up as
boys. This is elaborated in the following description:
‘Afghan families have many reasons for pretending their girls are boys, including
economic need, social pressure to have sons, and in some cases, a superstition
that doing so can lead to the birth of a real boy. Lacking a son, the parents decide
to make one up, usually by cutting the hair of a daughter and dressing her in typical Afghan men’s clothing. There are no specific legal or religious proscriptions
against the practice. In most cases, a return to womanhood takes place when the
child enters puberty. The parents almost always make that decision. In a land
where sons are more highly valued, since in the tribal culture usually only they can
1
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inherit the father’s wealth and pass down a name, families without boys are the
objects of pity and contempt. Even a made-up son increases the family’s standing, at least for a few years. A bacha posh can also more easily receive an education,
work outside the home, even escort her sisters in public, allowing freedoms that
are unheard of for girls in a society that strictly segregates men and women. But
for some, the change can be disorienting as well as liberating, stranding the women in a limbo between the sexes…’ (Nordberg, 2010).
4 Towards the end of the research, news came of the shura member’s arrest for
collaboration with the Taliban.

7

Towards a dynamic and
inter-disciplinary theory of
institutional change

After all, the ways economic activities are organized, and the ways they
link up with other institutions provide crucial ingredients of the setup of
the whole social fabric. I do not think one is exaggerating by suggesting
that understanding them better will give us also a better understanding of
how contemporary democratic systems work, and also better ways to
preserve and defend them. (Dosi, 1995: 15)
The outcome of any serious research can only be to make two questions
grow where only one grew before… (Thorstein Veblen)

This thesis has explored the fundamental question of how institutions
change in fragile environments, going beyond the assumed ‘tabula rasa’
in neo-institutional theory towards appreciating more nuanced outcomes, and their influence on economic development. In the market
arena, there are powerful institutions that define who participates, and
the scope of that actor interaction. Drawing off Chang (2002), the thesis
has sought to appreciate the causal relationships within firms and in the
local environment, departing from the conventional focus on the power
between firms and profit distribution. Using an innovative approach, the
thesis has specifically examined the development of institutions in enterprise through the transformation of a critical social institution, purdah.
The research indicates the interaction of diverse actors (from both within
and outside of the value chain) in the transformation of purdah and the
formulation of enterprise institutions. This influences the nature of
emerging rules – including degrees of equity and flexibility – shedding
new light on the institutional change process.
In this final chapter, I draw together and endeavour to advance the
key arguments of this thesis on institutional change, considering in particular core drivers of institutional processes, actors and networks, and
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institutional outcomes. I further reflect on the cases and specific theories, and discuss new empirical insights supporting/challenging existing
propositions. I consider why we are interested in the role of institutions
in value chain creation, and the influence of dominant entrepreneurs (e.g.
Trailblazers and Gatekeepers). Finally, and more generally, I also reflect
on the research for the field of development studies, and highlight the critical
value of inter-disciplinary work straddling anthropology to economics in
generating pertinent insights into institutional development, and broader
processes of change in human society.

7.1

Multi-level drivers in institutional emergence

Towards integrating relevant insights from institutional political economy, evolutionary discussions and economic sociology, the overall research has endeavoured to go beyond the notion of ‘efficiency’ driving
institutional processes, to explore the interaction of diverse drivers in institutional emergence, particularly in a fragile and informal setting. The research has examined the emergence of institutions in enterprise through
the lens of women’s purdah; a critical boundary social institution within
the context of Afghanistan, which I argue influences entry, participation
and the functioning of the value chain. At the core of traditional Afghan
society – as in many Middle Eastern and Asian cultures – this social institution defines all aspects of women’s lives influencing local norms, attitudes and practices, and delimiting the potential development of new
institutions. In the research cases, this institution is transformed using
progressive interpretations of religious/cultural codes and references by
local actors. This process of transformation provides a subsequent anchor and opening for developing enterprise, and for the gradual formulation of enterprise institutions. Yet due to both shifting environmental
and actor influences, outcomes vary with knock-on effects for the development of enterprise institutions. Expanding on earlier thesis discussions, this section draws attention to notable aspects of institutional
emergence: the nested nature of emerging institutions and their interconnectedness; socio-economic triggers and motivations; and the influence of trust.
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7.1.1 Nested institutions in enterprise

In vein with Heckathorn (1984) and his description of ‘nested’ games,
Ostrom (1990: 52) used the innovative concept of ‘nested’ rules to describe the linkages between rules, and their capacity for change. With
such layers of rules, change was conceived to be more difficult for deeper level rules with some rules considered fixed or exogenous. This concept was later used by Holm (1995) to describe nested organisational systems. Gomez (2008) further hinted at notions of nestedness in her study
of exchange clubs, with local business groups linked to evolving higherlevel organisations, and the issue of related – and potentially conflicting –
rules and enforcements. Meanwhile, advancing related discussions of institutions and scale by Philo and Parr (2000), Parto (2008: 1014) suggested that institutions may further ‘manifest at different levels of interrelation, scales of governance, and in different spheres of the political
economy’. He identifies the individual, organisational and societal level.
Categorizing institutions according to their different roles and levels of
formality, he distinguished between informal behavioural institutions as social habits, manifested as norms; cognitive institutions as mental models;
associative institutions as facilitating mechanisms of social interaction;
regulative institutions as ‘prescriptions and proscriptions’, denoting the
boundaries of individuals and groups; and finally more formal constitutive
institutions, as setting the frame of social relations and delimiting the
boundaries of action.
Corroborating concepts of nestedness, the research cases have indicated the embedded nature of institutions within enterprise, and their
ultimate anchoring in socio-cultural institutions. In rule generation, lower
level rules such as purdah (initially) influence the emergence and design of
higher-level enterprise rules. And further desired innovations at higher
levels may then require more fundamental changes/negotiations to lower
level evolving norms of purdah. Initially, tentative change in the sociocultural institution of purdah was deliberately introduced through changing ideas and perceptions (cognitive institutions). This enabled the development of internal routines related to the basic division of labour in
production (primary enterprise level). Pushing boundaries further, chain
routines (‘institutional arrangements’) were then agreed with regards to
local supply and marketing (secondary enterprise level). Finally, the
groups instituted collective action rules for cross group marketing and
exchange (tertiary enterprise level). These sets of enterprise rules tended
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to be created sequentially, and depended on lower level rule formulation.
The scope of each layer of enterprise rules seemed to be shaped by the
core socio-cultural institution influencing both the nature and spheres of
emerging business activities, and determining gradual rule formulation.
In the institutional development process, the research has highlighted
the involvement of a multitude of actors in transforming, designing and
shaping social institutions and institutions in enterprise. External actors
(such as NGOs) have shown that they can aid with the initial transformation and design of new institutions, in coordination with community
power holders. They can also guide willing/capable entrepreneurs (and
local supporters) in navigating local conditions and actors, to necessarily
(re)shape the resulting design of institutions, towards the development of
fair and appropriate rules in enterprise. And the process of reformulation
cannot in fact be done without the involvement and support of these
entrepreneurs (as the key implementers). Yet NGOs can equally play a
less effective role through the poor design of institutions and/or later
constraining their evolution. Enterprise rules have proved dynamic and
evolving within the respective context, but the scope of their evolution
has remained grounded in the dynamism of the core socio-cultural institution, largely determined by the entrepreneurs, and the broader influence of local conditions and key actors.
The ‘institutional ripple effect’ controlled by powerful actors

Adding insights to Ostrom (1990), the nature of the interdependence of
‘nested’ rules has been elaborated empirically in the research, to indicate
spheres of applicability, scope of variation, and enforcement with overall
control firmly resting with powerful actors (entrepreneurs and power
holders). Specifically, the development of higher-level enterprise institutions has been conceived as being nested in lower-level enterprise routines, and finally embedded in the strictly regulated evolving social institution of purdah, entrenched in deeper cognitive institutions. With their
proximity to social institutions, lower-level enterprise rules (such as routines) are indicated to require significant negotiation, and their sphere of
applicability is shown to be larger since they extend to all enterprise participants. Lower-level rules may also manifest more variations than higher-level rules (i.e. within agreed internal routines), and there may be layers of rules for different enterprise members. There may also be stronger
levels of enforcement of lower-level rules by the group members (due to
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their wider applicability). Higher-level enterprise rules (e.g. chain rules
and collective action rules) build off existing rules for selected women
but still require renegotiation of core rules in their formulation, with potential ‘ripple effects’ for lower-level rules as layers of institutions are established. For example, new chain rules will necessitate new agreements
on purdah for selected women, and this may in turn influence their participation in internal routines. Higher-level rules apply to fewer women,
and can be less transparent (if the entrepreneur wishes), with looser levels of enforcement by the group members, and enforcement instead
through market actors or by similar-firms. This can create both suspicion
and conflict within the group if poorly managed. These higher-level rules
may be more quickly negotiated with local power holders, due to their
limited sphere of applicability (less women involved).
Figure 7.1
Nested institutional development rooted in social and cognitive institutions

In summary, it can be useful to view institutions as a series of overlying ‘webs’ or ‘layers’ with rules for different players, and different levels
of enforcements and related power dynamics. The use of concentric circles illustrates the relationship between institutions, with the social institution and cognitive institutions at the core of the conceived ‘onion’
scheme, and emerging outer layers of enterprise institutions each with
associative (describing mechanisms of social interaction), regulative (describing boundaries of social behaviour), and constitutive (describing
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physical and social (relations) bounds) dimensions. Negotiated changes
to the core ‘driver institution’ can thus ripple out, and generate change in
the broader overlying layers. Yet, beyond the research, it is perhaps important to emphasise that the nestedness of institutions in social institutions may not apply equally in every environment. Rather, it may be a
particularly dominant phenomenon in more fragile developing country
environments: where the state is weak and exclusive (informal) institutions persist (in terms of gender, caste, ethnicity), and where there are
strong power asymmetries in society. As such, the phenomenon of the
nestedness of enterprise institutions in social institutions may be considered ‘context-dependent’.
7.1.2 Dual motivations in emergence of new embedded market
institutions

Whilst having established the nested nature of emerging rules, it is necessary to further explore the initial mechanisms precipitating change. Neoclassical economists draw attention to efficiency objectives and reducing
uncertainty in institutional change and development. Scholars such as
Lanzara (1998) and Johnson (1992) highlight the importance of ‘societal
inertia’ (the durability of norms, rules and values) as providing the basic
stability necessary for (path dependent) institutional change (Hollingsworth, 2002: 7). Yet in critical points in history, there may be shifts
in the equilibrium (Somit and Peterson, 1992). Battilana (2009: 74) describes the enabling role of dramatic events such as social upheaval,
technological disruption, competitive discontinuity, and regulatory
changes that might upset the status quo and allow the generation of new
ideas (Child et al., 2007; Fligstein, 1997, 2001; Greenwood et al., 2002;
Holm, 1995). The role of change agents is particularly emphasized (Battilana, 2009) and those that may be external to the system (Helmsing and
Vellema, 2011; Appiah, 2010).
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Table 7.1
Motivation and triggers of layers of nested institutional arrangements
Institutional
layer

Primary ‘Economic’
Motivation

Secondary
‘Social’Motivation

Trigger/Conditions

Transformation of
boundary social
institution

Need for initiation of
business, and engagement in
production/technology

Conceptual
Women’s involvement in
business

New socio-cultural
idea/belief introduced
Community stability and
trust

Internal routines

Need for collaborative
production

Practical
Sphere of operation
Extent of participation

Environmental institution
transformed
Community/group
stability and trust

External chain
rules

Need for market transactions

Practical
Sphere of operation
Extent of participation
Interaction with market
players

Internal routines
established
Community/group
stability and trust

Networking
institutions
(similar firms)

Need for economies of scale

Practical
Sphere of operation
Extent of participation
Interaction with market
players (other firms)

External chain rules
established
Community/group/cross
group stability and trust

It is interesting to reflect on both triggers and motivations of institutional emergence. Institutions have been shown to be interdependent
and crucially anchored in a core social institution. At the outset, the deliberate introduction of a revised socio-cultural idea/belief by an outside
actor was crucial in setting institutional transformation and development
in motion. Whilst not viewed as a radical single event, the results were
quietly revolutionary in permitting the initiation of new economic routines and establishing a new institutional path. Triggers for the subsequent development of enterprise institutions were then tied to the initiation of lower institutional layers (as discussed), and motivated by social
and economic dimensions, with reasonable levels of trust/stability within
the community, group and across groups. For example, in the initial
transformation of the social institution, the trigger was the introduction
of the new social idea/belief permitting the new concept of women’s
involvement in business. In the subsequent development of internal routines (necessary for group productive work), the trigger was the trans-
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formation of the social institutional barrier permitting rule formulation
on women’s physical place of work, technology and productive tasks and
participation levels. In the secondary development of chain rules (necessary for market interaction), the trigger was the establishment of internal
routines. In the final development of networking arrangements (aiding
economies of scale), the trigger was the establishment of external routines. Drawing this together, as a result of the socially embedded nature
of rules, the motivations for the development of different tiers of institutions has been situated both in the evolving nature and needs of the
business (and efficiency objectives) (‘economic’ motivation), and in negotiating social requirements (‘social’ motivation), including the scope of
actor participation, the sphere of operation and the need for interaction
with different players. This is captured in Table 7.1.
7.1.3 Nuanced group cooperation and coordination

In the emergence of institutions, it is also critical to understand how actors have managed to come together and cooperate, permitting the development of layers of institutions in enterprise. Under neoclassical economics, economic actors engage with one another due to self-interest.
Going beyond self-interest, institutional arrangements have been extensively discussed in ‘collective action’ theory exploring actor interaction,
and how and why different arrangements can work (Ostrom, 1990,
2005). Further to this, Udehn suggests that it may be more pertinent to
ask ‘how much [cooperation]?’ and ‘under what conditions?’ (Udehn,
1993). In looking at cooperation within the cases, it is essential to appreciate the research context. As discussed in Chapter 3, Afghanistan is a
complex environment, dominated by informality with persisting conflict
and instability, and a limited rule of law. This has impacted upon the nature of society and markets with strong societal-based networks and relations, and lower levels of trust outside of networks. Yet the common
bond of religion (Islam) has permitted people to ‘maintain a ‘shared language of good and evil’’, crucial to the development of trust, social capital and the economic benefits that can proceed from this (Fukuyama,
1995: 270). Within Afghan communities, this has created a moral framework of common beliefs, values and norms that facilitates social and
economic interaction, even without formal or codified institutions. Yet
there remains profound distrust of outsiders that may disrupt community order. In the research, this has necessitated NGOs that were involved
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in institutional change and development to deliberately adopt local
norms and rituals (of dress, prayers) to boost trust and credibility.
Tackling the free rider problem through values, trust and new
institutions

Ostrom (1990) indicated that appropriate institutional arrangements
could reduce the occurrence of free riding. Indeed, in the research, new
enterprise institutions seemed to function particularly well at the decentralized level of the group (i.e. members respecting and adhering to
rules), where the group made its own rules and felt ownership of those
rules. And these institutional arrangements appeared to be suitable in a
less certain context. Meanwhile, the Durkheimian (sociological) view has
highlighted the role that religion can play in binding groups together towards effective actor cooperation (Coser, 1977; Haidt, 2012). Religion is
conceived to unite people through their ‘common symbols and objects
of worship’, with physical activities such as ceremonies bringing people
together and serving ‘to reaffirm their common bonds and to reinforce
social solidarity’ (Coser, 1977: 136-139). Closely linked to this, Weber
highlighted the power of religion in promoting certain values, and
strengthening economic development (through famously fostering the
‘Protestant’ work ethic). In the research, Islamic prayer rituals at the start
of meetings have indeed reinforced cooperation and good behaviour in
the groups, nurturing ‘moral capital’, facilitating collective action and
constraining individualism. And religious values of hard work and honesty embedded in Islamic sayings boosted this collaborative work. However, whilst the moral imperative to behave honestly and work hard in accordance with Islam was strong, and reinforced by the NGOs and the
entrepreneurs, the free rider problem still arose in productive and collective work. Yet evolving institutional rules have been shown to further
bolster cooperation, and created a structure for collective action, with
later adjustments and some formalization brought in where possible, facilitated particularly by more reflective and able NGOs (e.g. Case 1 and
2).
It is instructive to look across the cases to examine the free rider
problem, and how it has risen and been overcome. At the outset as indicated, initial cooperation between women has been facilitated through
mutual trust from shared Islamic norms/values. The free rider problem
was then shown to emerge later, and be resolved partly through institu-
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tional development. For example, in Case 1, the free rider problem has
surfaced at both the group and inter-group level. At the group level, due
to members taking extended time off for family functions (perhaps as
family obligations), there was a need to bring in a new rule for calculating
profit distribution based on the number of days worked in the month
with the introduction of formal records (in Case 1a only). At the intergroup level, ‘free riding’ – in terms of inconsistent product quality by
groups using the common label – has resulted in the break down of
common marketing. This has proved to be a significant problem as the
number of food processing groups has grown. Such factors have been
perceived to threaten the reputation and market share of older groups,
and have reduced the motivation for collaboration. This has led to mature groups (with strong leaders) demanding new conditions on the association membership (institutional elaboration). Meanwhile, in Case 2,
production was individual, and villages engaged in joint marketing at exhibitions only (for premium produce). Free riding appeared to be less of
a problem at the individual farmer level. Yet at the cross-group level
within the village, this could indeed arise, and even be perverted by the
entrepreneur. Lead farmers (group heads) participated in regular meetings with the entrepreneur to troubleshoot, report production and individual sales, and to discuss village contracts. It was clear that some group
heads were more active than others. In Case 2a, there appeared to be a
democratic system for groups to participate in village-level contracts, in
which active Lead Farmers with good produce were rewarded. Yet in
Case 2b, the entrepreneur could deliberately distort these group arrangements to condone free riding, particularly by favourable Lead
Farmer connections (from her own clan). Finally, in Case 3, there was
significant free riding of workers (days absent) at the beginning. This led
to the development of a formal daily register for the fair calculation of
monthly salaries (institutional formalisation).
Cooperation boosted by culture and solidarity structure

Taking a closer look at the culture and existing structures in cooperation,
Lyon and Porter (2009) drew attention to local cooperative norms of
behaviour (e.g. reciprocity and obligation) that can both assist in spurring
economic life in addition to social life after conflict. In Afghan communities, there is a strong tradition of collective voluntary work, with each
household engaging in annual tasks such as canal cleaning. Yet such col-
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lective activities have been strained over the war years. In vein with this
tradition, and creating an early platform for cooperation in Case 1 and 2,
women (of similar wealth) were initially deliberately organised into Self
Help Groups (and in Case 2, women were even gathered from the same
clan). Self Help Groups aimed to provide a solidarity structure for common work, notably building off the culture of local self-help and ensuring a strong transparent structure for subsequent institutional arrangements. With a strong common cultural framework, these structures have
indeed created initial trust, group cohesion and cooperation, and facilitated the development of enterprise routines. And where there is little
organisation of women outside of families, this has created an initial
base, and enabled enterprise rules to be instituted on top of this structure. The structure has also encouraged members to partake in more
voluntary activities for the collective good, without financial remuneration (such as supporting village festivals and events). The decentralized
decision-making and profit distribution seems to have further increased
accountability and transparency in rules, enhancing the motivation of
members and levels of trust. These findings indicate the value of (indigenous) collective action institutions together with solidarity group structures as providing a strong foundation for further cooperation (and institutional development).
In particular, the SHG structure (i.e. the set of informal institutions
concerning local collective/public goods) seems to have bolstered initial
social cohesion and cooperation, facilitated group work and enabled
support for primary, secondary and tertiary level institutions in enterprise. With engagement in enterprise, the close-knit equitable SHG structure was shown to boost both trust and confidence, and arguably eased
the further transformation of purdah with family and power holder authorization. In Case 1 and 2, the group structure has both facilitated cooperation within groups, and links between groups in the village and outside of the village, although there was more top-down decision-making
in Case 2 with the entrepreneur outside of the groups (and this was notably exploited in Case 2b). Yet as the businesses have grown, shifting
roles has necessitated changes in work responsibilities and profit shares.
This led to power differences between the women, and potential conflict
without transparency and agreement on ‘fair’ rules. Meanwhile, in Case 3,
women were gathered without common bonds or the framework of the
Self Help Group, and had less structured enterprise routines. This has
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affected group cohesion, possible delegation of tasks and the scope of
cooperation.
Cooperation boosted by pleasure and struggle for women’s freedom
and value

Yet beyond institutional structures and a cooperative culture, women
were also motivated by a simple sense of enjoyment. In Afghanistan,
women have limited opportunities for social exchange outside of the
family. Bowles and Gintis (2011: 3) described the pleasure gained from
cooperation with like-minded people, terming these feelings ‘social preferences’. All of the participating women in the cases spoke with passion
about their interest in collaboration to break free from their own confinement, highlighting their ‘pleasure’ in working together (even though
financial gains were low). However, in some progressive cases, the
group’s motivation went beyond pleasure to embrace a greater purpose
in the work, in the belief that this work represented their emancipation
and the achievement of greater women’s rights (greater social struggle)
towards a new order in the community. Social psychologists describe this
phenomenon as groups ‘sacredising’ goals of justice and freedom (Haidt,
2012). This higher ‘women’s struggle’ was particularly harnessed by the
entrepreneurs in Case 1 to further galvanize the women, creating a type
of supra-religious fervour to their work and cooperation, and new group
identity (Ansell, 1998). In their view, the work that they undertook was
both a model for other women, and contributed to a greater crusade for
change, towards new thinking regarding women’s involvement in social,
economic and political activities, and women’s value as both capable and
responsible citizens. Meanwhile in Case 3, whilst the women were initially strongly motivated to join the group, for the worker women – with
little results and a sense of frustration with the business, feelings of powerlessness and a growing gulf between them and the entrepreneur – they
have grown bored, and the social incentive has diminished. This was further exacerbated by family pressures to reduce their level of participation
or drop out.
7.1.4 Role of trust and authority in institutional development /
formalization

Institutional emergence and formalization was also influenced by trust
and perceived degrees of authority. As discussed in Chapter 2, trust re-
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duces the opportunity for purely self-driven behaviour and facilitates
emerging economic activity. Cultural, social and historical contexts and
prevailing social relations are described to influence trust levels and arrangements (Boyer and Hollingsworth, 1997; Lyon and Porter, 2009). In
particular, Fukuyama (1995) highlighted shared values/norms as providing a basis for trust, in the development of loose, less codified and flexible rules at the (small) group production and marketing levels. In the research, whilst previous (market-oriented) orders were dominated by
informal institutions (home-based production), in the transformation of
purdah and development of institutions in enterprise, new forms of less
personal trust and relations in the marketplace have generated both formal (e.g. written contracts with buyers), as well as informal institutions
(e.g. internal routines). And thus in this new social/economic order, the
traditional dichotomy has disappeared (i.e. formal state versus informal
market). In Case 1, formal institutions have now become more important in business transactions, and originate from this new evolving
business environment. The NGO plays an initial and notable role in
these contracts as an unofficial guarantor (in the short-term before trust
is established).
Towards examining levels of authority, Ostrom (2005) described the
benefits of ‘polycentrism’, where multiple layers of governing authorities
at different levels assist with coping with the tragedy of the commons,
and strengthen abidance and trust in institutional rules. At the
firm/group level, the formalization of rules was determined by local levels of trust (before efficiency objectives set in), in addition to levels of
authority. Evolving rules have tended to remain informal where trust is
high both in the enterprise group and within the community, with oversight by power holders and a secondary perceived level of authority by
the NGO. This was particularly typical in early to mid stages of the enterprise, where roles remained more similar within the group and power
relations homogenous, with strong oversight by power holders’ and the
NGO. This arrangement led to significant efficiency, and savings on
costs related to explicit worker contracts and enforcement. It also increased trust between members and bolstered voluntary group activities.
However, as roles matured and diversified with a necessary division of
labour and responsibilities, this affected trust levels within the group. In
Case 1b, this has led to the introduction of formal attendance registers
for production level routines. Yet, even if trust between women was
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high, in low trust community environments, power holders have enforced strict and more codified rules related to task participation (agreed
names of marketing women) and brought in more rule rigidity (e.g. Case
1a and Case 2b). Essentially, where there may be strong trust at both the
group and community level, rules have remained informal until the business complexity has necessitated the formalization of rules. This has
likewise been shown at the coordination level, particularly in the more
developed Case 1. As the number of groups have increased, the codification of roles and responsibilities has been deemed necessary to manage
more diverse relations between many groups.

7.2

Muddling through or strategic design: multiple-actor
negotiation in institutional development1

Institutions do not as a rule fit with each other because they were designed for the purpose.... More often than not actors have no way of
knowing exactly what institution best “fits” the other institutions on
which it might depend for positive complementarity... Institutional coherence and complementarity is as much discovered and improvised as it
is intended. Both rationalism and functionalism grossly exaggerate the
capacity of actors to know what they are doing before they have done it.
(Streeck (2002), cited in Hollingsworth (2002: 15))

Looking more closely at the process of institutional change, it is necessary to re-examine arguments from Chapter 4 and 5 on institutional
transformation and construction in the research cases. In particular, research findings aimed to build off Hodgson (2000, 2003, 2007), Chang
(2002), Beckert (2003), Gomez (2007) and Fligstein (1997) in looking at
the influence of existing institutions in institutional development and the
role of different actors (and their motivations, interests and power). In
this section, I draw together and elaborate on key insights in the institutional process, including the nature of institutional phases, and the interaction of key actors to further analyse dynamic interests and the myriad
of strategies deployed (building off Chapter 6).
7.2.1 Institutional design process: devils in the detail

Rational actor theory holds that actors are perfectly informed of costs
and benefits in choice, and that choices are made independent of other
influences. Going beyond neo-classical economics, Chapter 2 drew at-
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tention to the influence of power and history in institutional development (e.g. Chang, 2000; Bardhan, 1989; Greif, 2006), existing institutions
and organisational structures (e.g. Platteau, 2000; Hollingsworth and Boyer, 1997; DiMaggio and Powell, 1997), and habit (Hodgson, 1997). Others have highlighted the role of agents and collective action (e.g. Lawson,
1997; Beckert, 1999, 2003; Fligstein, 2001), with more radical change
precipitated by clashes between agents with differing interests (Campbell,
1997). Ostrom (2005) emphasised the importance of local ownership, in
agents devising and shaping their own rules, permitting social norms to
evolve and enhancing the strength of cooperation. Meanwhile, anthropologists highlight religious or cultural traditions with comfort derived
from familiarity of language, art and ritual (Geertz, 1973), and suggest
that new innovations usually fail unless the culture is prepared for it, or if
the environment is changing radically (Everett, 2012).
Uncertain ‘creative’ design and guided reformulation

Gomez (2008) identified three stages in institutional evolution, namely,
experimentation, design, and replication. Gomez conceived that agents
experiment with new institutions in ‘reflective action’, and that actors
embedded in networks play a key role in interpretation and decisionmaking. In vein with Gomez, three institutional phases were also observed in this research, although actor involvement was indicated to be
more complex, influencing the scope of each phase, duration and outcomes. Institutional phases thus included the initial introduction of the
‘innovation’ (the reformed or early rule), proposed by the NGO, and
jointly formulated in agreement with the entrepreneurs and power holders. The second phase then saw the reshaping and trialling of new rules,
predominantly led by the entrepreneur in negotiation with power holders. And even if the NGO designs were appropriate, there was a need for
local adaptation and elaboration. Finally, if successful, the last phase included the ‘operationalisation’ and ‘stabilization’ of new rules, with potential for ‘replication’. In higher-level rules, the three phases were less
extensive with shorter durations, due to more ‘distance’ from the root of
the social norm, and a reduced sphere of application (only for selected
women).
In the first stage, early rules were introduced by the NGO. These ‘external’ actors have demonstrated varying capacity in design, drawing on
their own experience and expertise where available, and trying to ensure
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that rules were appropriate with the prevailing culture and boundaries
imposed by power holders. Trust has played a part in the acceptance of
initial institutional innovations (and their ability to gain local trust).
NGOs described this phase as crucial with less credible staff delaying the
introduction of new institutions in addition to local destabilising events
(such as local conflicts). The second experimental stage was triggered by
the introduction of these new institutions to the enterprise women. This
phase included a period of trialling, shaping and fleshing out of the designed institutional arrangements through experimentation. Rules tended
to be promoted by highlighting their link to their existing religion/culture (progressive aspects), and fostered through close working
conditions, openness and group meetings. Failures to overcome local
resistance and conflict were shown to either delay or prohibit the progression to Stage 3. This led to the significant reformulation of rules and
narrowing down their applicability (as evident both in Case 2b and Case
3, in the development of marketing routines). In most of the cases, the
final Stage 3 was characterized by the formal operationalisation and stabilization of the institutional arrangements with potential for ‘replication’. Stage 2 and 3 were observed to be dynamic as shifting roles and
conditions necessitated rule reformulation and rule variation with business development. The entrepreneur largely led revisions in the routines,
navigating the context/power holders, influencing the evolving roles of
other women, and strategies in expansion/growth. In low trust environments however, strict control over rules was maintained by entrepreneurs, with little flexibility, particularly by less public-spirited (or insecure) entrepreneurs, affecting institutional development. Power holders
could also equally micro-manage the rules, leading to high restrictions on
their applicability. Likewise, NGOs could micro-manage rules (or retain
too much control), constraining local ownership and their ongoing development.
Overall the duration, negotiation and ease of phases were influenced
by three specific factors. First, this included the level of the rule and its relation to the root social institution, with lower level institutions (e.g. routines)
and those requiring significant change to the social institution proving
most difficult. Second, this included the nature of local conditions with more
unstable, lower trust environments creating set backs and delaying rule
development. Third, the phases were influenced by the capacity and interaction of local actors. This included the credibility and capacity of NGO staff
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(particularly in phase 1) in introducing new ideas and gaining early support within the community. Meanwhile, the charisma, capacity and interests of entrepreneurs were instrumental in the mid to final stages of institutional development (phase 2 and 3), in encouraging the other women,
and shaping and championing their new rules, and negotiating with female and male power holders. Finally, the attitudes and support of power
holders was critical across all phases. Power holders played a strong role
in both the introduction and renegotiation of rules – particularly lower
level rules and where rules touched upon social institutions – and in the
designation of physical and social boundaries.
7.2.2 Interaction of dynamic and diverse actors

In examining the process of institutional construction above, the integral
role of several actors has been identified. Building off Chapter 6, it is
critical to further reflect on the interaction of actors, and agency. Revisiting the discourse, discussions have emphasized the entrepreneur as a key
‘agent of change’ and ‘innovation’. Baron (2004) highlighted the cognitive role that entrepreneurs play in the careful analysis of situations,
events and making strategic plans. Going beyond entrepreneurs themselves, Organisation Studies drew attention to ‘institutional entrepreneurs’ as broad agents involved in the creation of new institutions (e.g.
Battilana, 2009). Most of the literature emphasizes their positive force,
whilst a few more nuanced studies have indicated that change agents may
also employ mixed strategies with varied outcomes (e.g. Ford, 2008).
Streek (2002) suggests that actors may be less strategic in the design of
institutions, but highlights ‘entrepreneurial creativity’ in the shaping
phase to ensure that they fit with existing institutions. Several authors
have elaborated on the emerging design of institutions as influenced by
individual intentions and interests (Beckert, 2003; Joas, 1996a; Lawson,
1997). Meanwhile, Beckert (2003: 774) highlights that most action is
based on ‘unreflected routines’ (Joas, 1996: 157) in line with previous
theories on ‘habits’ (Dewey), ‘practical consciousness’ (Giddens), ‘routines’ (Schutz), ‘knowing-in-action’ (Schon) and the ‘tacit knowledge’ of
actors (Polyani). And, it is when these routines fail or are inadequate that
actors engage in creative action through a ‘process of innovation by experimentation’. Gomez (2008: 248) suggests that there is still a gap in the
theory when the conditions of the environment change and the rules of
action become redundant, and new rules need to be created.
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Gomez (2008) cited three necessary conditions to facilitate the bottom-up design of institution: the initial presence of collective action
skilled/resourceful entrepreneurs, the participation of agents interested
in new rules, and pre-existent institutions that delimit experimentation
and aid the search for ‘new solutions’. In the research case studies, these
conditions have proved important, although not entirely sufficient for
the bottom-up design of institutions. An extreme social environment has
necessitated the outside support of an NGO to assist with the initial
transformation of the boundary institution of purdah and the related development of enterprise rules in negotiation with power holders. Meanwhile resourceful (and less resourceful) entrepreneurs together with ‘active workers’ were intricately involved with shaping evolving institutions
with the approval of local power holders. This phase of trial and error
was critical in creating participation in the formulation of rules and local
ownership (as described by Ostrom, 2005). The research has indicated
that easier resolutions were possible in more stable environments with
progressive actors (where gradual deviation was more acceptable); and
more challenging in low trust situations, with the need to employ more
extensive strategies, and some entrepreneurs exploiting the situation for
their own benefits. Eventual outcomes have proved to be nuanced. Entrepreneurs are both influenced and activated by their own motivations/interests in addition to their ‘power’. These factors affect the resulting nature of the revised institutions, and levels of access by others.
Yet, in addition to institutional design affecting access, the character and
reputation of the entrepreneur and their networks themselves can also
influence the extent of uptake by others and scope of replication i.e.
these individuals are ‘role models’, affecting the broader adoption of new
routines. Hence, in vein with bounded rationality theory, it is not just the
qualities of the institutions that matter, but who the originators and
promoters may be that are associated with those institutions.
7.2.3 Agents of uncertain change: diverse interests and power

Case studies indicate that actors involved with transforming, designing,
shaping and setting boundaries in institutional development may have
both positive and negative influences on emerging institutions, due to
their diverse interests. Three groups of actors have been identified as
particularly significant. Firstly, these include the NGOs as ‘external’
agents. The NGOs were involved with catalyzing institutional processes
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through introducing new designed institutions, and then guiding their
development. NGOs may be motivated by diverse social goals and monetary funds, determining the nature of their strategies, and duration and
scope of their engagement. The capacity of NGOs to design appropriate
institutions, negotiate with different actors and build trust, and their ability to provide plausible advice in their reformulation (and thus be perceived as credible ‘Islamic’ actors) were critical factors in their performance. Further to this, the perception of these external actors was
equally important. To be accepted, they needed to show respect, and be
trusted and credible as outsiders yet perceived to ‘speak the same ‘language’ as the community (e.g. dress, rituals). These ‘capacities’ may be
influenced by prior experience and expertise, the nature of their understanding of the local cultural context, their ability to design locally
adapted institutions, and their strategic choices (in sector, institutions
introduced, advisory approach). The local environment and other actors
were shown to further influence their capacity to act. The second group
of actors included the entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurs (and their allies) have
been predominantly involved with remoulding institutions in negotiation
with power holders, garnering trust and facilitating their adoption and
diffusion within the group. Entrepreneurs may be initially motivated by
economic benefits and simple social interaction, but motivations may
later broaden to include social goals, or more selfish desires for personal
power (particularly if NGO support is weak or if the context is lowtrust). Significantly, dominant types of entrepreneurs were observed to
thrive under different conditions. These included public-spirited ‘Trailblazers’ in more stable contexts, generating more open institutions; and
power-oriented ‘Gatekeepers’ in less stable contexts, interested in selfaggrandizement generating closed institutions. Yet it is worth noting that
Trailblazers may also emerge in less favourable situations, if supported
by NGOs and enterprise allies. Meanwhile Gatekeepers may equally
emerge in more favourable contexts, but would ultimately be removed
(by power holders, enterprise women or the NGO). The entrepreneur’s
capacity to act may be influenced by previous leadership experience and
personal qualities (including interest in risk taking), and the perception of
entrepreneurs as upstanding members of the community and charismatic
(particularly respectable and religious). Finally, the third group of actors
included the involvement of power holders (such as community leaders), as
institutional authorizers and boundary makers. Power holders have been
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influenced by their experience of culture in foreign countries, trust of
outsiders and interest in change. Power holders may be initially motivated by control, but motivations may later broaden to include community
social goals (particularly where progressive members of the elite are influential, and the NGOs are successful in opening up new ideas), or
more personal power incentives. The capacity of power holders to jointly
agree (finding a common position) and negotiate, and to garner local
trust have been essential to institutional outcomes.
Mixed strategies dominated by socio-cultural themes

As discussed in Chapter 6, there is limited understanding of how and
why ‘institutional entrepreneurs’ behave in the ways that they do, and
how they mobilize resources, formal authority, and social capital across
contexts (Battilana, 2009: 86). Looking more closely at key actor strategies across the cases, it is imperative to appreciate their practical influence in institutional design and development. This has been further tempered by the local context, in particular levels of stability and trust.
Various tactics – positive and negative – have been deployed to persuade, intimidate or block actors to accept, adopt and control the new
values, norms and practices. Promotional strategies tended to flourish in
stable, high trust and progressive contexts whilst resistance strategies
tended to be more successful in less stable, low trust and traditional contexts. Strategies have been both purposeful and intended, or unconscious
and unintended. These tactics can be grouped into four major themes.
These have included socio-cultural and religious strategies that included proverbs, story telling and use of progressive religious texts and sayings (and
even the reinterpretation of texts). Of critical importance in traditional
and conservative environments, these strategies have tended to be deployed initially, and then during setbacks prompted by personalities and
unsettling local events, and aimed to persuade and convince women and
community members that new practices were supported by progressive
local/religious norms. And the perception of the NGO as well as the
entrepreneur and group members – as Islam-abiding, capable and charismatic actors – was critical in gaining credibility, and the support of the
power holders (and later in formulating links with buyers). Yet if these
messages were not credible, conservative elements could also use the
same type of strategies to argue the reverse, going against the new practices. A second set of strategies has included physical tactics such as char-
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ismatic and religious behaviour (including participation in local rituals,
and pursuing dress norms), and less positively, threats and intimidation.
The former would be deployed continuously and aimed to demonstrate
that new practices have respectable advocates. The latter strategies would
be deployed when boundaries were crossed, or if power holders felt a
loss of control and aimed to ensure that new practices remained within
boundaries and social order was maintained. The third set of strategies
may be described as economic tactics including the highlighting of profits
and success of the work, and have been deployed when confidence was
low. The final set of strategies included the introduction of new technologies
used to accelerate returns in the business, yet with the unintended positive consequence of reinforcing the ‘professional’ nature of practices and
their association with village ‘progress’, if technologies were successfully
adopted. This has helped new enterprise institutions gain more traction.
The paradox of socio-religious strategies in institutional change

Plato maintained that storytellers ‘rule society’, drawing attention to the
power of narrative. The research has explored the varied use of local religious/cultural messages in institutional change for both positive and
negative effect. Promotional socio-cultural strategies assume particular
importance in conservative areas, or communities that are fragile after
years of war with high levels of distrust. Introducing ideas that were perceived to come from their own society/religion was critical, as high levels of suspicion typically surround foreign ideas, even international law.
New ideas have been most effectively introduced through reviewing existing codes (e.g. religious texts). The research showed that the use of relevant socio-cultural/religious ideas and rituals has been particularly effective in gaining trust and cooperation in the early phases, or during
later setbacks. Yet narrow-minded power holders and religious authorities can equally draw on more conservative texts and proverbs as a form
of resistance and intimidation. Socio-cultural strategies have included
religious texts, proverbs, and powerful storytelling of other local communities or foreign experiences. Cultural sociology draws strong attention to the power of narrativity, since traditional societies are organised
through stories and they draw inspiration and power. Cognitive science
echoes this, highlighting storytelling as instrumental, emphasizing that
most information that humans process is through induction, ‘reasoning
by pattern recognition’ (Beinhocker, 2005: 126). Indeed, Afghan society
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is rich in poetry and in storytelling (Mills, 1991), often even pre-dating
religious traditions. Adopting local behavioural norms has also been important. Anthropologists have drawn attention to adherence to rituals
and symbols within communities (Geertz, 1973). Further to this, in the
Afghan setting, actors that are charismatic (usually religious) are given
tremendous authority (Entezar, 2007). In the research, successful promoters have drawn on extensive socio-cultural strategies, and adopted
local dress and norms, and were described as ‘good Muslims’ (particularly apparent in Case 1). Yet, where they have failed to fully address cultural issues (e.g. the honour code of pashtunwali), particularly in a more uncertain context, they have been less successful (as in Case 3). Overall,
socio-religious strategies have thus been used for double effect: to both
resist change, and to promote new ideas; and the effectiveness of their
strategies was shown to depend on the capacity of the champions and
credibility of the message, other actors and local context.
Shifting actor motivations, interests, and power

It is interesting to further examine the shifting nature of the motivations
and interests of actors making, shaping and enforcing the rules; and how
this has affected rule making and development. Hodgson (2003) discussed the changing nature of habits as precipitating new preferences. In
Chapter 4, it was shown that new practices and habits triggered new values and preferences amongst both the related women (directly), and
more broadly amongst the power holders (indirectly), with significant
implications for rule evolution and development. This was indicated to
be particularly noteworthy where purdah practices were less restrained
with more open power holders and public-spirited entrepreneurs, with
increasing levels of interest in women’s empowerment. Yet amongst
some power holders, there were diverging opinions leading to protracted
conflict and unrest, constraining the realization of new joint preferences
(e.g. Case 1). In a fragile environment, capable NGOs have been instrumental in boosting the confidence of women, and opening up attitudes
of power holders, resolving conflicts, and creating vital conditions to allow support for open and evolving practices.
With a strong influence on outcomes, the dynamic motivations/interests of dominant entrepreneurs were shown to be particularly
critical. This impacted the nature of evolving institutions, and levels of
access/adoption by others. In higher trust environments with progres-
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sive power holders, public-spirited Trailblazers may foster inclusiveness
in enterprise, and have an interest in women’s social and economic empowerment both within and outside of the business. Meanwhile, in less
stable, low trust, conservative environments with controlling power
holders – and where NGO actors may be weak or absent – controlling
Gatekeepers may be more motivated by personal power. Often entrepreneurs have grown into these roles realizing new strengths and motivations (Trailblazers), or alternatively becoming corrupted by their own
power and greediness (Gatekeepers). Trailblazers and Gatekeepers have
also endeavoured to influence structure through their agency, to create
favourable conditions. For example, in Case 2b, the Gatekeeper entrepreneur has ensured that the community remains conservative and
blocked other women’s development. Meanwhile in Case 1a, the Trailblazer entrepreneur remains stifled by conservative elements, but continues to find subtle ways to bring in progressive ideas to promote change
in her community.

7.3

Innovation, learning, adoption and diffusion in
networks

Beyond individual actors, there is strong support for the role of collectivism and the interdependence of agents in institutional development. As
discussed in Chapter 6, the creation of institutions tends to arise from
the interactions between people, as opposed to individual activity. Going
beyond Hodgson’s framework (i.e. actions Y, outcomes Z in response to
new situations X), Gomez (2008) incorporated institutional learning and
innovation amongst agents through adding a lower ‘innovation’ loop as
agents encounter ‘new, uncertain, complex situations’ to fill institutional
gaps (i.e. actions Y1, outcomes Z1 and situations X1). The evolved institutions experiment in ‘reflective action’, and ‘skilful actors’ begin innovating and learning. Such activity is indicated to be embedded in networks
that play a key role in interpretation and decision-making. If a positive
response is received, the action is repeated until such activity produces a
new ‘rule’ or ‘institution’ for the respective situation. In this section, I
reflect on actor collaboration in institutional development towards reconceptualising a multi-actor institutional construction scheme.
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7.3.1 Harnessing power of allies in creating support and critical
mass

Social networks can influence resource availability, collective action and
entrepreneurial intentions. Fligstein (1996) theorized that new paths of
action could be facilitated by ‘skilful actors’ within networks, whilst
Maguire et al. (2004) suggested that institutional entrepreneurs could
draw on social capital to gather allies for collective action. In the research, it is the group effort of entrepreneurs and their close workers
that is indeed critical in contributing to shaping institutions, and facilitating their broader adoption and diffusion through group learning processes as new practices are taken up. The gathering of allies and their
agency is affected by the charisma/agency of the entrepreneur, existing
cultural norms, and local stability/trust. Beyond the entrepreneur allies,
three further (inter-related) networks (or sets of relations) have also been
identified that affect institutional development in enterprise. These include the group links to the power holders, permitting institutional legitimacy; and if permitted by power holders, market networks facilitating
interaction in the value chain, and cross-firm connections, permitting
collective action and exchange.
The research has explored the development of these four networks in
enterprise (diversity and size), and the influence of actor agency and intentions, and structure (e.g. trust, social norms). The research shows that
network development is determined by agency from both within, and
outside of the networks. In particular, NGOs appear to play an uncertain
brokering or mediating role between the power holders and the entrepreneurs/active workers in the negotiation of new networks (in vein
with insights from Graf, 2011). If capable, the external NGO can also
have a powerful influence on both agency, and local relations in boosting
the credibility of the entrepreneur and workers (such as in market links),
and gaining the support of power holders in network establishment and
development. This is particularly important in the early stages of network
development, and in less trusting environments. Market networks can be
especially vulnerable in the early phases (as women go beyond traditional
relations), and may be manipulated, threatened and disrupted by power
holders, or destabilized by local events. Yet the capacity, perceptions and
interests of NGOs can affect network establishment and development
i.e. not all NGOs are able, or view such activities as a priority. Alternatively, where NGOs are viewed with suspicion or uncertainty, this can
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also create barriers to network establishment, or slow down the development of networks, particularly in the context of instability. Where
there is the mix of the active support of NGOs, local trust and progressive power holders, public-spirited Trailblazer entrepreneurs have been
shown to create diverse networks across multiple realms. Yet, in a situation of weak NGOs, mistrust and strict power holders, Gatekeeper entrepreneurs may nurture more restricted and homogenous networks of
powerful people.
Insights gained from this research contribute to better appreciating
the influence of culture, agency and process in networks (Emirbayer and
Goodwin, 1994) adding depth to Granovetters’ principles (Granovetter,
2005) and institutional diffusion (Redmond, 2003). Firstly, there is a need
to integrate the role of agents, power dimensions, and heterogeneous
norms in understanding how ‘dense networks’ can facilitate norm enforcement. Even within close-nit networks, powerful actors can lead on
these processes, and determine ‘layers’ of norms and enforcement
measures. Secondly, in terms of the structural holes argument, intermediary actors such as NGOs may enable entrepreneurs to bridge holes to
create multiple networks. Yet local power holders may block or inhibit
the NGO efforts, or prohibit the entrepreneur’s activation of those links.
The new ties themselves (such as buyer links) may also shun the new
links to the entrepreneur, due to low trust of these newcomers, or even
their own traditional principles. Thirdly, evolving norms, stability and
agency can influence the scope of adoption and diffusion within networks. Where there is trust and stability, and more progressive norms,
public-spirited Trailblazers encourage unregulated diffusion and adoption of new institutions in open and dynamic networks. Such entrepreneurs may also be motivated to extend new practices beyond the group
leading to broader diffusion, drawing on progressive broader community
members as allies. This contrasts with Gatekeepers in less uncertain and
closed contexts that control levels of diffusion and adoption in more exclusive networks. These entrepreneurs may interact less with her own
peer group, and instead try to gain support from conservative power
holders to secure their own self-interest, deliberately barring other (potential) adopters. Yet equally, ‘adopters or followers’ (Redmond, 2003)
may also assert their own preferences in deciding whether to follow new
practices (voluntary non-adoption).
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7.3.2 How institutions affect networks, and how networks affect
institutions

I have discussed how social institutions, and emerging enterprise institutions, can influence network establishment, development, access and usage. Where institutions were open, the development of networks has
been more extensive with a greater degree of participation and homogeneity of power. In contrast, where institutions were closed, the development of networks has been constrained, exclusive and power skewed.
Yet, there are also emerging indicators to show that networks themselves
influence the development of institutions. In this regard, it is pertinent to
revisit Hodgson on habits and preferences, and their congruence in
groups; Chang on power dynamics; and Klyver and Schott (2011) on
networks and entrepreneur intentions. Participation in networks can influence group habits and routines, and trigger new preferences. This is
illustrated in the research with women creating new work rules, and new
congruent preferences being born with regard to women’s roles (in progressive cases). Networks may thus foster new shared values, preferences
and trust, and facilitate the collaborative exploration of new rules and
their reformulation as the business expands. Yet if power dynamics are
skewed with tight networks, and network leaders are self-oriented (e.g.
Case 2b and Case 3), new preferences will not be congruent, and new
rule formulation will not be mutually formulated and agreed.
7.3.3 Towards re-conceptualizing a multi-actor institutional
construction scheme

In the construction and development of new institutions, the research
advances Gomez’ theory of the development of ‘new rules’ through trial
and error by entrepreneurs (resourceful ‘skilful’ agents of institutional
adjustment) in the additional incorporation of the support of external
agents (NGOs), and negotiation with power holders (Chang). Going beyond individuals or a single set of actors, the scheme incorporates the
presence of multiple actors that influence institutional innovation, design
and their final shaping. Figure 7.2 attempts to go beyond Gomez’s ‘Institutional-action-information double loop’. In this revised version, external
actors play a role in navigating existing institutions towards generating an
innovation design concept, I. This is presented to power holders generating boundary information, W. External actors feed this in to the revised
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innovation concept I1. Entrepreneurs trial this in Reflective Action Y1
and a new concept is presented to the power holders I2. Further boundary information is generated in W1 towards new information X1.
Figure 7.2
Interaction of multi actors in institutional-action-information double loop

7.4

Institutional outcomes: Robust or fragile? Evolving or
stagnated?

As highlighted by Parto (2008: 1013), there have been extensive efforts
over the last thirty years to better understand economic collaboration,
cooperation, and coordination to examine relations between actors in
markets, networks, and firms. In institutional development, the discourse
suggests that institutional outcomes reflect a balance of self-interest, social obligation and social relations (Hollingsworth and Boyer, 1997).
Others have indicated that institutions tend to reflect existing orders and
hierarchies (unless forces have been revolutionary, as described by
Marx), and that institutions may generate higher order and lower order
institutions. Institutional legitimacy has also been discussed by DiMaggio
and Powell (1991), Beckert (1999) and Gomez (2008), in addition to notions of sustainability through ‘institutional stickiness’ (Boettke et al.,
2008). Expanding earlier arguments in Chapters 4, 5 and 6, it is instruc-
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tive to further examine the emerging institutional outcomes in the research. The cases exhibit different sets of institutions as a result of initial
designs, reshaping and boundary setting influencing the nature of collaboration, cooperation, and coordination. Here I discuss the nature of
emerging institutions and hierarchies, indications of path dependence,
and institutional effects towards broader reflections on rule making.
7.4.1 Social stratification: heterogeneous purdah norms towards
a new order?

Chapter 4 highlighted critical features of norms. For example, norms
may differ across groups (Peyton-Young, 2007), and variations in those
norms may be rooted in different roles in society and social order (Marx,
1986) with communities playing a role in norm development and enforcement (Kandori, 1992). There may also be a hierarchy of power in
the making/shaping of norms in visible and less visible forms. From the
cases investigated, it is evident that there have been ‘quiet women’s revolutions’ at the local level, precipitated by the motivation to get involved
in enterprise. This process has involved external NGOs, entrepreneurs
and local power holders, permitting significant social change to prevailing socio-cultural practices for selected women. From the research, it is
indicated that a re-interpretation of the Koran has largely facilitated a
transformation of purdah norms, permitting broader economic engagement (although this varies across women). If reassured that this was not
out of step with the culture and religion, the broader local community
has – in different degrees – accepted these new practices. In some cases,
acceptance has been aided by observing these practices first-hand, and
through viewing the gradual economic returns that such practices have
generated. This type of institutional change may be considered ‘radical’
in forcing substantive change in beliefs encoded in the Koran ‘rulebook’, and generating new norms for women both within, and outside of
the enterprise groups.
A number of pertinent observations can be made from these changes
in norms. First, the transformation of local norms does not lead to either
homogenous outcomes (if original norms were the same across the
group), or reflect initial diversified outcomes (if original norms were varied across the group). Advancing Horne (2001), whilst there may have
been existing differences in the original norms practiced (or not), in the
transformation, these differences can be reduced or overturned with new
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orders created (e.g. Case 1); reproduced, generating the same existing order; or made more extreme and exacerbated (e.g. Case 2b). This may be
affected by the motivations of the entrepreneur, local norms and conditions, or the interests of power holders. In ethically Pashtun communities (Case 3), additional cultural aspects of purdah – namely the honour
code of pastunwali – have complicated the transformation of purdah for
the worker women. Second, there may be a period of uncertainty in the
transformation process (lengthening the trial and error phase), particularly where there is more abrupt change. In the readjustment stage, women
may face resistance from power holders and be forced to engage in extensive renegotiation. Third, there may also be unintended consequences
of empowerment, in terms of both the women themselves (particularly
the entrepreneur), and broader societal reverberations (at the household
and community level). New forms of power may also lead to the emergence of both charismatic as well as more selfish leader women. New
roles can also lead to disruptions to household and community relations,
and a potential backlash against the women. Fourth, evolving purdah
norms (as core social institutions) can affect various aspects of the
emerging organisation and structure of the business. For example, this
can determine the scope of women’s involvement in production and
management, and her participation in external activities such as marketing.
Figure 7.3 illustrates the diverse shades of purdah observed in enterprise, influencing women’s mobility, participation in the business, and
scope of networks. For women to join collective enterprise, it is imperative that women at least surpass the limits of ‘strict purdah’. Yet it is not
necessary for all women in enterprise to advance to the most progressive
form of purdah. As indicated, the women with the most mobility (to leave
the house and to meet with non-family men) have the most potential
within the enterprise (to lead the company/make decisions). Such women may be engaged in both production and marketing with broad external relations and networks. These women tend to lead and manage the
enterprise, and are responsible for negotiating and interacting with local
and market actors. They also play a strong part in the potential purdah
evolution of worker women. Purdah trajectories (individual and group)
influence women’s participation in the business, firm performance, and
value chain linkages.
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Figure 7.3
Shades of diverse purdah observed through economic empowerment

7.4.2 Enterprise institutions: healthy hierarchies or arrested
development?

As described in Chapter 2, Douglas (1986: 124) describes the creation of
new institutions often reproducing old orders. It is useful to further examine institutions in enterprise, the nature of emerging orders and institutional hierarchies. Towards assessing intra organisational hierarchies in
the research, and variations within enterprise institutions, it is useful to
re-examine emerging institutional structures in the cases. In the first case,
women were organised into small village groups of approximately twenty
women headed by a group ‘entrepreneur’, with higher marketing links to
other village groups. This enterprise may be characterized as a decentralized group structure, with strong ties at the group network level. In the
second case, women were organised into similarly sized groups, although
at a density of ten women’s groups per community (each with their own
leaders). Above the farmers’ groups, village Sales Agents were designated, with the overall structure then overseen by a village head (the ‘entrepreneur’). This case may be described as an elaborate institutional set up,
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with three to four tiers of participating women at the village level, depending on the entrepreneur; and with loose and undeveloped crossvillage links. In the final case, the business comprised of just one small
group of women (originally fifteen ladies but shrinking) with an appointed head, the ‘entrepreneur’. Case 3 may be characterized as a top down
business with largely undeveloped rules at all levels, and persisting micromanagement by the external NGO.
Institutional openness reflected in local evolving hierarchies

In Case 1, initial hierarchies that were created by the NGO included the
entrepreneur and the worker women, but all were considered equal in
terms of work efforts and remuneration. In the evolving hierarchy, in
Case 1a, three tiers then emerged: the entrepreneur, male assistants and
female assistants, and the workers, with agreed variations in remuneration. Yet due to the strict/low trust context, there appeared to be limited
flexibility of the women’s roles. In Case 1b, three tiers also emerged: the
entrepreneur, one male assistant and female assistants, and then the
workers, and again with agreed variations in remuneration. However, in
this more stable context, there was more mobility within the women’s
roles if needed (for example, worker women helped out with village supplies and local sales). Meanwhile, in Case 2, initial hierarchies that were
created by the NGO included the entrepreneur, the Lead Farmers, and
finally the producer women, with designated work roles and differentiated remuneration. In the evolving hierarchy, in Case 2a, four tiers
emerged: the entrepreneur, Sales Agents, the Lead Farmers, and the producers. The structure was perceived as strong but open, with power decentralized and evolving roles and remuneration. In Case 2b however,
three tiers remained fixed: the entrepreneur, the Lead Farmers and the
producers, and there was notably limited mobility or remuneration
change. There were even indications of a reduction of farmer group
power, and the further centralization of control by the entrepreneur. Finally, in Case 3, initial hierarchies created by the NGO just included the
entrepreneur and the worker women, with equal work efforts and only
marginal differences in remuneration. In the emerging structure however, power was largely centred further with the entrepreneur, and an increasing gap was wedged between her and the workers. Across the cases,
the NGOs initially designed the institutions and early hierarchies, in negotiation with the power holders, and in coordination with the participat-
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ing women. This design was conceived as a starting point for enterprise
work. The further development of institutions and hierarchies was then
largely led by the entrepreneur (and her allies), in negotiation with power
holders and guided by the NGO. As a result, it is the entrepreneur that is
heavily responsible for the emerging levels of rigidity within the enterprise (and power dynamics), and the scope of flexibility in tasks of worker women and degrees of remuneration.
7.4.3 Critical junctures and emerging pathways

In developing a scheme for institutional analysis, it is important to reconsider the relations between actors and institutions, the nature of rules
(and incentives, sanctions, enforcement), and actor values/power. Abrupt change in the development of new institutions may be precipitated
by ‘critical junctures’, and this may be followed by renewed stabilization
and path dependence (DiMaggio, 1991). According to neo-classical
economists, institutional (often undesirable) path dependence exists because of the ‘network externalities, economies of scope, and complementarities that exist within a given institutional matrix’ (North, 1995: 3) i.e.
economic agents with bargaining power have strong interests in maintaining the status quo. Institutional development may involve ‘path dependent’ processes due to the different groups’ relative power and by
their own subjective analysis of alternative paths. From the perspective
of institutional political economy, pre-existing institutions – resulting
from the power of a particular group – can be resistant to change leading
to path dependency. Agents may appreciate the inefficiencies but be unable to change them due to the ‘enormity of the collective action’
(Bardhan, 1989). Meanwhile, North et al. (2009) identified and contrasted emerging institutional ‘orders’ and their degrees of openness. They
described the ‘natural state’ of society as a self-reproducing social formation, with personal relations among members of the elites; and more
progressive ‘open access’ orders with impersonal institutional relations
that depend more on meritocracy, market competition, and political democracy. Towards exploring indicators driving the nature of emerging
institutions, Ostrom emphasized examining the compatibility of the interests of the entrepreneurs versus members, and the degree of participation in the rules in terms of who makes/shapes rules, who enforces the
rules, and who may propose change rules (Ostrom, 1990).
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As discussed, two dominant entrepreneurs have produced characteristic patterns of institutions in enterprise, creating either ‘open’ inclusive
institutions, thriving under stable conditions (Trailblazers); or fostering
more ‘closed’ exclusive institutions, under more disruptive conditions
(Gatekeepers). Institutions appear to be clearly linked to levels of compatibility between the entrepreneurs and enterprise members, influencing
the latter’s participation in the emerging rules. In the case of Trailblazers,
there are high levels of compatibility of interests between the entrepreneurs and workers, and a greater participation of workers in rule making/shaping, enforcement and change. Trust levels are also higher, and
there are savings in transaction costs inside the business. In the case of
Gatekeepers, there is limited compatibility of interests between the entrepreneurs and workers, and less participation of workers in rule making/shaping, enforcement and change. In these situations, trust levels
may be lower, and transaction costs higher (e.g. in Case 2b, there is a
much distrust of the entrepreneur, and village sales may require crosschecking of profits released). Overall, under stable conditions, Trailblazer entrepreneurs have therefore produced more democratic and participative institutions in their motivation towards inclusiveness (e.g. Case 1b
and 2a). Yet arguably more interesting, Trailblazer entrepreneurs may
also emerge under less favourable conditions (where there are conservative power holders and low levels of trust), but this appears to significantly constrain their institutional endeavours (or lead to compromised
solutions) (e.g. Case 1a). Meanwhile, under less favourable conditions,
Gatekeepers have produced more top-down and self-oriented institutions (e.g. Case 2b and 3). In these situations, the development of institutions may thus be heavily biased towards their own strategic interests and
purposes, and power asymmetries may sustain less efficient institutions.
It is pertinent to reflect on the fact that there were no examples of Gatekeepers emerging under favourable conditions in the research. Yet, findings suggest that if indeed they had emerged (due to initial selection or
otherwise), progressive local actors in these contexts would have eventually removed them (either the worker women, local power holders or the
NGO). Overall, the research indicates that dominant entrepreneurs tend
to persist in certain conditions due to a mixture between their own agency and local structural-actor dynamics.
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Table 7.2
Emerging institutional pathways and influence on value chain development
Institutional
Pathway

Productive

Unproductive

Destructive

Enterprise
Institutions

Equitable/fair
evolving institutions

Constrained
institutions

Unfair institutions

Participation in rule
making, shaping and
enforcement

Some participation
in rule making,
shaping and
enforcement

Flexibility in
evolving design
Value chain effect

Increasing returns
to workers with
increasing
participation in
diversified
enterprise activities
Good intra firm
growth and
development
Evolving new
economies with new
democratic
emerging orders

Limited flexibility in
evolving design
Fixed returns to
workers with
participation in
rigid enterprise
activities
Mediocre intra firm
growth and
development
Stilted economies
tending towards
reproduction of
existing orders

Entrepreneur only
involved in rule
making, shaping and
enforcement
No flexibility in
evolving design
Limited returns to
workers with
controlled
participation in
productive
enterprise activities
only
Limited intra firm
growth and
development
Skewed economies
and extreme
emerging orders

Advancing understandings of path dependence, the research indicates
that entrepreneurs play a critical role in generating patterns of institutions. Going beyond productive, unproductive and destructive enterprise
activities (Baumol, 1990; Desai and Acs, 2007), this research has looked
at enterprise institutions and emerging productive, unproductive and destructive institutional pathways influencing firm performance, value
chain development and broader trends of economic development. ‘Productive institutional pathways’ are indicated to be championed by Trailblazer entrepreneurs (e.g. Case 1b and 2), generating more equitable,
open and flexible institutions. For example, these entrepreneurs may
permit worker mobility, and promote fair remuneration based on responsibility level and work hours of workers. This can boost worker participation in business, with evolving roles and returns, positively affecting
firm development. Ultimately, this can generate evolving new economies,
towards ever more open and democratic orders. Meanwhile, ‘unproductive institutional pathways’ are characteristic of more stilted Trailblazers
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(as in Case 1a), generating enterprise institutions that are more constrained with limited levels of flexibility. In these cases, returns to workers may be more fixed with participation in rigid activities (i.e. less flexibility in productive (or other) tasks). This can constrain the development
and growth of the firm. This can then lead to stilted economies, and tend
towards the reproduction of emerging orders. Finally, ‘destructive institutional pathways’ are observed in situations with Gatekeeper entrepreneurs (e.g. Case 2b and 3). These entrepreneurs generate enterprise institutions that are inequitable with controlled participation and observable
rigidity. The returns to workers are fixed by the entrepreneurs, and
worker tasks are confined to low-level work, limiting intra firm growth
and development. This can lead to skewed economies, power imbalances
and more extreme emerging orders. Table 7.2 summarises these trends
of institutional pathways.
7.4.4 New attitudes and preferences with broad institutional
spinoff effects

Engagement in economic activity can often lead to potential new relations and cooperation, with the market constituting ‘a school for sociability, by providing the opportunity and incentive for people to cooperate with one another for the sake of mutual enrichment’ (Fukuyama
1995: 356). Historically, participation in trade has also prompted an increasing interest in local governance and institutional development to
‘lower communication costs and trust ceilings’ (Wright, 2000: 121). Towards deeper insights into the effects of enterprise institutions, Hodgson
(1997) describes the potential of institutions in subtly influencing individual habits of thought and action, and having the capacity to generate
new preferences.
Building off Hodgson’s insights, this research has shown how transforming social norms and constructing new enterprise institutions have
indeed precipitated new attitudes and preferences (as indicated in Chapter 4), or ‘cognitive’ institutions, and further triggered the development
of broader institutions beyond the business (as indicated in Chapter 5),
creating new (potential) opportunities for social and economic development. In vein with Ostrom (1990), I have termed these ‘lower level’ (socio-political norms and practices) and ‘higher level’ institutional effects
(economic institutions related to enterprise and beyond). The generation
and scope of these institutional effects, and levels of openness (i.e. dem-
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ocratic nature), are indicated to depend on the motivations/interests of
the entrepreneur, power holders and the stability of the context. Worker
agency and the group sub culture were also shown to be significant. The
latter has affected group levels of trust, and their motivation and interest
to realize greater social goals (as earlier described in 4.1). In progressive
cases, there was a concerted effort to champion new attitudes, with enterprise women organising women’s right’s events such as Women’s Day
for the first time in the village (Case 1).
Fragile new social, political and economic institutions with diverse
effects

Further reflecting on these effects, in terms of the lower level institutional effects, new perspectives (or ideas) on women’s purdah have precipitated new broader ‘beliefs’ related to other prevailing social norms. In the
case of public-spirited entrepreneurs, where the context is stable, this has
encouraged local women into more active roles; and inspired them to
learn from the enterprise group and to be active in the community. This
has particularly influenced both women’s and girls’ norms (e.g. girls
school participation and marriage age). Evolving norms (or ‘habits’) and
enterprise institutions have also generated new broader beliefs regarding
women’s economic roles, and triggered higher-level institutional effects.
This includes the development of critical economic institutions, further
influencing enterprise development, such as women’s property rights,
access to training and banking. It has also encouraged women to participate in community governance, increasing their interaction in women’s
community councils, and creating a new voice outside of the elite. Yet in
less stable contexts, these new norms may remain exclusive and fragile,
or bring backlashes from conservative elements. In particularly extreme
situations (e.g. Case 2b), new (exclusive) norms have led to the generation
of more detrimental institutions. In this case, exclusive political institutions have been developed, with the entrepreneur assuming lead (and
intimidating) roles in local and regional women’s groups (against the
wishes of the people), and setting up local militia groups.
7.4.5 What makes rule making more or less successful?

Drawing insights together, it is useful to reflect on what this thesis tells
us about rule making. Douglas (1986) drew attention to the key role of
cognition in the creation of institutions through the combined ‘squeez-
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ing’ of ideas. Meanwhile North (2003, 2004) emphasized the ‘interplay
among cognition, belief systems, and institutions’ in institutional development. Others have highlighted the process of socialization (Hodgson,
2007), power struggles between actors (Chang, 2000), and the importance of local participation and ownership in rules and ‘shared mental
models’ (Ostrom, 1990, 2005). Gomez (2008) described four factors that
aid in the final the sustainability of rules including ‘input legitimacy’,
mechanisms for ‘enforcement of rules’, ‘resource synergies’ in which material benefits of pursuing rules are shared, and clarity on ‘transaction and
organisational costs’. From this research, successful rules are rules that
are efficient, equitable, open and dynamic with participation of agents
and support of power holders. To this end, the research indicates that
rule making requires five crucial elements, particularly in more fragile
contexts. Firstly, this includes ‘contextual stability and receptivity’. This
relates to a local environment that is steady with power holders that are
open and progressive. External agents (such as NGOs) can play a crucial
role in enabling these conditions and creating ‘islands of institutional experimentation’. Secondly, in the early phases, rule making requires the
introduction of institutions with ‘innovative, culturally-embedded design’. This refers to the formulation of progressive rules that are led by
creative experts; and emphasises the importance of appropriate design,
with rules that fit with existing socio-cultural institutions. Third, rulemaking needs ‘collaborative and skilled reformulation legitimacy’, with
the reshaping of rules led by charismatic and capable entrepreneurs with
group-oriented interests embedded in networks. This emphasises the
importance of a participative process that promotes the local ownership
of rules in addition to permitting (necessary) local adaptations. And notably, NGOs can be instrumental in giving credibility to these new evolving institutions, and garnering local trust in the women’s work. Fourth,
this includes, ‘authoritative legitimacy’, with rule boundaries negotiated
and agreed with local authorities. And fifth, in the final stabilization
phase, the achievement of ‘cognitive synergies’ between the community
and enterprise leaders is vital. Failures in rule making include underdeveloped rules (Case 3); the remoulding of rules that are hijacked/skewed towards the entrepreneur (Case 2b); and institutional fragility (Case 3), where there is cognitive dissonance between the women
and power holders, with contrasting values and beliefs, leading to a lack
of local support. It is worth noting that institutional sustainability (or the
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steady evolution of prevailing institutions) appears to be heavily shaped
by both ongoing community dynamics, in addition to wider contextual
political and social influences (beyond the community). The latter may
be of particular relevance in a situation of uncertainty such as Afghanistan.
Socio-economic institutional trade-offs

Game theorists highlight the generation of trade-offs in new institutional
arrangements. To this end, it seems important to look closer at the question of ‘legitimacy’ and ‘cost’ (social, economic) related to emerging institutions, and how plays out in varying environments and evolving control
mechanisms. The research shows that (conscious or unconscious) institutional trade-offs may arise both in terms of the business, in the functioning and future development of the enterprise, as well as generating
broader effects within the local social sphere. With regards to the business, the nature of enterprise institutions can have immediate and farreaching economic implications. The level of ‘openness’ of the institution, and extent of legitimacy (by power holders), can have impacts on
business efficiency, participation, flexibility, and intra organisational hierarchies. Early choices on institutions can also set institutional pathways
(described in 7.4.3). Beyond the business, new institutions may also have
unpredictable social ramifications (in the household and community),
particularly in less stable environments. These new practices may generate short term and long-term impacts on women’s familial and community relations, and subsequently trigger change to household roles and
expectations. New roles may be perceived to threaten the traditional order and control in the community (particularly if brought in too quickly),
and resistance may persist with women ostracized and excluded from
social events such as weddings (and their families intimidated). This can
also disrupt the women’s routines and hinder enterprise development.
Further to this, new habits and practices may have knock-on effects
within the community, as other interested/confident women try to mimic new roles and push social boundaries, creating further potential trouble for the enterprise women. Yet progressive (i.e. liberal) power holders
can help the community to manage the new evolving roles of women,
and potential power shifts towards a new evolving order, particularly if
supported by capable NGOs.
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Concluding remarks and reflections on inclusive
development

Pulling all of the various threads of this thesis together, I have endeavoured to carefully open up the ‘institutional black box’ to better understand the role of structure and agency in institutional change. This notably pushes forward the frontier of institutional theory, particularly where
the discourse meets sociology and development studies. To date, key institutional contributions have been made by North (in the development
of institutions); Hodgson and Gomez (in the effects of upward causation); Chang (in the role of power dynamics); and Ostrom (in understanding cooperation and institutional arrangements). Combining these
theories with broader insights from the social sciences (e.g. Beckert, 1999;
Fligstein, 2001), this thesis has unravelled the process of institutional
change and development in enterprise, shaped by evolving norms, interests and local conditions. The thesis draws attention to the nested nature
of institutions, non-economic motivations in institutional emergence,
complex cooperation, and the role of trust and power. In an unusual approach, the thesis specifically looked at the transformation of a social
institution (purdah) in precipitating the subsequent development of institutions in enterprise in Afghanistan, and the role of actors and local conditions in the institutional process. The research indicates that in fragile
and conservative environments, external actors such as NGOs can both
initiate and guide institutional development, alongside local actors. Yet
there may be limitations to the NGOs’ endeavours, with strong resistance from local power holders, unpredictable local entrepreneurs and
disruptive events. Towards overcoming local opposition, the use of socio-cultural (and religious) strategies has proved particularly notable.
Progressive aspects of local culture (e.g. proverbs) and more favourable
interpretations of religious texts have enabled the introduction of new
ideas on women’s roles, and have opened up attitudes regarding their
mobility, permitting their culturally acceptable engagement in enterprise.
Drawing on expanded notions of agency, and the interaction with
structure (Hodgson, 2004), agents are influenced by evolving skills,
knowledge and capacity, and shifting motivations and interests, leading
to diverse strategies. Agents may be further boosted by others’ agency,
reinforcing their own agency or garnering collective agency; or they can
equally be thwarted by others’ agency. Agents may also be affected by
structure (e.g. norms, levels of trust and stability in the environment); or
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they can affect structure through transforming existing norms, and creating new degrees of trust and stability within environments. With significant implications for institutional path development, the research has
indicated the emergence of dominant entrepreneurs in enterprise. Thriving under stable and conducive conditions, Trailblazer entrepreneurs
were shown to draw on their allies and be boosted by others’ agency to
facilitate open, democratic and ‘inclusive’ institutions with equitable participation, and diverse networks with less regulated levels of adoption
and diffusion. This can positively influence value chain development towards ‘productive’ institutional path development. Yet if such entrepreneurs are constrained, this may lead to ‘unproductive’ institutional path
development. Going beyond the enterprise, these new open institutions
may further precipitate new attitudes and preferences amongst women
and within the community, generating broader positive social, economic
and political institutions. Meanwhile, flourishing under less stable conditions, Gatekeeper entrepreneurs may foster more destructive pathways,
in the generation of closed and ‘exclusive’ institutions and tight networks
with highly regulated levels of adoption and diffusion. This can lead to
more skewed economic development and ‘destructive’ institutional path
development. Lessons for successful rule development include the critical role that NGOs can play as institutional innovators and guides; the
need for legitimacy in reshaping and ongoing institutional development,
led by the entrepreneurs; and the importance of gaining the support of
local authorities. Ultimately the research underscores the value of attaining cognitive synergies between these major players, in a receptive and
stable context, towards more sustainable institutional development.
In these closing arguments, it is also necessary to reflect more broadly
on women’s economic development and such processes of facilitation/institutional evolution, transcending the research context of Afghanistan (and research cases). Sen (1999) described five instrumental
types of freedom including political freedoms (e.g. free speech and elections), economic facilities (e.g. participation in trade and production), social opportunities (e.g. access to education and health facilities), transparency guarantees and protective security. He describes how different
freedoms can strengthen one another; and draws attention to the underlying nature of social values and norms, which can influence these freedoms. Finally, he underscores the importance of individual and collective
agency in bringing about change. Recently, the particular influence of
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social institutions has been re-emphasized in the development of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development’s Social Institutions and Gender Index (SIGI) (Jones, Harper and Watson, 2010). The
SIGI highlights the relationship between discriminatory social institutions – defined as laws, norms, traditions and codes of conduct – and the
scope of women’s engagement in economic activities. The research has
touched directly upon such issues, exploring the promotion of equitable
social institutions in precipitating women’s economic development, and
the development of broader inclusive and democratic institutions. The
original roots of debates on social inclusion and exclusion are found in
social policy discourse within the European Union (Hospes and Clancy,
2011: 23). Wider discussions have generated a more nuanced understanding of inclusion (ibid). Firstly, these indicate that inclusion may not
always be desired by the excluded. For example, studies show how some
groups preferred their outside status, and were keen to retain their own
values and priorities (Kabeer, 2000). Secondly, these highlight the limitations of top-down policies and programmes in reducing discrimination,
which ignore the role of ‘privileged insiders’ who influence and determine local norms and rules (Kabeer, 2000). Thirdly, these show that social inclusion or exclusion is neither a permanent status, nor a dichotomy, instead there may be more of ‘continuum’ between the positions
(Berkel et al., 2002). The research notably adds further nuanced insights
into these observations. It highlights the role that capable outsiders can
play in initiating change – on a continuum – in a fragile and conservative
context; and the role that powerful insiders can also play, either in supporting such change, or in intimidating the excluded into accepting prevailing (discriminatory) beliefs and practices.
Meanwhile, rights campaigners view formal laws as the ultimate
mechanism to overcome discriminatory practices, and promote broader
social, economic and political roles for women. Yet new formal institutions need to resonate with the prevailing culture to enable a sustainable
change in behaviour (World Bank, 2001). Whilst constraints on women’s
mobility pervade the third world poor2, in traditional Muslim communities, conservative interpretations of Islam can lead to an exacerbation of
this ‘global norm’, in further restricting women’s mobility. Yet in such
communities, there may also be opportunities for measured change, if
scriptures can be reinterpreted. Religion thus may be a resource, as well
as a barrier for development. Ter Haar (2011) argues that development
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through religion can indeed be transformative, particularly if progressive
religious leaders can be involved. Reinforcing this perspective, the thesis
has shown that facilitating careful change to fundamental social institutions such as purdah through progressive religious messages can be both
transformative, and act as an anchor for stability in subsequent enterprise
development, particularly in supportive contexts (where there is trust
with progressive actors). In similar contexts such as the Yemen, the raising of awareness of egalitarian Islamic codes has also been shown to enable activities related to women’s empowerment (Zahedi, 2011: 302).
However, the research has shown that where strong local honour codes
prevail, this can limit the effectiveness of religious strategies to development.
In examining institutional processes and diverse actors in a fragile
context, the thesis provides further critical insights for value chain and
enterprise work, and local economic development. Kaplinsky and Morris
(2000) describe how value chain analysis has tended to look at power
between actors in the chain but not within the different segments of the
chain. The role of non-chain actors has also been overlooked in chain
governance (Helmsing and Vellema, 2011). In traditional and volatile
contexts such as Afghanistan, value chains are heavily influenced by informal structures, relations and norms, and often exacerbated by the situation of risk. Yet the main emphasis of market development projects
has been simply in ‘accelerating small and medium-sized enterprise’, with
an implicit assumption that this will gradually resolve all other ‘market
failures’. Projects with (non-elite) women thus stumble upon sociocultural barriers to both entry and participation in enterprise initiatives.
Market development programmes tend to overlook the fundamental importance of these (dynamic) social institutions and the nature of local
contexts, and their influence on social relations, trust and cooperation.
Over the long term, this risks being counterproductive. As indicated by
this thesis, pursuing a strictly economics-based strategy may indeed perpetuate and exacerbate the nature of existing social exclusion (Christoplos and Hilhorst, 2009), particularly in an informal and unstable context. Meanwhile, the entrepreneurship literature has typically classified
(poor) entrepreneurs as either ‘survival’ or ‘growth-oriented’, with these
factors influencing the scope of enterprise development (e.g. Berner,
Gomez, and Knorringa, 2009). Yet arguably as crucial, the research indicates that entrepreneur motivations may be further rooted in more deep-
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seated social and political inclinations, with significant implications for
broader socio-economic development.
This thesis has highlighted the importance of multi-actor, structural
and evolutionary thinking, going beyond either pure individualism or
structuralism, towards appreciating institutional processes and their outcomes. In particular, the nature of institutional development may have
important implications for local economic development, with patterns of
(nested) institutions generated by dominant entrepreneurs. The research
has indicated that Trailblazer entrepreneurs can generate both open and
democratic institutions, and promote inclusive opportunities for (new)
power and wealth, even in fragile contexts, particularly if supported by
enlightened actors. Yet, Gatekeeper entrepreneurs can equally foster distorted economies through the reproduction of more exclusive institutions.
To incorporate crucial non-economic influences, the role of agency, and
the interconnectedness of institutions, this thesis argues for a more collaborative and interdisciplinary approach to the critical study of institutions (Hodgson, 2007; Hollingsworth, 2002), towards the potential development of a common framework (Ostrom, 1986). For the field of
development studies, this may also permit both deeper, and more nuanced
understandings of fundamental processes of change in human societies.

Notes
Charles Lindblom (1959) used the term ‘muddling through’ in his famous paper, The Science Of Muddling Through, to describe non-linear processes of decision-making in public policy, emphasising instead a process of negotiation.
2 For example, physical insecurity or occupational hazards often restrict poor
women’s movement and choices (e.g. Moser et al., 2005).
1

Appendices

Appendix 1.1
Reflections on ethnographic techniques in exploring institutional change

Building on similar qualitative (self-designed) methods employed in my MA
research1, my research sought to draw on innovative research techniques to
explore institutional change, particularly at the grassroots level. In this appendix, I will further reflect and elaborate on three of these techniques.
A key aspect of my PhD research was unravelling actor strategies and
motivations, and local perceptions and attitudes. Inspiration for examining
this at the community level initially emerged from an online comic script,
depicting Afghan village life. In this script, there were well-recognisable
characters that play key roles in village life (and some of which had been
also identified in preliminary research interviews) including elders, the village mullahs, visiting NGO representatives, women’s groups, general village
people and neighbouring villages. For the research, nine sets of characters
were selected2. These were printed onto pieces of card, and became the
springboard for discussion regarding actor roles, strategies and power. In
the session, cards were laid facedown in the room, in the middle of a circle
of a mixed group of fifteen to twenty community women (including the enterprise women as well as women leaders). Individual women were then
randomly invited to turn over a card, and to firstly identify the character(s)
on the card (also written at the bottom in Dari). The card was then laid back
down (face up), and the women in the group were encouraged to describe
the role of the actors in the picture, as the enterprise women had endeavoured to change their purdah norms (in gathering/working outside the
home), and as new rules were created in enterprise. The group was then
asked to jointly identify and describe the strategies that were employed by
this actor/group of actors (with a choice of four coloured cards, indicating
the use of religious messages, involvement in coordination, troubleshooting
or causing problems). Finally, after all cards were turned over, the group
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was then asked to assign handfuls of beans to the cards, to depict which
actors were the most influential in the change process, and to explain why.
This exercise proved to be a powerful and fruitful tool to unravel the interaction, behaviour and influence of key actors in institutional change and
development. The insights gleaned added significant flesh to the various
actor strategies, motivations and roles that had been discussed in interviews
with NGO staff, and during earlier group interviews in the community.
There was also much obvious enthusiasm by the women and excitement in
describing the roles of the different actors and their interaction, and the varying degree of changes to their lives. This also led to spontaneous story telling where particular events were recounted, and how various difficulties
were overcome or not.
Meanwhile, a second complementary village exercise explored practical
indicators of the myriad ways that life had changed for the enterprise women, both socially (i.e. direct mobility, community relations and social responsibility), and in terms of economic life (i.e. new business relations, engagement in banking, training courses, property rights). This was prompted
using simple flash cards with basic sketches. Perhaps not as useful as the
first exercise, this discussion nonetheless generated some pertinent insights
into various aspects of the women’s lives that had radically changed, and
anecdotal examples of this. For example, this included exploring the scope
of the women’s changing mobility. Previously, women typically only left the
house for family weddings, and potential medical emergencies. Yet, at the
time of the research, they described leaving their house everyday to go to
visit other homes in the community (for both work and social reasons), and
travelling to the city several times a month! This added depth to data collected from workshops with the NGO staff.
In the latter stages of the fieldwork, a third exercise finally explored
women’s emerging relations and networks. This session aimed to better understand the new relationships forged in the course of the business. The
entrepreneur (and in some cases, senior workers) was tasked with labelling
blank cards with different specific actor descriptions (places, names etc).
These included buyers, service providers (e.g. packaging agents, banks), suppliers, offices and other villages. The cards were then physically attached by
string to a core card representing the enterprise group. Finally, the women
were asked to assign handfuls of beans to the most ‘important connections’
for their business. Initially approached with some confusion, as this exercise
unfolded, the women became animated as they described all of their various
‘new relations’. This prompted an open discussion on their businesses, in-
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cluding persisting challenges, as well as new ideas. This final exercise generated deeper insights into the nature of their growing businesses, and the
evolving goals of the entrepreneurs.
However, it is worth noting that in more conservative communities (e.g.
Case 2b and 3), these participative sessions proved to be more challenging
(particularly the first two exercises), due to the dominance of the entrepreneur, leading to significantly less openness by the other enterprise women.
In these communities, it was more difficult to fully discuss the various
community actors in institutional development, and the ways that life had
changed (beyond the entrepreneur).
Figure A1.1:
Visual technique with cards and beans exploring local actor strategies
(Cards depict different common strategies (e.g. white =use of Islamic messages/sayings, green=coordination,
yellow= trouble-shooting, red=causing problems e.g. gossiping, threats etc.). Beans indicates level of actor influence.)

Figure A1.2:
Visual techniques with (a) cards exploring scope of change in
attitudes/practices at the village level and (b) cards, string and beans
exploring type/importance of links between the enterprise and other actors
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Notes
Exploring street children’s access to water and sanitation in Northern Brazil, University of
Amsterdam (2004).
2 These included the village shura (or Community Development Council), the
women’s subcommittee, the mullah, the mullah’s wife, the village people, neighbouring villagers, the (enterprise) NGO, the women (enterprise) producers and
the entrepreneur.
1
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Appendix 1.2
Case study business backgrounds

This appendix presents brief and consolidated business backgrounds of the
three research cases, elaborating upon the respective enterprise status and
operations. It specifically outlines aspects of their production (and supply),
marketing, management and technology.

Case study 1: Women’s food processing business
Supported by a local NGO, the rural women’s food processing business was
located across three districts close to Herat city in West Afghanistan. With
initial groups established in 2004, towards the end of the research, the business comprised thirty-six women’s food processing centres (15-20 women
per centre) across thirty-six villages (with a total of approximately 700 workers). The business had notably doubled in size during the course of the research. Participating women tended to be between 25 and 55 years old, with
most stemming from medium wealth groups within the community. Food
processing (FP) groups were linked for trouble-shooting and higher-level
marketing (using a under a common market label in the city). Whilst seventy
per cent of the produce was still sold by weight locally, there were growing
levels of city sales through the association. Yet in the final phases of the research, more mature groups were breaking away from the network, due to
dissatisfaction with the product quality of other groups and collaborative
exchange.
(i)

Production and supply

Each FP group had their own designated ‘food processing centre’ in the
village that usually was a spare room (6m2) in a traditional local mud house.
The room tended to be very basic with bare walls, no running water and
simple electricity (bulb and one power socket). Vegetable and fruit resources
were gathered from the village (and surrounding villages) by the entrepreneurs, with the support of their families. Production was then organised in
shifts, with women assigned either to morning or afternoon work times
(with Fridays and national holidays considered legitimate days off). Goods
produced by the groups were described to incorporate over twenty varieties
of food-processed products! The main products however included tomato
paste, chutney, pickle, carrot and apple jams, and dried okra and eggplant.
In the high season, the groups described producing 200 jars (i.e. 500g of
produce) per week each (for city sales), in addition to more than 240 kg of
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unpackaged goods (village service). In the absence of food standards agencies, the local NGO had helped the business seek approval of the Ministry
of Health (MOH) to certify product quality and production hygiene. Inhouse, the groups also used a refractometer to occasionally measure the water and sugar content of jarred products, and the local NGO conducted additional spot checks.
(ii)

Marketing and demand

The food processing groups sold their products both at the local level
(most), and increasingly at a joint city level. Within the village, the processed
produce was sold by weight, with orders also received from neighbouring
villages (and raw produce was sometimes brought directly to the centre, and
a fee paid for processing only). At first, these products and services were
promoted through wedding parties and in family settings, since these forums were the most accessible. As their centres became well known, and
both the village and neighbouring villages knew of their existence, people
came directly to them. At the city level, the groups sold their ‘premium quality’ packaged products in their own shop (Herat), at exhibitions, and to local
bulk buyers (shopkeepers, offices and hotels) (with initial support by the
NGO). Cheap packaging (jars, plastic sealed bags, and plastic sandwich
boxes) was still mostly sourced from Pakistan (organised by the local
NGO), although adequate packaging was beginning to be available locally
through emerging distributors. During the research, the groups had trouble
keeping up with the high city demand for tomato paste and carrot jam.
Their main market competitors included large Iranian companies (especially
for tomato paste and jams). Yet whilst the packaging was more sophisticated, the quality was indicated to be lower for these imports and the price
steeper. Small national food processing companies were also starting to
emerge in Kabul – producing a range of jams and chutneys – but these
companies were not yet supplying to the Herat market.
(iii)

Management/operations

The twenty village-based ‘food processing centres’ were innovatively networked into one FP business. Whilst the groups’ representatives (group entrepreneurs) met at a collective level to coordinate on higher-level (city)
business activities, the overall business strategy was still guided by the local
NGO. Yet new groups (initiated by the NGO) were not permitted to join
the business (and thus market with the common label) until a ‘good standard’ had been reached, as decided by the existing heads. Management-wise,
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the FP enterprise was largely decentralized to the village level, with production (including quality control), local marketing and profit distribution organised by each group. This appeared to facilitate transparency, accountability and local decision-making.
Running costs of each centre were estimated at $100 per month (low
season) to $500 per month (high season) with typical expenses including
raw produce, gas, bottles, labels and packaging. Each group covered their
own costs through their profits and savings. Further to this, each centre had
rented (or planned to rent) a garden for growing produce (two jeribs) to
make savings in the purchase of raw produce (from village farmers). There
were no ‘worker salaries’ per se, but rather profit was divided up at the end
of each month within the group, with the group head taking a slightly higher
agreed share. On average, workers received $40 per month in the high season, with fifteen per cent of profits retained for savings. Workers described
each centre functioning almost autonomously (except for city marketing).
Figure A1.3
Women’s food processing business management and operations
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(iv)

Technology and assets

Initial group assets were purchased by the NGO, and included a basic set of
equipment such as buckets, metal saucepans, packaging/sealing machine,
protective clothing, manual pulveriser, juicers, generator, and stove with
total costs of approximately $4000 per centre. In terms of larger business
assets and technology (e.g. pulping machine), this was predominantly organised at a collective group level, and sharing arrangements were agreed between the entrepreneurs. At the end of the research, some of the more mature groups (including the research villages) were upgrading their own group
technology through externally sourced funds. These included electrical processing machines and solar driers.
Figure A1.4:
Upgrading food processing technology in the village

Basic manual pulverisers

Electric processing machine

Solar drier
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Case study (2): Women’s vegetable production business
Supported by an international NGO (in collaboration with a local NGO),
the second (rural) enterprise was a series of women’s vegetable production
groups. Initiated in the central province of Parwan in 2007, the business was
straddled across nine villages with a total of ninety women’s farmer groups
(with approximately twenty women per group), and approximately 2250
farmers. In each village, the NGO employed one woman as the lead coordinator or Village Facilitator (the ‘entrepreneur’ for this research), paying her a
generous monthly salary, although this was phased out at the end of the research (with the INGO’s exit). At the head of each of the farmers’ group,
one woman was then selected as a Lead Farmer, receiving a small stipend for
basic supplies for her farmers’ group (again, this was phased out with the
INGO’s exit). Lead Farmers supported their group members in individual
production and local marketing. At a later stage in the project, village Sales
Agents (two per village) were nominated to support joint city marketing of
produce (on commission).
(i)

Production and supply

Essentially, the women farmers agreed to work independently on their own
private land (at least 0.25 jeribs or 500m2), sharing their progress and yields
in their respective farmers’ groups. Priority vegetables and fruits included
carrots, cucumber, onions, potatoes, tomatoes, and grapes (as pre-selected
by the NGO). In the middle of the research, new techniques and facilities
had also been introduced to make processed foods such as tomato paste,
chutney and dried products. After three years in the business, average women farmers described typically producing between 750 kg- 1,000 kg of vegetables per year, with annual profits of approximately $300-$400 (with Lead
Farmers described to produce twice these amounts).1
(ii)

Marketing and demand

Marketing was mostly independent and local, yet there was a large emphasis
placed by the NGO on the city marketing of fresh produce with the establishment of village Sales Agents. Sales Agents were linked to several input
suppliers, packaging agents, wholesalers and grocery stalls in Kabul and
Charikar. In addition, villages were linked to micro-credit organisations for
agricultural loans, as needed by the women farmers. At the time of the research, the women were selling their produce within communities, in the
market town of Charikar, and in exhibitions and markets in Kabul. For the
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local bazaar, the vegetables were predominantly sold loose. For the city
higher end sales, basic packaging in baskets had been introduced for vegetables; and for processed foods, locally sourced plastic jars. At exhibitions,
common labels and branding were used during the INGO support, although sales profits remained individual.
Towards the end of the research, the village entrepreneurs began receiving bulk orders from offices, and using this new business line to strategically
supplement incomes (in the absence of INGO salaries). The entrepreneur
was coordinating sourcing with the Lead Farmers and Sales Agents. The
Lead Farmers were responsible for sorting/grading produce, and they organised the best produce into a box. In these transactions, approximately 20
per cent commission was added onto the original farmer’s vegetable costs,
and this was shared out between the entrepreneur (25 per cent), the Lead
farmers (50 per cent) and Sales Agents (25 per cent).

Figure A1.5:
Women’s vegetable business management and operations
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Management/operations

Whilst part of a network of nine villages, management wise, the enterprise
was decentralized to village level with the entrepreneur in charge of the
overall village business, and responsible for coordinating activities with the
male village council, Lead Farmers and Sales Agents. The entrepreneur facilitated troubleshooting in the business, and represented the village business
externally at exhibitions and workshops. The Lead Farmers supported the
farmer women in technical assistance (and checked quality of produce),
managed group savings box, recorded all production/ marketing data and
shared this with the entrepreneur in bi monthly meetings. When exhibitions
were held in Kabul, the Lead Farmers and Sales Agents assessed the quality
before (village) group-wise sales. Whilst sales were largely individual, the
village Sales Agents supported collective marketing on commission. Profit
distribution (after single or group facilitated sales) was arranged at the individual level.
(iv)

Technology and assets

Initial group capital expenses were covered by the NGO, and included basic
tools and garden equipment. New subsidised (higher-level) technology such
as (plastic) greenhouses, drip irrigation, storage facilities and solar driers (individually-owned) were later introduced in the research villages, improving
yields, aiding more flexible market strategies and permitting the development of new marketable dried products. The INGO had successfully encouraged a ‘rental’ system for these facilities through owner agreements on
commission on end sales. At the time of the research, the two research villages had established two underground vegetable storage facilities, several
(plastic) greenhouses, micro-irrigation schemes and four (glass/wooden)
solar dryers.

Case study (3): Women’s electronics business
Supported and trained by an international agency, the third case study was a
small women’s electronics business, situated in a minor business area of
Kabul city (relocating during the course of the research from a workshop in
the city’s women’s sanctuary). Established and registered in 2006, the business initially comprised thirteen women workers (from 25-50 years of age)
from an impoverished community in Kabul city. Yet, at the end of the research, only four workers remained due to ‘limited contracts’. The company
was chiefly involved with the manual assemblage of basic electrical appli-
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ances. During the research, they were also trained to repair common domestic appliances. Their main customers included international organisations
(such as international forces, UN agencies and foreign embassies), and local
companies.

(i)

Production and supply

Essentially, the group manually produced electrical goods including solar
lamps and panels, circuit boards, and extension cables on a contract basis.
The women worked in a simple and dusty workshop room (8m2) with a
small basic office for the entrepreneur. On receipt of new contracts, basic
parts were purchased in the market by the entrepreneur (or her assistant).
For example, one typical contract was the production of 10,000 circuit
boards for a private company in Kabul city. This took the women workers
(eight women at the time) a month to complete. The entrepreneur was responsible for identifying new opportunities, negotiating deals and signing
contracts. In addition to electrical products, the women were able to repair
common domestic appliances such as refrigerators, washing machines and
air conditioner units yet contracts were complicated both by poor marketing
and (if domestic) the need for the workers to enter people’s homes (disallowed by the worker women’s husbands).
(ii)

Marketing and demand

The business marketed their products and services to customers such as
international (military and non-military) agencies, the Afghan government
and individual households in Kabul. However, at the time of the research,
the marketing was weak, and customer awareness still limited. The business
planned to broaden their customer base through local dealers with links to
other cities/rural areas. Key potential markets for the business included Kabul-based electronics companies and solar dealers (for assembling products),
as well as more regional-based distributors (where solar products were in
particular demand2), in locations such as Herat, Mazar and Kandahar. Yet
these markets were difficult to access since travel was challenging for most
of the women (due to family pressures).
In terms of competitors, a few Afghan companies were starting to import and distribute sophisticated solar energy equipment (e.g. solar panels,
solar cookers, solar dryers, etc.). One company provided additional installation and repair services selling large panels, and providing training to local
villagers on how to install the solar panel systems. The local installation of
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other innovative thermal applications was said to be increasing rapidly, with
high local demand, particularly in the Kabul market (e.g. solar cookers, solar
dryers). And market players were described to be increasing likewise: the
Afghan solar market was already estimated at $2-2.5 million in 2006-20073.
(iii)

Management/operations

The entrepreneur was largely responsible for the overall production, marketing, bookkeeping and management. Her family helped with the company
administration (husband), as well as managing the accounts (son). Meanwhile, the other worker women were mainly only involved in production
and on occasion helping with purchasing electrical items. Whilst the entrepreneur worked fulltime, the workers were only expected to work according
to contracts gained. Towards the end of the research, the NGO was still
partly supporting the company through contributing to costs for the workshop, diesel, generator, and worker salaries, as well as providing technical
and business support. Overall, even after several years of support, the profits of the company were negligible. In fact, if total expenses were taken into
account (i.e. NGO paid salaries), the company had largely been running at a
loss of between $3,000-$6,000 per annum, due to inconsistent contracts and
low volumes.
Figure A1.6:
Women’s electronics business management and operations
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In the final stage of the research, the business established a tentative new
business partnership with a medium sized electronics company that imported large-scale and small-scale solar equipment (home systems, panels, batteries, solar water pumps, etc.). This partnership was envisaged to facilitate
access to potential subcontracting and new business opportunities. The
company also agreed to pay the rent of the women’s workshop ($400 per
month) (but within their own office!), and to pay four staff stipends (including the entrepreneur ($150 per month) and three staff ($80-90 per month)).
Whilst the partnership provided much opportunity for the women’s business (salary contribution, rent, training, potential subcontracting), as a weak
small company, there were dangers of simply being completely absorbed
into the larger company with little independent work and autonomy.
(iv)

Technology and assets

At the time of the research, the company still only had basic electronics
equipment and assets to make circuit boards and solar lanterns, worth in
total around 1500 USD. These were deemed insufficient for producing
items at scale required by the market (e.g. solar lanterns). During the research, a new business plan drafted by an external consultant recommended
upgrading machinery and equipment to improve operational facilities in
Kabul, and to increase their production capacity/lower costs.
Notes
Notably, the village farmer groups were also involved in savings and credit activities. At the end of the research, over $11,000 had been mobilized by these
groups.
2 Many businesses and households are still without regular power in Afghanistan.
Whilst electricity services have improved in urban areas, approximately 80 per
cent of the Afghan population lives in the rural areas with limited access to the
national power grid.
3 This was indicated in the independent consultant business plan in 2009.
1
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Appendix 5.1
Typical indicators for community women before
and after the businesses were initiated (across cases)
Aspect

Typical behaviour before

Typical behaviour after (three years on)

Mobility and
purdah

90% women remain in the house.
Women are not permitted to go to the
bazaar, city or doctor alone, and only
in situations of urgent need leave the
village with their husbands or fathers.
Common threats to women: ‘if you go
out, you go out forever’.
100% women covered their face with
a hijab outside of the home.

Senior women do not need to ask permission of
their husbands to move around the village.
30% women visit other non-family homes e.g. for
business and women’s meetings, and go to
market and purchase household equipment.
Unmarried women can go out with a maharam.
20-50% participating women can take a trip out of
the province with their husband’s permission.
50-70% women cover their faces in front of a
male stranger.

Women’s family
roles and work

20% girl children can go to high
school.
Education is not important and
women can be married by 13-15
years old.

50% girl children can go to high school.
Women should be educated and not married
before 18.

20% women choose their own
husbands.

50% women choose their own husbands.

90% women remain at home
consumed with domestic chores.
Most of the women are housewives
with some basic productive work in
handicrafts, kitchen gardening or
tending to orchards.

25-50% women just consumed with domestic
chores.
(Married) women can be skilled, be involved in
marketing and even be a shop keeper.

5-10% women bring in income
(physically).

20-30% women bring in income (physically).

Women cannot take any decisions
about the children e.g. school,
marriage.
10% women in decision making in
house.

Women can participate in decision-making and
their children’s future.
60% women involved in decision making in
house.
Senior women advise husbands and men on
‘culture’ and even traveling!

Men are responsible for buying
household goods such as clothes
and food.

Women can buy household goods such as
clothes and food.

Low capacity of women’s shura (only
2% had some degree of responsibility
in the community).
Village women tend to keep quiet.
Nobody paid any attention to their
ideas/opinions and they therefore
could not join elections in the village.

Women can jointly make decisions and convene
for problem solving.
There is more respect for women to be involved
in the community and there have been changes
in the women’s shura voting system (in one
village).
Women’s shura can influence male shura.

Women’s sociopolitical role
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Aspect

Typical behaviour before

Typical behaviour after (three years on)

Women were not involved with
general festivals outside of the family.

Women think about problems at the village level –
and even at the Afghanistan level!
30% women support community events e.g.
weddings, festivals.

Relations with
community

Every woman just knows about
twenty family members in a village
(10% community in small
communities. Less in large
communities).

20% women know people from outside the family
in the village.
5-10% women have business relationship.

Business
relations

Only close family.
No business relations.

The senior women have connections to multiple
actors including offices, shopkeepers,
government offices, exhibition halls, women’s
associations, banks and MFIs, packaging agents.

Access to
banking

None

Groups have their own bank account.
Senior women have taken micro loans.
Group women have borrowed from the SHG.

Access to
professional
training

Most women are not allowed to
attend trainings exceptions include
widows and old women.

Senior women regularly attend trainings and
NGO workshops inside and outside the village.
Non-group women are keen now to have all sorts
of training and with permission can attend
exhibitions and workshops outside of the village.
The link to the NGO gives them information on
other training.

Property rights

Women have no rights.
Women belong to men and could be
sold or on becoming a widow, be
forced to marry the brother-in-law.

Lead or active women have sought to claim her
rightful property rights of her husband or father.
The villages are more open to Islamic law, and
there is more discussion related to property,
widows and less expectation to marry brother-inlaws.
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